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Announcements and News
News about your product, conferences, and community events.

Db2 Tools Community Monthly Update
Join us on November 14, 2022 for our next monthly Db2 Tools Community webcast. Come see what we have
been working on and provide feedback to make sure that we are working on things you find of value when using
our products.

Db2 Tools Suite Roadmap Webcast
Did you miss the last update on November 8, 2022? Use this link to access a recording of this session. You must
register to view this recording.

Db2 Tools Community Monthly Update
Did you miss the last update? Use this Replay link to access a video and PDF of that session.

New Db2 13 Readiness Report
Are you ready to migrate to Db2 13? Use the new Db2 13 Readiness Report to determine whether your Db2
environment is ready for this migration. The Db2 for z/OS Report in MRI displays an overview of the Db2 13
migration challenges, including trends over time. This information prepares you to support the migration Db2 13
and helps you to understand the required, recommended, and suggested future work that remains to be done. For
more information, see Db2 for z/OS Report Details in the MRI documentation.

Chorus Software Manager (CSM) End of Life
As part of our ongoing commitment to customer success and to help our customer base achieve their strategic
business initiatives, we are investing our resources in z/OSMF for software management. We will be discontinuing
technical support for CSM. In accordance with the terms and conditions, guidelines, and parameters of
Broadcom’s support program, which is documented in the Broadcom Software Maintenance Policy Handbook,
this announcement provides written notification of End of Life for CSM. This notification means that CSM will no
longer be enhanced and maintenance and technical support, including self-service support, will be discontinued
effective June 30, 2023. For full details, see the End of Life Announcement.

Security Advisories: Security and Integrity Maintenance
Broadcom offers Security and Integrity maintenance that addresses a security or integrity exposure. We
categorize this maintenance as a “SECINT” or “Security or Integrity” fix type using our mainframe software
packaging system. This maintenance lets you quickly identify security or integrity maintenance among all
published maintenance.

• With each Security or Integrity fix, Broadcom also offers access to Security Advisory articles that include
additional details and context about a security or integrity exposure. Each article details the CVSS score,
the CVSS Vector String, the affected components, and the CVE numbers, if applicable. This central resource
offers self-service information and an email subscription service to be alerted about new security advisories.

• To apply Security and Integrity fixes and sign up for our vulnerability subscription service, see Maintain
Security and Integrity Fixes documentation. To review vulnerabilities, see Broadcom’s Security Advisories
portal.

View Mainframe Technical Exchange 2022 Sessions
Broadcom's 2022 Mainframe Technical Exchange was held Oct 4-6, 2022. On-demand technical education
content is available to our customers through February 28th, 2023. To view the on-demand content, see the
Mainframe Technical Exchange site.
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Release Notes
Includes new feature descriptions, product compatibility details, and third-party software agreements.

The release notes explain the key features and details for Quick Copy for Db2 for z/OS (Quick Copy) Version 20.0.Quick
Copy is an integral component of the family of solutions that we provide for z/OS. Quick Copy is a full-function utility for
making fast copies of Db2 tablespaces and indexspaces. This utility provides quick and effective copy operations and
enhanced copy utility functions.

See the following documentation for detailed information about this release including:

• New product features and enhancements
• Release compatibility and support (release and support lifecycle dates, maintenance grid, and fix strategy)

For detailed installation information including software requirements and Db2 version support, visit the Database
Management Solutions for Db2 documentation.

New Features
The new features in this release offer you increased flexibility and efficiency. We release features using PTFs for simple
installation.

Quick Copy Version 20.0 provides the following enhancements. To ensure availability of all features and fixes, ensure that
your products are current on maintenance. We recommend that you use the SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval to have
maintenance that is downloaded and received automatically on your system regularly.

TIP
Use this link to view the PTF numbers for each new feature in this article. The PTFs in this link are
updated programmatically so you always have access to the current New Feature PTFs.

NOTE
DBM 20 IR 8 is the last incremental update for Version 20.0. New features and fixes are no longer bundled in
incremental PTFs. Instead, we have transitioned to a continuous delivery release model that provides individual
PTFs for new product features and product fixes. For more information, see Transition to Continuous Delivery.

Db2 13 Support (LU05995)

Db2 13 for z/OS support is now provided for function levels V13R1M100, V13R1M500, and V13R1M501.

To help you determine whether you are ready to upgrade to Db2 13, a new Db2 13 Readiness report is now available. For
more information, see Are you ready for Db2 13? by Chris Crone, Distinguished Engineer.

To specify the new function levels for Db2 13, see Upgrade to New Db2 Releases and Function Levels in the Database
Management Solutions for Db2 documentation.

Detect IBM Utility Usage During a Copy

Quick Copy can now detect whether an IBM utility is processing an object before it creates an image copy of that object.
This functionality is supported by all SHRLEVEL settings. The new functionality is available through the new PQC-IBM-
UTILITY-DETECTION parameter in hlq.CDBAPARM(UTIL). When you execute a copy job, Quick Copy can check to
see whether IBM LOAD or IBM REORG is processing the selected objects. If any of those objects are being processed,
the job terminates and a list of the objects in use is written to the job log. Using the PQC-IBM-UTILITY-DETECTION
parameter helps you avoid potential conflicts, such as incorrect RBA values. (PTFs SO15709, SO15710, SO15711)
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QUIESCE Fallback for SHRLEVEL CHANGE Copies

For SHRLEVEL CHANGE copies, you can now specify whether to invoke QUIESCE for tablespaces or tablespace
partitions when the START_RBA cannot be determined. The objects stay available and the image copy is not created. To
use this feature, specify PQC-QUIESCE-FALLBACK (NO) in the UTIL parmlib. If you do not set this parameter, the default
is YES.

Db2 12 Continuous Delivery Support

IBM Db2 12 for z/OS function levels V12R1M100, V12R1M500, and V12R1Mnnn are now supported.

Version 20.0 of Quick Copy supports the IBM Db2 12 Continuous Delivery Model, which introduces new features in the
maintenance stream for faster adoption.

WARNING
Customers who are moving to Db2 12 should upgrade to Version 20.0 of Quick Copy to take advantage of new
Db2 12 features. In Version 19.0 of Quick Copy, only Db2 12 function levels V12R1M100 and V12R1M500 are
supported.

NOTE
To specify the new function levels for Db2 12, see Upgrade to New Db2 Releases and Function Levels.

Support for PBR2 Objects with the EXCP NO Copy Engine

The EXCP NO copy engine has been enhanced to support PBR2 objects. For more information, see Copy Engines.

Option to Terminate Copy Jobs when a SHRLEVEL CHANGE Copy is Empty

The new parmlib option PQC-SHRLEVEL-CHANGE-POLICY (NORMAL|STRICT) specifies whether to continue
processing SHRLEVEL CHANGE incremental image copies or to terminate with RC=8 under the following conditions:

• The START_RBA of the image copy is unknown.
• The START_RBA of the image copy is the same value as a previously created image copy and cannot be registered to

SYSIBM.SYSCOPY.

Automatic Detection of Maximum Block Size for Large Block Interfaces (LBI)

The LARGE-TAPE-BLOCK keyword and UTIL parmlib option have been enhanced with the new option AUTO. The AUTO
option detects and uses the maximum block size available to a device. The YES option now functions the same as the
AUTO option. For more information, see the LARGE-TAPE-BLOCK keyword.

Pervasive Encryption Support

Quick Copy now supports IBM system z Pervasive Encryption.

Eight-character User ID Support

Eight-byte TSO/E user IDs for z/OS 2.3 are now fully supported across all Database Management Solutions for Db2. This
support includes post-installation processing.

Segmented Tablespace Support for the Consistent Point-in-Time Service

The Consistent Point-in-Time Service (CPITS) now supports segmented tablespaces. To process segmented tablespaces,
DSNUM ALL is required with the CONSISTENT keyword.
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Object List Manager Support for Selecting Objects Identified by Packages

The Object List Manager (OLM) utility now supports the base selection of objects by packages with PACKAGE
collection.package.version  .

Release Compatibility and Support
Release compatibility and support information lets you see the tools that Broadcom offers to assist you in the product
lifecycle.

The following resources are available from Broadcom Support online:

• Mainframe Installation and Maintenance Tools
• Mainframe Software Security Advisories (login required)
• Broadcom Mainframe Product Maintenance Solutions List

From My Downloads on Broadcom Support, enter Db2 in the search box and select Db2 Administration, Db2
Performance, Db2 Recovery, Db2 Report Facility, or Db2 Utilities. Select the product and release to view the
solutions list.

• Recommended Service for z/OS (CARS)
• Broadcom Mainframe Product Lifecycle Page
• Mainframe Compatibilities
• Broadcom Support Network Details

For other technical insights and to consult your peers and product management, monitor our global communities:

• Broadcom Mainframe Software Division (MSD) Microsite
• Broadcom Mainframe Software Communities
• Db2 Tools Community

Product Accessibility Features
Broadcom is committed to addressing user accessibility in the development of its products and documentation to help all
customers, regardless of ability, to accomplish vital business tasks.

The Database Management Solutions for Db2 provide the following accessibility features support.

Software Applications and Operating Systems

• Most product functions are executable from a keyboard where the function and result can be discerned textually.
However, some functions, like expand and collapse controls on the panel are not in the tab order, and can only be
located by exploration of the panel using the keyboard.

• The products inherit the following operating system accessibility features:
– StickyKeys
– FilterKeys
– ToggleKeys
– MouseKeys
– SerialKeys

• When tabular output is generated as a result of job submission, the output uses visual formatting semantics that are
not programmatically available to Assistive Technology (AT) through the emulator.

• Textual information is provided through a standard text file, which can be edited and viewed using a text editor and
through operating system functions for displaying text.

• The products do not inherit user-selected color, contrast, and font settings from the operating system. However, you
can change color, contrast, and font settings in the emulator and the product inherits these settings.
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You can also adjust the colors that are displayed on the ISPF panels using the Global Profile option on the Database
Management Solutions for Db2 Main Menu. Select the Setup Screen Colors option to define color combinations and
select colors that are easier to see.

NOTE

To make more adjustments to your display, and the sound, keyboard, and mouse interactions with the
emulator, refer to your 3270 emulation software documentation. For other changes, refer to your operating
system documentation.

• Some characters (<, +, -, and >) are used to create a graphic indicator. However, these characters might cause
confusion when encountered by a screen reader user when seen individually or in combination within the same or
other applications.

Functional Performance Criteria

• Assistive Technology screen readers and screen magnifiers are supported. The batch products are text-based and
use input and output files that are viewed through text editors. However, some output can include visually formatted,
tabular data that require the user to examine the textual screen content to interpret responses.

• The products can be used in a mouseless (keyboard-only) mode. The products also inherit operating system motor
control accessibility features.

Documentation and Support

• Documentation can be viewed online, or downloaded in PDF files.
• Support is available online, by email, and by phone.

Third-Party Software Agreements
This topic provides information about the third-party software agreements that apply to this release.

The third-party software agreements (copyright statements and licenses for open source software) that apply to this
release of the Database Management Solutions for Db2 are described in Third-Party Software Agreements (login
required).

Product Names and Abbreviations
This documentation references the following products and abbreviations:
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• Quick Copy for Db2 for z/OS (Quick Copy)
• Chorus™ Software Manager (CSM)
• Cloud Storage for System z
• Database Management Solutions for Db2 for z/OS (Database Management Solutions for Db2)
• Detector® for DB2 for z/OS (Detector)
• Fast Check® for Db2 for z/OS (Fast Check)
• Fast Load for Db2 for z/OS (Fast Load)
• Fast Recover™ for Db2 for z/OS (Fast Recover)
• Fast Unload® for Db2 for z/OS (Fast Unload)
• Log Analyzer™ for Db2 for z/OS (Log Analyzer)
• Merge/Modify™ for Db2 for z/OS (Merge/Modify)
• Rapid Reorg® for Db2 for z/OS (Rapid Reorg)
• RC/Query® for Db2 for z/OS (RC/Query)
• Recommended Service for z/OS (CARS)
• Recovery Analyzer™ for Db2 for z/OS (Recovery Analyzer)
• SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval
• Subsystem Analyzer for DB2 for z/OS (Subsystem Analyzer)
• SYSVIEW® Performance Management Option for Db2 (SYSVIEW for Db2)
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Installing
Review the steps to acquire, install, deploy, and configure Quick Copy.

The following procedure explains how to perform a base installation of Quick Copy. For detailed instructions and other
installation use cases (like upgrading and installing maintenance), see the Installing section in Database Management
Solutions for Db2 documentation.

Follow these steps:

1. Prepare for installation:
a. Review the installation best practices.
b. Verifying that the installation requirements (hardware, software, security, and so on) have been met.

2. Acquire and install the product using CSM or native SMP/E.
3. Install product maintenance using IBM z/OSMF Software Update, SMP/E JCL, or CSM.
4. Configure the product using the Post-Install Tailoring panels. Select the following options in the order that they are

presented:
a. Select option 0 (Settings - Define session and environmental options). Use these settings to manage and

maintain the configuration environment. These settings are also used in batch jobs that are submitted in the
following steps.

b. Select option 1 (Setup - Create/edit global and product parmlib members). Use this option to set up global and
product-specific parmlib members.
• Edit the global parmlib members first.
• Then edit the UTIL and PQC parmlib members in the CDBAPARM data set to set site-specific default execution

values. If you plan on allocating data sets dynamically, you can also create or edit the PQC parmlib or
PQCPARM.

c. Select option 2 (Tailor - Execute product-specific customization tasks). Use this option to customize post-
installation global options, Xmanager, and Xnet, and to perform the product-specific customization. For the utilities,
select the PUT (Utilities General Functions) task to prepare the work data set and optionally customize the Db2
environment.
• Be sure to review the product customization members. The members summarize the product-specific

customization requirements.
• Product tailoring does not require or interact with a Db2 subsystem. However, you must tailor the products on

each PTISYSxx member.
d. Select option 3 (Tasks - Execute Db2 catalog customization tasks). This option generates JCL to perform Db2

tasks. Installation-related (INS and GEN) tasks appear first, followed by product-specific tasks. Execute these tasks
on each Db2 subsystem.
The installation-related tasks include starting Xmanager, creating the product objects, and binding the product
plans and packages.

NOTE
For a list of the Db2 objects that are created during installation, see Utilities Objects in Database
Management Solutions for Db2 documentation.

5. Prepare the products for execution and verify user authorizations.

Before you begin using the product, review the operational considerations and customizing information.
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Getting Started
Provides an overview of features and basic use of the product.

Review the following information before using this product:

• The required user authorizations
• Ways to customize the product
• Operational considerations to keep in mind when using this product
• This list of products that can integrate with this product

Day 1 Task Checklist
Users can execute the tasks in this checklist to start using Quick Copy.

To start using Quick Copy, complete the following checklist.

This checklist summarizes key tasks to start using this product after the product is up and running. This checklist applies
to any new user. However, even experienced users can benefit from reviewing this content. The checklist includes a
brief description of the tasks, with links to procedures. The checklist also identifies the roles that are typically required to
complete the task.

This checklist is not all inclusive, but it represents the top tasks that we recommend that you execute on Day 1.

TIP
The tasks in this checklist are not in sequential order except where noted. Therefore, you can complete tasks in
parallel.

Task Description Role Status

Product Authorization Verify that you have required
authorizations to use Quick
Copy.

System Administrator
Database Administrator

Complete, in progress, or N/A.

Product Customization Review parameters in the UTIL
member of hlq.CDBAPARM and
specify certain values to achieve
optimal performance.

Database Administrator Complete, in progress, or N/A.

(Optional) Set Up Snapshot
General Services

The Snapshot General Services
lets the Broadcom Db2 utilities
create instantaneous point-in-
time copies of DASD data sets
on DASD hardware volumes.

Database Administrator Complete, in progress, or N/A.

(Optional) Use IBM JCL with
Broadcom Utilities

If you use IBM JCL, review and
adjust your jobs to use with
Broadcom Db2 utilities.

Database Administrator Complete, in progress, or N/A.

Allocating Image Copy Data
Sets

We recommend that you set
up Quick Copy to dynamically
allocate your image copy
data sets. Dynamic allocation
simplifies the creation of image
copy data sets and makes it
easier to restart a failed copy
job.

Database Administrator Complete, in progress, or N/A.
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Task Description Role Status

Create a Full Image Copy Review the basic procedure
and an example to create a full
image copy.

Database Administrator Complete, in progress, or N/A.

Create Incremental Image
Copies

Review the basic guidelines
to create incremental image
copies.

Database Administrator Complete, in progress, or N/A.

Sample Jobs Review sample jobs for various
image copy scenarios.

Database Administrator Complete, in progress, or N/A.

Quick Copy Authorizations
You must have the proper authorization and security to perform different operations with Quick Copy.

Authorization Privileges

To execute Quick Copy, you must have the authority to perform certain database functions and execute system
commands. Specifically, you must have one of the following sets of authorization privileges:

• Privilege Set 1
– SYSADM or SYSCTRL authority, which includes all of the privileges listed in Privilege Set 2.

• Privilege Set 2
– EXECUTE authority on the Quick Copy plans.
– DBADM or DBCTRL authority for the database containing the tablespace or indexspace to be copied.

NOTE
DBADM and DBCTRL include the DBMAINT privileges.

– If running in a data sharing environment, you must also have the DISPLAY system privilege.
• Privilege Set 3

– EXECUTE authority on the Quick Copy plans.
– IMAGCOPY, DISPLAYDB, STARTDB, STOPDB, or DBMAINT authorities for the database containing the

tablespace or indexspace to be copied.
– If running in a data sharing environment, you must also have the DISPLAY system privilege.

SYSCOPY UPDATE Authority

To use the SYSCOPY update option, you must have UPDATE and INSERT authority on SYSIBM.SYSCOPY, or the
SYSCOPYAUTH parameter of the UTIL parmlib member must be set to ON.

By default, the SYSCOPYAUTH parameter of the UTIL parmlib member uses the SYSADM ID from the Db2 address
space whenever an update to SYSIBM.SYSCOPY is required. This option provides temporary UPDATE authority to
normally unauthorized users.

NOTE
For information about how to edit this setting in the UTIL parmlib member, see the EP option (Edit Parmlib
Members) on the products Main Menu.

Db2 must be operational so that Quick Copy can obtain information from and log information to Db2 tables. Image copy
data sets are registered in SYSIBM.SYSCOPY unless specified otherwise.

NOTE
The tablespace being copied does not have to be started to execute Quick Copy.
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Snapshot General Services Copy Data Sets on EMC Devices

Jobs that specify SNAPSHOTACCESS YES to enable Snapshot General Services to copy data sets on EMC devices
require access to the EMC Resource Pack Base library containing the EMCSNAPI module. (This library is used in the
EMCSCF started task.) The library can be in the linklist or in a JOBLIB or STEPLIB. If you are not using EMC devices, the
library is not required.

Privilege Escalation

Privilege escalation controls are used in Quick Copy to perform the following activities related to the copy process:

Reading database data sets
The VSAM database data sets are read and opened with escalated privileges to create image copies of database
objects on behalf of authorized users.

Opening and writing image copies
Image copies are written with normal security privileges of the authorized user executing the product.

Product Customization
Review the following settings in the UTIL member of high‑level.CDBAPARM parmlib to achieve optimal performance of
Quick Copy.

The UTIL member of hlq.CDBAPARM stores site-specific default execution values for Quick Copy and other Database
Management Solutions for Db2 utilities.

To customize Quick Copy for optimal performance, specify the following values in the UTIL parmlib member:
EXCP

Evaluate the use of copy engines. The EXCP NO copy engine usually performs better and offloads work to a zIIP
processor.

OBJ-ORDER
Set OBJ-ORDER to SIZE when you copy multiple objects of variable sizes with a COPY-TASKS value greater
than 1. OBJ-ORDER can be defined locally in syntax or globally in the UTIL member. OBJ-ORDER SIZE sorts the
objects in descending size order and copies large objects first. OBJ-ORDER SIZE can prevent a single task from
running longer when other tasks have completed their work, which can result in shorter processing times.

MODIFYBITS
Set MODIFYBITS YES for full copies. Set MODIFYBITS NO for incremental copies when you take weekly full
copies with daily incremental copies.
Consider the following items:

• MODIFYBITS YES updates the space map pages of the tablespace. These page updates can increase the
copy time. The tablespace must be stopped and restarted at the end of the copy to flush out any updated
pages from the Db2 buffers. Also, SHRLEVEL REFERENCE or NONE is required with MODIFYBITS YES.
This syntax combination makes the object unavailable to other applications. If you cannot tolerate any
downtime with the use of MODIFYBITS YES and SHRLEVEL REFERENCE, consider taking an LRSNCOPY
to create incremental image copies.

• MODIFYBITS NO with MERGE-COPY YES keeps only the last incremental image copy data set entry
in SYSIBM.SYSCOPY between full image copies. MERGE-COPY YES processing is performed only for
a DSNUM ALL copy. (That is, when a single image copy data set is created from a COPY containing all
partitions.) MERGE-COPY YES can increase the execution time.

SINGLE-ATTACH
Evaluate use of the SINGLE-ATTACH keyword to see whether improvements can be made in the CPU time and
the elapsed time. This keyword works best when you are copying many objects with multitasking (that is, with
COPY-TASKS > 1 specified). This keyword can be defined locally in syntax or globally in the UTIL member.
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When you specify common Quick Copy values in UTIL, you can omit them from your jobs. If necessary, you can override
any UTIL member value by specifying the replacement keyword in the syntax.

NOTE
For more information about the UTIL parmlib member and the options, see Parmlib Options.

Operational Considerations
Review the operational elements to consider for Quick Copy.

This section describes operational elements to consider for Quick Copy.

Encoding Schemes

Quick Copy supports EBCDIC, ASCII, and Unicode encoding schemes when the characters are the same. Quick Copy
also supports compressed formats.

Supported Image Copy Device Types

The DEVTYPE macro lets you use any of the following device types:

• DASD—3350, 3380, 3390, or any device that appears to be one of these devices
• TAPE—3420, 3480, 3490, 3590 or any device that appears to be one of these devices

Point-in-Time Copies Using FlashCopy Version 1 Not Supported

If you use point-in-time copy (FlashCopy) technology, FlashCopy V1 devices are not supported.

Tablespaces in Pending Status

Quick Copy does not copy objects that are in an invalid status. Check pending and recover pending are invalid statuses
for a copy. If you specify SKIP-INVALID YES in the syntax or in hlq.CDBAPARM(UTIL), Quick Copy skips any objects in
an invalid status and it copies the remaining objects. If you specify SKIP-INVALID NO, Quick Copy terminates processing
when it finds objects in an invalid status.

Quick Copy does copy tablespaces that are in a copy pending status or index spaces that are in informational copy
pending status. Take a full copy for an object in copy pending or ICOPY pending status.

Reset the Copy Pending Status Flag

To reset the copy pending status flag for a tablespace, take a full image copy of the tablespace.

SHRLEVEL CHANGE with Copy Pending Status

When Quick Copy creates a copy, it first determines the status of the selected objects. If you specify SHRLEVEL
CHANGE and tablespaces or tablespace partitions are in copy pending status, Quick Copy quiesces those objects to
obtain an RBA for the SYSCOPY registration. (For objects not in copy pending status, the utility obtains a SHRLEVEL
CHANGE RBA.) Before Quick Copy quiesces a tablespace, it sets the tablespace to read-only (RO) status. A tablespace
remains in RO status until the copy completes for that tablespace. After the copy completes, the copy pending status is
removed and the tablespace is reset to STARTUP-ACCESS.

All selected objects are registered in SYSIBM.SYSCOPY with a SHRLEVEL of C (change). If any tablespace partitions
are in copy pending status, the tablespace is registered by partition in SYSIBM.SYSCOPY.

SHRLEVEL ANY converts to SHRLEVEL CHANGE for all copy options. However, if you specify MODIFYBITS YES,
AUDIT 1, or AUDIT 2, SHRLEVEL ANY converts to SHRLEVEL REFERENCE.
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Real-Time Statistics

Quick Copy updates the real-time statistics tables at the end of a successful copy when the following conditions are all
met:

• Real-time statistics tables have been defined.
• UPDTE-RTS-TABLES is YES in the UTIL parmlib member.
• The copy has been registered.

Registered copies that were created with MODIFYBITS NO can cause some changed pages not to be counted
in the COPYUPDATEDPAGES column in SYSIBM.TABLESPACESTATS. To have all changed pages reflected in
COPYUPDATEDPAGES, use MODIFYBITS YES.

The CHANGELIMIT and REPORTONLY keywords are supported only when real-time statistics tables have been defined.
If the tables have not been defined and you specify CHANGELIMIT, Quick Copy takes a full copy. Use CHANGELIMIT
and REPORTONLY only for those tablespaces that are consistently copied with MODIFYBITS YES.

User Exits

Quick Copy supports the use of an exit that gains control of the page set data block before it is written to the copy data
set. You specify the exit name in the COPYnn parameter of the COPIES keyword.

Modify the JES3 Initialization Parameters

In JES3 environments, you must modify the JES3 initialization parameters to read log records from Db2 active log data
sets.

Follow these steps:

1. Add the following line to the JES3 initialization parameters:
DYNALDSN,BYPASS=(Logcopy1,Logcopy2)

Logcopy1 and Logcopy2 are data set masks for the active logs of your Db2 environments.
2. If you are using the IBM-recommended naming convention:

1. Specify the following syntax:
DYNALDSN,BYPASS=(?.LOGCOPY1.DS*,?.LOGCOPY2.DS*)

2. Issue an IPL command for this change to take effect.

The JES3 initialization parameters have been modified to read log records from the active log data sets.

Blank Pages

Quick Copy excludes pages that do not contain data.

Tablespace Quiesces

Quick Copy quiesces tablespaces at the following times:

• When SHRLEVEL REFERENCE is specified, Quick Copy applies a single quiesce to all objects in the COPY
statement before it copies the objects. The utility sets the objects to RO (read-only) status before the quiesce. The
quiesce RBA is used to register the copy.

• When SHRLEVEL CHANGE and QUIESCE BEFORE are specified, Quick Copy quiesces an object before the copy.
The quiesce RBA is used to register the copy. If a single COPY statement is copying multiple objects, a separate
quiesce is performed for each object.

• When SHRLEVEL CHANGE is specified and any selected objects are in copy pending status, Quick Copy quiesces
them before the copy. The quiesce RBA is used to register the copy.

• When PQC-POST-QU is specified, Quick Copy quiesces the selected objects at the end of the copy.
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Integrity Checks

Quick Copy performs the following checks for each page:

• I/O error bit check
• Inconsistent data bit check
• Header check
• Trailer check

Integration with Other Products
Quick Copy works with various tools and utilities to offer you the best solutions to meet your needs.

Quick Copy integrates with the following tools and utilities:

Fast Load

Fast Load can invoke Quick Copy to generate copies. For more information, see Perform a Single Copy Task During a
Multi-Task Load Job.

Fast Recover

Fast Recover supports image copy data sets that are produced by Quick Copy. Fast Recover can invoke Quick Copy
to create image copies while the data is in memory for the recovery process. The recovered tablespaces are available
sooner than when the image copy is created as a separate step after the recovery.

Merge/Modify

Quick Copy users can use the COPY-IMAGE-COPY function of Merge/Modify without owning a license for Merge/Modify.

Rapid Reorg

Rapid Reorg can invoke Quick Copy to generate copies. For more information, see Include Image Copies in a
Reorganization.

Recovery Analyzer

Recovery Analyzer supports image copy data sets that are produced by Quick Copy.
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Using
Provides information and procedures for end users.

This section provides best practices and instructions for using Quick Copy. The following features are available to you:

Ease-of-Use Features

The following features enhance the ease-of-use:

• Supports wildcarding of database and tablespace names.
• Checks page integrity while creating image copies.
• Supports the dynamic allocation of image copy data sets based on the DD models that you provide, using symbolics to

generate unique data set names. Quick Copy automatically determines the space for DASD output files. This feature
provides increased data availability.

• Supports LISTDEF and TEMPLATE control statements and template switching.
• Supports FLASH copies.
• Compatible with IBM COPY and RECOVER utilities.
• Supports simple, segmented, and partitioned tablespaces larger than 2 GB.
• Requires no modifications to z/OS or Db2.
• Uses the Call Attach Facility to connect to Db2.
• Supports double-byte character sets (DBCS) that are used with Asian languages such as Japanese, Chinese, and

Korean.
• Displays active and incomplete copy jobs in the Db2 Command Processor.

Versatility and Control Features

The following features deliver superior versatility and control:

• Audits several Db2 control values and checks page integrity when making image copies. The value that you specify for
the AUDIT keyword determines the level of auditing. Appropriate messages verify that values are correct or alert you to
any discrepancies.

• Supports full or incremental copies. This support lets you use the copy type that best meets your needs.
• Optionally executes a full or incremental copy, based on threshold values.
• Optionally scans SYSIBM.SYSCOPY for duplicate data set names before executing the copy.
• Optionally updates modification indicators, which can affect performance.
• Permits three different access types to Db2 objects (no access, read-only access, or read/write access) by applications

during the copy.
• Supports Snapshot “point-in-time” and “instant” copies. These options minimize the time that a Db2 object is

unavailable to other applications.

Performance and Data Availability Features

The following features maximize performance and data availability:
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• Multitasks the copy of tablespace partitions.
• Multitasks the copy of multiple objects.
• Produces up to eight copies concurrently.
• Uses advanced I/O techniques (either Channel Programming or Media Manager).
• Supports concurrent execution of Broadcom utilities at the partition level.
• Notifies you of opportunities for improving copy performance.
• Provides user exits to access every row in a tablespace, which lets you produce reports without accessing the

tablespace separately.
• Copies the Db2 catalog and directory data sets.

Snapshot General Services and FlashCopy Support

Snapshot General Services is a high-performance access method for the utilities in the Database Management Solutions
for Db2. This method can exploit the FlashCopy hardware features that are available on many DASD subsystems.
These features provide a “point-in-time” view of an input data set, without requiring you to know the particulars of the
actual underlying hardware feature. FlashCopy technology can vastly reduce the amount of time that the tablespace is
unavailable to applications.

SNAPSHOT support is mostly transparent. The initialization parameters that are specified when Snapshot General
Services is initialized by CAIRIM define the mappings between source data sets and their copies (names and volumes).
When SNAPSHOT is requested through a Db2 utility, the rest of the process is automatic.

NOTE
FlashCopy I devices are not supported.

Online Interface

You can use the optional online interface to generate and submit jobs. The online interface provides an easy method of
generating utility job streams quickly and without error.

Db2 Command Processor

The Db2 Command Processor lets you execute Db2 commands from within a product session. This utility also provides
help with the command syntax.

Best Practices
Review the following best practices to improve Quick Copy performance.

The following best practices help improve performance of Quick Copy:

Reduce the Number of COPY Statements

The initialization of a COPY statement requires significant overhead. You can eliminate repetitive initializations and you
can get more throughput by using a single COPY statement to copy many objects. See the following suggestions:

• Combine multi-step jobs or multi-statement jobs into a single COPY statement that specifies multiple objects, a
wildcarded set, or a LISTDEF. Set COPY-TASKS to correspond with your recovery requirements for output image
copies and tape stacking.

• Use a single COPY statement to copy a base tablespace and its auxiliary tablespaces.

Use Wildcards to Select Multiple Objects for Copy

Use wildcards in COPY statements to select multiple objects with similar names and qualifiers. Wildcarding reduces
overhead by eliminating the need to update production jobs when adding or dropping tablespaces.
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Implement wildcarding by specifying an underscore sign (_), asterisk (*), or percent sign (%) in the COPY statement to
copy specific databases and tablespaces. An underscore (_) indicates any single character. The percent sign (%) and
asterisk sign (*) indicate any string of zero or more characters and are interchangeable.

You can also use COPY LIST and provide the name of a LISTDEF control statement. A LISTDEF can include wildcarded
tablespaces, wildcarded indexspaces, and objects that are referentially related. Use the EXCLUDE and CLONE keywords
to filter the list.

When you use wildcarding, allocate image copy data sets dynamically. When Quick Copy processes a job, it uses
the dynamic allocation parameters that have been specified in hlq.CDBAPARM(PQC) or in the TEMPLATE control
statements.

Use LISTDEF to Copy Objects at the Partition Level

When you are copying objects at the partition level, use LISTDEF to specify the objects and use PARTLEVEL to specify
which partitions to copy. Quick Copy then converts the syntax to use PARTS-PER-COPY 1 processing. This processing
presents each object to the utility once, instead of once for each partition. This processing eliminates the processing of
duplicate information and reduces the number of control blocks that are built.

Quick Copy ignores any invalid objects in the expanded list and processes the valid objects.

For more information about LISTDEF DD statements and the PARTLEVEL keyword, see the IBM Db2 Utility Guide and
Reference.

Example: Copy a List of Objects at the Partition Level

• This example copies partition 2 for each object in the list:
LISTDEF INCLUDE ... PARTLEVEL 2

• This example copies all partitions for each object in the list:
LISTDEF INCLUDE ... PARTLEVEL

Use EXCP NO Copy Engine

Using EXCP NO can reduce the CPU usage and the elapsed time. Up to 50% of the workload can be offloaded to a zIIP
processor.

To use the EXCP NO copy engine, specify EXCP NO in hlq.CDBAPARM(UTIL) or in the SYSIN syntax.

To maximize performance, set COPY-BUFFERS to 80-160 and specify SINGLE-ATTACH YES to use the efficient
multitasking method.

The following video describes three steps to maximize your Quick Copy performance:

Review Your SHRLEVEL Value

The value that you specify for the SHRLEVEL keyword affects object availability during processing:

• When you specify SHRLEVEL CHANGE, the object status does not change for the copy. After the initialization phase
is completed, the copying process is quick. Quick Copy schedules each object to one or more copy tasks.

• When you specify SHRLEVEL REFERENCE, objects become unavailable to applications. At the start of a COPY
statement, all objects that are specified in a given statement are placed in read only (RO) status. Each object becomes
available for other processing when its copy is complete.

Register Image Copies Consistently

Consider how to set up your jobs for recovery. Also register copies consistently. When image copies are registered at the
partition level, the recovery job must recover the object at the partition level. Always copy at the partition level, or always
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use DSNUM ALL to register only a single image copy data set. Specifying DSNUM ALL can affect MERGE-COPY YES
processing for incremental copies.

Review the Use of Snapshot General Services

Taking snapshot image copies reduces the time that Db2 tablespaces are unavailable to applications. The snapshot
copies can be used by Fast Recover and Fast Unload.

Review the following options for Snapshot General Services:

• Review your ability to quiesce objects. If possible, use SNAPSHOTACCESS YES with SHRLEVEL REFERENCE to
take quick, consistent copies.

• Use SNAPSHOTACCESS INSTANT to take quick, hardware-assisted backups right before critical processing.
When using this option, specify SNAPSHOTACCESS INSTANT in a Fast Recover job to perform hardware-
assisted recoveries. You can also use Merge/Modify COPY-IMAGE-COPY LAST-INSTANT to convert your
SNAPSHOTACCESS INSTANT copies into standard image copies.

Use Multitasking When Possible

Concurrent processing, or multitasking, can improve the product performance. Consider the following items:

• If your system is CPU bound or has paging problems, do not use multitasking.
• If you are running a multitask job, spread the copy data sets to as many devices as possible to minimize device

contention.

Review Your MODIFYBITS Value

The MODIFYBITS keyword specifies whether to reset the modified bit in the space map pages of the page set.

• If you are taking full copies, specify MODIFYBITS NO. This setting saves time because Quick Copy does not stop the
tablespaces or update the tablespace space map pages.

• If you are taking weekly full copies and merging daily incremental copies, specify MODIFYBITS YES to reset all
modification bits for the tablespace in the full copy set. The modification bit is now set whenever a row is updated,
added, or deleted. For incremental image copies, specify MODIFYBITS NO. Each incremental copy contains all
changes since the last full image copy. If you always take your incremental image copies with MODIFYBITS NO, a
recovery utility can use this single incremental copy with the full image copy.

• If you are taking weekly full copies and daily incremental copies with many changes, specify MODIFYBITS YES for the
full copy set and the incremental copies set. Each incremental copy contains the changes since the last image copy,
whether full or incremental. The full copy and all subsequent incremental copies are needed for recovery.
If you cannot use MODIFYBITS YES for your full copy, specify MODIFYBITS NO for the full copy and specify
LRSNCOPY for the incremental copies. Each incremental copy contains the changes since the last image copy,
whether full or incremental.

Execute Jobs in Nonswappable Mode

Performance is enhanced by executing jobs in nonswappable mode.

To execute jobs in nonswappable mode, specify MODE NS (nonswappable) in hlq.CDBAPARM(UTIL).

Allocate Copy Data Sets in Cylinders

For optimal performance, allocate the copy data sets (SYSCPnyy) in cylinders instead of tracks. The access methods
work more efficiently in cylinders.
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Omit ALLMSGS

Specifying ALLMSGS produces substantial output that increases overall elapsed time.

To shorten elapsed time, omit ALLMSGS from jobs unless this keyword is necessary. For example, only use ALLMSGS
when you encounter a problem, to debug object status settings and data set allocations.

Omit AUDIT

An AUDIT setting of 1 or 2 causes a great deal of audit checking, which increases the elapsed time.

To decrease elapsed time, omit the AUDIT keyword from your jobs or set AUDIT to 0.

Decrease Processing Time for Indexes or Indexspaces in ICOPY Pending State

When Quick Copy performs a SHRLEVEL CHANGE copy of an ICOPY index or indexspace, it checks the candidate
copy RBA against SYSIBM.SYSCOPY for recent utility actions. If a utility action overlaps with the copy object after the
SHRLEVEL CHANGE RBA, Quick Copy waits for the Db2 buffer pool castout. The utility then recalculates the SHRLEVEL
CHANGE RBA. This additional activity can increase the processing time. Instead, use the following method to take copies
of ICOPY indexes or indexspaces.

Follow these steps:

1. Take a SHRLEVEL REFERENCE copy to remove the ICOPY pending state.
2. Take a SHRLEVEL CHANGE copy that is scheduled away from other utility actions on the object.

Allocating Image Copy Data Sets
You can set Quick Copy to allocate your image copy data sets dynamically, or you can allocate them manually.

We recommend that you have Quick Copy allocate your image copy data sets dynamically. Dynamic allocation simplifies
the creation of image copy data sets and also makes it easier to restart a failed copy job. The data set name is stored in
the restart rows for the job and is used again for a restarted job. Thus, no syntax or JCL changes are required to restart
jobs.

With dynamic allocation, Quick Copy computes the amount of space that is needed for the image copy data set. As a
result, jobs do not fail because of inadequate space specifications. Dynamic allocation also allows you to use wildcarding
to select multiple objects with similar names and qualifiers for copying. You can also use symbolics to generate unique
data set names.

You can implement dynamic allocation by using any of the following methods:

• Using TEMPLATE control statements
• Using the PQC parmlib member or the PQCPARM keyword
• Adding model statements to the PQCPARM keyword in SYSIN

If you are using LISTDEF with TEMPLATE, you cannot use the PQC parmlib member or the PQCPARM keyword to
allocate the data sets dynamically.

You can allocate image copy data sets manually by providing the required DD statements in your JCL.

Default Block Sizes for Output Copy Data Sets

The default block sizes for output copy data sets vary based on the device type. The following table lists the possible
defaults:

Device Default Block Size Number of Tracks

3380 20 KB (Five 4-KB blocks) half track
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3390 24 KB (Six 4-KB blocks) half track

Tape 28 KB (Seven 4-KB blocks) (Db2 COPY
utility default)

n/a

When you use the EXCP NO copy engine, these block sizes can be overridden on the DD statement. However, default
values are recommended.

When LARGE-TAPE-BLOCK YES is specified with EXCP NO, the following block sizes are assigned:

Device Block Size

3490 60 KB (Fifteen 4-KB blocks)

3590 256 KB (Sixty-four 4-KB blocks)

When you use the EXCP YES copy engine, you cannot change the block sizes due to channel programming
considerations. Quick Copy ignores any block size that is coded on the DD statement and uses half track blocking.

Allocate Data Sets Dynamically Using Templates
You can allocate image copy data sets dynamically by defining models in TEMPLATE control statements.

You can use templates to allocate image copy data sets dynamically. Using templates consists of defining models in
TEMPLATE control statements. Templates can be used with Quick Copy with or without specifying a LIST. Templates
can be defined in the SYSIN or in a sequential or partitioned data set. When the templates are defined in a data set, the
OPTIONS control statement identifies the current template DD statement by using the TEMPLATEDD keyword. If the
default DD (SYSTEMPL) is used, the OPTIONS statement is not needed. For more information about the OPTIONS
control statement and TEMPLATEDD keyword, see the IBM Utility Guide and Reference. For more information about the
OPTIONS control statement and TEMPLATEDD keyword, see the IBM Utility Guide and Reference.

When you use a TEMPLATE control statement to define your parameters, there is no limit to the number of models
you can define. You can also use symbolics (with or without substring notation) to generate unique data set names. Be
careful when using symbolics and substrings. You do not want to produce data set names that exceed the 44-character
maximum.

Allocate the Data Sets

Use these instructions to use templates to allocate your data sets dynamically.

Follow these steps:

1. Define the TEMPLATE control statements that are needed for the data set allocation. You can define multiple
TEMPLATE control statements for use by a COPY statement.

2. Modify your job JCL:
a. Remove any syscpnyy DD statements from your JCL.
b. Remove the PQCPARM keyword from the SYSIN, if it is present.
c. (Optional) Specify the template data set to use by inserting an OPTIONS control statement in the SYSIN before

the COPY STATEMENT. This statement is required when the templates are defined in a data set other than
SYSTEMPL. This statement is also required when multiple template data sets are used.

d. Specify the template name in the COPIES keyword, as shown in the following example:
 //SYSIN DD *

   TEMPLATE CPY010 DSN PROD.&DBNAME..&TSNAME..P&PA..LP&TIME.

       DISP (NEW,CATLG,CATLG)

   COPY TABLESPACE PQCDB35.PQCTS35

       COPIES COPY01(Y,CPY010,,LP)

Submit your job.
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The specified template name is used to allocate the image copy data sets dynamically.

Use of Symbolics in Templates

You can use symbolics to generate unique data set names. All symbolics begin with an ampersand (&) and terminate with
a period. The terminating period is not retained when the symbolic value is substituted. All symbolics are substituted with
up to eight characters, left-justified, blanks truncated on the right, unless otherwise noted.  Abbreviated names appear in
parentheses.

For a complete list of system symbolics, see the IBM MVS Initialization and Tuning Reference.

Job Variables
&JOBNAME (&JO)

Inserts the job name.
&STEPNAME (&ST)

Inserts the step name.
&USERID (&US)

Inserts the user ID of the person running the utility.
&UTILID (&UT)

Inserts the utility ID (truncated to eight characters).
&GSSID

Inserts the group attach name. This symbolic is used in a data sharing environment.
&SSID (&SS)

Inserts the subsystem ID (in non-data-sharing environments) or the group name (in data-sharing environments).

Utility Variables
&ICTYPE (&IC)

Inserts a single character that identifies the image copy type:

• F (FULL)
• I (INCREMENTAL)
• C (CHANGELIMIT)

&UTILNAME (&UN)
Inserts the utility name (truncated to eight characters):

• CHECKD (CHECK DATA)
• CHECKI (CHECK INDEX)
• CHECKL (CHECK LOB)
• COPY
• LOAD
• RECOVER
• REORGI (REORG INDEX)
• REORGT (REORG TABLESPACE)
• UNLOAD

&SEQ (&SQ)
Inserts the sequence number of the item within the list. (This variable is set to zeros for Quick Copy because this
utility processes all objects in the list within a single COPY invocation.)

&LOCREM (&LR)
Indicates whether the ddname is for the local site or the recovery site (COPY utility only):
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• L (COPYDDN Local)
• R (RECOVERYDDN Remote)
• For Quick Copy this value is the first character of the copy type: LP, LB, RP, RB

&PRIBAC (&PB)
Indicates whether the ddname is for the primary or backup copy data set (COPY utility only):

• P—Primary (ddname1)
• B—Backup (ddname2)
• For Quick Copy this value is the second character of the copy type: LP, LB, RP, RB

Object Variables
&LIST (&LI)

Inserts the name of the LISTDEF that is referenced by the utility.
&DBNAME (&DB)

Inserts the database name.
&TSNAME (&TS)

Inserts the tablespace name.
&IS

Inserts the indexspace name.
&SNNAME (&SN)

Inserts the space name (tablespace or indexspace).
&PART (&PA)

Inserts a five-digit partition number, padded with leading zeros.

Date and Time Variables
&DATE (&DT)

Inserts the current date (yyyyddd).
&TIME (&TI)

Inserts the current time (hhmmss).
&JDATE (&JU)

Inserts the current Julian date (yyyyddd).
&YEAR (&YE)

Inserts the yyyy portion of &DATE.
&MONTH (&MO)

Inserts the current month (mm).
&DAY (&DA)

Inserts the current day (dd).
&JDAY (&JD)

Inserts the ddd portion of &DATE.
&HOUR (&HO)

Inserts the hh portion of &TIME.
&MINUTE (&MI)

Inserts the mm portion of &TIME.
&SECOND (&SC)

Inserts the ss portion of &TIME.
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&UNIQ (&UQ)
Inserts a unique value that is derived from the system clock (eight characters: an alpha character followed by
seven alphanumeric characters).

Broadcom Variables
&CADATE

Inserts the current date (yymmdd).
&CATIME

Inserts the current time (hhmmsst).
&DSNUM

Inserts the lowest partition number in the copy data set. If the partition number is less than 1,000, three characters
are used. If the number is 1,000 or greater, four characters are used. If the object is nonpartitioned, 000 is
inserted.
If more than one data set is generated for a single image copy, specify %DSNUM for the data set name model.
Multiple data sets are generated when COPY-TASKS is greater than 1 for a partitioned object. Multiple data sets
are also generated when PARTS-PER-COPY is specified.

&INCR
Inserts a numeric value (four characters) that starts at 0001 and increases by 1 each time it is referenced.

&JOBNO
Inserts the job number (eight characters).

&USER
Inserts the user ID that is associated with the job (seven characters).

&VCAT
Inserts the VCAT for the object being processed.

Consider the following items when using these symbolics:

• The Broadcom utilities use the local time. Quick Copy obtains the most recent value each time this value is needed for
substitution.

• The ASASYMBM routine is used for system symbolic substitution.
• In a template DSN expression, you can use substring notation with the symbolics to generate data set names.

Substrings are inserted in parentheses after the system symbolic. In the example (a:b) or (a,b), the "a" identifies the
starting position within the variable value at the time of execution. The "b" identifies the length of the substring. If you
do not specify a length, it defaults to one character at the starting position. Enclose the DSN expression in single
quotes.

Example: Use Symbolics and Substrings to Generate a Data Set Name

The following example uses Db2 symbolics and a substring to generate a data set name:

DSN 'PQC.&USERID..&DBNAME..&TSNAME..T&TIME(3,2).'

Allocate Data Sets Dynamically Using PQC Parmlib or PQCPARM
You can allocate image copy data sets dynamically by using the PQC parmlib member or the PQCPARM keyword.

You can allocate image copy data sets dynamically by using the model statements in hlq.CDBAPARM(PQC). You can edit
this parmlib member to meet your needs.

Alternately, you can specify the model statements within your SYSIN syntax as part of the PQCPARM keyword. SYSIN
model statements override parmlib model statements.
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You can define up to eight dynamic allocation models. You can also use symbolics (with or without substring notation) in
the DSN parameter of your model statements to generate unique data set names. The data set names cannot exceed the
44-character maximum.

If you do not specify model statements in the PQC parmlib or the PQCPARM keyword, Quick Copy uses the allocation
defaults that were supplied at installation time.

Allocate Using PQC Parmlib

Use these instructions to define your dynamic allocation settings in PQC parmlib.

Follow these steps:

1. Review the available symbolics.
2. Edit the model statements in the PQC parmlib member (or in an alternate PQC parmlib member that you create).
3. Edit your job syntax:

– Remove any syscpnyy DD statements.
– Remove the PQCPARM keyword, unless you are using it to specify an alternate parmlib member. In that case,

retain the PQCPARM keyword but remove any allocation parameters from its syntax.
– Specify the COPIES keyword but omit the ddname parameter.
– Specify the COPY-TASKS keyword.

4. Submit the job.
Quick Copy searches the JCL for the first ddname in the COPIES keyword. When a ddname is not found, the model
statements in the PQC parmlib member are used to allocate the image copy data sets.

Allocate Using PQCPARM

Use these instructions to define your dynamic allocation settings using the PQCPARM keyword.

Follow these steps:

1. Review the available symbolics.
2. Edit your job syntax:

– Remove any syscpnyy DD statements.
– Specify the PQCPARM keyword with the appropriate model statements.
– Specify the COPIES keyword but omit the ddname parameter.
– Specify the COPY-TASKS keyword.

3. Submit the job.
Quick Copy searches the JCL for the first ddname in the COPIES keyword. When a ddname is not found, the model
statements in the PQCPARM keyword are used to allocate the image copy data sets.

Sample Model Statements
Use sample model statements to quickly specify dynamic data sets allocation in your copy jobs.

The sample model statements for dynamic allocation of copy data sets can be specified in hlq.CDBAPARM(PQC) or as
part of the PQCPARM keyword in the SYSIN syntax. When you specify these statements in SYSIN, they override the
statements in the PQC parmlib member.

When you create your model statements, consider the following requirements:
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• Provide a model statement for the four copy types (LP, LB, RP, and RB).
• Provide a model statement for each copy type that may be allocated dynamically by a copy job.
• If the copy job creates multiple local copies or multiple remote copies, provide a model for LP2, LB2, RP2, and RB2.
• Place “DSN=” on the same line as the copy type keywords (LP, LB, and so on).
• Place each keyword (except DSN and a copy type keyword) on its own line.
• Do not insert commas between keywords.
• The parentheses around the model statements are optional.
• If the model statements are specified in a PDS member, use beginning (/*) and ending (*/) comment marks to include

comments in the member.

See the following model samples:

/*                                                                   

/*===================================================================*/

/*  SAMPLE MODEL STATEMENTS FOR DYNAMIC ALLOCATION OF COPY DATASETS  */ 

/*===================================================================*/

/*                                                                   */ 

/*                                                                   */

 (LP    DSN=%USER..%DBNAME..%TSNAME..LP#%DSNUM..T%TIME              

        DISP=NEW                                                    

        NDISP=CAT                                                   

        CDISP=CAT                                         

        STORCLAS=TSO                                      

 

  LB    DSN=%USER..%DBNAME..%TSNAME..LB#%DSNUM..T%TIME    

        DISP=NEW                                          

        NDISP=CAT                                         

        CDISP=CAT                                         

        FILESEQ=0                                         

        RETPD=30                                          

        UNIT=CART                                         

 

  RP    DSN=%USER..%DBNAME..%TSNAME..RP#%DSNUM..T%TIME    

        DISP=NEW                                          

        NDISP=CAT                                         

        CDISP=CAT                                         

        STORCLAS=TSO                                      

 

  RB    DSN=%USER..%DBNAME..%TSNAME..RB#%DSNUM..T%TIME    

        DISP=NEW                                          

        NDISP=CAT                                      

        CDISP=CAT                                      

        FILESEQ=0                                      

        RETPD=30                                       

        UNIT=CART                                      

 

  LP2   DSN=%USER..%DBNAME..%TSNAME..LP2#%DSNUM..T%TIME

        DISP=NEW                                       

        NDISP=CAT                                      

        CDISP=CAT                                      

        STORCLAS=TSO                                   

 

  LB2   DSN=%USER..%DBNAME..%TSNAME..LB2#%DSNUM..T%TIME
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        DISP=NEW                                       

        NDISP=CAT                                      

        CDISP=CAT                                      

        FILESEQ=0                                      

        RETPD=30                                       

        UNIT=CART                                      

 

  RP2   DSN=%USER..%DBNAME..%TSNAME..RP2#%DSNUM..T%TIME

        DISP=NEW

        NDISP=CAT

        CDISP=CAT

        STORCLAS=TSO

 

  RB2   DSN=%USER..%DBNAME..%TSNAME..RB2#%DSNUM..T%TIME

        DISP=NEW

        NDISP=CAT

        CDISP=CAT

        FILESEQ=0

        RETPD=30

        UNIT=CART)

Model Statement Keyword Descriptions
Lists the keywords that can be used in model statements for the dynamic allocation of copy data sets.

The model statements for the dynamic allocation of copy data sets can use the following keywords:

LP
Specifies local primary copy number 1.

LB
Specifies local backup copy number 1.

RP
Specifies remote primary copy number 1.

RB
Specifies remote backup copy number 1.

LP2
Specifies local primary copy number 2.

LB2
Specifies local backup copy number 2.

RP2
Specifies remote primary copy number 2.

RB2
Specifies remote backup copy number 2.

DSN=
Defines the copy data set name. You can use symbolics. You can also use substring notation with system
symbolics. Generation Data Groups (GDG) are permitted using the same values.
Limits: The maximum source length for a data set name using symbolics is 64 characters; the resulting data set
name cannot exceed 44 characters.
Examples:
DSN=%USER..%DBNAME..%TSNAME..P%DSNUM..D%DATE..LP
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DSN=%DBNAME..%TSNAME..P%DSNUM..LB(+1)

DSN=%TSNAME..%DSNUM..D&YYMMDD..T&HHMMSS

DSN=%DBNAME..%TSNAME..P%DSNUM.(+1)-

For GDGs, use the (+1) format (the same format that is used in JCL), as shown in the following example:
LP    DSN=%DBNAME..%TSNAME..P%DSNUM..LP(+1)

When you are multitasking, verify that unique data set names are generated to prevent duplicates. The %DSNUM
symbolic can serve this purpose.

DISP=(NEW|OLD|SHR|MOD)
Specifies the initial disposition of the data set.
Default: NEW

NDISP=(CAT|KEEP|DELETE|UNCAT)
Specifies the normal final disposition of the data set (that is, the final disposition when the job completes).
Default: CAT

CDISP=(CAT|KEEP|DELETE|UNCAT)
Specifies the conditional final disposition of the data set (that is, the final disposition when the job ends
abnormally). If you want the ability to restart failed jobs, specify CAT.
Default: DELETE

UNIT=
Specifies the unit name or generic device name.
Example: UNIT=3490
Quick Copy retains a table of unit names to decide between tape and DASD. The table is supplied with the
following defaults. Contact Broadcom Support for assistance with modifying this table to add or delete entries:

Unit Name Device Type
33* DASD
SYSDA DASD
34* TAPE
CART TAPE
TAPE TAPE

FILESEQ=
Specifies the file sequence number for tapes. FILESEQ has the same meaning as the JCL keyword
“LABEL=(X,...)”.
FILESEQ=0 invokes tape file stacking for that copy type (LP, LB, and so on). You can stack image copies of the
same type onto the same tape. For example, all LP copies are copied to the same tape when FILESEQ=0 is
specified for the LP model and UNIT is a tape device. When you stack copies on tape, COPY-TASKS cannot
exceed 16.
Limits: 0 - 999

VOL=
Specifies the volume serial. To specify multiple values, enclose them in parentheses and separate each value with
a comma.
Examples:

• VOL=WORK02
• VOL=(WORK01,WORK03,WORK05)

VOLCNT=
Specifies the volume count. If a data set can exceed n volumes, specify n+1 or more.
Limits: 1 - 255
Example: Specify 21 or more if a data set can exceed 20 volumes.
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EXPDT=
Specifies the expiration date of the copy data sets as yyyyddd, in which yyyy defines the year, and ddd defines
the day.Example: EXPDT=2021365 specifies December 31, 2021.

RETPD=
Specifies the retention period, in days, of the copy data sets.
Limits: 1 - 999

DATACLAS=
Specifies the SMS data class.

MGMTCLAS=
Specifies the SMS management class.

STORCLAS=
Specifies the SMS storage class.

DCB=
Specifies the data set name to use as a model. The data set must be cataloged (on DASD).
The usage for the DCB keyword is the same as the usage for DCB=dsname in JCL. DCB may be required for
GDGs. You can specify a default GDG-LIMIT in hlq.CDBAPARM(UTIL).
Example: DCB=SYS1.MODEL

LIKE=
Specifies the data set name to use as a model. The name must be cataloged (on DASD) and SMS must be
active.
The usage for the LIKE keyword is the same as the usage for LIKE=dsname in JCL. LIKE may be required for
GDGs. You can specify a default GDG-LIMIT in hlq.CDBAPARM(UTIL).
Example: LIKE=SYS1.MODEL

TRTCH=
Specifies whether to use tape compression:
COMP

Uses compression.
NOCOMP

Does not use compression.
The usage of the TRTCH keyword is the same as the usage for TRTCH in JCL.

Use of Symbolics in Model Statements
You can use symbolics in model statements to generate unique data set names for dynamic allocation of image copy data
sets.

Symbolics start with a percent sign (%) and terminate with a period. The terminating period is not retained when
substituting the value of the symbolic. All symbolics are substituted with up to eight characters, left-justified, blanks
truncated on the right, unless otherwise noted. For a complete list of system symbolics, see the IBM MVS Initialization and
Tuning Reference.

You can use the following Broadcom symbolics in your model statements in hlq.CDBAPARM(PQC). You can also use
these symbolics with the PQCPARM keyword in your SYSIN syntax.
%DATE

Inserts the current date (six characters in the form yymmdd).
%DBNAME

Inserts the database name of the object.
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%DDNAME
Inserts the ddname of this allocation.

%DSNUM
Inserts the lowest partition number in the copy data set. If the partition number is less than 1,000, three characters
are used. If the partition number is 1,000 or greater, four characters are used. If the object is nonpartitioned, 000
is inserted.
Quick Copy enforces the use of %DSNUM in the image copy data set name to create unique data set names.
%DSNUM is typically required when more than one image copy data set is generated for a given object. You are
required to use %DSNUM under the following circumstances:

• When you are copying a single object, the object is partitioned, and COPY-TASKS is greater than 1.
• When you are copying one or more objects and the PARTS-PER-COPY value is less than the number of

partitions in the object.
• When you are copying multiple objects and DSNUM specifies an integer value.

However, %DSNUM is never required when the image copy data set is defined as a Generation Data Group
(GDG). %DSNUM also is not required when you are using templates to allocate the data sets dynamically.

%ICTYPE
Inserts a single value that represents the copy type (F for a full copy, I for an incremental copy, or C for a
CHANGELIMIT copy).

%INCR
Inserts a numeric value (four characters) that starts at 0001 and increases by 1 each time it is referenced.

%JDATE
Inserts the current Julian date (seven characters in the form yyyyddd).

%GSSID
Inserts the group attach name. This symbolic is used in a data sharing environment.

%PSSID
Inserts the SSID from the PARM field of the EXEC statement.

%SSID
Inserts the Db2 SSID for the object (four characters, truncated).

%TIME
Inserts the current time (seven characters in the form hhmmsst).

%TSNAME
Inserts the tablespace or indexspace name.

%USER
Inserts the user ID that is associated with the job (seven characters).

%VCAT
Inserts the VCAT for the object.

Consider the following items when you use symbolics:

• Space is allocated in tracks, and 12 pages per track is assumed. RLSE is used on the output file to free extra space
when the data set is closed.

• The ASASYMBM routine is used for system symbolic substitution.
• You can use substring notation only with system symbolics to generate data set names. Substrings are inserted in

parentheses after the system symbolic. For example, in (a:b) the "a" identifies the starting position within the variable
value at the time of execution. The "b" identifies the length of the substring. If you do not specify a length, it defaults to
a single-byte length from the identified starting position.

Examples: Use Symbolics and Substrings to Generate Data Set Names
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In the following examples, the symbolics have the following values at the time that the data set is allocated:

Symbolic Value
%USER TESTUSER
%TIME 2300426
%DBNAME Db2DB
%TSNAME Db2TS
%DSNUM 0 (nonpartitioned tablespace)
&HHMMSS 230042 (GMT)
&YYMMDD 061017 (October 17, 2006)
&LHHMMSS 230042 (local time)

• The following example uses Quick Copy symbolics:
RB   DSN=%USER..%DBNAME..%TSNAME..RB#%DSNUM..D%DATE

This example results in the following data set name:
TESTUSER.DB2DB.DB2TS.RB#000.D061017

• The following example also uses Quick Copy symbolics:
RB2  DSN=%USER..%DBNAME..%TSNAME..RB2#%DSNUM..T%TIME

This example results in the following data set name:
TESTUSER.DB2DB.DB2TS.RB2#000.T2300426

• The following example uses both Quick Copy and system symbolics. This example also specifies a substring that uses
the third and fourth characters of the "date" value:
LP   DSN=%USER..%DBNAME..%TSNAME..LP#%DSNUM..D&YYMMDD(3:2)

This example results in the following data set name:
TESTUSER.DB2DB.DB2TS.LP#000.D10

• The following example uses both Quick Copy and system symbolics. This example also specifies a substring that uses
the first four characters of the "time" value:
LP2  DSN=%USER..%DBNAME..%TSNAME..LP2#%DSNUM..T&LHHMMSS(1:4)

This example results in the following data set name:
TESTUSER.DB2DB.DB2TS.LP2#000.T2300

• The following example uses both Quick Copy and system symbolics. This example also specifies a substring that uses
the first character of the "time" value:
RP   DSN=%USER..%DBNAME..%TSNAME..RP#%DSNUM..T&LHHMMSS(1)

This example results in the following data set name:
TESTUSER.DB2DB.DB2TS.RP#000.T2

How Space and Volume are Calculated with Dynamic Allocation
When you allocate data sets dynamically, Quick Copy calculates the required space and volume for you.

Quick Copy calculates the required space for DASD output files by retrieving the highest used RBA for each VSAM data
set and adding them together when there are multiple parts to copy. This value is used for the primary allocation amount.
Half of this value is used for the secondary allocation amount.

If PQCPARM is specified, the VOLCNT and SPACE parameters adjust automatically based on the object size. These
adjustments prevent abends when running beyond five tape volumes. These adjustments also prevent primary allocations
that are too large for one DASD volume.
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NOTE

When image copy data sets are allocated dynamically, the corresponding tablespace space allocation
characteristics typically are used as a basis for output copy space allocation. If a corresponding tablespace is
migrated, it is recalled (unless SKIP-RECALL YES is specified) and the space allocation characteristics are
obtained.

If the required total space is more than 2,000 cylinders, Quick Copy performs the following calculations:

1. Divides the space by 4 and increments the VOLCNT by 4.
2. Checks for space > 2,000 again. If the space is still more than 2,000 cylinders, Quick Copy divides the space by 2 and

it increments the VOLCNT by 4. These allocations are then used without further checking.

If you use templates to allocate your image copy data sets, you can use the SPACE parameter to specify the primary and
secondary values. If you specify SPACE, provide or omit both values. If you do not provide space values, then Quick Copy
calculates the required space for the image copy data as described here.

You can allocate the space in cylinders, tracks, or megabytes, regardless of whether you specify the primary and
secondary quantities:

CYL
Allocates space in cylinders. This setting is the default.
If you specify SPACE CYL without specifying primary and secondary allocation quantities, Quick Copy calculates
the quantities and it allocates them in cylinders. The 3390 disk drive quantities are used for the byte conversion.

TRK
Allocates space in tracks. If you specify SPACE TRK without specifying primary and secondary allocation
quantities, Quick Copy calculates the quantities and it allocates them in tracks. The 3390 disk drive quantities are
used for the byte conversion. If the amount is greater than 20 MB, the TRK keyword is ignored and the data set is
allocated in cylinders (CYL).

MB
Allocates space in megabytes. One MB is 1,048,576 bytes. Quick Copy calculates the space by using the
maximum number that is specified for the primary and secondary quantities. If you specify SPACE MB without
specifying primary and secondary allocation quantities, Quick Copy calculates the quantities and it allocates them
in cylinders or tracks. The 3390 disk drive quantities are used for the byte conversion. If the amount is greater
than 20 MB, the data set is allocated in cylinders (CYL). If the amount is less than 20 MB, the data set is allocated
in tracks (TRK).

NOTE
You can adjust the space allocation by using any of the following TEMPLATE keywords: PCTPRIME,
MAXPRIME, and NBRSECND. For more information about these keywords, see the IBM Db2 Utility Guide and
Reference.

Allocate Data Sets Manually
Follow these instructions to allocate your image copy data sets manually.

If you do not want to use dynamic allocation, you can allocate image copy data sets manually.

To allocate the data sets manually, edit your job JCL as follows:

• Insert the syscpnyy DD statement.
• Use the COPIES keyword to specify the required ddnames in your job. The ddnames must be unique.
• Specify the COPY-TASKS keyword.

Image copy data sets have the following naming convention:
syscpnyy 
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Where
syscp

Specifies the first part of the copy name. This part can contain any five letters.
n

Specifies the copy number.
yy

Specifies the part of the copy that is being multitasked.

NOTE

Copy data sets for simple or segmented tablespaces have no naming conventions. If you use SYSCOPY (the
default), the COPIES keyword is needed only when you require multiple copies.

Manual Allocation and Partitioned Tablespaces

The following example illustrates ddnames for a tablespace with three partitions. Quick Copy copies all partitions
simultaneously (COPY-TASKS=3) and makes two copies. The utility writes to all six DD statements simultaneously. The
syntax for this example is as follows:

 COPY TABLESPACE TESTDB.TESTTS

     COPIES COPY01 (Y,SYSCP101,,LP)

            COPY02 (Y,SYSCP201,,LB)

     COPY-TASKS 3

The following table lists ddnames generated by the previous syntax.

DD Copy Part Task #

SYSCP101 1 1 1

SYSCP102 1 2 2

SYSCP103 1 3 3

SYSCP201 2 1 1

SYSCP202 2 2 2

SYSCP203 2 3 3

The following example illustrates the ddnames that are used for the same tablespace with a COPY-TASKS value of 1
(instead of 3). Quick Copy makes two copies. Each copy contains all three partitions. The copies are made simultaneously
and require only two tape drives (if tape units are specified).

The following DD statements are generated:

DD Copy Part

SYSCP101 1 All parts

SYSCP201 2 All parts

If you omit the COPIES keyword, the ddname for a single image copy data set defaults to SYSCOPY. This ddname is the
same as used by IBM COPY. The default ddname for multitasking or wildcarding is SYSCP101. If you require more than
one copy, specify the COPIES keyword and unique ddnames.
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Manual Allocation and Tape Drives

If you are using a limited number of tape drives and you do not want the partitions on separate tapes, specify COPY-
TASKS 1. A single thread executes for each copy.

If you have only one tape drive available, single-thread the copies. To single-thread the copies in one step, repeat the
COPY syntax in the JCL.

Stack Files on Tape
File stacking can improve recovery performance by decreasing the number of tapes that are accessed to retrieve the
image copies.

When you create image copies, you can stack the copy files on tape. To improve efficiency, stack image data sets onto a
few tapes rather than copying each image copy data set to a separate tape.

File stacking is implemented in various ways, depending on how you allocate your image copy data sets.

Stack Files When Using PQCPARM

When you are using the PQCPARM keyword to allocate your image copy data sets dynamically, you can enable file
stacking using the FILESEQ keyword.

The following considerations apply when you use this method to stack files:

• You can only stack files of the same copy type on a given tape. For example, all LP copies on one tape, all LB copies
on another tape, and so on.

• File stacking can be performed with one COPY statement when the statement specifies multiple objects. File stacking
also can be performed across multiple COPY statements within the same JCL step. You cannot stack files across JCL
steps.

• COPY-TASKS is limited to 16.

Follow these steps:

1. Specify FILESEQ=0 in the PQC parmlib member for each copy type to stack. (For example, to stack LP copies on one
tape and LB copies on another tape, include FILESEQ=0 in both the LP and LB sections of the PQC parmlib member.)

2. Submit your copy job.
The copy files are stacked on the tapes.

Stack Files When Using Templates

When you use templates to allocate your image copy data sets dynamically, you can enable file stacking using the STACK
keyword.

The following considerations apply when you use this method to stack files:

• You can only stack files of the same copy type on a given tape. For example, all LP copies on one tape, all LB copies
on another tape, and so on.

• If a LIST is used, file stacking occurs for a single COPY statement only. If a LIST is not used, file stacking occurs for
multiple consecutive COPY statements within the same JCL step. You cannot stack files across JCL steps.

• COPY-TASKS is limited to 16.

Follow these steps:

1. Specify STACK YES for tape unit types in the template control statement.
2. Submit your copy job.

The copy files are stacked on the tapes.
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Stack Files When Using Manual Allocation

When you allocate your image copy data sets manually, you can stack them on the same tape by using the VOLUME
parameter with the RETAIN and REF=dsname subparameters. RETAIN prevents the volume from being rewound and
demounted. REF=dsname identifies the data set from which the volume serial information is copied.

The following considerations apply when you use this method to stack files:

• You can stack tapes across job steps. You can also stack an RP copy onto the same tape as an LP copy.
• If you specify a COPY-TASKS value greater than 1, Follow the Quick Copy naming standards for your ddname.

Follow these steps:

1. Modify your JCL as follows:
– Insert the RETAIN and REF subparameters in the VOLUME parameter.
– Provide a ddname with the COPIES keyword.

2. Submit your copy job.
The copy files are stacked on the tapes.

Example: Stacking Multiple Objects While Single-Threading (COPY-TASKS 1)

In the following example, object Db22.TS22 consists of 22 partitions. One COPY statement copies two objects (different
partitions of Db22.TS22). The COPY-TASKS 1 specification stacks the image copy data sets onto the same tape using
FILESEQ 1 and FILESEQ 2 (specified as LABEL in the JCL).

 //*                                                                     

 //SYSA1101 DD DSN=TEST.DB22.TS22.A101,DISP=(NEW,CATLG,KEEP),   

 //            UNIT=VTAPE,VOL=(,RETAIN),LABEL=(1,SL)                               

 //SYSB1101 DD DSN=TEST.DB22.TS22.B102,DISP=(NEW,CATLG,KEEP),   

 //            UNIT=VTAPE,VOL=REF=*.SYSA1101,LABEL=(2,SL)                          

 //*                                                                     

 //SYSIN   DD  *                                                         

     COPY                                                                

         TABLESPACE DB22.TS22                                   

            DSNUM 1,3,5,7,9                                              

            COPIES COPY01(Y,SYSA1101,,LP)                                

  

         TABLESPACE DB22.TS22                                   

            DSNUM 2,4,6,8,10                                             

            COPIES COPY01(Y,SYSB1101,,RP)                                

         COPY-TASKS 1                                                 

         SHRLEVEL CHANGE                                              

         EXCP NO                                                      

         MODIFYBITS NO                                                

         ALLMSGS

Example: Stacking Across Job Steps

In the following example, the job consists of two steps. Step 1 creates an LP copy of the tablespace and step 2 creates an
RP copy of the tablespace. COPY-TASKS 1 indicates that each step creates a single image copy data set. The RP copy
that is created in step 2 is stacked onto the LP copy that is created in step 1.

 //*****************************************************************

 //STEP1    EXEC PGM=PTLDRIVM,                          

 //         PARM='EP=UTLGLCTL/Dxxx,RESTART(BYPASS)'    

 //*****************************************************************

 //STEPLIB  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=hlq.CDBALOAD        

 //         DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=hlq.SDSNEXIT         
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 //         DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=hlq.SDSNLOAD        

 //*               

 //SYSA1101 DD DSN=USER01.DB22.TS22.A101,DISP=(NEW,CATLG,KEEP),  

 //            UNIT=VTAPE,VOL=(,RETAIN),LABEL=(1,SL)  

 //*                                  

 //SYSIN   DD  *                    

     COPY                            

            TABLESPACE DB22.TS22      

            DSNUM ALL                       

            COPIES COPY01(Y,SYSA1101,,LP)  

  

            COPY-TASKS 1                  

            SHRLEVEL CHANGE        

            EXCP NO                            

            MODIFYBITS NO                   

        ALLMSGS                      

 //*****************************************************************

 //STEP2    EXEC PGM=PTLDRIVM,         

 //        PARM='EP=UTLGLCTL/Dxxx,RESTART(BYPASS)'    

 //*****************************************************************

 //STEPLIB  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=hlq.CDBALOAD  

 //         DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=hlq.SDSNEXIT 

 //         DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=hlq.SDSNLOAD  

 //*                              

 //SYSB1101 DD DSN=USER01.DB22.TS22.B102,DISP=(NEW,CATLG,KEEP), 

 //            UNIT=VTAPE,VOL=REF=*.STEP1.SYSA1101,LABEL=(2,SL)     

 //*                                          

 //SYSIN   DD  *                            

     COPY                            

  

            TABLESPACE DB22.TS22 

            DSNUM ALL                     

            COPIES COPY01(Y,SYSB1101,,RP)  

            COPY-TASKS 1             

            SHRLEVEL CHANGE        

            EXCP NO              

            MODIFYBITS NO         

        ALLMSGS               

 //******************************************

Example: Stacking While Multitasking (COPY-TASKS >1)

The following example shows a job step containing two COPY statements with COPY-TASKS set to 2. This job
creates two image copy data sets for the first object (Db22.TS22) and two image copy data sets for the second object
(DB32.TS32). When COPY-TASKS is greater than 1, you must be aware of the DDNAMEs that Quick Copy uses:

• For the first copy statement, DDNAMES SYSAA101 (task 1) and SYSAA102 (task 2) are used.
• For the second copy statement, DDNAMES SYSBB101 (task 1) and SYSBB102 (task 2) are used.

 //*                                

 //SYSAA101 DD DSN=USER01.DB22.TS22.A101,DISP=(NEW,CATLG,KEEP), 

 //  UNIT=VTAPE,VOL=(,RETAIN),LABEL=(1,SL)         

 //*                                     

 //SYSAA102 DD DSN=USER01.DB22.TS22.A102,DISP=(NEW,CATLG,KEEP),
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 //  UNIT=VTAPE,VOL=(,RETAIN),LABEL=(1,SL)        

 //*                                        

 //SYSBB101 DD DSN=USER01.DB32.TS32.B101,DISP=(NEW,CATLG,KEEP), 

 //  UNIT=VTAPE,VOL=REF=*.SYSAA101,LABEL=(2,SL)    

 //*                                        

 //SYSBB102 DD DSN=USER01.DB32.TS32.B102,DISP=(NEW,CATLG,KEEP),

 //  UNIT=VTAPE,VOL=REF=*.SYSAA102,LABEL=(2,SL)  

 //*                               

 //SYSIN   DD  *                  

     COPY                          

            TABLESPACE DB22.TS22 

            DSNUM ALL                

            COPIES COPY01(Y,SYSAA101,,LP)  

  

            COPY-TASKS 2                

            SHRLEVEL REFERENCE            

            EXCP NO                   

            MODIFYBITS NO           

        ALLMSGS                       

     COPY                              

            TABLESPACE DB32.TS32  

            DSNUM ALL              

            COPIES COPY01(Y,SYSBB101,,LP)  

  

            COPY-TASKS 2              

            SHRLEVEL REFERENCE      

            EXCP NO                

            MODIFYBITS NO     

        ALLMSGS

Building Jobs
Using Quick Copy consists of building JCL jobs that contain the appropriate syntax to perform the necessary tasks.

This section provides information on the following topics:

• How to build a JCL job
• How to verify your SYSIN statements
• How to use IBM JCL with Quick Copy

Build a JCL Job

Building a job consists of specifying valid JOB, EXEC, and DD statements and inserting the appropriate utility syntax.

As a database administrator, you are responsible for maintaining the databases at your site.  You accomplish this task by
using the Database Management Solutions for Db2 batch utilities. As part of this process, you build JCL jobs that contain
the appropriate syntax to perform the necessary tasks. For example, you may create and maintain current image copies
to ensure data recoverability. You can use Quick Copy to create fast, consistent, and accurate Db2 image copies without
affecting the data availability.

This scenario makes the following assumptions:

• A data set has already been allocated to contain your JCL.
• The data set does not have unusual profile options, such as PACK ON, that can interfere with processing.
• You have basic knowledge about how to code and submit JCL jobs.
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Use this scenario to guide you through the process:

1. Specify a JOB statement.
2. Specify an EXEC statement.
3. Specify the DD statements.
4. Specify the utility syntax.

Specify a JOB Statement
A JOB statement marks the beginning of the job, specifies the job name, and provides more job information.

A JCL job requires a valid JOB statement to mark the beginning of the job, specify the job name, and provide more job
information. When you specify these parameters, follow the job standards at your site.

Specify the following JOB statement:

//jobname  JOB  (account),'jobdesc',CLASS=jobclass,MSGCLASS=outputclass,REGION=nM

The JOB statement has the following parameters:
jobname

Specifies the job name.
Limits: 1 to 8 characters
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account
Specifies the accounting information for the job.

jobdesc
Provides a brief job description.

jobclass
Assigns a job class to the job.
Limits: 1 to 8 characters

outputclass
Assigns an output class to the job log.
Limits: 1 character

nM
Specifies the amount of central or virtual space that the job requires, in megabytes.
We recommend specifying REGION=0M to let the utility use as much storage as required. Verify with your
systems programmer that user exits at your site are not restricting memory allocation for REGION=0M requests.

Specify an EXEC Statement
A JCL job requires a valid EXEC statement to specify the module to execute and other parameters.

For Database Management Solutions for Db2 utilities, the EXEC statement calls the PTLDRIVM product driver.

Specify the following EXEC statement:

//stepname EXEC  PGM=PTLDRIVM,PARM=('[SUFFIX=xx],EP=UTLGLCTL/db2_subsystemid,

//                            [CHECK|PREVIEW|RESTART(parm)],planname,utilid') 

To continue the PARM= keyword onto a second line, enclose its specified value in parentheses as shown here. Also
enclose any subexpressions in apostrophes followed by a comma. The continued PARM value can begin anywhere
in columns 4 through 16 on the next line. No additional commas are required because enclosing the PARM value in
parentheses provides the continuation.

The EXEC statement has the following parameters:

stepname
Identifies the job step within the JCL. Specify something meaningful, like COPY or QCOPY.

SUFFIX=xx
(Optional) Specifies a suffix for the PTISYS parmlib member when multiple members exist. This parameter
overrides the SUFFIX value in the ENVDEF parmlib member. If ENVDEF is not present and you omit SUFFIX
from your EXEC statement, SUFFIX defaults to 00.

NOTE
For information about creating an ENVDEF parmlib member, see Create an ENVDEF Global Parmlib
Member in the  Database Management Solutions for Db2documentation.

EP
Specifies the program name. Specify UTLGLCTL.

Db2_subsystemid
Names the Db2 subsystem where the objects reside. If data sharing subgroups have been defined in the
SYS1.PARMLIB(IEFSSNxx) member, you can specify a subgroup name here instead.

CHECK
(Optional) Validates the utility statement syntax without actually running the utility.

NOTE
CHECK, PREVIEW, and RESTART are mutually exclusive. Specify only one in your EXEC statement.
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PREVIEW
(Optional) Validates the utility statement syntax and verifies that the specified objects exist without actually
running the utility.

RESTART
(Optional) Specifies whether to restart the job.

WARNING
If you restart a job, do not modify the copy syntax.

If your job does not include a RESTART command, the job starts as a new job. If the utility finds a restart record, it
issues an error message stating that the object is in restart mode and that RESTART syntax is required in the job.

planname
(Optional) Specifies the plan name for the Database Management Solutions for Db2 utilities. This parameter
overrides the default plan name in hlq.CDBAPARM.
If you omit the plan name, insert a comma as a place holder as shown in the following example:
// PARM=('EP=UTLGLCTL/DB2_subsystemid,RESTART(PHASE),’, 

// 'utilid')

utilid
(Optional) Specifies a utility ID for the job. Include a comma on the left side of the utilid variable or verify that the
PARM statement does not split over two lines. Do not include any spaces between quotes (for example, PARM='
parm').
Limits: 17 characters or less
If you omit utilid, it defaults to the following value:
userid.jobname

NOTE
To restart a utility job that someone else submitted, specify the utility ID for that job in the EXEC
statement when you restart it. When the utility ID defaults to the user ID of the submitter, that user can
restart the job without specifying the utility ID.

Specify the DD Statements
A JCL job requires valid DD statements to specify the data sets that the utility needs.

Each utility call (a job step that executes a utility) requires a STEPLIB, PTIPARM, PTIMSG, and SYSIN DD statement.

Follow these steps:

1. Specify the following required DD statements:
//STEPLIB   DD  DSN=hlq.xxxxxxxx.CDBALOAD,DISP=SHR

//          DD  DSN=xxxx.PRIVATE.DSNEXIT,DISP=SHR

//          DD  DSN=DSN.xxxx.DSNLOAD,DISP=SHR

//*

//PTIPARM   DD  DSN=hlq.xxxxxxxx.CDBAPARM,DISP=SHR

//*

//PTIMSG    DD  SYSOUT=*

//*

Where:
STEPLIB

Specifies the load libraries for the Database Management Solutions for Db2 utilities.
If you run a utility on a table with an EDITPROC or FIELDPROC, the CDBALOAD concatenation in
hlq.CDBAPARM(SETUP) must specify the library containing the EDITPROC or FIELDPROC.
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PTIPARM
Specifies the parameter library hlq.CDBAPARM.

PTIMSG
Specifies the data set that contains status messages and output from the utility execution. This data set must be
fixed block.

2. (Optional) Specify one or more of the following DD statements.
//ddname   DD DSN=hlq.ddname, 

//            DISP=(NEW,CATLG,CATLG),

//            UNIT=SYSDA, SPACE=(CYL,(5,5),RLSE)

//*

//PTIIMSG  DD SYSOUT=*

//*

//PTILIB   DD DISP=status,DSN=hlq.xxxxxxxx.CDBALOAD

//         DD DISP=status,DSN=hlq.xxxxxxxx.SDSNEXIT

//         DD DISP=status,DSN=hlq.xxxxxxxx.SDSNLOAD

//*

//syscpnyy DD DISP=status,

//            UNIT=unit_type,SPACE=(alloc_unit,(primary,secondary),RLSE),

//            DSN=userid.table.syscpnyy 

//*  

//SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=*

//*

//SYSOUT   DD SYSOUT=*

//SORTWKdd DD DISP=status,

//            UNIT=unit_type,SPACE=(alloc_unit,(primary,secondary),RLSE),

//            DSN=hlq1.hlq2.SORTWKdd 

//*

ddname
Specifies the ddname that was specified for the CRITICAL-MSGDDN parameter in hlq.CDBAPARM(UTIL). This
ddname allocates a data set to contain critical error messages, object status messages, and general processing
messages. Separating the critical messages from other messages can make it easier to review your job output.

PTIIMSG
Allocates a data set to contain IFI, IDCAMS, and RESTART messages. Separating these messages from
other messages makes it easier to review the job output. When including PTIIMSG, also specify ALLMSGS to
generate more messages showing copy details. Due to the volume of IFI and IDCAMS output, we recommend
allocating PTIIMSG, especially when specifying ALLMSGS in job JCL.

PTILIB
Specifies the data set that contains the load libraries. Include the PTILIB DD statement only when processing IBM
utility JCL.

syscpnyy
Allocates data sets to hold image copies.
syscp

Specifies the first part of the copy name. This value can contain any five letters.
n

Specifies the copy number.
yy

Specifies the part of the copy that is being multitasked.
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To allocate these data sets dynamically, omit this DD statement. During processing, the data sets are allocated
by using the model statements in hlq.CDBAPARM(PQC) or by using the specified TEMPLATE statements. The
COPY-TASKS value affects the number of ddnames and their names.

SYSUDUMP
Allocates a data set to contain the dump that is created when the job sets a return code greater than 4. When you
specify this DD statement, also specify the ABEND-TASK keyword in your SYSIN syntax.

SYSOUT
Allocates a data set for messages from a sort program. This DD statement is needed when the CONSISTENT
keyword is specified.

SORTWKdd
Allocates intermediate storage data sets for a sort program. These DD statements are needed when the
CONSISTENT keyword is specified and the intermediate storage data sets are not being allocated dynamically.

3. Specify the SYSIN DD statement. This statement is required, and it appears last in the job:
//SYSIN    DD  *

  COPY

SYSIN
Specifies the input data set from which to read the utility control statements. These statements begin with a utility
name (for example, COPY) and are followed by the utility-specific syntax.

Specify the Utility Syntax
Include the Quick Copy syntax in your job as part of the SYSIN stream.

Follow these steps:

1. Specify the COPY control statement and the appropriate keywords.
2. (Optional) Insert comments in the syntax:

– Enter an asterisk (*) in the first column to comment the entire line, as shown in this example:
 *    COMMENT HERE

           EXCP NO                                         

           SHRLEVEL NONE

– Enter two hyphens (--), starting in any column, to comment the rest of the line, as shown in this example:
 COPY TABLESPACE SAMPDB.SAMPTS1 -- COMMENT HERE

      COPIES COPY01(Y,SYSCP101)                           

      FULL NO                                         

      DSNUM ALL

These commenting tips apply only to Quick Copy. Different utilities provide different support for comments.
3. (Optional) Insert control statements for other utilities to invoke them in the same job. For example, you can insert a

MERGECOPY statement with the COPY-IMAGE-COPY keyword to invoke the Merge/Modify utility and make a copy
of the new image copy. A license is typically required for each utility.

Your JCL job has been built. You can now submit the job or save it for later reuse.

Verify SYSIN Control Statements Using UTCHECK REXX
You can use UTCHECK REXX to verify your SYSIN control statements. The SYSIN control statements for all Db2 utility
jobs (including existing jobs) must start with the utility statement. You can manually check your JCL for the required
utility statements. However, depending on the number of SYSIN control statements in your JCL, it can be easier to use
UTCHECK REXX. UTCHECK evaluates the JCL step by step and flags the in-stream SYSIN DD statements that do not
contain a valid utility name as the first command.
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NOTE
UTCHECK executes only on in-stream SYSIN files. If your Db2 utility JCL executes a procedure, edit the
UTCHECK REXX exec to look for the procedure name. See the instructions in the UTCHECK REXX exec file.

Follow these steps:

1. Create a UTCHECK input data set that includes the name of the data set containing the JCL to check, and a list of the
members within that data set. The data set name must be the first word on the first line, and each member name must
be the first word on succeeding lines. UTCHECK REXX ignores any information following the data set and member
names.
See the following sample data set:
CADB2.UTILITY.JCL

LOAD1

LOAD2

REORG1

COPY1

RECOVER1

You can use the ISPF Print Index function to generate the previous information. After you generate the listing, remove
all extraneous information from the file.

2. Open the UTCHECK JCL that is provided in the installation CDBAJCL library. Insert the name of your UTCHECK input
data set in the %UTCHECK < DATASET NAME > line.

3. Execute the following command, in which UTCHECK.input is the name of your input data set:
exec 'hlq.CDBACLS0(UTCHECK)' 'UTCHECK.input'

During execution, output messages indicate whether the JCL conforms to the SYSIN DD statement requirement.
Line numbers indicate the location of statements that do not conform to the requirement, as shown in the following
example:
USER1.TEST.JCL(@PRRTEST) OK             

USER1.TEST.JCL(@PRRTEST) OK             

USER1.TEST.JCL(@PRRTEST) OK             

USER1.TEST.JCL(@PRRTEST) OK             

USER1.TEST.JCL(BIGPFL)   OK               

USER1.TEST.JCL(BIGPFL)   OK               

USER1.TEST.JCL(BIGPRR)   OK               

USER1.TEST.JCL(BIGPRR)   line 198  ********

USER1.TEST.JCL(GTECONV)  OK              

USER1.TEST.JCL(GTEPRR)   line 40  ********

USER1.TEST.JCL(GTEPRR)   OK               

USER1.TEST.JCL(GTEPRR)   OK               

USER1.TEST.JCL(GTEPRR)   OK               

USER1.TEST.JCL(GTEPRR)   OK

4. Edit your existing jobs as necessary to add the required utility statements.

Use IBM JCL with Broadcom Utilities
Quick Copy uses syntax that is compatible with the IBM utilities.

You can use existing IBM utility JCL to run Quick Copy with only minor changes. When Broadcom utilities run in IBM
compatibility mode, most IBM syntax is recognized.

Broadcom utilities adhere to IBM syntax diagram rules regarding the use of parentheses. Broadcom utilities tolerate the
use of parentheses only where documented in IBM syntax diagrams or as documented in the Reference.
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Follow these steps:

1. Create a parmlib load module or add a PTIPARM DD that specifies the utilities parmlib name. See the following
example:
 //PTIPARM  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=PTIPROD.relxxx.CDBAPARM

NOTE
For more information about how to set up global and product-specific parmlib members, see Database
Management Solutions for Db2 documentation.

2. Edit the IBM EXEC statement as follows:

• PGM=DSNUTILB

Change the program name to XSNUTILB or rename module XSNUTILB in the Broadcom load library to
DSNUTILB.

• PARM='system,[uid],[utproc]'

Change system to the Db2 subsystem, uid to the utility ID of the job. Also change utproc to a valid restart
parameter to enable restart processing when XSNUTILB is executed.

See the following example:
 //Stepname EXEC PGM=XSNUTILB,PARM='DB2A,TESTUSER,RESTART(BYPASS)'

3. Modify STEPLIB to concatenate the Broadcom load library ahead of the Db2 load library.
4. (Optional) Include a PTILIB DD statement that contains the load libraries. See the following sample PTILIB DD

statement:
 

 //PTILIB     DD   DSN=PTIPROD.RELxxx.CDBALOAD,DISP=SHR

 //           DD   DSN=Vxxx.PRIVATE.DSNEXIT,DISP=SHR

 //           DD   DSN=DSN.Vxxx.DSNLOAD,DISP=SHR

 //*

          

Selecting Copy Engines
Quick Copy allows you to select EXCP NO or EXCP YES copy engine.

When you select the copy engine, consider the following items:

• Device type, data set type, and database object type.
Select the engine that supports the data sets, devices, and database objects that are involved in the copy process.

• Performance evaluation.
Execute the COPY job with both copy engines and compare their CPU time and elapsed time.

A copy engine can be selected on a job by job basis, or on a global basis.

To select a copy engine, use either of the following methods:

• Specify the EXCP option in hlq.CDBAPARM(UTIL) to set a default value for all jobs.
• Specify the EXCP keyword in each job. The EXCP value in the job overrides the value in the UTIL parmlib member.

If Quick Copy determines that a device, data set, or database object is not supported by EXCP YES, it automatically
switches to EXCP NO.

EXCP NO Copy Engine

We recommend using the EXCP NO copy engine because it provides the following advantages:
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• CPU time is reduced.
• Up to 50 percent of the work can be offloaded to a zIIP processor when one is available.
• Multi-tasking overhead is reduced.
• You can use the COPY-BUFFERS keyword to control the number of buffers that are used for the copy process.
• All modern devices and data set types are supported.

EXCP YES Copy Engine

The EXCP YES copy engine provides the following advantages:

• CPU time is reduced.
• Most modern devices and data set types are supported.

Consider the following items when using the EXCP YES copy engine:

• The COPY-BUFFERS keyword is ignored.
• Verify that all partitions and copies are on separate devices.
• If the copies are being written to DASD, verify that they are allocated in cylinders.
• Due to channel programming considerations, the output copy data set block sizes cannot be changed.
• EXCP YES has limited support for modern devices and data set types.

Capabilities of the Copy Engines

EXCP NO and EXCP YES copy engines provide the following capabilities.

Extended Address Volume Support

An extended address volume (EAV) has more than 65520 cylinders. Only 3390-A devices can be an EAV. On an EAV,
the cylinders whose addresses are equal to or greater than 65,536 are defined in the extended addressing space (EAS).
These cylinder addresses are represented by 28-bit cylinder numbers.

• EXCP NO fully supports EAV volumes.
• EXCP YES supports sequential image copy data sets that are defined in the EAS area of EAV volumes. Extended-

format sequential data sets are not supported.
• EXCP YES does not support Db2 objects that are defined in the EAS area of EAV volumes. If any of these Db2 objects

are encountered, they are processed using EXCP NO. Supported objects are still processed using EXCP YES.

VSAM Extended Addressability and Extended Format Support

Page sets that have VSAM extended addressability (EA) enabled require extended format (EF) support. The following list
describes the current state of EF/EA support with Quick Copy:

• EA and EF page sets are fully supported with EXCP YES and EXCP NO.
• EXCP NO provides full support for striped data sets.
• EXCP YES does not support striped data sets. For Db2 striped objects, processing switches to EXCP NO to read the

object.
• EXCP YES does not support extended-format sequential data sets.

Database Objects

• EXCP YES does not support Db2 compressed indexes.
• EXCP NO supports PBR2 objects.

Restart an EXCP YES Job

You can restart an EXCP YES job where it left off.

To restart an EXCP YES job:
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• Set the disposition of the copy data set to MOD. (If the data sets are allocated dynamically, Quick Copy automatically
sets them to MOD.)

• Set the restart parameter in the EXEC statement to RESTART or RESTART(PHASE).

Create a Full Image Copy
Review these guidelines for Quick Copy to create a full image copy of the copied tablespace, indexspace, or partition.

A full image copy contains all data from the copied object. This type of copy provides a good base for recovering data.

To decide whether to create a full image copy or an incremental image copy, determine how many object pages have a
modified bit. If more than 50 percent of the pages are modified, create a full image copy. A full image copy can be created
as quickly as an incremental image copy.

If you always create full image copies, do not turn the modify bits off. Keeping modify bits on can save time in each job.
This mode also speeds up recovery because there is a recent full backup.

Follow these steps:

1. Create a copy job with the following keywords:
– Include the COPY keyword to execute the copy utility.
– Specify the database object for the full image copy by entering one of the following object keywords:

• TABLESPACE [dbname.]tsname
• INDEXSPACE [dbname.]ixspname
• INDEX [creator.]ixname

Specify only one object (tablespace, indexspace, or index) per a COPY statement. To copy multiple objects, specify
multiple COPY statements.

– Include the COPIES keyword for each object to define the attributes of the copies. Enter COPY01 for the local
primary image copy, with the following parameters:
COPY01 (Y,SYSCP101, ,LP)

You can optionally specify up to COPY08 statements for other image copy types. For example, add the following
syntax for a local backup image copy:
COPY02 (Y,SYSCP201, ,LB)

– Include the FULL YES keyword for each tablespace to create a full image copy.
2. Submit the job.

A full image copy is created.

Example: Create a Full Image Copy

The following syntax creates a full image copy of two tablespaces and two indexes. SHRLEVEL REFERENCE specifies
that the tablespace is read-only during the copy. Other users can only read the tablespace until the copy is created.
COPY-TASKS 0002 invokes multiple read tasks to accelerate the copy process.

 //SYSIN    DD  *

   COPY TABLESPACE dbname.tsname1 

       COPIES COPY01(Y,SYSCP101,,LP)

              COPY02(Y,SYSCP201,,LB)

       FULL YES

  COPY-TASKS 0002

  STARTUP-ACCESS RW

  MODIFYBITS YES

  SHRLEVEL REFERENCE

   COPY TABLESPACE dbname.tsname2 

       COPIES COPY01(Y,SYSCP301,,LP)
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              COPY02(Y,SYSCP401,,LB)

       FULL YES

  COPY-TASKS 0002

  STARTUP-ACCESS RW

  MODIFYBITS YES

  SHRLEVEL REFERENCE

   COPY INDEX creator.ixname1 

       COPIES COPY01 (Y,IXCOPY01,,LP)

  COPY INDEX creator.ixname2 

       COPIES COPY01 (Y,IXCOPY02,,LP)

//*

Create a Full Image Copy Using Snapshot General Services
Using Snapshot General Services to create full image copies reduces the time that tablespaces are unavailable during a
copy.

You can create a full image copy using the Snapshot General Services. These image copies are called snapshot point-in-
time copies. Instant snapshot copies are always full image copies; incremental image copies are not supported.

NOTE

Snapshot General Services is a component of the Database Management Solutions for Db2. For more
information about this component, see the customization instructions for Snapshot General Services in the
Database Management Solutions for Db2 documentation.

Jobs that use Snapshot General Services to copy data sets on EMC devices need access to the EMC Resource
Pack Base library containing the EMCSNAPI module. (This library is also used in the EMCSCF started task.)
The library might be in the linklist or in a STEPLIB. The library is required only when EMC devices are in use.

By making snapshot point-in-time copies, you can exploit the point-in-time copy hardware features that are available on
DASD subsystems from various vendors. These features reduce the time that tablespaces are unavailable to applications
during the copy.

You can create standard or instant snapshot point-in-time copies. Fast Recover typically uses instant copies to recover an
object. This recovery restores the object from the instant point-in-time copy and optionally applies log records.

By default, Quick Copy registers instant snapshot point-in-time copies in the Broadcom SYSCOPY table, which maintains
the latest image copy only. You can change this setting to register the instant snapshot point-in-time copies directly to the
Db2 SYSIBM.SYSCOPY catalog table, which maintains multiple image copies.

When you request a snapshot point-in-time copy, consider the following items:

• The SHRLEVEL keyword specifies the state of the object during the copy. You can specify SHRLEVEL REFERENCE
and SHRLEVEL CHANGE. SHRLEVEL NONE is not valid with snapshot point-in-time copies.
If the tablespace page size is greater than 4 KB and it does not match the control interval size, use SHRLEVEL
REFERENCE. Using SHRLEVEL CHANGE terminates the job with message PQC0692E.

• The SNAPSHOTACCESS INSTANT syntax does not support sequential copies. To make a sequential image copy,
specify SNAPSHOTACCESS YES.

• When all snapshot point-in-time copies have been created successfully, WTO message PQC0384I is issued. You can
use a job scheduler to obtain the WTO and determine the next action.

• If an error occurs during the point-in-time copy, Snapshot General Services issues messages to the PTIIMSG data set.

Prerequisites:

• Verify that you have the required authority to execute COPY jobs.
• Verify that Snapshot General Services has been initialized.
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Follow these steps:

1. Specify the image copy registration method.
2. Specify the data set names.
3. Execute a COPY job.

Specify the Image Copy Registration Method
Before you take a SNAPSHOTACCESS INSTANT point-in-time copy, specify the image copy registration method.

Instant snapshot point-in-time copies can be registered in the Broadcom SYSCOPY table or in the Db2
SYSIBM.SYSCOPY catalog table. By default, these copies are registered in Broadcom SYSCOPY.

Consider the following items when deciding where to register your copies.

Broadcom SYSCOPY Table (PTI.PTRA_SYSCOPY_0301)

The Broadcom SYSCOPY table is created during the product installation. This table maintains only the latest instant
snapshot point-in-time copies for a tablespace. When you take a new instant copy, the previous copy is deleted. All
snapshot point-in-time copies are taken at the partition level, therefore the Broadcom SYSCOPY table keeps an entry for
each partition.

Register instant snapshot point-in-time copies in the Broadcom SYSCOPY table when you want to:

• Keep only the latest instant snapshot point-in-time copy.
• Use only Fast Recover to restore the object with SNAPSHOTACCESS INSTANT syntax.
• Use Merge/Modify to convert the copy into a standard image copy that can be registered in SYSIBM.SYSCOPY.

Quick Copy registers an instant copy in the Broadcom SYSCOPY table with the following attributes:

• The image copy data set name that is generated based on the name of the Db2 VSAM object, with the adjusted
INODE value.

• The COPY and ICOPY status is not removed.

Db2 SYSIBM.SYSCOPY Catalog Table

The Db2 SYSIBM.SYSCOPY catalog table maintains multiple image copy data sets for a tablespace.

Register instant snapshot point-in-time copies in the Db2 SYSIBM.SYSCOPY tablespace when you want to:

• Keep multiple copies. The copies remain on DASD until you delete them.
• Use the Db2 RECOVER utility or Fast Recover to restore the object without any special syntax. This instant copy is

used in the recovery the same as a standard image copy.

For multi-partition objects, SNAPSHOTACCESS INSTANT creates an entry for each partition and an entry for DSNUM
0. For single-partition or nonpartitioned objects, only a DSNUM 0 entry is created. For example, if a tablespace has two
partitions, a snapshot image copy of the tablespace creates three records:

• A SYSCOPY record for the tablespace with DSNUM=0. This row is created so that the recovery utility knows that a
complete snapshot of your partitioned tablespace is available. When you take a snapshot at the partition level, this
entry is not present.

• A SYSCOPY record for the first partition with DSNUM=1.
• A SYSCOPY record for the second partition with DSNUM=2.

Quick Copy registers an image copy in SYSIBM.SYSCOPY with the following attributes:
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• The image copy data set name that is generated based on the specified data set name template.
• ICTYPE=F (full).
• ICBACKUP=FC (FlashCopy).
• STYPE=T if SHRLEVEL=REFERENCE. The copy is considered a consistent copy. If SHRLEVEL is other than

REFERENCE, then STYPE=N and the copy is inconsistent.
• The COPY or ICOPY status is removed.

Specify the Registration Method

To specify the image copy registration method, modify the following parameter in hlq.CDBAPARM(UTIL):

Snapshot Copy Option (SSCOPYOPT)
Specifies whether to register SNAPSHOTACCESS INSTANT copies in SYSIBM.SYSCOPY. The following values
are valid:
YES

Registers SNAPSHOTACCESS INSTANT copies in the SYSIBM.SYSCOPY catalog table.
NO

Registers SNAPSHOTACCESS INSTANT copies in the Broadcom SYSCOPY table. This value is the
default.

Specify the Data Set Names
Before you take a SNAPSHOTACCESS INSTANT point-in-time copy, specify naming template or convention for the copy
data sets.

If you register your SNAPSHOTACCESS INSTANT point-in-time copies in the SYSIBM.SYSCOPY catalog table, you must
specify a default data set name template.

If you register your copies in the Broadcom SYSCOPY table, a predefined data set naming convention is used. Familiarize
yourself with this naming convention.

Specify the Default Data Set Name Template (SYSIBM.SYSCOPY)

If you register your SNAPSHOTACCESS INSTANT point-in-time copies in the SYSIBM.SYSCOPY catalog table, you must
specify a default data set name template.

To specify a default data set name template, modify the following parameters in the UTIL parmlib member:

Snapshot Copy High Level Qualifier (SSCOPYHLQ)
Specifies whether to use the high-level qualifier of the source object as the high-level qualifier for the data set
names. If you specify SSCOPYHLQ YES, enter SSCOPYHLQ as the high-level qualifier in the SSCOPYDDN
parameter.
When SSCOPYHLQ YES is specified, you can specify SNAPSHOTHLQ in the syntax as an override to specify
the high-level qualifier for copy data sets.
If you specify SSCOPYHLQ NO, the value that you specify in the data set name template is used.
Default: NO

Snapshot Copy Template (SSCOPYDDN)
Specifies the default data set name template for SNAPSHOTACCESS INSTANT image copies in the following
format:
(hlq.&DB..&TS..N{&DSNUM.|&PART.|&PA.}.{&UNIQ.|&UQ.|&TIME.|&TI.|&HHMMSS.})

SNAPSHOTACCESS INSTANT copies are taken at the data set level or partition level. Therefore, the DSN
template must include a variable that identifies the partition number (&DSNUM., &PART., or &PA). The template
must also include a variable that generates unique data set names for all objects (&UNIQ., &UQ., &TIME., &TI., or
&HHMMSS.).
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Limits: Alphanumeric or national characters (A to Z, 0 through 9, @ $ # &) or period (.). The first character cannot
be numeric. Parentheses are not valid in the default template.
Example: SHK01.&DB..&TS..N&DSNUM..&UNIQ.

Example: Specify Default Data Set Name Template

• This example uses the default data set name template in the UTIL parmlib member and the high-level qualifier in the
COPY syntax:
– The UTIL parmlib member has the following settings:

SSCOPYOPT   YES

SSCOPYHLQ   YES

SSCOPYDDN   SSCOPYHLQ.&DB..&TS..N&DSNUM..&UNIQ

– The COPY syntax has the following settings:
COPY TABLESPACE ACCTG.ACCTG001

     SNAPSHOTACCESS INSTANT 

     MODIFYBITS NO 

     SNAPSHOTHLQ FLASH

The resulting snapshot point-in-time copy data set name is FLASH.ACCTG.ACCTG001.N001.QB0178N2.
• This example uses only the default data set name template. The high-level qualifier in the COPY syntax is ignored:

– The UTIL parmlib member has the following settings:
SSCOPYOPT   YES

SSCOPYHLQ   NO

SSCOPYDDN   PRODFC.&DB..&TS..N&DSNUM..&UNIQ

– The COPY syntax has the following syntax:
COPY TABLESPACE ACCTG.ACCTG001

     SNAPSHOTACCESS INSTANT 

     MODIFYBITS NO 

     SNAPSHOTHLQ FLASH

The resulting snapshot point-in-time copy data set name is PRODFC.ACCTG.ACCTG001.N001.QB0178N2.
• This example overrides the default data set name template and uses the template in the COPY syntax:

– The UTIL parmlib member has the following settings:
SSCOPYOPT   YES

SSCOPYHLQ   YES

SSCOPYDDN   SSCOPYHLQ.&DB..&TS..N&DSNUM..&UNIQ

– The COPY syntax has the following settings:
TEMPLATE CPY010 DSN 'PRODFC.&DB..&TS..P&PA(3,3)..&UNIQ.'

COPY TABLESPACE ACCTG.ACCTG001

     SSCOPYDDN(CPY010)

     SNAPSHOTACCESS INSTANT 

     MODIFYBITS NO 

The resulting snapshot point-in-time copy data set name is PRODFC.ACCTG.ACCTG001.P001.XY397XT5.

Review the Data Set Naming Convention (Broadcom SYSCOPY)

If you register your copies in the Broadcom SYSCOPY table, a predefined data set naming convention is used. Familiarize
yourself with this naming convention.

The following data set name format is used in Broadcom SYSCOPY:

 catname.DSNDBx.dbname.psname.i0001.pnnn 

catname
Identifies the source object VCAT or the high-level qualifier that is specified on the SNAPSHOTHLQ parameter.
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x
Differentiates between the cluster and data portions of the LDS. The following values are valid:

• C (VSAM clusters)
• D (VSAM data components)

dbname
Identifies the source object database name.

psname
Identifies the source object page set name.

i
Identifies the INODE as one of the following values:

• Rotates between X and V when the source tablespace or indexspace partition INODE is I.
• Rotates between W and U when the source tablespace or indexspace partition INODE is J.

p
Identifies the PNODE as one of the following values:

• A—parts 0001 - 0999
• B—parts 1000 - 1999
• C—parts 2000 - 2999
• D—parts 3000 - 3999
• E—parts 4000 - 4096

nnn
Identifies the source object data set number. For partitioned tablespaces, the number is 001 for the first partition,
002 for the second partition, and so forth. The maximum value is 999 partitions. For nonpartitioned tablespaces,
nnn defines the data set number.

Execute a COPY Job
After you have specified the image copy registration method and the data set names, execute your COPY job for a
SNAPSHOTACCESS INSTANT point-in-time copy.

Specify the following syntax in your COPY job:

• SNAPSHOTACCESS INSTANT
• SNAPSHOTHLQ (if using the default data set template)
• SSCOPYDDN (if using the template that is specified in the COPY job)
• FULL YES (default)
• MODIFYBITS NO

Example: Minimum Syntax for an Instant Snapshot Point-in-Time Copy

This example shows the minimum syntax for making an instant snapshot point-in-time copy:

COPY  TABLESPACE DBNAME.TSNAME

       SNAPSHOTACCESS INSTANT

If SSCOPYOPT NO is specified in hlq.CDBAPARM(UTIL), the image copy is registered in the Broadcom SYSCOPY table.
The data set name for the image copy is based on the name of the Db2 VSAM object, with the INODE value adjusted.

If SSCOPYOPT YES is specified in the UTIL parmlib member, the image copy is registered in SYSIBM.SYSCOPY. The
default SSCOPYDDN from the UTIL member is used.

Example: Specify the Data Set Name Template for a SNAPSHOTACCESS INSTANT Copy of an IBM SHARK Object
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This example shows how to specify a data set name template for an instant snapshot point-in-time copy of an IBM
SHARK object:

 TEMPLATE SHARK

    DSN(SHK01.&DB..&SN..N&PA..&UQ.)

 

COPY TABLESPACE DBNAME.TSNAME

     SSCOPYDDN (SHARK)

     SNAPSHOTACCESS INSTANT

     MODIFYBITS NO

     SHRLEVEL REFERENCE

     FULL YES

If you specified SSCOPYOPT NO in the UTIL parmlib member, this copy is registered in Broadcom SYSCOPY. The data
set name for the image copy is based on the name of the Db2 VSAM object, with the INODE value adjusted.

If you specified SSCOPYOPT YES, this image copy is registered in SYSIBM.SYSCOPY. The SHARK template is used
to generate data set names for the image copy. The high-level qualifier for the TEMPLATE DSN must be valid for the
FlashCopy device that is used for the target data set. Otherwise, the job fails. The data set names have the following
format:

• High-level qualifier (SHARK.)
• Database name (&DB..)
• Tablespace name (&SN..)
• Partition number (N&PA..)
• Unique generated value (&UQ)

Example: Use the Default Data Set Name Template

This example uses the default data set name template in the UTIL parmlib member:

 COPY TABLESPACE DBNAME.TSNAME

      SNAPSHOTACCESS INSTANT

      MODIFYBITS NO

      SHRLEVEL REFERENCE

      FULL YES

Example: Specify the High-Level Qualifier for an Instant Snapshot Point-in-Time Copy in the COPY Job

This example shows how the parmlib parameters interact with the settings in the COPY job:

TEMPLATE COPY101 DSN 'PQC.USER01.&DB..&TS..B&PA(3:3)..P2&TIME.'

           UNIT SYSDA  RETPD(30) 

COPY TABLESPACE dbname.tsname 

     SNAPSHOTACCESS INSTANT

     SNAPSHOTHLQ  TEST01

 

The image copy data set name is generated using the TEST01 high-level qualifier from the SNAPSHOTHLQ keyword,
and the SSCOPYDDN template from the UTIL parmlib member. The COPY101 template is ignored.

To use the COPY101 template that is specified in the syntax, add the SSCOPYDDN(COPY101) keyword. In this case, the
SNAPSHOTHLQ keyword is ignored.

SNAPSHOTHLQ cannot override the TEMPLATE that is specified in the COPY JCL or syntax.
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Create Incremental Image Copies
Quick Copy lets you make true, merged, and LRSNCOPY incremental image copies.

A true incremental copy contains only pages that have changed since the last full or incremental image copy. These
pages are identified by MODIFYBITS in the space map.

You can use the MERGECOPY utility to merge full and incremental image copies into a new full image copy. Merging
the copies eliminates the requirement to allocate incremental copies during recovery. Merged incremental copies
contain pages that were changed since the last full image copy. The merged incremental image copies are cumulative.
That is, all pages that have changed since the latest MODIFYBITS YES execution are copied. When the first incremental
copy is made, a row is inserted in SYSCOPY. When the second incremental copy is made, the SYSCOPY row of the first
copy is deleted and a new row is inserted. The latest incremental copy contains all changes in the first incremental copy,
plus any changes that were made after the first incremental copy. Thus the second incremental copy is like a merged
copy. For recovery, only the initial full image copy and a single incremental copy are needed.

If you cannot tolerate any downtime with the use of SHRLEVEL REFERENCE and MODIFYBITS YES, consider
using LRSNCOPY to create incremental image copies. An LRSNCOPY achieves the results of SHRLEVEL CHANGE
MODIFYBITS YES without making the table unavailable to applications. An LRSNCOPY can be used effectively for
objects with heavy updating. However, for large objects with few updates, an LRSNCOPY can increase the execution
time.

WARNING

Before you make an incremental image copy, ensure that the object has an initial full image copy with
MODIFYBITS YES.

Create a True Incremental Image Copy

Quick Copy uses the MODIFYBITS YES syntax during full and subsequent incremental image copy processing. As a
result, each incremental copy contains only pages that have changed since the last copy.

To create a true incremental copy, specify the following keywords in the copy syntax:

• Include FULL NO to take an incremental copy.
• Include MODIFYBITS YES to reset the modification bits.

The following sample JCL creates an incremental image copy. The LISTDEF statement specifies the objects to copy. The
TEMPLATE statement specifies the image copy output data sets.

 TEMPLATE ICTEMPLT

      DSN 'TSDUMP.&DB..&TS..D&DATE..T&TIME..&ICTYPE.'

      UNIT VTAPE RETPD 30 STACK YES

      DISP (NEW,CATLG,CATLG)

 LISTDEF ICLISTDF INCLUDE TABLESPACES DATABASE PQC200DB

 COPY LIST ICLISTDF

      COPIES COPY01(Y,ICTEMPLT,,LP)

      COPY-TASKS 1

      SHRLEVEL REFERENCE

      MODIFYBITS YES

      FULL NO

Create a Merged Incremental Image Copy

You can create a merged (or cumulative) incremental copy each time an incremental copy is created. Creating merged
copies eliminates the need for retaining several incremental copies.

To make merged incremental image copies, specify the following keywords in the copy syntax:
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• Include FULL NO to take an incremental copy.
• Include MODIFYBITS NO to suppress resetting the modification bits.
• Include MERGE-COPY YES to take a cumulative incremental copy and remove the intermediate incremental image

copy rows from SYSIBM.SYSCOPY.

If you specify MODIFYBITS YES, Quick Copy does not perform the merge and it does not remove any rows from
SYSIBM.SYSCOPY. For a recovery, you would need the initial full image copy and multiple incremental copies.

The following sample JCL creates a merged incremental image copy:

 TEMPLATE ICTEMPLT

      DSN 'TSDUMP.&DB..&TS..D&DATE..T&TIME..&ICTYPE.'

      UNIT VTAPE RETPD 30 STACK YES

      DISP (NEW,CATLG,CATLG)

 LISTDEF ICLISTDF INCLUDE TABLESPACES DATABASE PQC200DB

 COPY LIST ICLISTDF

      COPIES COPY01(Y,ICTEMPLT,,LP)

      COPY-TASKS 1

      SHRLEVEL REFERENCE

      MODIFYBITS NO

      FULL NO

      MERGE-COPY YES

Create an LRSNCOPY Incremental Image Copy

An LRSNCOPY processes the tablespace sequentially and does not use the space maps to determine which pages have
changed since the last copy. Quick Copy identifies the changed pages by using the RBA/LRSN from the most recent full
or incremental copy in SYSIBM.SYSCOPY.

To create an LRSNCOPY copy, specify the following keywords in the copy syntax:

• Include LRSNCOPY YES to take an incremental copy using an RBA/LRSN value from SYSIBM.SYSCOPY.
• Include MODIFYBITS NO to suppress resetting the modification bits.
• Include MERGE-COPY NO to suppress merging the incremental image copies.

Copy Clone Objects
Review the following guidelines to copy clone tablespaces, large objects spaces, and indexspaces using Quick Copy.

To copy clone objects, specify the CLONE keyword.

If CLONE is specified for a list of objects, it copies only the objects that have clones.

The following example copies the clone of the specified tablespace:

 COPY TABLESPACE dbname.tsname CLONE

      MODIFYBITS NO

      SHRLEVEL REFERENCE

Copy Db2 Catalog and Directory Objects
Review the following guidelines to copy Db2 catalog and directory objects using Quick Copy.

To copy all catalog and directory objects automatically in a single COPY control statement, specify the DB2CATALOG
keyword.

The following conditions apply to the keyword:
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• Quick Copy calls the IBM COPY utility to copy catalog and directory objects.
• DB2CATALOG ignores your parmlib options.
• The Db2 catalog and directory objects are identified automatically for your Db2 version, conversion mode, function

level, and catalog level.
• Image copy data sets allocate dynamically using the TEMPLATE keyword. The DB2CATALOG keyword does not

support static and PQCPARM-based allocation.
• The COPY statement always restarts from the beginning.
• The DB2CATALOG keyword supports the following keywords and options:

– COPYDDN
– RECOVERYDDN
– SHRLEVEL
– INDEX-ALL
– PREVIEW

• You can specify the INDEX-ALL keyword to include the following objects:
– All indexes that are associated with the catalog
– Directory tablespaces that are defined with the COPY YES option

• You can specify PREVIEW YES to view the syntax that generates for the IBM COPY utility.

For a sample job, see Copy all Db2 Catalog and Directory Tablespaces.

Copy Selected Catalog and Directory Objects

To specify the Db2 catalog and directory tablespaces to copy, specify the TABLESPACE keyword.

Quick Copy invokes the IBM Db2 COPY utility to copy the following items:

• Any Db2 directory objects
• The tablespace that stores the SYSIBM.SYSCOPY catalog table
• The indexes that are associated with the SYSIBM.SYSCOPY catalog table
• Tablespaces and their associated indexes that store the following types of information:

– Database schema
– Security authorizations
– Users

Consider the following guidelines:

• You cannot copy objects with both the IBM Db2 COPY utility and Quick Copy at the same time. Use a separate COPY
statement.

• You cannot use wildcarding for databases DSNDB01 or DSNDB06. Specify the entire name of the database and
tablespace.

• Do not copy the following objects and their associated indexes in one COPY statement:
– The tablespace that stores the SYSIBM.SYSCOPY table
– The tablespace that stores the SYSIBM.SYSLGRNX table
– The tablespace that stores the SYSIBM.SYSUTILX table

When you use Quick Copy to copy the Db2 catalog and directory objects, the following keywords are valid:
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• TABLESPACE
• FULL
• DSNUM
• SHRLEVEL
• COPYDDN
• RECOVERYDDN
• PARALLEL

Copy Multiple Objects
Review these guidelines to copy multiple objects in a single COPY statement using Quick Copy.

Quick Copy copies multiple objects with a single COPY statement when you specify any of the following items:

Specify Multiple Objects

The following example specifies multiple objects by naming each one:

 COPY TABLESPACE ACCTDB.ACCT01

        COPIES COPY01(Y,SYSAA101,,LP)

               COPY02(Y,SYSBB101,,LB)

      TABLESPACE ACCTDB.ACCT02

        COPIES COPY01(Y,SYSCC101,,RP)

      INDEXSPACE ACCTDB.ACTIX

        COPIES COPY01(Y,SYSDD101,,RP)

Specify Multiple Objects Using Wildcards

The following example specifies multiple objects using wildcards:

 COPY TABLESPACE ACCTDB.ACCT*

        COPIES COPY01(Y,SYSAA101,,LP)

               COPY02(Y,SYSBB101,,LB)

For more information, see Use Wildcards for Database and Tablespace Specification.

Specify Multiple Objects Using a LIST

The following example specifies multiple objects using a LIST. The same template is used for the LP, LB, RP, and RB
copies. You can specify up to eight copies, with each copy using a different template.

 LISTDEF LISTTEST01 INCLUDE TABLESPACES DATABASE PQCDB1K

 TEMPLATE CP32A DSN 'PQC.&JOBNAME..&DB..&TS..&LOCREM.&PRIBAC..&UNIQ.'

     UNIT VTAPE   RETPD 0   STACK YES

     DISP (NEW,CATLG,CATLG)

  

     COPY    LIST LISTTEST01

             COPIES COPY01(Y,CP32A,,LP)

                    COPY02(Y,CP32A,,LB)

                    COPY03(Y,CP32A,,RP)

                    COPY03(Y,CP32A,,RB)

      COPY-TASKS 5

      EXCP NO

      MODIFYBITS NO

      SHRLEVEL REFERENCE
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Specify Multiple Objects Using an OBJ-LIST

The following example specifies multiple objects using an OBJ-LIST. The same template is used for the LP, LB, RP, and
RB copies. You can specify up to eight copies, with each copy using a different template.

 OLIST CREATE OLISTTEST02

       INCLUDE IN OLISTTEST01 DB PQCDB1K FILTER TABLESPACES

  

 TEMPLATE CP32A DSN 'PQC.&JOBNAME..&DB..&TS..&LOCREM.&PRIBAC..&UNIQ.'

     UNIT VTAPE   RETPD 0   STACK YES

     DISP (NEW,CATLG,CATLG)

  

     COPY    OBJ-LIST OLISTTEST02

             COPIES COPY01(Y,CP32A,,LP)

                    COPY02(Y,CP32A,,LB)

                    COPY03(Y,CP32A,,RP)

                    COPY03(Y,CP32A,,RB)

      COPY-TASKS 5

      EXCP NO

      MODIFYBITS NO

      SHRLEVEL REFERENCE

Copy NOT LOGGED Objects
Review the following guidelines when making image copies of NOT LOGGED tablespaces and indexspaces.

Copying a NOT LOGGED object requires special consideration. When a tablespace is NOT LOGGED, its indexspaces
also have the NOT LOGGED attribute.

To copy NOT LOGGED objects, follow these guidelines:

• Always specify SHRLEVEL REFERENCE. (The other SHRLEVEL settings are not valid for NOT LOGGED objects.)
• If you are copying an indexspace in ICOPY status, include the related tablespace in the same copy invocation. At the

end of the copy, the ICOPY status is removed.
• If you are copying an indexspace that is not in ICOPY status, copy the tablespace with the indexspace. Copying the

tablespace and indexspace together gives them the same recoverable point.

Copy Partitions into Multiple Data Sets
The following examples show Quick Copy syntax to take an image copy of a partitioned tablespace and write different
partitions to different data sets.

When you copy a partitioned tablespace, you can write different partitions to different data sets.

To copy partitions into multiple data sets, adjust your job syntax as follows:

• Specify PARTS-PER-COPY with an integer value. This keyword controls the maximum number of partitions that are
written to each image copy data set. The image copy data set is registered in SYSIBM.SYSCOPY for each partition
that is copied.
If your PARTS-PER-COPY value exceeds the number of partitions in the tablespace, all partitions are copied to a
single copy data set.
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If you omit PARTS-PER-COPY, COPY-TASKS determines how many copy data sets to generate and which partitions
to copy to each copy data set.

• Use the DSNUM keyword to specify which partitions to copy. If you specify DSNUM as an integer value or as PART,
then the image copy data set is registered for each partition that is copied.

• Use the COPY-TASKS keyword to specify the number of concurrent read tasks. If more than one copy data set is
generated for an object, the copy data set is registered for each part copied.

Example: Copy a Tablespace with 100 Partitions

If you have a tablespace with 100 partitions and you specify PARTS-PER-COPY 10, the tablespace is split into ten data
sets.

If you also specify COPY-TASKS 10, all copies are taken concurrently.

If you specify COPY-TASKS 2, Quick Copy still generates ten copy data sets because of the PARTS-PER-COPY value.
However, only two copy data sets are written at a time, and the process takes longer.

If you specify COPY-TASKS 20, it is changed to COPY-TASKS 10 because Quick Copy is generating only ten copy data
sets.

Examples: Copy a Tablespace with Five Partitions

In the following examples, tablespace PQCDB05.PQCTS05 has five partitions.

• Consider the following syntax:
COPY TABLESPACE PQCDB05.PQCTS5

     DSNUM ALL

PARTS-PER-COPY 2

COPY-TASKS 2

In the previous example, all five partitions are copied and three image copy data sets are created as follows:

• Data set 1 contains partitions 1 and 2.
• Data set 2 contains partitions 3 and 4.
• Data set 3 contains partition 5.

Five entries are made to SYSIBM.SYSCOPY, one for each partition that is copied. In addition, two copy tasks are
running concurrently:

• Task 1 creates data set 1.
• Task 2 creates data set 2.
• The task that completes first creates data set 3.

• Now, consider the following syntax:
COPY TABLESPACE PQCDB05.PQCTS5

     DSNUM 1,2

PARTS-PER-COPY ALL

COPY-TASKS 2

Because PARTS-PER-COPY is ALL, Quick Copy copies the partitions that are specified by DSNUM to a single output
data set. Because only one output data set can be created, a COPY-TASKS value of 2 is ignored or reduced to 1. Two
entries are created in SYSIBM.SYSCOPY, one for each partition that is copied.

• In this next example, the following syntax is used:
COPY TABLESPACE PQCDB05.PQCTS5

     DSNUM ALL

PARTS-PER-COPY 1

COPY-TASKS 5
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Because PARTS-PER-COPY is 1 and there are five partitions, Quick Copy creates and registers five copy data sets.
Because COPY-TASKS is specified and multiple data sets are being created, multitasking is performed (one copy task
for each partition).

• In the last example, consider the following syntax:
COPY TABLESPACE PQCDB05.PQCTS5

     DSNUM ALL

COPY-TASKS 2

Specifying COPY-TASKS 2 with a five-partitioned object tells Quick Copy to break up the copies so that multitasking
can be performed. Two copy data sets are created:

• Data set 1 contains partitions 1 and 2.
• Data set 2 contains partitions 3, 4, and 5.

SYSIBM.SYSCOPY contains five entries, one for each partition that is copied.

Consider the difference in the way partitions are divided among the copy data sets in the first example (PARTS-PER-
COPY 2) and the last example (COPY-TASKS 2). PARTS-PER-COPY restricts the number of partitions that are copied
to a data set. If the number of partitions divided by the PARTS-PER-COPY results in a remainder, the remaining partition
is copied to a separate data set. If COPY-TASKS is specified and the number of partitions divided by the COPY-TASKS
results in a remainder, the remaining partition is copied in the last task.

Copy Several Tablespaces to One Tape
Review these guidelines for Quick Copy to copy several tablespaces to the same tape.

To copy several tablespaces to a single tape, perform one of the following actions:

• Use dynamic allocation and specify FILESEQ=0.
• Edit model member MJPTIUT to use the %REFER and %LBL symbolic variables. Use the default copy ddnames

(SYSCP101, SYSCP102, and so on). Then, copy 1 of step 2 refers to copy 1 of step 1, and copy 1 of step n refers to
copy 1 of the previous step. The %LBL variable increments accordingly.

• Create a job with only one step and repeat the COPY syntax for each tablespace.

Include Image Copies in a Reorganization
Review these guidelines to perform an image copy before and during a reorganization that is performed by Rapid Reorg.

To include image copies in your reorganization, perform one of the following actions:

• Insert a Quick Copy job step before the Rapid Reorg job step to take an image copy before the reorganization.
• Insert the QUICKCOPY COPYnn keyword in the Rapid Reorg syntax to invoke Quick Copy again during the

reorganization.

You do not need to perform image copies both during and after the reorganization. An image copy that is taken during the
reorganization would be identical to one that is taken immediately after.

Make a DSN1COPY
Use the following syntax to make a DSN1COPY using Quick Copy.

A DSN1COPY is the same as an image copy, except that it is not registered in SYSCOPY. You can use Quick Copy to
make a DSN1COPY.

To make a DSN1COPY, specify the following syntax:

• Specify N for the “register” parameter of the COPIES keyword. See the bold text in the following sample:
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COPIES {COPYnn (N,[ddname|templatename],exitname,icbackup,devtype)}

• Specify MODIFYBITS NO, because the copy is not registered in SYSCOPY.

Multitask Copy Jobs
Optimize your backup schedule by running Quick Copy copy jobs in multiple tasks.

You can multitask your copy jobs to take full advantage of the configuration of your system. You can run concurrent copy
jobs on separate partitions of the same tablespace. You can also minimize your copy window by multitasking within a
single copy job.

Set COPY-TASKS When Not Wildcarding

Use the COPY-TASKS keyword to control the number of read tasks of the underlying VSAM data sets of the tablespace.
The number of write tasks always equals the number of read tasks times the number of copies produced (one per output
data set).

If you use COPY-TASKS to copy a tablespace at the partition level, recover each partition separately. To recover an object
with copies that were taken at the partition level, specify the tablespace name with the DSNUM keyword for each partition.
See the following example:
RECOVER TABLESPACE PQCDB01.PQCTS01 DSNUM 1

        TABLESPACE PQCDB01.PQCTS01 DSNUM 2

Follow these steps:

1. Determine the number of distinct devices where the partitions of the tablespace are located. This value is the first
value.

2. Determine the number of distinct volumes where the copy data sets are located. This value is the second value.
3. Set COPY-TASKS to the smaller of the two values that were determined in Steps 1 and 2. For optimal performance,

do not let COPY-TASKS exceed this value.
The COPY-TASKS value can be as large as the number of selected partitions. The maximum value is 254. If COPY-
TASKS is greater than or equal to the number of partitions, each partition is sent to a separate data set. Otherwise, the
partitions are divided among the COPY-TASKS number of data sets.
Due to site-specific storage constraints, the practical COPY-TASKS limit is approximately 12 tasks per COPY
statement. When more than 12 partitions must be copied to separate data sets, specify multiple COPY statements.
Alternately, you can or group one or more partitions to a single data set in one COPY statement.

Example: Multitask Copy Jobs

This example explains how the COPY-TASK value affects the copy processing.

When you specify COPY-TASKS 2 for a tablespace with four partitions, one task reads partitions one and two, and the
other task reads partitions three and four. If you specify COPY-TASKS 4, a separate task reads each partition.

When you copy a partitioned tablespace with a COPY-TASKS value greater than 1, you need more than one image copy
data set. To copy all partitions to one image copy data set, specify COPY-TASKS 1.

Copy Data Set Names

When Quick Copy multitasks, it generates multiple ddnames to accommodate the names that are specified in the
COPIES keyword. The naming convention is SYSCPnyy, in which yy is 01 for the first ddname. The last two digits (yy)
are incremented for each subsequent ddname to support a maximum COPY-TASKS value of 254. If you are using static
allocation for the copy data sets, provide ddnames for all the generated names.
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The following table shows the ddnames that are generated for various COPY-TASKS values and various object types.
The table also identifies the tasks and the partitions that the tasks process:

Object Copy Syntax DDnames Task Part #

Nonpartitioned COPY01(Y,SYSCA101)
COPY02(Y,SYSCB101)

SYSCA101
SYSDB101

1
1

N/A
N/A

8 partitions COPY01(Y,SYSCA101)
COPY-TASKS 2

SYSCA101
SYSCA102

1
2

1, 2, 3, 4
5, 6, 7, 8

5 partitions COPY01(Y,SYSCA101)
COPY02(Y,SYSCB101)
COPY-TASKS 2

SYSCA101
SYSCB101
SYSCA102
SYSCB102

1*
1*
2*
2*

1, 2
1, 2
3, 4, 5
3, 4, 5

5 partitions COPY01(Y,SYSCA101)
COPY-TASKS 3

SYSCA101
SYSCA102
SYSCA103

1
2
3

1
2
3, 4, 5

* Task 1 makes the COPY01 and COPY02 copies simultaneously. Partitions 1 and 2 are read-only while the multiple
copies are made concurrently. The same applies for task 2.

Maximum Number of Partitions

The PARTS-PER-COPY keyword specifies the maximum number of partitions to place in each image copy data set.
This keyword controls how subtasks are used when partitioned tablespaces are processed. Each subtask processes the
number of partitions that are specified by this value.

PARTS-PER-COPY is used with dynamic allocation. If you are using static allocation, specify PARTS-PER-COPY 1.

NOTE
Quick Copy always writes a simple tablespace to its own image copy data set. This data set is not shared with
any other object.

The partitions of an individual tablespace can be contained in separate image copy data sets. However, each image copy
data set can only contain partitions from a single tablespace. Partitions from different tablespaces cannot be combined.

For example, if you specify PARTS-PER-COPY 1, one partition is placed in each output image copy data set. A large
tablespace with 254 partitions generates 254 output data sets with a single partition in each.

As another example, PARTS-PER-COPY ALL places all partitions in a single output image copy data set. COPY-TASKS
10 PARTS-PER-COPY ALL would be adjusted to a single image copy task that processes all partitions.

PARTS-PER-COPY operates independently from COPY-TASKS (or MAXTASKS). If the previous example is changed
to COPY-TASKS 10 PARTS-PER-COPY 1, there would be only a single partition in each output image copy data set.
However, there would be ten image copy tasks processing ten different partitions concurrently until all partitions were
copied.

Perform a Single Copy Task During a Multi-Task Load Job
The COPY-TASKS keyword specifies the number of concurrent read tasks for multi-task jobs.

To perform a single copy task during a multi-task Fast Load job, specify the following syntax:

• Specify COPIES in the Quick Copy job.
• Specify COPY-TASKS 1 in the Fast Load job.
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Restarting Jobs
Quick Copy supports restarting failed copy jobs for different types of objects.

To restart a job, specify the required RESTART parameter on the EXEC statement of the step that failed and verify the
correct disposition of the copy data set:

• For statically allocated copy data sets, specify DISP (MOD,CATLG,CATLG) .
• For dynamically allocated copy data sets, specify DISP (NEW,CATLG,CATLG) .

No other intervention is required.

WARNING
Do not modify the COPY syntax when you restart a copy job.

The restart table contains a row for each object or object partition, resulting in multiple restart rows for a given utility
execution. The restart table uniquely identifies a utility by using the utility ID plus a checksum value. The checksum value
is calculated internally, based on the object names and partition numbers in the utility syntax. When you are terminating
the utility using the Db2 Command Processor, be aware of the correct checksum value and utility ID. You do not need
to provide the checksum value on a restarted job. The checksum value appears in a message at the beginning of the
job output for each utility statement. The checksum value also appears in all messages that display the utility ID. For
more information about the Db2 Command Processor, see Using Value Pack Components in the Database Management
Solutions for Db2 documentation.

Dynamic and Static Allocation Considerations for Restart

When you restart a job, dynamic allocation and static allocation have different requirements.

Dynamic Allocation Considerations

When you allocate copy data sets dynamically with RESTART or RESTART(PHASE), information about the data set
name is saved in the restart record. To ensure that these data sets are cataloged before you restart the failed job, specify
NDISP=CAT and CDISP=CAT in the model statement for all copy types.

On a restart, Quick Copy uses the following data set attributes:

DISP=MOD, NDISP=CATLG, CDISP=CATLG.

All other data set parameters are used as specified in the model. The restart begins at the last commit point. (The commit
points are the records in the copy data set.) Quick Copy first positions to the last record in each copy data set. The utility
then positions to the lowest page within the object. Processing then proceeds as usual.

If the copy completed successfully but the update of SYSIBM.SYSCOPY failed, this information is made available in the
restart record. No further copying is attempted. Upon a restart, Quick Copy attempts to complete the registration of the
image copy data set in SYSIBM.SYSCOPY.

Static Allocation Considerations

When you allocate copy data sets statically in the JCL, the disposition of the copy data sets must be set to the following
values when you restart the job:

(MOD,KEEP,KEEP)

No other changes are required.

How Tape Copies Restart When Page Size Is Greater Than 4 KB

When tape copies for objects with a page size greater than 4 KB are restarted, the following activity happens:

1. New data sets for the incomplete copies are allocated dynamically.
2. Quick Copy issues warning message PQC0146W.
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3. If the copy data sets were defined statically in the JCL, modify the JCL to specify the following values:
– DISP=NEW for any incomplete tape copies
– DISP=NEW or DISP=OLD for any incomplete DASD copies

4. The failed task restarts from the beginning phase of the copy task. Processing restarts with the task that failed.

RESTART Parameters
The following RESTART parameters are valid:

RESTART(nnn)

RESTART(nnn,CURRENT)

RESTART(nnn,PHASE)

RESTART(nnn,TERM)

RESTART(nnn,BYPASS)

The nnn is optional and it can be used to identify a statement number within the SYSIN to begin execution.

If you have enabled automatic restart, do not specify nnn (the statement number). If you do, and nnn does not match the
statement number of the failing utility, the job terminates with an error.

When specifying RESTART parameters, note the following items:

• If AUTO-RESTART is NO, and RESTART does not specify a statement number, the statement number defaults to 1.
• If AUTO-RESTART is YES, and RESTART does not specify a statement number, the job restarts with the statement

number from the matching restart statement record.
• Regardless of the AUTO-RESTART setting, the restart option of PHASE, BYPASS, TERM, or CURRENT is passed to

the first statement that executes or restarts. Except for the BYPASS option, all subsequent statements execute without
any restart option.

• A restart option of BYPASS is passed to all statements in the job step.
• A restart option of TERM is passed only to the initial statement that executes. No subsequent statements execute.

Automatic Restart Processing
The automatic restart function is enabled by specifying AUTO-RESTART YES in hlq.CDBAPARM (UTIL). You can then
use the automatic restart function by specifying a RESTART parameter in the EXEC statement of your job.

Consider the following items when using the AUTO-RESTART parameter:

• You can specify AUTO-RESTART only in the UTIL parmlib member. You cannot specify it in user-defined parmlib
members or in the SYSIN syntax.

• When you enable AUTO-RESTART, the job names and utility IDs must be different for different syntax.

When the automatic restart function is active, a restart statement record is created at the beginning of a step. The record
identifies the current statement number and utility type of the next or current utility to execute. If a utility statement fails,
this record lets the step skip the completed statements and restart automatically at the failed statement.

If the first utility statement fails, the restart statement record is not saved in the restart table. Restart the job step at the
beginning.

Example: Auto-Restart Processing

In the following sample SYSIN, assume that COPY statement #002 fails with an SQLCODE -911 when attempting to
register the copy. When the failure occurs, the copy terminates with a return code of 8. The restart statement remains in
the restart table with the restart UTIL and detail records for TESTDB.SAMPLET2:

COPY TABLESPACE TESTDB.SAMPLET1                               Statement #001

QUICKCOPY COPY01(Y,SYSCPAA)
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COPY TABLESPACE TESTDB.SAMPLET2                               Statement #002

QUICKCOPY COPY01(Y,SYSCPBB)

COPY TABLESPACE TESTDB.SAMPLET3                               Statement #003

QUICKCOPY COPY01(Y,SYSCPCC)

COPY is shown in the previous example, but this processing also applies to other utilities such as CHECK, LOAD, and
REORG.

You can restart the job step automatically from the statement #002 by specifying a RESTART parameter on the EXEC
statement. The job output shows the following processing:

• Statement #001 undergoes syntax checking to get positioned to the statement #002.
• Statements #002 and #003 execute based on the RESTART parameter specified:

– If the job is restarted with RESTART(PHASE), statement #002 executes with RESTART(PHASE) and statement
#003 executes without a restart parameter value.

– If the job is restarted with RESTART(BYPASS), statement #002 executes with RESTART(BYPASS). Statement
#003 and subsequent statements are passed the BYPASS option.

– If the job is restarted with RESTART(TERM), statement #002 executes according to the restart table processing.
The restart rows are deleted. Statement #003 does not execute.

Restart Copies for Single Objects
Quick Copy performs the following restart processing when making copies of a single object.

Restart processing for a single object copy works as follows:

• blank (RESTART not specified on the EXEC statement)
a. Quick Copy looks to see whether the restart table has any restart rows for the object.

If Quick Copy finds restart records for the given object in the restart table, processing terminates with a return code
of 8. Message PQC0015E is also issued to indicate that the object is in restart mode and that it must be restarted.
If no restart records are found for the object, Quick Copy creates a utility restart record and proceeds to the next
step.

b. A detail restart record is created for each partition of the given object. If the object is not partitioned, the utility
creates a single detail restart record.

c. At the completion of a successful copy, the detail restart records are deleted with the utility restart record.
If the copy is not successful, the utility restart record and the detail restart records remain in the restart table. In this
case, the copy job must be restarted to remove the restart records from the restart table.

• RESTART (with no RESTART parameter included)
– If the restart table has no rows for the given object, error message PQC0162E indicates that a restart was

requested but no restart rows were found.
– If the restart table has a matching restart row, the restart processing is the same as for a RESTART(PHASE). That

is, the restart row is used and the copy process continues from the last copy phase.
RESTART(CURRENT) is synonymous with RESTART (with no parameter included).

• RESTART(TERM)
– If the restart table has an exact match for the object and all of its partitions, the detail restart records are deleted

with the utility restart record. Processing completes with a return code of 4.
– If the restart table does not have an exact match for the object, the restart records are kept and the job completes

with a return code of 8.
• RESTART(BYPASS)

– If the restart table has an exact match for the object and its partitions, the detail restart records are deleted with
the utility restart record. Quick Copy inserts the restart detail records and utility records as if it were a non-restart
execution.
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At the end of a successful copy, the restart detail records and restart utility record are deleted.
– If the restart table has no rows for the given object, the copy executes like a non-restart execution. New restart rows

are inserted.
• RESTART(PHASE)

– If the restart table has an exact match for the given object and its partitions, the detail restart records are not
deleted. Instead, the copy process restarts from the last completed phase.

– If the restart table has no matching restart rows for the given object, the copy executes as if it were a non-restart
execution.

Restart Copies for Multiple Objects
Quick Copy performs the following restart processing when making copies of multiple objects.

For multiple object copies, processing is performed at the object level. Quick Copy checks each object independently
against the restart table for a FOUND (MATCH) or NOT-FOUND (NOT A MATCH) condition. Because restart processing
occurs at the object level, restart table processing may satisfy different conditions for different objects. The copy may also
hit an invalid condition and terminate.

To see the activity for each object regarding creating and deleting restart records, with any error conditions that occur,
specify ALLMSGS in your syntax.

Restart processing for a multiple object copy works as follows:

• blank (RESTART not specified on the EXEC statement)
a. Quick Copy looks to see whether the restart table has any restart rows for the objects.

If Quick Copy finds restart records for an object, processing terminates with a return code of 8. Message
PQC0015E is also issued to indicate that the object is in restart mode and must be restarted.
If no restart records are found, Quick Copy creates a detail restart record for each object partition and proceeds to
the next step.

b. A utility record is created for the first set of detail records.
c. If AUTO-RESTART YES is specified in hlq.CDBAPARM(UTIL), the restart records are purged at the successful

completion of a step.
d. If the copy is not successful, the utility restart record and the detail restart records remain in the restart table for

those objects that did not complete. The copy job must be restarted to remove the restart records from the restart
table.

• RESTART (with no RESTART parameter included)
– For a NOT-FOUND condition, the given object is skipped, and processing continues with the next object in the

COPY statement. Message PQC0600I is written to the PTIIMSG data set. If the restart table does not have any
matching restart rows, the copy terminates with a return code of 8. Message PQC0162E indicates that a restart
parameter was specified but no restart row was found.

– For a FOUND condition, processing is the same as for a RESTART(PHASE). That is, the restart information is used
to continue the copy from the last phase.

RESTART(CURRENT) is synonymous with RESTART (with no parameter included).
• RESTART(TERM)

– If the restart table has an exact match for the given object and its partitions, the detail restart records for that object
are deleted.

– If the restart table does not have an exact match for the object, message PQC0600I is issued. This message
indicates that no restart row was found and that the object is being skipped.

– If the restart table does not have rows for any of the objects, processing completes with a return code of 8.
– If the restart table has rows for at least one object in the restart table, processing completes with a return code of 4.

• RESTART(BYPASS)
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– If the restart table has an exact match for the given object and its partitions, the detail restart records are deleted
and reinserted. The utility restart record may or may not be deleted, depending on the number of objects that are
associated with the utility record at the given time.

– If the restart table has no restart rows for the object, the restart detail rows are inserted. The existing utility record
is updated or a new utility record is inserted. For a RESTART(BYPASS), there may be a match on the utility restart
record but not on the object detail records. When multiple objects are processed, the existing utility record is
reused; otherwise a new utility restart record is inserted.

• RESTART(PHASE)
– If the restart table has an exact match for the given object and its partitions, the detail restart records are not

deleted. Instead, the utility uses the information from the existing restart records and restarts the copy process from
the last completed phase.

– If the restart table does not have any matching restart rows for the object, the object is skipped. An informational
message is issued.

– If the restart table does not have any restart rows for any of the objects, the restart value is reset to “not a restart.”
The object restart records are inserted.

Restart Record Types
Quick Copy uses several tablespaces during the restart processing. Review the SHRLEVEL CHANGE considerations for
copying restart tablespaces.

The following table lists tables and tablespaces used during the restart processing. Each tablespace contains a single
table.

Tablespace Table
PTDB.PTGxxxTS PTI.PTGLxxx_RESTART
PTDB.PTGxxxT2 PTI.PTGLxxx_RESTART2
PTDB.PTGxxxT4 PTI.PTGLxxx_RESTART4
PTDB.PTGxxxT5 PTI.PTGLxxx_RESTART5

The primary table, PTI.PTGLxxx_RESTART, manages automatic restarts. If you specify AUTO-RESTART YES in
hlq.CDBAPARM(UTIL), the utility driver creates and maintains a statement record for a given job step. The statement
record identifies the current or next utility statement (within the SYSIN) to execute.

The secondary table, PTI.PTGLxxx_RESTART2, has two record types:

• Utility record—A single utility record exists for each utility statement (for example, COPY, RECOVER, LOAD, REORG,
and UNLOAD).

• Detail records—A detail record exists for each object or partition.

The restart record size in PTI.PTGLxxx_RESTART2 is variable, with a maximum size of 32 KB.

The secondary tables PTI.PTGLxxx_RESTART4 and PTI.PTGLxxx_RESTART5 enable the Fast Load Utility Partition
Independence service.

Restart Tablespace Copy Considerations

If you copy the restart tablespaces, consider the following items regarding SHRLEVEL CHANGE:

• If you use standard restart processing, copy PTDB.PTGxxxT2, PTDB.PTGxxxT4, and PTDB.PTGxxxT5 with
SHRLEVEL CHANGE.

• If you enable automatic restart processing (by specifying AUTO-RESTART YES in the UTIL parmlib member), copy
PTDB.PTGxxxTS with SHRLEVEL CHANGE.
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If you copy other tablespaces with the restart tablespaces, SHRLEVEL CHANGE is not forced for the restart tablespaces.
If SHRLEVEL CHANGE is required, Quick Copy terminates with an error message and return code 8.

If a wildcard specification includes the restart tablespaces, they are automatically excluded from the copy.

Utility Concurrency
This article discusses whether multiple utilities can run concurrently against the same object.

Concurrent Processing with Non-Broadcom Utilities

Do not run other vendor utilities concurrently with Broadcom utilities on the same objects. No information is available
to the Broadcom utilities concerning the status of other vendor utilities that are executing on the same objects. See the
following exceptions to this recommendation:

• You can execute PDASTATS concurrently with IBM RUNSTATS.
• You can execute utility writers that set the UTRW status concurrently with a SHRLEVEL CHANGE COPY.

Quick Copy does not check for restrictions when non-Broadcom utilities are run.

With a SHRLEVEL REFERENCE copy, Quick Copy starts a tablespace in RO status. The utility then waits for locks to
be released (up to the STOP-LIMIT) before it makes the copy. Quick Copy waits for the locks to release even when the
tablespace is in UTRW status.

With a SHRLEVEL NONE copy, Quick Copy waits for the STOP command to complete (up to the STOP-LIMIT) before
making the copy. Quick Copy waits for the command completion, even when the tablespace is in UTRW status. Because
the tablespace is stopped before the copy, any prior RUNSTATS are completed before the copy.

Concurrent Processing with Broadcom Utilities

Support for multiple Broadcom utilities to concurrently process the same tablespace depends on the following factors:

• Share modes
• Partition independence
• Partition independence considerations

Share Modes

Quick Copy creates a record in the restart table with share mode values of EXCLUSIVE, UPDATE, or READ ONLY. Other
utilities with compatible share modes can run against the same tablespace.

For indexspaces, the share mode is always EXCLUSIVE for a single user, no matter what SHRLEVEL or STARTUP-
ACCESS values you specify in your syntax.

For tablespaces, the following table shows the different object share modes, depending on the values that you specify for
SHRLEVEL and STARTUP-ACCESS:

SHRLEVEL and STARTUP-ACCESS Settings Utility Share Mode

SHRLEVEL NONE with any STARTUP-ACCESS value EXCLUSIVE (single user)

SHRLEVEL REFERENCE with any STARTUP-ACCESS value UPDATE (single updater, multiple readers)

SHRLEVEL CHANGE with STARTUP-ACCESS RESET (or
STARTUP-ACCESS not specified)

READ ONLY (single updater, multiple readers)

SHRLEVEL CHANGE with any STARTUP-ACCESS value other
than RESET

UPDATE (single updater, multiple readers)
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In all share modes except EXCLUSIVE, multiple utilities can read the same tablespace simultaneously, but only one utility
can update an object at any given time.

Partition Independence

Partition independence lets you run different utilities against different partitions of the same object simultaneously. Restart
table processing enforces the rules where partition independence is available.

Quick Copy can run against different partitions of the same object concurrently with the following utilities. The utilities must
be running with a compatible share mode.

• Fast Load
• Fast Recover

Partition independence is available only when Quick Copy executes first and it quiesces the tablespace before Fast
Recover starts. This requirement exists because the quiesce drains the writers on the nonclustering indexes. If the
tablespace does not have a nonclustering index, partition independence is available.

• Rapid Reorg
• Fast Unload

Quick Copy can execute concurrently with Fast Load as indicated in the following table:

Quick Copy Settings Fast Unload PART-INDEPENDENCE NO
(Fast Unload runs as reader)

Fast Unload PART-INDEPENDENCE YES
(Fast Unload runs as updater)

SHRLEVEL CHANGE, STARTUP-ACCESS
RESET
(Quick Copy runs as reader)

Executes concurrently Executes concurrently

SHRLEVEL CHANGE, STARTUP-ACCESS
other than RESET
(Quick Copy runs as updater)

Executes concurrently Cannot execute concurrently

NOTE
For Fast Unload, the PART-INDEPENDENCE keyword determines the restart table share mode.

Partition Independence Considerations

Consider the following items regarding partition independence:

• When Quick Copy issues a quiesce due to PQC-POST-QU or SHRLEVEL REFERENCE, it quiesces only the
partitions that are copied. For example, if you take an image copy of partitions 1, 3, and 5, only partitions 1, 3, and 5
are quiesced.

• When Quick Copy stops a tablespace due to SHRLEVEL NONE, it stops only the partitions that are copied. For
example, if you take an image copy of partitions 1, 3, and 5, only partitions 1, 3, and 5 are stopped.

• When Quick Copy starts a tablespace after a copy, it starts only the partitions that it has copied. For example, if you
take an image copy of partitions 1, 3, and 5, only partitions 1, 3, and 5 are restarted.

• When Quick Copy restarts a tablespace according to the STARTUP-ACCESS RESET setting, it restarts only the
partitions that it has copied. For example, if you take an image copy of partitions 1, 3, and 5, only those partitions are
reset to their original modes. The other partitions have not changed modes and so do not need to be reset.

Use Wildcards for Database and Tablespace Specification
You can use wildcards (masks) to specify the objects to process. The ability to mask characters lets you quickly select
multiple objects with similar names and qualifiers for copying.

Implement wildcarding by specifying an underscore sign (_), asterisk (*), or percent sign (%) to specify the databases and
tablespaces to copy.
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percent sign (%)
Indicates that zero or more characters can occupy the position. You can also use an asterisk (*) for this purpose.
Asterisks and percent signs are interchangeable.

underscore (_)
Indicates that any single character can occupy the underscored position.

Any other character represents a single occurrence of itself.

Consider the following wildcard restrictions:

• Wildcarding is not supported when other Broadcom utilities invoke Quick Copy as a subfunction. For example, when
Fast Recover or Rapid Reorg invoke Quick Copy to create image copies during a recovery or a reorganization.

• When you use wildcarding, you must allocate the image copy data sets dynamically. If the JCL includes image copy
DD statements, the copy job fails.

• Wildcarding is not valid with databases DSNDB01 and DSNDB06.
• The following objects are excluded automatically from a wildcard specification:

– Objects with a creator of SYSIBM
– Objects in database DSNDB07
– Objects in restart tablespaces (PTDB.PTGxxxTn)
– PTDB.PTGxxxUH (history table)
– PTDB.ALOGFILE
– PTDB.ALOGRANG

• All tablespaces beginning with PTG must be copied individually.

All Objects Mask
The following example shows an all objects mask where the asterisk is a single character byte (not embedded within a
string). The asterisk represents all databases (in the database portion) and all tablespaces (in the tablespace portion).

COPY TABLESPACE *.*

The following example shows an all objects mask where the percent is a single character byte (not embedded within a
string).

COPY TABLESPACE %.%

Creator Specification
You cannot use wildcards in the CREATOR userid. Any required STOP, START, or QUIESCE commands are issued once
using the entire list of tablespaces, instead of once per object.

The following examples show wildcarding usage when a CREATOR is specified.

Example 1

When you use a CREATOR specification, you can specify the database and tablespace names by using the wildcard
characters (*, %, _):

COPY TABLESPACE TI__RDB%.TI___TX%

CREATOR PERRY

The previous example selects all tablespaces that meet all the following criteria:
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• Are created by creator PERRY.
• Are in databases that begin with the characters “TI”.
• Have characters “RDB” in the fifth, sixth, and seventh positions of the database name.
• Have the characters “TI” in the first and second position of the tablespace name.
• Have the characters “TX” in the sixth and seventh positions of the tablespace name.

The generated output would be similar to the following example:

PQC0245I PREPARING LIST OF OBJECTS FOR IMAGE COPY

PQC0246I Object=TIGERDB.TIGERTX2   Creator PERRY

PQC0246I Object=TIGERDB.TIGERTX3   Creator PERRY

PQC0246I Object=TIGERDB.TIGERTX5   Creator PERRY

PQC0246I Object=TIGERDB.TIGERTX6   Creator PERRY

PQC0246I Object=TIGERDB.TIGERTX9   Creator PERRY

PQC0247I NUMBER OF OBJECTS SELECTED FOR IMAGE COPY:       5

Example 2

COPY TABLESPACE _I%.______X% 

CREATOR PERRY

The previous example selects all tablespaces that meet all the following criteria:

• Are created by creator PERRY.
• Are in databases that have the character “I” in the second position of the database name.
• Have the character “X” in the seventh position of the tablespace name.

The generated output would be similar to the following example:

PQC0245I PREPARING LIST OF OBJECTS FOR IMAGE COPY

PQC0246I Object=TIGERDB.TIGERTX2   Creator PERRY

PQC0246I Object=TIGERDB.TIGERTX3   Creator PERRY

PQC0246I Object=TIGERDB.TIGERTX5   Creator PERRY

PQC0246I Object=TIGERDB.TIGERTX6   Creator PERRY

PQC0246I Object=TIGERDB.TIGERTX9   Creator PERRY

PQC0247I NUMBER OF OBJECTS SELECTED FOR IMAGE COPY:       5

Example 3

The following example is an all objects mask with CREATOR specified:

COPY TABLESPACE %.% 

CREATOR DB2USER

Exclude List Specification
EXCLUDE gives you more control over the objects that you select for copying.

The exclude list can contain wildcarded tablespace names, using the underscore sign (_), asterisk (*), or percent sign (%).

Example 1

COPY TABLESPACE TI%.TI%

EXCLUDE (TI_ERDB%.TIGERTX_)
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This example selects all tablespaces that meet all of the following criteria:

• Begin with the characters “TI”.
• Are in all the databases that begin with the characters “TI”.

Tablespaces that meet all of the following criteria are then excluded from the resulting subset of matches:

• Have “TIGERTX” in the first seven characters of the tablespace name.
• Are in the databases that begin with the characters “TI”.
• Have characters “ERDB” in the fourth, fifth, sixth, and seventh positions of the database name.

The generated output would be similar to the following example:

PQC0560I EXCLUDED OBJECT: TIGERDB.TIGERTX5

PQC0560I EXCLUDED OBJECT: TIGERDB.TIGERTX6

PQC0560I EXCLUDED OBJECT: TIGERDB.TIGERTX1

PQC0560I EXCLUDED OBJECT: TIGERDB.TIGERTX4

PQC0560I EXCLUDED OBJECT: TIGERDB.TIGERTX2

PQC0560I EXCLUDED OBJECT: TIGERDB.TIGERTX3

PQC0560I EXCLUDED OBJECT: TIGERDB.TIGERTX9

PQC0245I PREPARING LIST OF OBJECTS FOR IMAGE COPY

PQC0246I Object=TIGERDB.TIGERTS4   Creator PERRY

PQC0246I Object=TIGERDB.TIGERTS3   Creator PERRY

PQC0246I Object=TIGERDB.TIGERTS2   Creator PERRY

PQC0247I NUMBER OF OBJECTS SELECTED FOR IMAGE COPY:       3

Example 2

COPY TABLESPACE TI%.TI%

      EXCLUDE (TIGERDB.TIGERTS3,TIGERDB.TIGERTS2,TI_ERDB%.TIGERTX_)

The previous example selects all tablespaces that meet all the following criteria:

• Are in all the databases that begin with “TI”.
• Begin with the characters “TI” in the tablespace name.

Tablespaces that meet all the following criteria are then excluded from the resulting subset of matches:

• Are in the databases that begin with characters “TI”.
• Have characters “ERDB” in the fourth, fifth, sixth, and seventh position of the database name.
• Have “TIGERTX” as the first seven characters in the tablespace name.

The previous example also excludes tablespaces TIGERDB.TIGERTS3 and TIGERDB.TIGERTS2.

The generated output would be similar to the following example:

PQC0560I EXCLUDED OBJECT: TIGERDB.TIGERTX5

PQC0560I EXCLUDED OBJECT: TIGERDB.TIGERTX6

PQC0560I EXCLUDED OBJECT: TIGERDB.TIGERTS3

PQC0560I EXCLUDED OBJECT: TIGERDB.TIGERTX1

PQC0560I EXCLUDED OBJECT: TIGERDB.TIGERTX4

PQC0560I EXCLUDED OBJECT: TIGERDB.TIGERTX2

PQC0560I EXCLUDED OBJECT: TIGERDB.TIGERTX3

PQC0560I EXCLUDED OBJECT: TIGERDB.TIGERTX9

PQC0560I EXCLUDED OBJECT: TIGERDB.TIGERTS2
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PQC0245I PREPARING LIST OF OBJECTS FOR IMAGE COPY

PQC0246I Object=TIGERDB.TIGERTS4   Creator PERRY

PQC0247I NUMBER OF OBJECTS SELECTED FOR IMAGE COPY:       1

Example 3

The CREATOR name can also be specified with an exclude list:

COPY TABLESPACE TI%.TI%

CREATOR PERRY

EXCLUDE (TIGERDB.TIGERTS2,TIGERDB.TIGERTS3,TI_ERDB%.TIGERTX_)

The previous example selects all tablespaces that meet all the following criteria:

• Are created by PERRY.
• Are in all the databases that begin with “TI”.
• Begin with the characters “TI” in the tablespace name.

Tablespaces that meet all the following criteria are then excluded from the resulting subset of matches:

• Have “TIGERTX” as the first seven characters.
• Are in the databases that begin with “TI”.
• Have characters “ERDB” in the fourth, fifth, sixth, and seventh position.

The previous example also excludes tablespaces TIGERDB.TIGERTS3 and TIGERDB.TIGERTS2.

The generated output would be similar to the following example:

PQC0560I EXCLUDED OBJECT: TIGERDB.TIGERTX5                 

PQC0560I EXCLUDED OBJECT: TIGERDB.TIGERTX6

PQC0560I EXCLUDED OBJECT: TIGERDB.TIGERTS3

PQC0560I EXCLUDED OBJECT: TIGERDB.TIGERTX2

PQC0560I EXCLUDED OBJECT: TIGERDB.TIGERTX3

PQC0560I EXCLUDED OBJECT: TIGERDB.TIGERTX9

PQC0560I EXCLUDED OBJECT: TIGERDB.TIGERTS2

PQC0245I PREPARING LIST OF OBJECTS FOR IMAGE COPY

PQC0246I Object=TIGERDB.TIGERTS4   Creator PERRY

PQC0247I NUMBER OF OBJECTS SELECTED FOR IMAGE COPY:       1

Place the nonwildcarded exclude entries before the wildcarded entries. This entry placement prevents message
PQC0291I from being issued. See the following example:

COPY TABLESPACE TI%GER%.TI%GER%                                

          EXCLUDE (TIGERDB.TIGERTS3,TIGERDB.TIGERTS2,TI_ERDB%.TIGERTS_)

Restart Considerations for Wildcarding
The use of wildcards presents certain restart considerations. A wildcard copy is treated as a multiple object copy. Restart
rows are inserted for each selected object in the list that is generated by the wildcard mask. The row insertion occurs at
startup, which minimizes the risk of another utility gaining control of an object before the copy utility. Each row is updated
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when its owning task begins processing. The data set name that is used by dynamic allocation is updated within the row
after the allocation is successful, which enables the restart. Restart rows remain in the table until the copy task completes.
(That is, until the copy process is finished, SYSIBM.SYSCOPY is updated, and the object is restarted.) Each restart row is
deleted when processing permits, freeing the object for use by other Broadcom utilities.

When you use wildcarding, consider the following rules and recommendations regarding restart keywords:

• If you are a first-time user of the wildcarding feature, we recommend including the ALLMSGS keyword in the job.
• The DSNUM value converts to ALL in a wildcarding environment, regardless of the specified syntax value.
• If you omit the COPY-TASKS keyword from the syntax and the UTIL parmlib member specifies COPY-TASKS 1, then

COPY-TASKS 4 is used to improve performance.
To set COPY-TASKS for optimal performance with wildcarding, configure the following settings:

• Set PARTS-PER-COPY to the number of partitions per output copy that you want.
• Set COPY-TASKS to the highest number (a maximum of 12) you can safely use in your environment. A value of 7

or more can cause resource contention for other jobs that are executing.
• Do not use the PQC-POST-QU keyword with wildcarding.

Trailing Mask
The following example shows a trailing mask:

COPY TABLESPACE TI%.TI%

The previous syntax copies all tablespaces that meet the following criteria:

• Are in all databases that begin with the characters “TI”.
• Begin with the characters “TI” in the tablespace name.

The generated output would be similar to the following example:

PQC0245I PREPARING LIST OF OBJECTS FOR IMAGE COPY

PQC0246I Object=TIGERDB.TIGERTX5   Creator PERRY

PQC0246I Object=TIGERDB.TIGERTX6   Creator PERRY

PQC0246I Object=TIGERDB.TIGERTS4   Creator PERRY

PQC0246I Object=TIGERDB.TIGERTS3   Creator PERRY

PQC0246I Object=TIGERDB.TIGERTX1   Creator JONES

PQC0246I Object=TIGERDB.TIGERTX4   Creator JONES

PQC0246I Object=TIGERDB.TIGERTX2   Creator PERRY

PQC0246I Object=TIGERDB.TIGERTX3   Creator PERRY

PQC0246I Object=TIGERDB.TIGERTX9   Creator PERRY

PQC0246I Object=TIGERDB.TIGERTS2   Creator PERRY

PQC0247I NUMBER OF OBJECTS SELECTED FOR IMAGE COPY:      10

Underscore Mask
The following examples show underscore sign (_) masking.

Example 1

COPY TABLESPACE TI__RDB%.TI___TS%

The previous syntax copies all tablespaces that meet all the following criteria:
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• Are in all databases that begin with “TI”.
• Have characters “RDB” in the fifth, sixth, and seventh position of the database name.
• Begin with the characters “TI” in the tablespace name.
• Have characters “TS” in the sixth and seventh position of the tablespace name.

The generated output would be similar to the following example:

PQC0245I PREPARING LIST OF OBJECTS FOR IMAGE COPY

PQC0246I Object=TIGERDB.TIGERTS2   Creator PERRY

PQC0246I Object=TIGERDB.TIGERTS3   Creator PERRY

PQC0246I Object=TIGERDB.TIGERTS4   Creator PERRY

PQC0247I NUMBER OF OBJECTS SELECTED FOR IMAGE COPY:       3

Example 2

COPY TABLESPACE _I%.______X%

The previous syntax selects all tablespaces that meet all the following criteria:

• Have an “X” in the seventh position of the tablespace name.
• Are in the databases that have an “I” in the second position of the database name.

The generated output would be similar to the following example:

PQC0245I PREPARING LIST OF OBJECTS FOR IMAGE COPY

PQC0246I Object=PIRQASRC.PTIQMAX   Creator SMITH

PQC0246I Object=PIRRDSRC.PTIQMAX   Creator SMITH

PQC0246I Object=TIGERDB.TIGERTX1   Creator JONES

PQC0246I Object=TIGERDB.TIGERTX2   Creator PERRY

PQC0246I Object=TIGERDB.TIGERTX3   Creator PERRY

PQC0246I Object=TIGERDB.TIGERTX4   Creator JONES

PQC0246I Object=TIGERDB.TIGERTX5   Creator PERRY

PQC0246I Object=TIGERDB.TIGERTX6   Creator PERRY

PQC0246I Object=TIGERDB.TIGERTX9   Creator PERRY

PQC0247I NUMBER OF OBJECTS SELECTED FOR IMAGE COPY:       9

Example 3

COPY TABLESPACE PTDB.P_____72

The previous syntax selects all tablespaces that meet all the following criteria:

• Are in the database PTDB.
• Have a “P” in the first position of the tablespace name.
• Contain characters “72” in the seventh and eighth positions of the tablespace name.

The generated output would be similar to the following example:

PQC0245I PREPARING LIST OF OBJECTS FOR IMAGE COPY

PQC0246I Object=PTDB.PTPRFF72      Creator MACKLIN

PQC0246I Object=PTDB.PTPRFL72      Creator MACKLIN

PQC0246I Object=PTDB.PTPRFM72      Creator MACKLIN

PQC0246I Object=PTDB.PTPRFN72      Creator MACKLIN

PQC0246I Object=PTDB.PTPRFP72      Creator MACKLIN
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PQC0246I Object=PTDB.PTPRFQ72      Creator MACKLIN

PQC0246I Object=PTDB.PTPRFR72      Creator MACKLIN

PQC0246I Object=PTDB.PTPRFS72      Creator MACKLIN

PQC0246I Object=PTDB.PTPRFU72      Creator MACKLIN

PQC0246I Object=PTDB.PTPRFV72      Creator MACKLIN

PQC0246I Object=PTDB.PTQRFH72      Creator MACKLIN

PQC0246I Object=PTDB.PTQRFJ72      Creator MACKLIN

PQC0246I Object=PTDB.PTQRFK72      Creator MACKLIN

PQC0246I Object=PTDB.PTQRFM72      Creator MACKLIN

PQC0246I Object=PTDB.PTQRFR72      Creator MACKLIN

PQC0246I Object=PTDB.PTQRFU72      Creator MACKLIN

PQC0247I NUMBER OF OBJECTS SELECTED FOR IMAGE COPY:      16
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Reference
Describes the product syntax.

This reference section provides information about product syntax and parmlib options, and provides several sample jobs.

Syntax Conventions

Use the following command conventions when specifying your job syntax:

• Uppercase characters must be entered as shown.
• Lowercase italicized characters represent user-specified variables.
• Default values are underlined.
• The | character denotes an OR condition.
• Required parameters appear in braces { }.
• Optional parameters appear in brackets [ ].

COPY Control Statement
The COPY control statement invokes Quick Copy to create an image copy.

The COPY control statement creates an image copy of one or more of the following items:

• Tablespaces
• Indexspaces
• Indexes

You can specify the following keywords with the COPY control statement:
LIST

Copies a predefined list of objects.
OBJ-LIST

Copies a predefined list of objects.
TABLESPACE, INDEXSPACE, and INDEX

Specifies a combination of objects to copy.
DB2CATALOG

Copies the Db2 catalog and directory

The COPY control statement has the following syntax for a single job step:

COPY LIST listdef-name 

     [Object Options]

     [Statement Options]

     [Parmlib Override Options]

 COPY OBJ-LIST [creator-id.]obj-list-name

      [Object Options]

     [Statement Options]

     [Parmlib Override Options]

 COPY {TABLESPACE [dbname.]tsname 

            [Object Options]}|

      {INDEXSPACE [dbname.]ixspname 

            [Object Options]}|

      {INDEX [creator-id.]ixname 
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            [Object Options]}

      [Statement Options]

      [Parmlib Override Options]

 COPY {DB2CATALOG 

     {Copy DB2 Catalog Options}}

The object, statement, and parmlib options are optional. You can have only one occurrence of the statement and parmlib
options for each COPY statement. Statement and parmlib options apply to all objects being copied in a single COPY
statement.

NOTE
Some object options are not valid with LIST, OBJ-LIST, and DB2CATALOG.

Object Options

You can include the following object options in the COPY control statement:

 [CHANGELIMIT [(percent_value1,percent_value2)|(percent_value)]] 

 [COPIES {COPYnn (Y|N,[ddname|templatename],exitname,icbackup,devtype)}]

 [COPYDDN ({SYSCOPY|SYSCP101 ddname1[,ddname2,devt1,devt2]})]

 [CREATOR userid]

 [DSNUM {ALL|PART|int|int:int[,int,int:int,...]}]

 [EXCLUDE {(dbname.tsname[,dbname.tsname,...])}]

 [FCCOPYDDN (template-name)]

 [FULL {YES|NO}]

 [INDEX-ALL]

 [RECOVERYDDN ({ddname1[,ddname2,devt1,devt2]})]

 [REPORTONLY]

 [SSCOPYDDN (template-name)]

 [SYSTEMPAGES [YES|NO]] 

The following object options are not valid with COPY INDEX or COPY INDEXSPACE:

• CREATOR
• EXCLUDE
• INDEX-ALL
• FULL NO

The following object options are not valid with COPY LIST and COPY OBJ-LIST:

• CREATOR
• EXCLUDE
• INDEX-ALL
• DSNUM

Statement Options

You can include the following statement options in a COPY control statement. These options apply to all objects
copied in the statement:

 [ABEND-TASK]

 [ALLMSGS]

 [AUDIT {0|1|2}]

 [CATALOG-METHOD {SVC|CSI}]

 [CHECK-DUPLICATES]

 [CLONE]
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 [CONCURRENT]

 [COPY-BUFFERS int]

 [COPY-STATUS int]

 [COPY-TASKS int]

 [DISPLAY-STATUS int]

 [EXCP {YES|NO}]

 [FILTERDDN]

 [FULL-AUTO {YES|NO}]

 [LARGE-TAPE-BLOCK {NO|YES}]

 [LRSNCOPY {NO|YES}]

 [MERGE-COPY {YES|NO}]

 [MIGRAT-VOL volume-id]

 [MODIFYBITS {YES|NO}]

 [OBJ-ORDER [SIZE|NONE]] 

 [PARTS-PER-COPY {ALL|int}]

 [PQCPARM {member-name|my.parmlib.dsn(member-name)|detail PQC allocation}]

 [PQC-POST-QU {NO|YES}]

 [PREVIEW {NO|YES}]

 [QUIESCE BEFORE]

 [RECALL-FAILURE {TERM|OBJECT}]

 [RESET-STATUS {NO|YES}]

 [S-IOP {YES|NO}]

 [SCOPE (ALL|PENDING)]

 [SHRLEVEL {REFERENCE|CHANGE|NONE|ANY}]

 [SINGLE-ATTACH {NO|YES}]

 [SKIP-INVALID {NO|YES}]

 [SKIP-RECALL {NO|YES}]

 [SNAPSHOTACCESS {NO|YES|INSTANT}]

 [SNAPSHOTFALLBACK {TERM|CONTINUE}]

 [SNAPSHOTHLQ hlq]

 [SNAPSHOTIWAIT {YES|NO}]

 [STARTUP-ACCESS {RESET|RW|RW-FORCE|RO|STOP|FORCE}]

 [STOP-LIMIT int]

 [TERMACCESS {NO|YES}]

The following statement options are not valid with COPY INDEX or COPY INDEXSPACE:

• AUDIT 1
• AUDIT 2
• MERGE-COPY YES

The PQCPARM statement option is not valid with COPY LIST and COPY OBJ-LIST.

Copy Db2 Catalog Options

When you copy the Db2 catalog and directory with the DB2CATALOG keyword, you can include only the following options
in a COPY control statement:

 {[COPYDDN(lp_template[,lb_template])] [RECOVERYDDN(rp_template[,rb_template])]}

 [INDEX-ALL]

 [SHRLEVEL {CHANGE|REFERENCE}]

        [PREVIEW {YES|NO}]
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Parmlib Override Options

The following options are defined in hlq.CDBAPARM(UTIL). These options set the default values for keywords that are not
specified in the syntax. When you specify a keyword in UTIL, you can omit it from your job unless you want to override the
parmlib value.

These options have the following syntax:

 ABEND-TASK

 ALLMSGS

 AUDIT-LEVEL {0|1|2}

 CATALOG-METHOD {SVC|CSI}

 CHECK-DUPLICATES

 COPY-BUFFERS int 

 COPY-TASKS int 

 EXCP {YES|NO}

 FULL-AUTO {YES|NO}

 LARGE-TAPE-BLOCK {NO|YES}

 LRSNCOPY NO|YES

 MERGE-COPY {NO|YES}

 MIGRAT-VOL volume-id 

 MODIFYBITS {YES|NO}

 OBJ-ORDER [SIZE|NONE]

 QUIESCE BEFORE

 RC-NO-OBJS int

 RECALL-FAILURE {TERM|OBJECT}

 RESET-STATUS {NO|YES}

 S-IOP {YES|NO}

 SINGLE-ATTACH {NO|YES}

 SKIP-INVALID {NO|YES}

 SKIP-RECALL {NO|YES}

 SSCOPYDDN {template-name}

 STOP-LIMIT int 

 TERMACCESS {NO|YES}

The following Quick Copy options are available only in the UTIL parmlib member:
DSNUM-ZERO

Specifies whether to value the %DSNUM variable in the image copy data set name with zeros (0000) instead of
one (0001) when the image copy data set consists of all partitions. The image copy data set name is defined in
the PQCPARM model statement for dynamic allocation.
Default: NO

GDG-LIMIT
Specifies the GDG BASE LIMIT value for the dynamic allocation of GDG data sets that are used for image copies,
as defined in the PQCPARM models.
Default: 5

MASTER-CATALOG
Specifies whether to catalog the image copy data set in the master catalog when it cannot be cataloged in a user
catalog.
Default: NO

NEWPASS-VOLSER
Specifies whether to add the VOLSER information for a noncataloged TAPE image copy to the
SYSIBM.SYSCOPY registration entry.
Default: YES
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QUIESCE-RETRY
Specifies the number of times to retry the Db2 QUIESCE.
Default: 5

RC-OBJS-AUTO-EXCLUDED
Specifies the minimum return code to use when objects are excluded from a COPY job automatically. Quick Copy
automatically excludes the following objects for a wildcard specification:

• Objects with a creator of SYSIBM
• Objects with a database name of DSNDB07
• objects in database PTDB

Default: 0
Snapshot Copy High-Level Qualifier (SSCOPYHLQ)

Specifies whether to use the high-level qualifier of the source object as the high-level qualifier for the target
SNAPSHOTACCESS INSTANT data set names.
When you specify SSCOPYHLQ YES, the required HLQ value in the SSCOPYDDN parameter is SSCOPYHLQ.
When SSCOPYHLQ YES is specified in the UTIL parmlib member, you can specify SNAPSHOTHLQ in the syntax
to override the high-level qualifier for copy data sets.
When you specify SSCOPYHLQ NO, the value in the SSCOPYDDN parameter must be a template that contains
all required variables for partition and uniqueness.
Default: NO

Snapshot Copy Option (SSCOPYOPT)
Specifies whether to register SNAPSHOTACCESS INSTANT copies in SYSIBM.SYSCOPY.
Default: NO

The following UTIL options are not specific to Quick Copy, but are used by Quick Copy:

AUTO-RESTART
Specifies whether to enable automatic restart for the Broadcom utilities. AUTO-RESTART restarts jobs from the
statement that failed.
Default: NO

RETRY-LIMIT
Specifies how many times to retry Db2 catalog functions. Quick Copy performs retry processing for SQLCODES
-911 and -913.

UPDATE-RTS TABLES
Specifies whether to update the Real-Time Statistics (RTS) tables. These tables are used with CHANGE-LIMIT
processing.
Default: NO

Keyword Descriptions
This section describes the Quick Copy keywords. You can invoke this utility by including its control statements in your
SYSIN data set. These control statements contain the keywords that specify the options to use when the utility job is
processed.

You can change the defaults for many keywords within the UTIL parmlib member or the PQC parmlib member. You can
also override many parmlib default values by specifying the appropriate keyword in your SYSIN syntax.

ABEND-TASK—Produce a Dump
The ABEND-TASK keyword produces a dump and forces a user abend when a return code greater than 4 but less than
22 is returned.

The abend dump is written to the SYSUDUMP.SYSOUT data set.
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This keyword has the following format:

ABEND-TASK

If you specify ABEND-TASK, include the following DD statement in your JCL:

//SYSUDUMP    DD   SYSOUT=*

Example: Force a User Abend and Produce a Dump

The following example forces a user abend and produces a dump when a return code greater than 4 is returned:

COPY TABLESPACE PDSTPLB1.STLTMPB4

ABEND-TASK

ALLMSGS—Provide Additional Copy Information
The ALLMSGS keyword provides extra information about the copy process.

We recommend that first-time users of the wildcard feature include this keyword in their job.

This keyword has the following format:

ALLMSGS

Example: Provide Additional Copy Information

The following example provides additional information about the copy:

COPY TABLESPACE PDSTPLB1.STLTMPB4

ALLMSGS

AUDIT—Specify the Audit Level
The AUDIT keyword specifies the level of auditing to perform when making an image copy. Appropriate messages alert
you to any discrepancies.

Consider the following items when using AUDIT:

• AUDIT 1 and AUDIT 2 are not valid with SHRLEVEL CHANGE. The cross-page audits for levels 1 and 2 cannot be
verified for objects that could be modified while the audit is in progress.

• AUDIT 1 and AUDIT 2 are not valid with COPY INDEX or COPY INDEXSPACE syntax. If these values are specified in
the job syntax or in the UTIL parmlib member, Quick Copy uses the specified value for tablespace copies. However,
the AUDIT value is set to 0 for index or indexspace copies.

• AUDIT 2 is not valid for incremental image copies (FULL NO). AUDIT 2 verifies overflow and pointer records. With an
incremental image copy, it is unlikely that all the data pages are available to complete this cross-checking.

• Whenever possible, Quick Copy automatically adjusts the AUDIT value to what is valid for the given syntax. This
adjustment helps eliminate parsing errors and allows the copy statement to execute.

This keyword has the following format:

 AUDIT {0|1|2}

0
Specifies level 0 auditing. This value is the default.
Level 0 auditing verifies the following items for all pages:

• Header and trailer bytes
• Broken page bit
• I/O error bit
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1
Specifies level 1 auditing. Level 1 performs all level 0 audits, plus the following items.
The following items are verified for all pages:

• The partition number for each page of a partitioned tablespace
• The page flag type

The following items are verified for header pages:

• The DBID against SYSTABLESPACE value for the tablespace
• The PSID against SYSTABLESPACE value for the tablespace

The following items are audited for segmented space maps:

• The number of segment entries and the segment size
• The number of free segments
• The lowest possible free segment entry
• That each segment is on only one chain (no crossed chains)
• That the first segment of a chain is not pointed to by any other segment

The following items are audited for non-segmented space maps:

• The number of entries in the space map
• The last used entry in the space map

The following items are audited for data pages:

• The free RID chain
• Free space
• The number of anchor points in a hashed page
• All used RIDs (verifies the length and offset for each row)
• The length and offset for each hole
• The offset to contiguous free space

2
Specifies level 2 auditing. Level 2 performs all level 0 and level 1 audits, plus the following items.
The following items are verified for segmented space maps:

• All segments are chained.
• All segments on the chain are for the same table.

The following items are verified for data pages:

• All pointer records point to overflow records.
• All overflow records are pointed to by pointer records.
• The OBID in each row is valid.

Example: Perform Level 1 Auditing

The following example performs level 1 auditing:

COPY TABLESPACE PDSTPLB1.STLTMPB4

     AUDIT 1

CATALOG-METHOD—Assign z/OS Catalog Access Method
The CATALOG-METHOD keyword specifies the method for accessing the z/OS catalog to optimize the catalog retrieval
performance.
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Choosing a proper access method can improve the catalog retrieval performance. Specify the method that fits your
installation environment.

If you omit CATALOG-METHOD, the CATALOG-METHOD value from the UTIL parmlib member is used.

When SNAPSHOTACCESS YES or SNAPSHOTACCESS INSTANT is specified, and the Snapshot General Services
initialization option CATDATA is set to YES, Quick Copy determines the catalog retrieval method from the Snapshot
General Services CATMET option.

This keyword has the following format:

 CATALOG-METHOD {SVC|CSI}

SVC
Specifies the SVC 26 interface (an internal function). This value is the default.

CSI
Specifies the z/OS Catalog Search Interface, IGGCSI00. For more information about Catalog Search Interface,
see the IBM documentation.

Example: Access the z/OS Catalog by Using SVC 26

This example shows how to access the z/OS catalog by using the SVC 26 interface:

 COPY TABLESPACE PQC705D1.PQCTSA01

 COPIES COPY01(Y,SYSCP101,,LP)

             MODIFYBITS NO

             CATALOG-METHOD SVC

             SHRLEVEL REFERENCE

             FULL YES

             LARGE-TAPE-BLOCK YES

             EXCP NO

Example: Access the z/OS Catalog by Using Catalog Search Interface

This example shows how to access the z/OS catalog by using the z/OS Catalog Search Interface:

 COPY TABLESPACE PQC705D1.PQCTSA01

 COPIES COPY01(Y,SYSCP101,,LP)

             MODIFYBITS NO

             CATALOG-METHOD CSI

             SHRLEVEL REFERENCE

             FULL YES

             EXCP YES

CHANGELIMIT—Specify a Copy Threshold
The CHANGELIMIT keyword specifies thresholds for performing an incremental, full, or no copy.

Thresholds are expressed as percentages of pages that have changed since the last registered copy of the target
object. This keyword is useful only when real-time statistics tables have been defined. If the tables are not found, a full
image copy is created.

This keyword is not valid with COPY INDEX and COPY INDEXSPACE. Also, when you specify this keyword, FULL YES
and FULL NO are ignored.

If you specify a single value, it represents the threshold at which a full copy is created. Below that threshold, an
incremental copy is created. When you specify a single value, you can omit the parentheses. If an incremental copy is
indicated but no changed pages are found, no copy is created.
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If you specify two values, the lower value (not necessarily the first value) represents the threshold at which
an incremental copy is created. The higher value represents the threshold at which a full copy is created. If the
incremental copy threshold is not reached, no copy is created. If an incremental copy is indicated but no changed pages
are found, no copy is created.

This keyword has the following format:

 CHANGELIMIT [(percent_value1,percent_value2)|(percent_value)]

percent_value
Specifies the threshold for performing a copy. Thresholds are expressed as percentages of pages that have
changed since the last registered copy of the target object.
You can specify one decimal place.
If you specify (0) or (0,0), a full copy is created.
If you omit a percentage, such as (,5), that parameter is treated as a 0.
If you do not specify any percentages, the default is (1,10).
Limits: 0.0 to 100.0

CHECK-DUPLICATES—Check for Duplicate Copy Data Sets
The CHECK-DUPLICATES keyword scans SYSIBM.SYSCOPY for duplicate copy data sets.

If a copy data set duplicates one that is already registered in SYSIBM.SYSCOPY, a return code of 24 is issued and the job
terminates.

For non-SMS (NEW,CATLG) copy data sets, the VSAM catalog is scanned to determine whether the data set is already
cataloged. This scan happens regardless of whether you specify CHECK-DUPLICATES. If the data set is cataloged, a
return code of 2 is issued. The SYSCOPY row is inserted with the volume serial numbers of the copy data sets because
the data set cannot be cataloged again. The image copy is still valid for recovery purposes.

This keyword has the following format:

CHECK-DUPLICATES

If you omit this keyword, the CHECK-DUPLICATES value from the UTIL parmlib member is used.

Example: Check for Duplicate Copy Data Sets

In the following example, Quick Copy scans for duplicate copy data sets that are registered in SYSIBM.SYSCOPY:

COPY TABLESPACE PDSTPLB1.STLTMPB4

     COPIES COPY01 (Y,SYSCP101)

     CHECK-DUPLICATES

CHECKPAGE—Perform Page Level Auditing
The CHECKPAGE keyword performs page level auditing.

CHECKPAGE provides the same functionality as AUDIT 1, and it is supported for compatibility with IBM syntax. If you
specify CHECKPAGE, AUDIT 1 checking is performed. If you specify both CHECKPAGE and AUDIT, CHECKPAGE is
ignored and the AUDIT value is used.

CHECKPAGE and AUDIT 1 are ignored for the following conditions:

• SHRLEVEL CHANGE
• Copy of an index or indexspace
• Copy of a mixed list of objects (for example, tablespaces and indexspaces)

This keyword has the following format:
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CHECKPAGE

Example: AUDIT 1 SHRLEVEL REFERENCE

The following example performs AUDIT 1 checking from the CHECKPAGE keyword:
COPY TABLESPACE TESTDB.TESTTS

     SHRLEVEL REFERENCE

     CHECKPAGE

     AUDIT 0

Example: AUDIT 2 SHRLEVEL CHANGE

The following example terminates because AUDIT 2 is not valid for a SHRLEVEL CHANGE:
COPY TABLESPACE TESTDB.TESTTS

     SHRLEVEL CHANGE

     CHECKPAGE

     AUDIT 2

Example: AUDIT 2 SHRLEVEL REFERENCE

The following example performs AUDIT 2 level checking:
COPY TABLESPACE TESTDB.TESTTS

     SHRLEVEL REFERENCE

     CHECKPAGE

     AUDIT 2

CLONE—Copy Only the Cloned Object
The CLONE keyword copies only the cloned tablespace, LOB space, or indexspace.

If you specify CLONE for a list of objects, it copies only those objects that have clones.

This keyword has the following format:

CLONE

Example: Copy the Clone of the Specified Tablespace

The following example copies the clone of the specified tablespace:

COPY TABLESPACE DSNDB04.NEWTS CLONE

     MODIFYBITS NO 

     SHRLEVEL REFERENCE

CONCURRENT—Use DFSMSdss to Make Full Image Copies
The CONCURRENT keyword executes DFSMSdss to make full image copies.

When you use CONCURRENT, the following image copy types can be registered in SYSCOPY:

• LP—Local site primary copy
• LB—Local site backup copy
• RP—Recovery site primary copy
• RB—Recovery site backup copy

This keyword has the following format:

CONCURRENT

Examples: CONCURRENT Keyword
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• The following example shows the minimum syntax that is required to initiate a CONCURRENT COPY:
COPY TABLESPACE NEWDB.NEWTSC1

     CONCURRENT

• The following example uses the CONCURRENT keyword to make an image copy of tablespace NEWDB.NEWTS:
COPY TABLESPACE NEWDB.NEWTS

     FULL YES

     CONCURRENT

     STARTUP-ACCESS RESET

     MODIFYBITS NO

     SHRLEVEL REFERENCE

     COPYDDN(SYSCA101)

• The following example uses the CONCURRENT keyword to make an image copy of tablespaces NEWDB.NEWTSC1
and NEWDB.NEWTSC2. A maximum of one COPYDDN keyword can be specified for each COPY statement:
COPY TABLESPACE NEWDB.NEWTSC1

     FULL YES

     CONCURRENT

     STARTUP-ACCESS RESET

     MODIFYBITS NO

     SHRLEVEL REFERENCE

     TABLESPACE NEWDB.NEWTSC2

     COPYDDN(SYSCA101)

• The following example uses the CONCURRENT keyword to make an image copy of tablespaces NEWDB.NEWTSC1
and NEWDB.NEWTSC2. A maximum of one COPYDDN keyword and one RECOVERYDDN keyword can be specified
for each COPY statement:
COPY TABLESPACE NEWDB.NEWTSC1

     FULL YES

     CONCURRENT

     STARTUP-ACCESS RESET

     FILTERDDN(FILTDDN)

     MODIFYBITS NO

     SHRLEVEL REFERENCE

     TABLESPACE NEWDB.NEWTSC2

     COPYDDN(SYSCA101,SYSCB101)

     RECOVERYDDN(SYSCC101,SYSCD101)

• The following example uses the CONCURRENT keyword to make an image copy of the tablespaces that are selected
through the wildcard specification:
COPY TABLESPACE NEWDB.N*

     FULL YES

     CONCURRENT

     STARTUP-ACCESS RESET

     FILTERDDN(FILTDDN)

     MODIFYBITS NO

     SHRLEVEL REFERENCE

     TABLESPACE NEWDB.NEWTSC2

     COPYDDN(SYSCA101)

CONCURRENT Considerations

When you use CONCURRENT, consider the following items:
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• The image copy is recorded in SYSCOPY with ICTYPE=F and STYPE=C for instance node I0001, and with STYPE=J
for instance node J0001.

• If an object has a mixture of I0001 and J0001 instance nodes, specifying DSNUM ALL forces REGISTER BY PART
and issues message PQC0647I.

• The COPIES keyword cannot be specified with CONCURRENT.
• Supply a COPYDDN ddname, a RECOVERYDDN ddname, or both. You can specify only one COPYDDN ddname and

RECOVERYDDN ddname for each COPY statement.
• When you specify CONCURRENT with FULL NO, SHRLEVEL CHANGE, or MODIFYBITS YES, message PQC0619I

is issued and the following default values are used:
– FULL YES
– SHRLEVEL REFERENCE
– MODIFYBITS NO

• The batch ID that invokes the job with the CONCURRENT option must have the authority to invoke the DFSMSdss
DUMP command.

• If one or more objects do not reside on a device that supports concurrent copies, the job fails.
• RESTART(BYPASS) and RESTART(TERM) are supported only when you specify CONCURRENT.
• When the CONCURRENT COPY has initialized, Quick Copy issues message PQC0633I and it continues to create the

DFSMSdss backup copies.
• Message PQC0633I can be intercepted by an automation product, job scheduler, or WTO exit to perform installation-

specific tasks.
• Message PQC0633I is issued for each COPY statement.

CONCURRENT Restrictions

You cannot use a copy that was made with DFSMSdss CONCURRENT COPY with the PAGE or ERROR RANGE option
of the RECOVER utility.

You cannot run the following standalone Db2 utilities on copies that are made by DFSMSdss CONCURRENT COPY:

• DSN1COMP
• DSN1COPY
• DSN1PRNT

You can restore the DFSMSdss copy data set manually under a different name and then run these utilities against the
restored data set.

CONSISTENT—Create Consistent Copy
The CONSISTENT keyword calls the Consistent Point in Time Service (CPITS) after a SHRLEVEL CHANGE instant
snapshot copy is created.

CPITS makes the instant snapshot copy consistent to the point after the copy has been made. CPITS achieves this
consistency by executing the following phases:

1. Applying all log records that were not yet flushed from the buffer pools up to the point when the copy process finished.
2. Detecting in-flight URs at the end point of the previous step.
3. Rolling back all transactions that were detected in the previous step and affected by the copied object.

The updated copy contains only committed transactions at the point that is indicated by message CPS0012I.

Copy Registration

The resulting consistent copy is registered into the SYSIBM.SYSCOPY catalog table with the following attributes:
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• SHRLEVEL=C (change)
• ICTYPE=F (full)
• ICBACKUP=FC (FlashCopy)
• STYPE=T (Consistent)
• TTYPE=C (COPY utility)
• PIT_RBA = Point of consistency
• START_RBA = RBA/LRSN of the first log record of the oldest uncommitted unit of recovery (UR). If an active UR did

not exist at the time of copy, START_RBA is equal to PIT_RBA.
• DSVOLSER = If any active URs existed at the time of copy, this column contains a comma-separated list of previous

checkpoints for every member where an activity occurred. The checkpoints are saved in the following forms:
– mid-nnnnnnnnnnnn for Db2 10, where nnnnnnnnnnnn is a character representation of a 6-byte RBA
– mid+mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm for Db2 11, where mid is a three-character member ID, and

mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm is a character representation of a 10-byte RBA. If an active UR did not exist
at the time of copy, this value is blank.

Considerations

SORT

CPITS uses an external sort program for processing in phases 1 and 3. DFSORT and Syncsort are supported programs.
Intermediate storage data sets (SORTWKddDD) for sort are needed unless the dynamic allocation is used. The volume
of data depends on the update activity and the number of objects. For more information about your sort program, see the
sort program guide.

Restrictions

• Only universal tablespaces (UTS) and segmented tablespaces (non-universal) are supported.
• Processing segmented tablespaces requires DSNUM ALL.
• Tablespaces that are organized by hash are not supported.
• The maximum supported DSSIZE is 64 GB.
• CPITS cannot back out when an object that was defined with CAPTURE DATA NONE, REORG or LOAD is mass-

deleted in the range of RBAs/LRSNs that is being processed.
• Objects with XML and LOB columns are not supported.
• Indexspaces are not supported.
• If the copied objects use row level locking (LOCKSIZE ROW), the copy cannot be used in recovery except RECOVER

TOCOPY. The lock size row is indicated by column LOCKRULE = 'R' in the SYSIBM.SYSTABLESPACE catalog table.
• Rotating partitions during CPITS operation is not supported.
• Adding new partitions during CPITS operation is not supported.

Multiple Objects

A common point of consistency is shared for all database objects that are specified in one COPY statement.

Required Keywords

• SNAPSHOTACCESS INSTANT
• SHRLEVEL CHANGE

The TEMPLATE statement is not required to specify variables to make the DSN unique.

Required PARMLIB Keywords

• SSCOPYOPT(YES)

Required DDNAMES
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• SYSOUT for SORT messages
• SORTWKdd for SORT intermediate storage data sets (unless dynamic allocation is used)

COPIES—Define the Copy Types
The COPIES keyword specifies what copies to create.

You can create up to eight copies. COPIES also specifies whether to register the copy in SYSIBM.SYSCOPY, and the
ddname or template name, exit name, copy type, and device type. You can repeat the COPYnn syntax for each copy.

When you use COPIES, consider the following information:

• To copy all tablespace partitions or selected partitions to a single copy data set, specify one COPYnn statement with
COPY-TASKS 1.

• The IBM copy syntax (COPYDDN and RECOVERYDDN) is supported.
• How Quick Copy distinguishes between DDnames and template names
• Naming conventions for image copy data sets

If you do not specify the COPIES, QUICKCOPY, COPYDDN, or RECOVERYDDN keyword, the following default values
are used:

• For a single object specification with COPY-TASKS 1, (Y,SYSCOPY,,LP) is used.
• For a multitasking wildcard object or a single object specification, (Y,SYSCP101,,LP) is used.

This keyword has the following format:

COPIES {COPYnn (Y|N,[ddname|templatename],exitname,icbackup,devtype)}

COPYnn
Specifies the copy number. Specify COPY01 to make copy #1, specify COPY02 to make copy #2, and so on.
Limits: 01 - 08

Y|N
Specifies whether to register the copy in SYSIBM.SYSCOPY.
If MODIFYBITS is YES, register the copy. If you do not register the copy, the result is a DSN1COPY. When the
image copy is registered for a SHRLEVEL REFERENCE copy, Quick Copy uses the RBA of the quiesce to
register all objects for a given COPY statement. This value creates a single recovery point for the list of objects.
Default: Y

ddname|templatename
Specifies the ddname to use for the image copy data sets. If you are using TEMPLATE control statements, this
parameter specifies the template name that contains the dynamic allocation parameters for the data sets.
A ddname is required to generate more than one image copy data set for the given object, or to identify the
template to use.

exitname
Specifies the user exit. Before Quick Copy writes a block of data to the output data set, it calls the user exit with
the following parameter list:
0(r1)

Specifies the address of a halfword containing the block length. The length is always a multiple of 4 KB.
When LARGE-TAPE-BLOCK is specified, the halfword is set to zero.

4(r1)
Specifies the address of a block containing the tablespace or indexspace data. The block resides above
the line (31-bit address).
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8(r1)
Specifies the address of a 16-byte field containing the database name in the first 8 bytes and the
tablespace or indexspace name in the second 8 bytes.

12(r1)
Specifies the address of a 2-byte character field containing one of the following types of objects that is
being copied:

• TS (Tablespace)
• IS (Indexspace)

16(r1)
Specifies the address of a fullword containing the block length when LARGE-TAPE-BLOCK is specified.
The length is always a multiple of 4 KB.

Quick Copy writes out whatever value is returned.
icbackup

Specifies the copy type. You can specify whether the copy is for local or remote (recovery) sites and
whether the copy is a primary or backup copy. The image copy type is stored in the ICBACKUP column of
SYSIBM.SYSCOPY.
The following options are valid only for sites where the LOCALSITE option of Db2 is installed:

• LP—Local primary (the default for COPY01)
• LB—Local backup (the default for all copies except COPY01)

The following options are valid only for sites where the RECOVERYSITE option of Db2 is installed:

• RP—Recovery primary
• RB—Recovery backup

For more information about LOCALSITE and RECOVERYSITE, see the IBM Db2 Administration Guide.
devtype

Specifies the device type. This value updates the DEVTYPE column of the SYSIBM.SYSCOPY row for the image
copy. If you do not define a device type, DEVTYPE is updated with a generic volume ID, such as 3420.

Example: Create a Local Primary Copy

The following example creates a local primary copy and registers it in SYSIBM.SYSCOPY.

COPY TABLESPACE PDSTPLB1.STLTMPB4

     COPIES COPY01(Y,SYSCP101,,LP)

Example: Create Local Primary and Backup Copies

The following example creates one local primary copy and one local backup copy. The local primary copy is registered in
SYSIBM.SYSCOPY. The local backup copy is not registered.

COPY TABLESPACE DSNDB04.NEWTS 

     COPIES COPY01(Y,SYSCP101,,LP)

            COPY02(N,SYSCP201,,LB)

Example: Use Dynamic Allocation to Copy Multiple Objects

The following example uses dynamic allocation because no ddnames were defined in the JCL. Multiple objects are copied
and a unique ddname is specified for each copy.

COPY TABLESPACE PQCSAMP.TBLSPC1

     COPIES COPY01(Y,SYSCP101,,LP)

            COPY02(Y,SYSCP201,,LP)

     DSNUM ALL
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     INDEXSPACE PQCSAMP.IXSPC01R

     COPIES COPY01(Y,IXSPC101,,LP)

     DSNUM ALL

 

     TABLESPACE PQCSAMP.TBLSPC2

     COPIES COPY01(Y,TBSCPC101,,LP)

            COPY02(Y,TBSCPC201,,LP)

     DSNUM ALL

 

ALLMSGS

SHRLEVEL REFERENCE

MODIFYBITS NO

Example: Allocate a Single Image Copy Data Set Manually

In the following example, a DD statement is used to allocate SYSCP101 manually.

 //SYSCP101 DD DSN=TEST.PQCDB32.PQCTS32.P000,                    

 //   UNIT=DISK,SPACE=(CYL,(10,1)),DISP=(NEW,CATLG,CATLG)                

 //*                                                                     

 //SYSIN   DD  *                                                         

     COPY                                                                

            TABLESPACE PQCDB32.PQCTS32                                   

            DSNUM ALL                                                    

            QUICKCOPY COPY01(Y,SYSCP101,,LP)                             

        COPY-TASKS 1                                                     

        EXCP NO                                                          

        ALLMSGS                                                          

        MODIFYBITS NO                                                    

 //*

Example: Allocate Two Image Copy Data Sets Manually

In the following example, a DD statement is used to allocate SYSCP101 manually. COPY-TASKS is 2, and the object
being copied is a tablespace with 32 partitions. Therefore, two reader tasks are started and two image copy data sets are
generated. Task 1 copies partitions 1 through 16 using DD SYSCP101. Task 2 copies partitions 17 through 32 using DD
SYSCP102.

 //SYSCP101 DD DSN=TEST.PQCDB32.PQCTS32.P001,                    

 //   UNIT=DISK,SPACE=(CYL,(1,1)),DISP=(NEW,CATLG,CATLG)                 

 //SYSCP102 DD DSN=TEST.PQCDB32.PQCTS32.P017,                    

 //   UNIT=DISK,SPACE=(CYL,(1,1)),DISP=(NEW,CATLG,CATLG)                 

 //*                                                                     

 //SYSIN   DD  *                                                         

     COPY                                                                

            TABLESPACE PQCDB32.PQCTS32                                   

            DSNUM ALL                                                    

            QUICKCOPY COPY01(Y,SYSCP101,,LP)                             

        COPY-TASKS 2                                                     

        EXCP NO                                                          

        ALLMSGS                                                          

        MODIFYBITS NO                                                    

 //*

Example: Allocate Multiple Image Copy Data Sets Manually
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In the following example, two image copy data set types are requested. Quick Copy allocates the data sets manually
because a DD statement is defined for SYSCP101. COPY-TASKS is also set to 2, therefore, two reader tasks are defined.
Task 1 processes partitions 1 through 16 and writes out two image copy data sets using DD SYSCP101 for the LP copy
and DD SYSCP201 for the RP copy. Task 2 processes partitions 17 through 32 and writes out two image copy data sets
using DD SYSCP102 for the LP copy and DD SYSCP202 for the RP copy.

 //SYSCP101 DD DSN=TEST.PQCDB32.PQCTS32.LP001,                   

 //   UNIT=DISK,SPACE=(CYL,(1,1)),DISP=(NEW,CATLG,CATLG)                 

 //SYSCP102 DD DSN=TEST.PQCDB32.PQCTS32.LP017,                   

 //   UNIT=DISK,SPACE=(CYL,(1,1)),DISP=(NEW,CATLG,CATLG)                 

 //SYSCP201 DD DSN=TEST.PQCDB32.PQCTS32.RP001,                   

 //   UNIT=VTAPE,SPACE=(CYL,(1,1)),DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE),RETPD=0       

 //SYSCP202 DD DSN=TEST.PQCDB32.PQCTS32.RP017,                   

 //   UNIT=VTAPE,SPACE=(CYL,(1,1)),DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE),RETPD=0       

 //*                                                                     

 //SYSIN   DD  *                                                         

     COPY                                                                

            TABLESPACE PQCDB32.PQCTS32                                   

            DSNUM ALL                                                    

            QUICKCOPY COPY01(Y,SYSCP101,,LP)                             

                      COPY02(Y,SYSCP201,,RP)                             

        COPY-TASKS 2                                                     

        EXCP NO                                                          

        ALLMSGS                                                          

        MODIFYBITS NO                                                    

 //*

How Quick Copy Identifies DDnames and Template Names
Quick Copy determines whether a name is a ddname or template name by determining whether static or dynamic
allocation is being used.

If static allocation is being used, the utility knows that you entered a ddname. If dynamic allocation is being used, then
Quick Copy looks for the following items:

• If PQCPARM is provided in the SYSIN, the name is a ddname. You must provide models for each copy type that is
specified in the COPYnn parameter.

• If PQCPARM is not provided in the SYSIN, and no templates have been defined in the JCL or SYSIN, the models in
hlq.CDBAPARM are used.

• If PQCPARM is not provided in the SYSIN, and templates have been defined in the JCL or SYSIN, the name is a
template name. Quick Copy expects to find a matching TEMPLATE control statement. If a template statement is not
found, the copy job fails.

If you specify LIST or OBJ-LIST to copy a list of objects, use templates. You cannot specify PQCPARM with LIST and
OBJ-LIST.

Naming Conventions for Image Copy Data Sets
Quick Copy follows specific naming conventions for image copy data sets.

When you specify a ddname, the following naming standards are used:

• SYSCOPY is the default ddname for a single copy for a single object specification. SYSCP101 is the default ddname
when you use wildcards or you multitask a single object (COPY-TASKS > 1). You can use the default ddname only
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once in a COPY statement. If you request more than one copy, or you specify a list of objects, you must use unique
ddnames that adhere to the standard.

• When you use multitasking (for a single object, a list of objects, or a wildcarded object specification), Quick Copy
enforces a naming standard for the ddname. This standard is enforced for both static and dynamic allocation. The
naming standard for ddnames is as follows:
 XXXXXnyy 

XXXXX
Specifies the ddname. This value can be any unique five-character string.

n
Specifies the copy number.
Limits: 1 to 8

yy
Specifies the copy data set.
Default: 01

This format is also required when you use the %REFER and %LBL symbolic variables in your model JCL.
Use this naming standard for all jobs to minimize syntax changes in case you change your default value for COPY-
TASKS.

When you specify a template but you do not provide a name, SYSCOPY is used for a single image copy data set.
SYSCP101 is used when more than one image copy data set is created. (That is, when COPY-TASKS >1 and PARTS-
PER-COPY int is specified.)

When you use static allocation to multitask up to 254 copy data sets for a single object, use the following naming
convention:

Copy Data Set YY
01 - 99 01 - 99
100 - 109 A0 - A9
110 - 119 B0 - B9
120 - 129 C0 - C9
130 - 139 D0 - D9
140 - 149 E0 - E9
150 - 159 F0 - F9
160 - 169 G0 - G9
170 - 179 H0 - H9
180 - 189 I0 - I9
190 - 199 J0 - J9
200 - 209 K0 - K9
210 - 219 L0 - L9
220 - 229 M0 - M9
230 - 239 N0 - N9
240 - 249 O0 - O9
250 - 254 P0 - P4

When you copy multiple objects with static or dynamic allocation of copy data sets, use a unique five-character value
for the ddname specification. Follow the same naming convention for nyy. If you specify PARTS-PER-COPY with static
allocation, you can copy a maximum of 359 partitions using ddnames that end in 01 through Z9.
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COPY-BUFFERS—Define the Number of Buffers to Allocate
The COPY-BUFFERS keyword specifies the number of copy buffers to allocate for reading and writing.

All copy buffers are obtained above the line (31-bit storage).

COPY-BUFFERS is valid only with EXCP NO. If you specify EXCP YES (in your SYSIN syntax or in parmlib), COPY-
BUFFERS is ignored.

This keyword has the following format:

COPY-BUFFERS int 

int
Specifies the number of 4-KB I/O buffers to allocate for reading and writing.
Default: 30
Limits: 360

Example: Allocate 96 Copy Buffers

The following example allocates 96 copy buffers:

COPY TABLESPACE USER1.TS1 

     COPY-BUFFERS 096 

     EXCP NO

COPYDDN—Define the DD Statements for Image Copy Data Sets
The COPYDDN keyword specifies parameters to use for image copies in the local subsystem.

The COPYDDN keyword specifies the following items for image copies in the local subsystem:

• The names of the DD statements
• Template names
• The device types for the primary and backup data sets

All copies are registered in SYSIBM.SYSCOPY. For more information about COPYDDN, see the IBM Db2 Commands
and Utility Reference.

When you copy Db2 catalog or directory tables, you must use the COPYDDN and RECOVERYDDN keywords. Do not
use the COPIES or QUICKCOPY keyword.

This keyword has the following format:

COPYDDN ({SYSCOPY|SYSCP101 ddname1[,ddname2,devt1,devt2]})

ddname1
Specifies the ddname for the primary copy data set for the image copy at the local subsystem. If you are using
TEMPLATE control statements, this parameter specifies a template name instead of a ddname.
Default: SYSCOPY
You can use the default ddname of SYSCOPY only once within a COPY statement.

ddname2
Specifies the ddname for the backup copy data set for the image copy at the local subsystem. If you are using
TEMPLATE control statements, this parameter specifies a template name instead of a ddname.

devt1
Specifies the value for the DEVTYPE column of the SYSIBM.SYSCOPY row for the primary image copy.

devt2
Specifies the value for the DEVTYPE column of the SYSIBM.SYSCOPY row for the backup image copy.
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When you use the DB2CATALOG keyword to copy the Db2 catalog and directory, COPYDDN has the following format:

COPYDDN ({lp_template[,lb_template]} | {,lb_template})

lp_template
Specifies the template name for the local site primary (LP) image copies.

lb_template
Specifies the template name for the local site backup (LB) image copies.

Example: Make One Image Copy to Tape

The following example makes one image copy. The device type is set to TAPE in SYSIBM.SYSCOPY.

COPYDDN (SYSCOPY,,TAPE)

COPY-STATUS—Specify the Minutes Between Status Messages
The COPY-STATUS keyword controls how frequently status messages appear while the copy is performed.

The status messages show the number of 4-KB blocks that have been copied so far.

The COPY-STATUS and DISPLAY-STATUS keywords have the same meaning. If you specify both keywords, the COPY-
STATUS value overrides the DISPLAY-STATUS value. If you omit both keywords, no status messages appear.

This keyword has the following format:

COPY-STATUS int 

int
Specifies the number of minutes between status messages while the copy is performed.
Default: 0 (no messages appear)
Limits: 60

Example: Display a Status Message Every Minute

In the following example, a status message appears every minute while the copy is performed:

COPY  TABLESPACE PQC3DSDB.*

          QUICKCOPY COPY01(Y,SYSAA101,,LP)

          FULL YES

          SHRLEVEL CHANGE

          EXCP YES

          COPY-TASKS 1

          MODIFYBITS NO

          COPY-STATUS 1

          PQCPARM (LP DSN=%USER..%DBNAME..%TSNAME..LP%DSNUM..T%TIME

                      DISP=NEW

                      NDISP=CAT

                      CDISP=CAT

                      FILESEQ=0

                      RETPD=1

                      UNIT=VTAPE)

The previous example results in the following sample output:

 PQC0002I COPY DATA PROCESS STARTING

  

 PQC0133I STATUS: 00000270540 4K BLOCKS PROCESSED FOR PQC3DSDB PQC3DSTS
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 PQC0133I STATUS: 00000505620 4K BLOCKS PROCESSED FOR PQC3DSDB PQC3DSTS

  

 PQC0101I COPY001    - FULL IMAGECOPY

 PQC0102I    DATASET: USER01.PQC3DSDB.PQC3DSTS.LP000.T1143153

 PQC0103I    VOLUMES: CATLOG

 PQC0119I NUMBER OF 4K BLOCKS WRITTEN PER COPY:   00000700204

 PQC0010I SYSCOPY UPDATE: ICTYPE=F STYPE=  DSNUM=000 ICBACKUP=

  

 PQC0100I COPY DATA PROCESS ENDING

COPY-TASKS—Define the Number of Concurrent Read Tasks
The COPY-TASKS keyword specifies the number of concurrent read tasks.

COPY-TASKS controls the size of the pipeline through which work can be processed. For example, when you specify
COPY-TASKS 1, only one read task starts. If there are 100 objects to process, the first read task must finish before the
next read task starts for the next object, and so on.

Quick Copy also supports other keywords that control this pipeline value. The PARALLEL keyword is supported for
compatibility with the IBM syntax. The MAXTASKS keyword, which is used by other Broadcom Db2 utilities that can
invoke Quick Copy, is also supported.

This keyword has the following format:

COPY-TASKS int 

int
Specifies the number of concurrent read tasks. We recommend a value of 12 or less. The actual number of
concurrent tasks is limited to the amount of storage that is available to the job.
Default: 1
Limits: 254
COPY-TASKS defaults to 4 when all the following conditions are true:

• Wildcarding is specified.
• You do not specify COPY-TASKS in the syntax.
• The UTIL parmlib specifies COPY-TASKS 1.

Examples: COPY-TASKS Keyword

• This example specifies COPY-TASKS 4 and copies a partitioned tablespace. If the tablespace has at least four
partitions, then four read tasks concurrently read the underlying VSAM data sets. If the tablespace has only three
partitions, then three concurrent read tasks are used.
COPY TABLESPACE PDSTPLB1.STLTMPB4

     COPIES COPY01(Y,SYSCP101)

            COPY02(Y,SYSCP201)

COPY-TASKS 4

• This example specifies COPY-TASKS 2 and copies two objects. One task reads the tablespace. The other task reads
the indexspace.
COPY TABLESPACE PQCSAMP.TBLSPC1

     COPIES COPY01(Y,CPY01101)

            COPY02(Y,CPY01201)

     FULL YES

     INDEXSPACE PQCSAMP.IXSPC01R

     DSNUM 1,2

     COPIES COPY01(Y,CPY02101)

     FULL YES
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COPY-TASKS 2

SHRLEVEL REFERENCE

EXCP YES

MODIFYBITS NO

ALLMSGS

STARTUP-ACCESS RW

• This example specifies COPY-TASKS 2 but specifies only one object. The object is a tablespace with 254 partitions.
The first task reads partitions 1 through 127. The second task reads partitions 128 through 254. DDnames CPY01101
and CPY01201 are used for the first and second reads of partitions 1 through 127. DDnames CPY01102 and
CPY01202 are used for the second task to read partitions 128 through 254:
COPY TABLESPACE PQCSAMP.TBLSPC1

     COPIES COPY01(Y,CPY01101)

            COPY02(Y,CPY01201)

     FULL YES

COPY-TASKS 2

SHRLEVEL REFERENCE

EXCP YES

MODIFYBITS NO

ALLMSGS

How the COPY-TASKS Value is Determined

The following logic determines the COPY-TASKS value:

1. Quick Copy uses the specified COPY-TASKS value.
2. If the job does not contain the COPY-TASKS keyword, the COPY-TASKS value in the UTIL parmlib member is used.
3. If COPY-TASKS is not present in the UTIL parmlib member, the specified PARALLEL value is used.
4. If the job does not contain the PARALLEL keyword, the specified MAXTASKS value is used.
5. If the job does not contain the MAXTASKS keyword, the MAXTASKS value in the UTIL parmlib member is used.
6. If MAXTASKS is not present in the UTIL parmlib member, then a value of 1 is used.

The COPY-TASKS keyword always overrides PARALLEL and MAXTASKS, even when those keywords are specified in
the UTIL parmlib member or in the Quick Copy syntax. To use the PARALLEL or MAXTASKS value instead of the COPY-
TASKS value, remove COPY-TASKS from the UTIL parmlib member.

COPY-TASKS Considerations

Consider the following items when specifying COPY-TASKS:

• As a general guideline, set COPY-TASKS to the smaller of these two values:
– The number of unique devices that the partitions are on.
– The number of unique devices that can be used for output copy data sets. These devices must be different from the

devices that the partitions are on.
• A COPY-TASKS value that is greater than 1 operates differently for a single object than for multiple objects.
• When COPY-TASKS is greater than 1, specify the COPIES keyword with a ddname that follows the format SYSCPnyy.
• When you use dynamic allocation with PQCPARM, a COPY-TASKS value that is greater than 1 creates multiple

copy data sets. Specify %DSNUM in the appropriate DSN model statement in the PQC parmlib member, or in the
PQCPARM keyword in the syntax.
However, if the data set name in the DSN model specifies a GDG, then %DSNUM is not required. The GDG name
must end in (+nnn), where nnn is numeric.
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When you use dynamic allocation with templates, Quick Copy does not require the use of %DSNUM or %PART in the
DSN model.

• If you are copying a single partitioned tablespace and you specify a COPY-TASKS value that is greater than 1, multiple
copy data sets are created. To copy all partitions of a partitioned tablespace to one copy data set, specify COPY-
TASKS 1 or PARTS-PER-COPY ALL.

• If you are copying multiple objects in a single COPY statement, COPY-TASKS applies to the number of objects that
are copied concurrently.

• When you allocate output files dynamically and tape stacking is specified in any output file model, COPY-
TASKS cannot be greater than 16. Otherwise, the Quick Copy job terminates with a return code of 16 and error
message PQC0996E.

CREATOR—Name a Tablespace Creator
The CREATOR keyword specifies the creator of the tablespaces to copy.

You can use CREATOR with EXCLUDE and masking for the greatest control and flexibility over the copy process.

When you use CREATOR, you do not have to update the copy syntax when the number of objects changes. The number
of objects can change daily. For example, some enterprise applications (such as SAP) create objects dynamically. When
you use CREATOR, you do not need to know the data population.

Consider the following items when using CREATOR:

• CREATOR is not valid with COPY INDEX or COPY INDEXSPACE.
• When you use CREATOR, you can use wildcard characters (*, %, _) to specify the database and tablespace names.
• You cannot use wildcard characters for the CREATOR userid.
• You can continue values for long names across multiple lines of the syntax. Enter the value in column 72 and continue

the value on the next line, starting in position 1.

This keyword has the following format:

CREATOR userid 

userid
Specifies the creator of the objects.

Examples: CREATOR Keyword

• This example copies all tablespaces that were created by PDJDOE:
COPY TABLESPACE *.* 

     CREATOR PDJDOE

• This example copies all tablespaces that meet the following criteria:
– Created by PERRY
– Have a "T" in the sixth position of the tablespace name
– Reside in databases whose names have "DB" in the second and third positions
COPY TABLESPACE _DB%._____T% 

     CREATOR PERRY

For more examples, see Use Wildcards for Database and Tablespace Specification.

DB2CATALOG—Copy the Db2 Catalog
The DB2CATALOG keyword copies all Db2 catalog and directory objects in a single COPY statement.

The objects are identified automatically for the given Db2 release, conversion mode, function level, and catalog level. For
more information about using this keyword, see Copy Db2 Catalog and Directory Objects.
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This keyword has the following format:

DB2CATALOG

  {Copy Db2 Catalog Options} 

When you specify DB2CATALOG, the following keywords are not permitted. If you specify these keywords, an error
message is issued and the job terminates:

• INDEX
• INDEXSPACE
• TABLESPACE
• OBJ-LIST
• LIST

DISPLAY-STATUS—Specify the Minutes Between Status Messages
The DISPLAY-STATUS keyword specifies how frequently status messages appear while the copy is performed.

The DISPLAY-STATUS keyword lets you monitor the execution of the copy.

The COPY-STATUS and DISPLAY-STATUS keywords have the same meaning. If you specify both keywords, the COPY-
STATUS value overrides the DISPLAY-STATUS value. If you specify neither keyword, no status messages appear.

This keyword has the following format:

DISPLAY-STATUS int 

int
Specifies the number of minutes between status messages while the copy is performed.
Default: 0 (no messages appear)
Limits: 60

Example: Display a Status Message Every Minute

In this example, a status message appears every minute while the copy is performed:

COPY TABLESPACE DSNDB04.NEWTS

DISPLAY-STATUS 0000001

DSNUM—Specify the Partitions to Copy
The DSNUM keyword specifies which partitions to copy.

For partitioned tablespaces, you can specify the PART keyword instead of DSNUM. DSNUM and PART are not valid with
COPY LIST and COPY OBJ-LIST syntax.

For a wildcarded object, Quick Copy sets the DSNUM value as follows:

• If DSNUM is not specified, or if it is specified as an integer, the product sets DSNUM to ALL.
• If you do not specify COPY-TASKS in the syntax and it has a value of 1 in the UTIL parmlib member, the product sets

COPY-TASKS to 4.

This keyword has the following format:
DSNUM {ALL|PART|int|int:int[,int,int:int,…]}

ALL
Copies all partitions or all data sets of an object with multiple data sets. This value is the default.
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PART
Registers by partition. If you specify REGISTER YES in the COPIES keyword, Quick Copy registers the image
copy data set in SYSIBM.SYSCOPY for each partition.
You cannot specify a list of partitions when wildcarding.
If you specify DSNUM PART with SCOPE PENDING, the product treats this parameter combination as DSNUM
ALL and it copies all partitions. To copy only those partitions that are in COPY or ICOPY status, specify DSNUM
int.

int
Specifies a partition number, a list of partitions (separated by commas), a range of integers (separated by a
colon “:”), a list of ranges, or a mixture of integers and ranges. The copy data set is registered for each specified
partition.
Specifying DSNUM 0 is the same as specifying DSNUM ALL.

Example: Copy All Partitions

The following example copies all partitions:

COPY TABLESPACE PDSTPLB1.STLTMPB4

     DSNUM ALL

Example: Copy Three Partitions

The following example copies and registers three partitions:

COPY TABLESPACE PDSTPLB1.STLTMPB4

     DSNUM 1,2,3

Example: Copy All Partitions to a Single Data Set

The following example copies all partitions to a single data set using the default ddname of SYSCOPY, and registers
the copy data set in SYSIBM.SYSCOPY for each partition. If you specify DSNUM ALL, only one entry is made in
SYSIBM.SYSCOPY to identify the single copy data set:

COPY TABLESPACE PDSTPLB1.STLTMPB4

     DSNUM PART

Example: Copy the Specified Partitions

The following example copies partitions 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, and 20:

COPY TABLESPACE PDSTPLB1.STLTMPB4

     DSNUM 1,2,3,4,5,6:10,11:20

EXCLUDE—Define Objects to Exclude from Copy
The EXCLUDE keyword specifies a list of objects to exclude from the copy.

You can specify up to 1,000 objects in your list. You can use wildcard characters (_, *, and %) for the database names or
tablespace names. You can specify multiple objects by separating them with commas or blanks and enclosing them in
parentheses, as shown in the following syntax. Parentheses are not required when you define a single object.

EXCLUDE is not valid with COPY INDEX, COPY INDEXSPACE, COPY LIST, or COPY OBJ-LIST syntax, or with a list of
mixed objects.

This keyword has the following format:

EXCLUDE {(dbname.tsname[,dbname.tsname,...])}

dbname
Specifies the database to exclude.
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tsname
Specifies the tablespace to exclude.

Example: Exclude a Specific Object

This example excludes $DB71.$TS100 from the copy:

COPY TABLESPACE $DB71.*

     EXCLUDE $DB71.$TS100

Example: Exclude Multiple Objects

This example excludes multiple objects:

COPY TABLESPACE $DB71.*

     EXCLUDE ($DB71.$TS100, $DB71.$TS200, $DB71.$TS220)

Example: Use Wildcard Characters in the EXCLUDE List

This example substitutes the percent sign (%) and underscore sign (_) in the list of database and tablespace names to
exclude:

COPY TABLESPACE TI%.TI%             

     EXCLUDE (TI_ERDB%.TIGERTX_) 

The example selects all tablespaces that meet the following criteria:

• Begin with the characters TI
• Reside in databases that begin with the characters TI

The tablespaces that meet all the following criteria are then excluded from the resulting subset of matches:

• Contain TIGERTX in the first seven positions
• Reside in databases that begin with the characters TI
• Have characters ERDB in the fourth, fifth, sixth, and seventh positions of the database name

Example: Use Wildcard Characters in the EXCLUDE List

This example substitutes the percent sign (%) and underscore sign (_) in the list of database and tablespace names to
exclude:

COPY TABLESPACE TI%.TI%

     EXCLUDE (TIGERDB.TIGERTS3, TIGERDB.TIGERTS2,TI_ERDB%.TIGERTX_) 

The example selects all tablespaces that meet all of the following criteria:

• Begin with the characters TI
• Reside in databases that begin with the characters TI

The tablespaces that meet all the following criteria are then excluded from the resulting subset of matches:

• Contain TIGERTX in the first seven positions
• Reside in databases that begin with the characters TI
• Have characters ERDB in the fourth, fifth, sixth, and seventh positions of the database name

Tablespaces TIGERDB.TIGERTS3 and TIGERDB.TIGERTS2 are also excluded.

Example: Exclude Entries Without Wildcards Before Entries With Wildcards

This example places exclude entries without wildcards before entries with wildcards. This entry placement prevents
message PQC0291I from being issued. We recommend that you follow this practice. See the following example:

COPY TABLESPACE TI%GER%.TI%GER%
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     EXCLUDE (TIGERDB.TIGERTS3,TIGERDB.TIGERTS2,TI_ERDB%.TIGERTS_)

EXCP—Select Copy Engine
The EXCP keyword specifies the copy engine for the copy job.

If you omit this keyword, the EXCP value in the UTIL parmlib member is used.

This keyword has the following format:

EXCP {YES|NO}

YES
Uses the EXCP YES copy engine.
If you specify EXCP YES, COPY-BUFFERS is ignored.
If you specify EXCP YES with LARGE-TAPE-BLOCK YES, the objects that are processed using EXCP YES
ignore the LARGE-TAPE-BLOCK keyword. Only the objects that switch to EXCP NO use large tape block sizes.

NO
Uses the EXCP NO copy engine. This option is the default. The EXCP NO copy engine is faster, reduces multi-
tasking overhead, and is zIIP-enabled.

Example: Use EXCP NO Copy Engine

The following example uses the EXCP NO copy engine:

COPY TABLESPACE PDSTPLB1.STLTMPB4

EXCP NO

COPY-BUFFERS 120

FCCOPYDDN—Specify Snapshot Copy DSN Template
The FCCOPYDDN keyword specifies the template for data set names of SNAPSHOTACCESS INSTANT copies.

This keyword is a synonym for SSCOPYDDN.

Example: Specify the Data Set Name Template for a SNAPSHOTACCESS INSTANT Copy of an EMC Object

This example shows how to specify a data set name template for the copy of an EMC object:

TEMPLATE EMC

   DSN(EMC.&DB..&SN..N&PA..&UQ.)

 

COPY TABLESPACE PQC714D1.PQCTS001

     FCCOPYDDN (EMC)

     SNAPSHOTACCESS INSTANT

     MODIFYBITS NO

     SHRLEVEL REFERENCE

     FULL YES

     EXCP 

     ALLMSGS

The data set names consist of the following pieces of information:

• High-level qualifier (EMC.)
• Database name (&DB..)
• Tablespace name (&SN..)
• Partition number (N&PA..)
• Unique generated value (&UQ)
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FILTERDDN—Define a Filter Data Set for Concurrent Copy
The FILTERDDN keyword specifies the DD statement for the filter data set to use for a concurrent copy.

The filter data set is used to automatically build a list of tablespaces or indexspaces to be copied by DFSMSdss with one
DFSMSdss dump statement.

If you do not specify FILTERDDN, a temporary data set is allocated dynamically. The unit name from
the WORKUNIT keyword in the SETUPxx member is used.

The FILTERDDN data set has the following attributes:

• RECFM—FB or F
• RECLEN—80
• BLKSIZE—A multiple of the record length

Verify that the data set has sufficient space to contain one record for each partition to be copied.

One row is inserted into SYSIBM.SYSCOPY for each tablespace or indexspace in the list. If DSNUM is specified, one
row is inserted for each partition. The DSNAME column in SYSCOPY has the same data set name for each tablespace or
indexspace that is copied at one time using FILTERDDN. The copied objects are all placed in a single output data set.

This keyword has the following format:

FILTERDDN(ddname)

ddname
Specifies the DD statement for the filter data set. Enclose the ddname in parentheses.
Limits: From 1 to 8 alphanumeric or national characters (A to Z, 0 through 9, @, $, #). The first character must be
alphabetic or national (A to Z, @, $, #).

Example: FILTERDDN Keyword

This example copies tablespace NEWDB.NEWTS with filter data set FILTDDN:

COPY TABLESPACE NEWDB.NEWTS

     FULL YES

     CONCURRENT

     FILTERDDN(FILTDDN)

MODIFYBITS NO

SHRLEVEL REFERENCE

COPYDDN(SYSCA101)

FULL—Create a Full Image Copy
The FULL keyword specifies whether to create a full or incremental image copy.

This keyword has the following format:

FULL {YES|NO}

YES
Creates a full image copy. This value is the default.

NO
Creates an incremental image copy.
FULL NO is not valid with COPY INDEX or COPY INDEXSPACE.
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FULL-AUTO—Convert an Incremental Copy to a Full Copy
The FULL-AUTO keyword specifies whether to convert an incremental image copy to a full image copy automatically.

A potential data integrity problem arises when you create an incremental image copy after a load or reorganization. If
you use the incremental copy for a recovery, with the corresponding full image copy and any other incremental copies,
the log records are applied only after the latest incremental copy, beginning with the RBA. Data can be lost or incorrectly
recovered because the log records for the load or reorganization are not applied. The following activities against the
tablespace warrant converting an incremental image copy to a full image copy:

• A load was performed.
• A reorganization was performed.
• A utility was terminated.
• A TORBA or TOCOPY recovery was performed.
• A full image copy does not exist for each copy type (LP, LB, RP, RB) for which an incremental copy is requested (since

the last LOAD or REORG).

Consider the following items when using FULL-AUTO:

• If copy pending is set and you specify FULL-AUTO YES, the incremental copy is converted to a full copy.
• If you specify SHRLEVEL ANY and MODIFYBITS NO, then SHRLEVEL is reset to CHANGE. If MODIFYBITS is YES,

then SHRLEVEL is reset to REFERENCE.
• If Quick Copy cannot convert to a full copy due to FULL-AUTO NO, the copy processing terminates with an error

message.
• FULL-AUTO YES is valid only for tablespaces.

This keyword has the following format:

FULL-AUTO {YES|NO}

YES
Converts the incremental copy to a full image copy, if the activity against the tablespace warrants the
conversion. This value is the default.
FULL-AUTO YES requires the following keywords:

• SHRLEVEL REFERENCE or SHRLEVEL NONE
• MODIFYBITS YES
• COPYnn (Y,...) to register the copy in SYSIBM.SYSCOPY

NO
Does not convert the incremental image copy to a full image copy. Processing stops and messages are issued to
explain the situation.

Example: Convert an Incremental Copy to a Full Image Copy

The following example converts the incremental copy to a full image copy, assuming that the activity against the
tablespace warrants the conversion:

COPY TABLESPACE PDSTPLB1.STLTMPB4

     FULL NO

     FULL-AUTO YES

INDEX-ALL—Copy Indexes of a Tablespace
The INDEX-ALL keyword copies all indexes that are associated with a specified tablespace.

The INDEX-ALL keyword is valid only with COPY TABLESPACE and COPY DB2CATALOG.
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The following keywords cannot be specified with INDEX-ALL:

• FULL NO
• CHANGELIMIT
• DSNUM PARTS
• DSNUM int
• DSNUM int:int

INDEX-ALL skips indexes that meet the following conditions:

• Indexes that are created with the COPY NO option
• Indexes that are created with the DEFINE NO option and that do not have any data sets

This keyword has the following format:

INDEX-ALL

Example: Copy All Indexes Associated with a Tablespace

The following example copies all indexes that are associated with the TESTDB01.TESTTS01 tablespace:

COPY TABLESPACE TESTDB01.TESTTS01 INDEX-ALL

INDEX—Define the Index to Copy
The INDEX keyword specifies the index to copy.

The following keywords cannot be specified with INDEX:

• AUDIT 1 or AUDIT 2
• COPY LIST
• COPY OBJ-LIST
• CREATOR
• EXCLUDE
• FULL NO
• FULL-AUTO YES
• MERGE-COPY YES
• MODIFYBITS YES

You can copy compressed and noncompressed indexes.

This keyword has the following format:

COPY INDEX [creator-id.]ixname 

     [Object Options]

     [Statement Options]

     [Parmlib Override Options]

creator-id
(Optional) Specifies the index creator. If you omit this value, the user ID of the utility job is used.

ixname
Specifies the index name. You cannot use wildcards to specify index names.

INDEXSPACE—Define the Indexspace to Copy
The INDEXSPACE keyword specifies the indexspace to copy.

The following keywords cannot be specified with INDEXSPACE:
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• AUDIT 1 or AUDIT 2
• COPY LIST
• COPY OBJ-LIST
• CREATOR
• EXCLUDE
• FULL NO
• FULL-AUTO YES
• MERGE-COPY YES
• MODIFYBITS YES

You can copy indexspaces that contain compressed and noncompressed indexes.

This keyword has the following format:

COPY INDEXSPACE [dbname.]ixspname 

     [Object Options]

     [Statement Options]

     [Parmlib Override Options]

dbname
(Optional) Specifies the database name. If you do not specify a database, DSNDB04 is assumed.

ixspname
Specifies the name of the indexspace. You cannot use wildcards to specify indexspace names.

LARGE-TAPE-BLOCK—Assign Large Tape Block Sizes
The LARGE-TAPE-BLOCK keyword lets you assign large tape block sizes for image copy data sets.

Large block sizes help you use the channel and tape subsystem resources more efficiently, because more data is
transferred with each I/O operation. This keyword is highly effective for use with the 3590 tape subsystem, which supports
block sizes of up to 256 KB.

EXCP YES processing does not support the LARGE-TAPE-BLOCK keyword. When you specify LARGE-TAPE-BLOCK
YES or AUTO with EXCP YES, objects that are processed using EXCP YES ignore the LARGE-TAPE-BLOCK keyword.
Only the objects that switch to EXCP NO use large tape block sizes.

To help decrease the overall elapsed time for the copy job, increase the COPY-BUFFERS value.

If you omit LARGE-TAPE-BLOCK from your SYSIN syntax, the LARGE-TAPE-BLOCK value from the UTIL parmlib
member is used.

This keyword has the following syntax:

LARGE-TAPE-BLOCK {AUTO|YES|NO}

AUTO
Detects and uses the maximum block size for the device. For example, 3490 devices support a maximum block
size of 60 KB, therefore this block size is used for image copy data sets that are written to 3490 devices. Because
3590 devices support a maximum block size of 256 KB, this block size is used for image copy data sets that are
written to 3590 devices. This option is the default.

YES
Detects and uses the maximum block size for the device. This option is the same as AUTO.

NO
Uses the default tape block size (28 KB) and does not assign a large tape block size.

Example: Create Copies with LARGE-TAPE-BLOCK Keyword
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This example shows how LP, LB, and RP copies are created with the LARGE-TAPE-BLOCK keyword:

• LP is directed to a 3490 tape device and is assigned a block size of 60 KB. Message PQC0798I is issued to indicate
the block size that was assigned.

• LB is directed to a 3590 tape device and is assigned a block size of 256 KB. Message PQC0798I is issued to indicate
the block size that was assigned.

• RP is directed to a 3390 disk device and is assigned a block size of 24 KB.

TEMPLATE TAPE3490 DSN &USER..&TS..&LR.&PB..IC UNIT T3490

TEMPLATE TAPE3590 DSN &USER..&TS..&LR.&PB..IC UNIT T3590

TEMPLATE DISK     DSN &USER..&TS..&LR.&PB..IC UNIT D3390

 

COPY TABLESPACE DUSER01.S01G 

COPIES 

 COPY01(Y,TAPE3490,,LP) 

 COPY02(Y,TAPE3590,,LB) 

 COPY03(Y,DISK,,RP) 

FULL YES 

SHRLEVEL REFERENCE 

LARGE-TAPE-BLOCK YES

 EXCP NO

  

PQC0101I COPY001 - FULL IMAGECOPY FOR DUSER01.S01G 

PQC0102I DATASET: USER01.S01G.LP.IC 

PQC0103I VOLUMES: SMS 

PQC0119I NUMBER OF 4K BLOCKS WRITTEN PER COPY: 00000000273 

PQC0798I LARGE TAPE BLOCK USED FOR THIS IMAGE COPY (60K) 

 

PQC0101I COPY002 - FULL IMAGECOPY FOR DUSER01.S01G 

PQC0102I DATASET: USER01.S01G.LB.IC 

PQC0103I VOLUMES: CATLOG 

PQC0119I NUMBER OF 4K BLOCKS WRITTEN PER COPY: 00000000273 

PQC0798I LARGE TAPE BLOCK USED FOR THIS IMAGE COPY (256K) 

 

PQC0101I COPY003 - FULL IMAGECOPY FOR DUSER01.S01G 

PQC0102I DATASET: USER01.S01G.RP.IC 

PQC0103I VOLUMES: SMS 

PQC0119I NUMBER OF 4K BLOCKS WRITTEN PER COPY: 00000000273

LIST—Process a List of Objects
The LIST keyword specifies a list of objects to process.

The list can contain a mix of tablespaces and indexspaces. You can use wildcards to specify the objects to include in
a list. A list can also include another list name. You can specify LIST only once in a COPY statement. You cannot specify
LIST with PQCPARM.

When you use the LIST keyword to process a group of objects, the following statements are required:
LISTDEF

Specifies the list. Specify the LISTDEF statement in the SYSIN or in the LISTDEFDD that is specified in the
OPTIONS control statement. A LISTDEF statement in the SYSIN overrides a LISTDEF statement for the same
listdef-name in the LISTDEFDD data set. When Quick Copy resolves lists from the SYSIN, it parses all SYSIN
LISTDEF statements. If a duplicate listdef-name is detected, processing stops. When the utility resolves lists from
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a LISTDEFDD data set, it parses only the first occurrence of the required listdef-name. The utility does not check
the entire data set for duplicate names.
For more information about the LISTDEF statement, see the IBM Db2 Utility Guide and Reference.

TEMPLATE
Specifies the data set naming conventions to use when allocating the image copy data sets dynamically. The
template name is then provided in the COPIES keyword. A TEMPLATE statement in the SYSIN overrides a
template that is specified in the TEMPLATEDD in the OPTIONS control statement.
You can also use the IBM syntax (COPYDDN and RECOVERYDDN) to specify the template to use.

To process only cloned objects, specify the CLONE keyword in your COPY control statement.

To process a list of objects at the partition level, specify the PARTLEVEL keyword in your LISTDEF control statement. For
more information about PARTLEVEL and its effect on the objects in the list, see the IBM Db2 Utility Guide and Reference.

Quick Copy ignores any invalid objects in the expanded list and processes the valid objects.

When you specify LIST, the following keywords are not permitted. If you specify these keywords, an error message is
issued and the job terminates:

• DSNUM
• PART
• EXCLUDE
• INDEX
• INDEXSPACE
• TABLESPACE
• OBJ-LIST

This keyword has the following format:

COPY LIST listdef-name 

     [Object Options]

     [Statement Options]

     [Parmlib Override Options]

listdef-name
Specifies the list to process. The list must be previously defined using a LISTDEF statement.

Example: Copy a Group of Objects Using LIST

The following examples use the LIST keyword to specify a list that expands to five objects. The LP copy is written
to DASD as a GDG data set. If a GDG BASE does not exist, it is created with a GDG limit of 21. The data set name
expressions that contain special characters are enclosed within single quotes. The RP copy is written to TAPE. TAPE
STACKING is specified to stack the five RP copies onto the same tape volume with a retention period of 90 days.

• This example defines a LISTDEF in the SYSIN syntax.
//SYSIN   DD   *

    TEMPLATE TMPACT01  DSN 'PRDACCT.&DB..&TS..&LR.&PB.&PA.(+1)'

       GDGLIMIT 21 

  

    TEMPLATE TMPACT02  DSN 'PRDACCT.&DB..&TS..&LR.&PB.&PA..T&TIME.'

       UNIT TAPE STACK YES  RETPD 90

  

    LISTDEF PRDACCTG01  INCLUDE TABLESPACES DATABASE ACCTG*

  

    COPY   LIST PRDACCTG01

           COPIES COPY01(Y,TMPACT01,,LP)

                  COPY02(Y,TMPACT02,,RP)
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       COPY-TASKS 1

       EXCP NO

       ALLMSGS

       MODIFYBITS NO

//*

• This example uses the default LISTDEFDD data set (SYSLISTD) and TEMPLATEDD data set (SYSTEMPL). The
OPTIONS statement that defines the default LISTDEFDD and TEMPLATEDD is optional.
//SYSLISTD   DD  DSN=PROD.ACCTG.LISTDEF(LSTACCT),DISP=SHR

//SYSTEMPL   DD  DSN=PROD.ACCTG.TEMPLTS(TMPACCT),DISP=SHR

  

//SYSIN   DD  *

  

    OPTIONS  LISTDEFDD SYSLISTD   TEMPLATEDD SYSTEMPL

  

    COPY   LIST PRDACCTG01

           COPIES COPY01(Y,TMPACT01,,LP)

                  COPY02(Y,TMPACT02,,RP)

       COPY-TASKS 1

       EXCP NO

       ALLMSGS

       MODIFYBITS NO

//*

Member TMPACCT of PROD.ACCTG.TEMPLTS contains the following data:
TEMPLATE TMPACT01  DSN 'PRDACCT.&DB..&TS..&LR.&PB.&PA.(+1)'

    GDGLIMIT 21

TEMPLATE TMPACT02  DSN 'PRDACCT.&DB..&TS..&LR.&PB.&PA..T&TIME.'

    UNIT TAPE STACK YES  RETPD 90

Member LSTACCT of PROD.ACCTG.LISTDEF contains the following data:
LISTDEF PRDACCTG01  INCLUDE TABLESPACES DATABASE ACCTG*

• This example uses a custom list library ddname (PRODLIST). The OPTIONS statement that specifies the LISTDEFDD
is required.
//PRODLIST   DD  DSN=PROD.ACCTG.LISTDEF(LSTACCT),DISP=SHR

//PRODTEMP   DD  DSN=PROD.ACCTG.TEMPLTS(TMPACCT),DISP=SHR

  

//SYSIN   DD  *

  

   OPTIONS  LISTDEFDD PRODLIST   TEMPLATEDD PRODTEMP

  

    COPY   LIST PRDACCTG01

           COPIES COPY01(Y,TMPACT01,,LP)

                  COPY02(Y,TMPACT02,,RP)

       COPY-TASKS 1

       EXCP NO

       ALLMSGS

       MODIFYBITS NO

//*

Example: Using Templates with COPY LIST

This example specifies the TMPACT01 and TMPACT02 templates in the SYSIN and in the default TEMPLATEDD data
set. If the templates in the SYSIN are specified before they are referenced by the COPY, the SYSIN templates override
the TEMPLATEDD templates for the same template name,
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//SYSLISTD   DD  DSN=PQC.PROBLEM.LISTDEF(LSTACCT),DISP=SHR

//SYSTEMPL   DD  DSN=PQC.PROBLEM.LISTDEF(TMPACCT),DISP=SHR

//*

//SYSIN   DD  *

  

    OPTIONS LISTDEFDD SYSLISTD  TEMPLATEDD SYSTEMPL

  

    TEMPLATE TMPACT01  DSN 'PRDACCT.&DB..&TS..&LR.&PB.&PA..D&TIME.'

       UNIT DISK

    TEMPLATE TMPACT02  DSN 'PRDACCT.&DB..&TS..&LR.&PB.&PA..T&TIME.'

       UNIT DISK

  

    LISTDEF PRDACCTG01  INCLUDE TABLESPACES DATABASE ACCTG*

  

    COPY   LIST PRDACCTG01

           COPIES COPY01(Y,TMPACT01,,LP)

                  COPY02(Y,TMPACT02,,RP)

       COPY-TASKS 1

       EXCP NO

       ALLMSGS

       MODIFYBITS NO

//*

Member TMPACCT of PQC.PROBLEM.LISTDEF contains the following data:

TEMPLATE TMPACT01  DSN 'PRDACCT.&DB..&TS..&LR.&PB.&PA.(+1)'

   GDGLIMIT 3

TEMPLATE TMPACT02  DSN 'PRDACCT.&DB..&TS..&LR.&PB.&PA..T&TIME.'

   UNIT VTAPE  STACK YES   RETPD 0

LRSNCOPY—Copy Sequentially Using an RBA/LRSN Value
The LRSNCOPY keyword specifies whether to perform incremental copies sequentially using an RBA/LRSN value from
the START_RBA column in SYSCOPY.

The RBA/LRSN value from the START_RBA column in SYSCOPY is used for comparison with the last update RBA/
LRSN values for the tablespace pages. If your tablespaces are defined with TRACKMOD YES, this process bypasses the
normal use of space maps for determining which pages to copy.

This keyword is not valid with CHANGELIMIT and REPORTONLY. If you specify those keywords, they are ignored. Also,
Quick Copy ignores this keyword for LOB spaces.

This keyword lets you perform repeated incremental copies without accumulating every page that has changed since
the last full copy. However, this process reads all pages of a tablespace or a partition. For large tablespaces with a few
changed pages, this process may take longer than a normal incremental copy, even when the resulting copies are smaller.

NOTE
When tablespaces are defined with TRACKMOD NO, Quick Copy always reads them sequentially regardless of
the specification of this keyword.

This keyword has the following format:

LRSNCOPY {YES|NO}

YES
Determines the results according to the MODIFYBITS specification.
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If you specify LRSNCOPY YES, also specify FULL NO. If you specify FULL YES, the LRSNCOPY keyword is
ignored and a full copy is performed.
Consider the following items when you specify LRSNCOPY YES:

• If you specify MODIFYBITS YES, the SYSCOPY row from the most recent full or incremental copy is used
(whichever is the most recent).

• If you specify MODIFYBITS NO, the MERGE-COPY setting controls the SYSCOPY row selection as follows:
– If you specify MERGE-COPY YES, the SYSCOPY row from the most recent full copy is used. The resulting

copy contains all pages that have changed since the most recent full copy. Any intervening incremental
copies are ignored.

– If you specify MERGE-COPY NO, the SYSCOPY row from the most recent full or incremental copy is used
(whichever is the most recent). The resulting copy contains only those pages that have changed since the
last copy, as if MODIFYBITS YES had been specified.

– PGLOGRBA or PGBigRBA values are used for tablespaces that are defined with both TRACKMOD NO and
TRACKMOD YES.

NO
Determines the results according to the TRACKMOD specification. This value is the default.
Consider the following items when you specify LRSNCOPY NO:

• If the tablespace is defined with TRACKMOD NO, Quick Copy takes the RBA/LRSN value for comparison from
the last copy RBA/LRSN value in the tablespace header page.

• If the tablespace is defined with TRACKMOD YES, Quick Copy performs the copy as usual and it uses the
tablespace space maps to locate changed pages.

MAXTASKS—Define the Number of Concurrent Read Tasks
also supports other keywords that control this pipeline value. COPY-TASKS is the keyword that is used by Quick Copy.
The PARALLEL keyword is supported for compatibility with the IBM syntax. MAXTASKS is the keyword that is used by
other utilities that may invoke Quick Copy.

This keyword has the following format:

MAXTASKS int 

int
Specifies the maximum number of concurrent read tasks.
Default: 1

MERGE-COPY—Merge Consecutive Incremental Copies
The MERGE-COPY keyword merges consecutive incremental image copies that were taken with MODIFYBITS NO.

Merge processing is executed only when you are taking an incremental copy for the entire tablespace (for example, a
DSNUM ALL copy).

For best performance, specify MERGE-COPY NO. Only use MERGE-COPY YES for FULL NO processing.

You can set a global value for MERGE-COPY in the UTIL parmlib member.

This keyword has the following format:

MERGE-COPY {YES|NO}

YES
Merges consecutive incremental image copy executions with MODIFYBITS NO. The SYSIBM.SYSCOPY
record for the last incremental image copy of the object or partition is removed. The merged incremental copy is
registered to SYSIBM.SYSCOPY.
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MERGE-COPY YES is not valid with COPY INDEX or COPY INDEXSPACE.
NO

Does not merge consecutive incremental image copies. SYSIBM.SYSCOPY retains records for each incremental
image copy. This value is the default.

MIGRAT-VOL—Define the Migration Volume
The MIGRAT-VOL keyword specifies which volume ID your system uses for migrated objects.

This keyword has the following format:

MIGRAT-VOL volume-id 

volume-id
Specifies the volume ID that is used by your system. Quick Copy automatically recognizes MIGRAT, ARCIVE, and
ARCHIV as volume IDs. If your system does not use one of these volume IDs, specify the one that is used.
Limits: 1 to 6 alphanumeric characters

Example: Specify MIGVOL as the Migration Volume

The following example specifies MIGVOL as the migration volume:

COPY TABLESPACE PDSTPLB1.STLTMPB4

     MIGRAT-VOL MIGVOL

MODIFYBITS—Reset the Space Map Modification Bits
The MODIFYBITS keyword specifies whether to reset the modification bits in the tablespace space map page.

If you do not specify MODIFYBITS, the value from the UTIL parmlib member is used.

When you use MODIFYBITS, consider the following items:

• MODIFYBITS YES is not valid for an index or indexspace. If you use this syntax on a mixed list of objects, it applies
only to the tablespaces.

• MODIFYBITS YES is not valid for a SHRLEVEL CHANGE copy.
• When you specify MODIFYBITS YES, you must register the copy.

This keyword has the following format:

MODIFYBITS {YES|NO}

YES
Resets the modification bit. This value is the default.
When you specify YES, also specify COPIES to register the copy.

NO
Does not reset the modification bit. No writes are issued against the tablespace (only reads).

Example: Do Not Reset the Space Map Modification Bit

The following example does not issue any writes against the tablespace (only reads):

COPY TABLESPACE DSNDB04.NEWTS

 SHRLEVEL REFERENCE

 MODIFYBITS NO
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OBJ-LIST—Process a Stored List of Objects
The OBJ-LIST keyword specifies a stored list of objects to process.

The object list can contain a mix of tablespaces and indexspaces. You can specify OBJ-LIST only once in a COPY
statement.

For more information about object lists, see the Object List Manager section in the Database Management Solutions for
Db2 documentation.

When you use the OBJ-LIST keyword, you must also use the TEMPLATE statement. TEMPLATE specifies the data
set naming conventions to use when dynamically allocating the image copy data sets. The COPIES keyword uses the
template name. A TEMPLATE statement in the SYSIN overrides a template that is defined in the TEMPLATEDD in the
OPTIONS control statement.

You cannot specify PQCPARM with OBJ-LIST to allocate image copy data sets dynamically.

The following keywords also cannot be used with OBJ-LIST. If you specify these keywords, an error message is issued
and the job terminates:

• DB2CATALOG
• DSNUM|PART
• EXCLUDE
• INDEX
• INDEXSPACE
• LIST
• TABLESPACE

This keyword has the following format:

COPY OBJ-LIST [creator-id.]obj-list-name

     [Object Options]

     [Statement Options]

     [Parmlib Override Options]  

creator-id
(Optional) Specifies the object list creator. If you omit this value, the user ID of the utility job is used

obj-list-name
Specifies the object list to process.

Example: Copy a Group of Objects Using OBJ-LIST

//SYSIN   DD   *

    TEMPLATE TMPACT01  DSN 'PRDACCT.&DB..&TS..&LR.&PB.&PA.(+1)'

       GDGLIMIT 21

    TEMPLATE TMPACT02  DSN 'PRDACCT.&DB..&TS..&LR.&PB.&PA..T&TIME.'

       UNIT TAPE STACK YES  RETPD 90

    COPY OBJ-LIST USER01.LISTACCT

         COPIES COPY01(Y,TMPACT01,,LP)

                COPY02(Y,TMPACT02,,RP)

         COPY-TASKS 4

         EXCP NO

//*
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OBJ-ORDER—Specify a Copy Order for the Objects
The OBJ-ORDER keyword specifies the order in which to process the selected objects.

Ordering the objects by descending size can reduce the overall elapsed time. The message PQC0246I lists the objects in
descending order by size.

When you specify OBJ-ORDER SIZE, you can mix single copy lists with individual objects that are selected by wildcards,
depending on the object size.

When you specify PREVIEW YES with OBJ-ORDER SIZE, migrated objects are recalled. This recall ensures that up-
to-date information is available to order the objects by size. This recall also ensures that the PQC0246I messages are
consistent between PREVIEW YES and PREVIEW NO.

When you specify OBJ-ORDER SIZE with COPY-TASKS 1, OBJ-ORDER NONE is forced.

This keyword has the following format:

OBJ-ORDER [SIZE|NONE]

SIZE
Processes the selected objects in descending order by size. This value is the default.

NONE
Does not process the selected objects in descending order by size.

Example: Copy Objects in Descending Size Order

The following example copies the selected objects in descending order by size:

COPY TABLESPACE NEWDB*.NEWTS*

     OBJ-ORDER SIZE

PARALLEL—Define the Number of Concurrent Read Tasks
The PARALLEL keyword specifies the number of concurrent read tasks.

The PARALLEL keyword is synonymous with COPY-TASKS and MAXTASKS. This IBM keyword is supported for
compatibility purposes.

PARTS-PER-COPY—Specify the Partitions Per Copy Data Set
The PARTS-PER-COPY keyword specifies the number of partitions to copy to each image copy data set.

This keyword lets you control the method that is used to subtask when processing partitioned tablespaces. Each subtask
processes the number of partitions that are specified by this value.

This keyword has the following format:

PARTS-PER-COPY {ALL|int}

ALL
Copies all partitions to one data set. This value is the default when wildcards are used. If you do not use
wildcards, this keyword has no default value. If you do not specify PARTS-PER-COPY, the following calculation is
used to determine how partitions are copied across data sets:
(number of partitions / the number of copy tasks)

Any remaining partitions are placed into the last copy data set.
int

Copies the specified number of partitions to each copy data set.
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If the number of partitions is not an exact multiple of the number that you specify, the last copy contains the
remaining partitions. For example, if you specify PARTS-PER-COPY 2 and the tablespace has three partitions,
the first copy contains two partitions. The last copy contains one.
Limits: 1 - 4096

Examples: PARTS-PER-COPY Keyword

• In this example, PARTS-PER-COPY 1 places one partition in each image copy data set:
COPY TABLESPACE DSNDB04.NEWTS

PARTS-PER-COPY 1

A large tablespace with 254 partitions generates 254 output data sets with a single partition in each data set.
• In this example, PARTS-PER-COPY ALL places all partitions in a single output image copy data set. COPY-TASKS 10,

PARTS-PER-COPY ALL generates a single image copy task that processes all partitions:
COPY TABLESPACE DSNDB04.NEWTS

COPY-TASKS 10

PARTS-PER-COPY ALL

The PARTS-PER-COPY keyword operates independently from the COPY-TASKS (or MAXTASKS) keyword. If you
change the example to COPY-TASKS 10, PARTS-PER-COPY 1, each output image copy data set contains one
partition. Ten image copy tasks are used to process ten different partitions concurrently until all partitions are copied.

• This example stacks four files on one tape, with two partitions per file (assuming an eight-partition tablespace):
COPY TABLESPACE PPXDBM00.ELLTEST

     COPIES COPY01(Y,SYSCP101,,LP,CART)

PARTS-PER-COPY 2

COPY-TASKS 1

To stack the data sets on tape, allocate the output files dynamically and add FILESEQ=0 to the appropriate copy type
(LP, RP, and so on) within hlq.CDBAPARM(PQC). You also need other tape-specific keywords such as RETPD, VOL,
EXPDT, and VOLCNT. These keywords are found in the PQC parmlib member.

PARTS-PER-COPY and Dynamic Allocation

Consider the following items when you use PARTS-PER-COPY with dynamic allocation:

• PARTS-PER-COPY specifies the maximum number of partitions to place in each image copy data set, regardless of
the number of copy tasks or the number of partitions. The partitions of an individual tablespace can be contained in
separate image copy data sets. However, the partitions cannot be combined with partitions from other tablespaces.

• You can specify PARTS-PER-COPY for a single object, multiple objects, or wildcarded object specification. You can
specify PARTS-PER-COPY for a tablespace with or without wildcarding, an index, or an indexspace.

• If you specify an integer value for PARTS-PER-COPY with DSNUM ALL, Quick Copy changes DSNUM ALL to
DSNUM PART and it registers every partition in SYSIBM.SYSCOPY.

• If you specify an integer value for PARTS-PER-COPY when you are copying multiple objects, specify %DSNUM in
the data set name of the PQCPARM model. If the data set name of the PQCPARM model is a GDG, %DSNUM is not
required.

PARTS-PER-COPY and Manual Allocation

Consider the following items when you use PARTS-PER-COPY with manual allocation:

• PARTS-PER-COPY must be 1 or ALL.
• You can specify PARTS-PER-COPY 1 only for a single object specification. You cannot specify this value for a

wildcarded object specification.
• You can use PARTS-PER-COPY 1 to copy a maximum of 359 partitions to a separate data set. This maximum number

supports a ddname of xxxxxn01 - xxxxxnZ9, where xxxxx represents any five characters.
• For COPY-TASKS > 1, the ddname in the COPIES parameter must adhere to the following naming conventions:
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• The ddname must be eight characters.
• The first five characters can be any value.
• The sixth character must be a number from 1 to 8, identifying the copy number.
• The seventh and eight characters must be 01.

Quick Copy increments the last two characters of the ddname, starting with 01 and incrementing up to Z9.

Also consider the following items:

• Provide the DD statements in the JCL for all required ddnames to be generated.
• You cannot use PARTS-PER-COPY 1 with SKIP-INVALID.
• You cannot use PARTS-PER-COPY 1 for a SHRLEVEL CHANGE copy when the object or any of its partitions are in

copy pending status.
• You can use PARTS-PER-COPY 1 only with RESTART(BYPASS) or RESTART(TERM).

Example: PARTS-PER-COPY and Manual DDname Allocation

In this example, PARTS-PER-COPY 1 is specified, COPY-TASKS is 2, and two copy types are requested (LP and RP).
Task 1 processes partitions 1 through 16, creating both an LP and RP copy for each partition. This processing results in
32 image copy data sets.

For the LP copies for partitions 1 through 16, task 1 uses the DD statements for SYSCP101 through SYSCP116. For the
RB copies for these partitions, task 1 uses the DD statements that are defined for SYSCP201 through SYSCP216.

For the LP copies for partitions 17 through 32, task 2 uses the DD statements for SYSCP117 through SYSCP132.  For the
RB copies for these partitions, task 2 uses the DD statements that are defined for SYSCP217 through SYSCP232.

 //SYSCP101 DD DSN=TEST.PQCDB32.PQCTS32.LP001,                   

 //   UNIT=DISK,SPACE=(CYL,(1,1)),DISP=(NEW,CATLG,CATLG)                 

 //SYSCP102 DD DSN=TEST.PQCDB32.PQCTS32.LP002,                   

 //   UNIT=DISK,SPACE=(CYL,(1,1)),DISP=(NEW,CATLG,CATLG)                 

 //SYSCP103 DD DSN=TEST.PQCDB32.PQCTS32.LP003,                   

 //   UNIT=DISK,SPACE=(CYL,(1,1)),DISP=(NEW,CATLG,CATLG)                 

 //SYSCP104 DD DSN=TEST.PQCDB32.PQCTS32.LP004,                   

 //   UNIT=DISK,SPACE=(CYL,(1,1)),DISP=(NEW,CATLG,CATLG)                 

 //SYSCP105 DD DSN=TEST.PQCDB32.PQCTS32.LP005,                   

 //   UNIT=DISK,SPACE=(CYL,(1,1)),DISP=(NEW,CATLG,CATLG)                 

 //SYSCP106 DD DSN=TEST.PQCDB32.PQCTS32.LP006,                   

 //   UNIT=DISK,SPACE=(CYL,(1,1)),DISP=(NEW,CATLG,CATLG)                 

 //SYSCP107 DD DSN=TEST.PQCDB32.PQCTS32.LP007,                   

 //   UNIT=DISK,SPACE=(CYL,(1,1)),DISP=(NEW,CATLG,CATLG)                 

 //SYSCP108 DD DSN=TEST.PQCDB32.PQCTS32.LP008,                   

 //   UNIT=DISK,SPACE=(CYL,(1,1)),DISP=(NEW,CATLG,CATLG)                 

 //SYSCP109 DD DSN=TEST.PQCDB32.PQCTS32.LP009,                   

 //   UNIT=DISK,SPACE=(CYL,(1,1)),DISP=(NEW,CATLG,CATLG)                 

 //SYSCP110 DD DSN=TEST.PQCDB32.PQCTS32.LP010,                   

 //   UNIT=DISK,SPACE=(CYL,(1,1)),DISP=(NEW,CATLG,CATLG)                 

 //SYSCP111 DD DSN=TEST.PQCDB32.PQCTS32.LP011,                   

 //   UNIT=DISK,SPACE=(CYL,(1,1)),DISP=(NEW,CATLG,CATLG)                 

 //SYSCP112 DD DSN=TEST.PQCDB32.PQCTS32.LP012,                   

 //   UNIT=DISK,SPACE=(CYL,(1,1)),DISP=(NEW,CATLG,CATLG)                 

 //SYSCP113 DD DSN=TEST.PQCDB32.PQCTS32.LP013,                   

 //   UNIT=DISK,SPACE=(CYL,(1,1)),DISP=(NEW,CATLG,CATLG)                 

 //SYSCP114 DD DSN=TEST.PQCDB32.PQCTS32.LP014,                   

 //   UNIT=DISK,SPACE=(CYL,(1,1)),DISP=(NEW,CATLG,CATLG)                 
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 //SYSCP115 DD DSN=TEST.PQCDB32.PQCTS32.LP015,                   

 //   UNIT=DISK,SPACE=(CYL,(1,1)),DISP=(NEW,CATLG,CATLG)                 

 //SYSCP116 DD DSN=TEST.PQCDB32.PQCTS32.LP016,                   

 //   UNIT=DISK,SPACE=(CYL,(1,1)),DISP=(NEW,CATLG,CATLG)                 

 //SYSCP117 DD DSN=TEST.PQCDB32.PQCTS32.LP017,                   

 //   UNIT=DISK,SPACE=(CYL,(1,1)),DISP=(NEW,CATLG,CATLG)                 

 //SYSCP118 DD DSN=TEST.PQCDB32.PQCTS32.LP018,                   

 //   UNIT=DISK,SPACE=(CYL,(1,1)),DISP=(NEW,CATLG,CATLG)                 

 //SYSCP119 DD DSN=TEST.PQCDB32.PQCTS32.LP019,                   

 //   UNIT=DISK,SPACE=(CYL,(1,1)),DISP=(NEW,CATLG,CATLG)                 

 //SYSCP120 DD DSN=TEST.PQCDB32.PQCTS32.LP020,                   

 //   UNIT=DISK,SPACE=(CYL,(1,1)),DISP=(NEW,CATLG,CATLG)                 

 //SYSCP121 DD DSN=TEST.PQCDB32.PQCTS32.LP021,                   

 //   UNIT=DISK,SPACE=(CYL,(1,1)),DISP=(NEW,CATLG,CATLG)                 

 //SYSCP122 DD DSN=TEST.PQCDB32.PQCTS32.LP022,                   

 //   UNIT=DISK,SPACE=(CYL,(1,1)),DISP=(NEW,CATLG,CATLG)                 

 //SYSCP123 DD DSN=TEST.PQCDB32.PQCTS32.LP023,                   

 //   UNIT=DISK,SPACE=(CYL,(1,1)),DISP=(NEW,CATLG,CATLG)                 

 //SYSCP124 DD DSN=TEST.PQCDB32.PQCTS32.LP024,                   

 //   UNIT=DISK,SPACE=(CYL,(1,1)),DISP=(NEW,CATLG,CATLG)                 

 //SYSCP125 DD DSN=TEST.PQCDB32.PQCTS32.LP025,                   

 //   UNIT=DISK,SPACE=(CYL,(1,1)),DISP=(NEW,CATLG,CATLG)                 

 //SYSCP126 DD DSN=TEST.PQCDB32.PQCTS32.LP026,                   

 //   UNIT=DISK,SPACE=(CYL,(1,1)),DISP=(NEW,CATLG,CATLG)                 

 //SYSCP127 DD DSN=TEST.PQCDB32.PQCTS32.LP027,                   

 //   UNIT=DISK,SPACE=(CYL,(1,1)),DISP=(NEW,CATLG,CATLG)                 

 //SYSCP128 DD DSN=TEST.PQCDB32.PQCTS32.LP028,                   

 //   UNIT=DISK,SPACE=(CYL,(1,1)),DISP=(NEW,CATLG,CATLG)                 

 //SYSCP129 DD DSN=TEST.PQCDB32.PQCTS32.LP029,                   

 //   UNIT=DISK,SPACE=(CYL,(1,1)),DISP=(NEW,CATLG,CATLG)                 

 //SYSCP130 DD DSN=TEST.PQCDB32.PQCTS32.LP030,                   

 //   UNIT=DISK,SPACE=(CYL,(1,1)),DISP=(NEW,CATLG,CATLG)                 

 //SYSCP131 DD DSN=TEST.PQCDB32.PQCTS32.LP031,                   

 //   UNIT=DISK,SPACE=(CYL,(1,1)),DISP=(NEW,CATLG,CATLG)                 

 //SYSCP132 DD DSN=TEST.PQCDB32.PQCTS32.LP032,                   

 //   UNIT=DISK,SPACE=(CYL,(1,1)),DISP=(NEW,CATLG,CATLG)                 

 //SYSCP201 DD DSN=TEST.PQCDB32.PQCTS32.RP001,                   

 //   UNIT=VTAPE,DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE),RETPD=90       

 //SYSCP202 DD DSN=TEST.PQCDB32.PQCTS32.RP002,                   

 //   UNIT=VTAPE,DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE),RETPD=90       

 //SYSCP203 DD DSN=TEST.PQCDB32.PQCTS32.RP003,                   

 //   UNIT=VTAPE,DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE),RETPD=90      

 //SYSCP204 DD DSN=TEST.PQCDB32.PQCTS32.RP004,                   

 //    UNIT=VTAPE,DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE),RETPD=90     

 //SYSCP205 DD DSN=TEST.PQCDB32.PQCTS32.RP005,                   

 //   UNIT=VTAPE,DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE),RETPD=90      

 //SYSCP206 DD DSN=TEST.PQCDB32.PQCTS32.RP006,                   

 //   UNIT=VTAPE,DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE),RETPD=90      

 //SYSCP207 DD DSN=TEST.PQCDB32.PQCTS32.RP007,                   

 //   UNIT=VTAPE,DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE),RETPD=90      

 //SYSCP208 DD DSN=TEST.PQCDB32.PQCTS32.RP008,                   

 //    UNIT=VTAPE,DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE),RETPD=90      

 //SYSCP209 DD DSN=TEST.PQCDB32.PQCTS32.RP009,                   
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 //   UNIT=VTAPE,DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE),RETPD=90       

 //SYSCP210 DD DSN=TEST.PQCDB32.PQCTS32.RP010,                   

 //    UNIT=VTAPE,DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE),RETPD=90      

 //SYSCP211 DD DSN=TEST.PQCDB32.PQCTS32.RP011,                   

 //    UNIT=VTAPE,DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE),RETPD=90      

 //SYSCP212 DD DSN=TEST.PQCDB32.PQCTS32.RP012,                   

 //    UNIT=VTAPE,DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE),RETPD=90      

 //SYSCP213 DD DSN=TEST.PQCDB32.PQCTS32.RP013,                   

 //    UNIT=VTAPE,DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE),RETPD=90      

 //SYSCP214 DD DSN=TEST.PQCDB32.PQCTS32.RP014,                   

 //    UNIT=VTAPE,DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE),RETPD=90      

 //SYSCP215 DD DSN=TEST.PQCDB32.PQCTS32.RP015,                   

 //    UNIT=VTAPE,DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE),RETPD=90     

 //SYSCP216 DD DSN=TEST.PQCDB32.PQCTS32.RP016,                   

 //    UNIT=VTAPE,DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE),RETPD=90      

 //SYSCP217 DD DSN=TEST.PQCDB32.PQCTS32.RP017,                   

 //    UNIT=VTAPE,DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE),RETPD=90      

 //SYSCP218 DD DSN=TEST.PQCDB32.PQCTS32.RP018,                   

 //    UNIT=VTAPE,DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE),RETPD=90      

 //SYSCP219 DD DSN=TEST.PQCDB32.PQCTS32.RP019,                   

 //    UNIT=VTAPE,DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE),RETPD=90     

 //SYSCP220 DD DSN=TEST.PQCDB32.PQCTS32.RP020,                   

 //    UNIT=VTAPE,DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE),RETPD=90     

 //SYSCP221 DD DSN=TEST.PQCDB32.PQCTS32.RP021,                   

 //    UNIT=VTAPE,DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE),RETPD=90     

 //SYSCP222 DD DSN=TEST.PQCDB32.PQCTS32.RP022,                   

 //    UNIT=VTAPE,DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE),RETPD=90      

 //SYSCP223 DD DSN=TEST.PQCDB32.PQCTS32.RP023,                   

 //    UNIT=VTAPE,DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE),RETPD=90      

 //SYSCP224 DD DSN=TEST.PQCDB32.PQCTS32.RP024,                   

 //    UNIT=VTAPE,DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE),RETPD=90      

 //SYSCP225 DD DSN=TEST.PQCDB32.PQCTS32.RP025,                   

 //    UNIT=VTAPE,DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE),RETPD=90      

 //SYSCP226 DD DSN=TEST.PQCDB32.PQCTS32.RP026,                   

 //    UNIT=VTAPE,DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE),RETPD=90      

 //SYSCP227 DD DSN=TEST.PQCDB32.PQCTS32.RP027,                   

 //    UNIT=VTAPE,DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE),RETPD=90     

 //SYSCP228 DD DSN=TEST.PQCDB32.PQCTS32.RP028,                   

 //    UNIT=VTAPE,DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE),RETPD=90      

 //SYSCP229 DD DSN=TEST.PQCDB32.PQCTS32.RP029,                   

 //    UNIT=VTAPE,DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE),RETPD=90     

 //SYSCP230 DD DSN=TEST.PQCDB32.PQCTS32.RP030,                   

 //    UNIT=VTAPE,DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE),RETPD=90     

 //SYSCP231 DD DSN=TEST.PQCDB32.PQCTS32.RP031,                   

 //    UNIT=VTAPE,DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE),RETPD=90      

 //SYSCP232 DD DSN=TEST.PQCDB32.PQCTS32.RP032,                   

 //    UNIT=VTAPE,DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE),RETPD=90     

 //*                                                                     

 //SYSIN   DD  *                                                         

     COPY                                                                

            TABLESPACE PQCDB32.PQCTS32                                   

            DSNUM ALL                                                    

            QUICKCOPY COPY01(Y,SYSCP101,,LP)                             
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                      COPY02(Y,SYSCP201,,RP)                             

        COPY-TASKS 2                                                     

        PARTS-PER-COPY 1                                                 

        EXCP NO                                                          

        ALLMSGS                                                          

        MODIFYBITS NO 

 //*

PQCPARM—Define Alternate Dynamic Allocation Parameters
The PQCPARM keyword specifies alternate dynamic allocation parameters for your image copy data sets.

Use PQCPARM when you do not want to use the default parameters in the PQC parmlib member. You can specify
PQCPARM once in each COPY statement. If you are using templates, do not specify PQCPARM.

PQCPARM specifies model statements for the following items:

• A member name
• A PDS and member
• Detailed PQC allocation specification

WARNING
You cannot merge PQCPARM and parmlib information. All dynamic allocation parameters must come from one
source. Whatever you specify for PQCPARM at the SYSIN level overrides the parmlib.

This keyword has the following format:

PQCPARM {member-name|my.parmlib.dsn(member-name)|detail-PQC-allocation}

member-name
Specifies a valid member in the hlq.CDBAPARM data set that is allocated to PTIPARM. Parentheses are optional.

my.parmlib.dsn (member-name)
Specifies any valid PDS and member name. Do not include quotes.

detail-PQC-allocation
Specifies the allocation parameters for the image copy data sets. Any allocation parameters that are specified in
the PQC parmlib member can be specified in the syntax. Parentheses are optional.
The allocation details must begin with the copy type and data set information in the following format:
xx DSN=dsn allocation-parameters

xx
Specifies the individual copy type. You can specify up to eight copy types: LP, LB, RP, RB, LP2, LB2,
RB2, and RP2. Include only those copy types that are specified in the COPIES or QUICKCOPY syntax.

DSN=dsn
Specifies the data set name. You can use symbolics in the data set name, as shown in the following
example:
LP DSN=%USER..%DBNAME..%TSNAME..LP%DSNUM..T%TIME

DISP=NEW

NDISP=CAT

CDISP=CAT

RETPD=60

STORCLAS=TSO

allocation parameters
Specifies the dynamic allocation parameters for the image copy data set. See the preceding example.

Example: Provide Allocation Parameters in an Alternate Member
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The following example uses member PQC00001 instead of the PQC parmlib member:

PQCPARM PQC00001

Example: Provide Allocation Parameters in an Alternate Parmlib

The following example specifies another parameter library with a member name:

PQCPARM  PQC.TEST.PARMLIB(PQCTEST)

Example: Provide Allocation Parameters in the SYSIN Syntax

The following example provides the dynamic allocation information in the syntax:

COPY TABLESPACE TESTDB.TESTTS

     COPIES  COPY01(Y,SYSCP101,,LP)

             COPY02(Y,SYSCP201,,RP)

     COPY-TASKS 1

     EXCP NO

     ALLMSGS

     MODIFYBITS NO

     PQCPARM (LP DSN=%USER..%DBNAME..%TSNAME..LP%DSNUM

        DISP=NEW

        NDISP=CAT

        CDISP=CAT

        UNIT=SYSDA

              RP DSN=%USER..%DBNAME..%TSNAME..RP%DSNUM

        DISP=NEW

        NDISP=CAT

        CDISP=CAT

        UNIT=SYSDA)

PQC-POST-QU—Perform a Quiesce After Copy
The PQC-POST-QU keyword performs a quiesce after the copy is completed and the statistics have been printed. This
processing establishes a point of consistency for TORBA recoveries.

We do not recommend using PQC-POST-QU with wildcarding. If you do, Quick Copy issues one quiesce at the end of the
job, rather than when each object finishes its copy. As a result, the following situation can occur:

1. Quick Copy successfully copies the object, restarts its status, and deletes the restart row.
2. The utility performs a post-quiesce at the end of the job.
3. The object is already in use by another application, so the quiesce or the application unit of work fails (depending on

the locks acquired).

We also do not recommend using PQC-POST-QU with multiple objects, unless you prevent other applications from using
the objects until the job completes. For example, issue a START RO before the job for all objects in the job. You can then
issue a START RW after the job completes.

This keyword has the following format:

PQC-POST-QU {NO|YES}

NO
Does not perform a quiesce after the copy is completed. This value is the default.

YES
Performs a quiesce.
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Example: Perform a Quiesce

The following example performs a quiesce after the copy completes:

COPY TABLESPACE DSNDB04.NEWTS

PQC-POST-QU YES

PREVIEW—Validate the COPY Syntax
The PREVIEW keyword specifies whether to validate your COPY syntax and verify the existence of the selected objects
without performing a copy.

This keyword has the following format:

PREVIEW {YES|NO}

YES
Validates the syntax. If an error is encountered, processing stops. If there are no syntax errors, the utility verifies
the existence of the objects against the Db2 catalog. No copy is performed.
When PREVIEW YES is used with the DB2CATALOG keyword, it displays the syntax that Quick Copy creates
for the IBM COPY utility to perform the copy.

NO
Does not validate the syntax. If the syntax is valid, the objects are copied. This value is the default.

QUICKCOPY—Define the Copy Types
The QUICKCOPY keyword specifies the copy number and specifies whether to register the copy in SYSIBM.SYSCOPY.

The COPIES and QUICKCOPY keywords are interchangeable. We recommend using the COPIES keyword. The
QUICKCOPY keyword is used by other Broadcom utilities that invoke Quick Copy to create an image copy.

QUIESCE BEFORE—Quiesce an Object Before Copying
The QUIESCE BEFORE keyword quiesces an object before copying it.

You may notice a performance improvement when using the QUIESCE BEFORE method for obtaining an RBA instead of
the standard method. The quiesce RBA is used to register the image copy data set in SYSIBM.SYSCOPY. If the quiesce
is not successful, Quick Copy obtains the SYSCOPY registration RBA by reading the Db2 LOG and BSDS data sets.
QUIESCE BEFORE can be used with SHRLEVEL CHANGE and SHRLEVEL ANY copies.

Consider the following items regarding QUIESCE BEFORE:

• If an object is in STOP status, it is not quiesced.
• Specifying QUIESCE BEFORE at the SYSIN level overrides the QUIESCE-BEFORE NO parameter in the UTIL

parmlib member.
• A data sharing member is not included in processing when the following conditions are true:

– SHRLEVEL CHANGE is specified.
– The data sharing member is quiesced.
– The BSDS or current active log for the member is unavailable.

This keyword has the following format:

QUIESCE BEFORE

Example: Quiesce the Object Before Taking the Copy

The following example specifies QUIESCE BEFORE to quiesce the object before it is copied. Quick Copy obtains the
SHRLEVEL CHANGE RBA from the quiesce RBA:
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COPY TABLESPACE PQCDB120.PQCTS120

 DSNUM ALL                      

 QUICKCOPY            

   COPY01 (Y,SYSCP101,,LP)  

   ALLMSGS                  

   MODIFYBITS NO            

   SHRLEVEL CHANGE          

   QUIESCE BEFORE

RC-NO-OBJS—Specify Return Code when No Objects Are Selected
The RC-NO-OBJS keyword specifies the return code to use when no objects are selected for the copy.

Specifying the RC-NO-OBJS at the SYSIN level overrides the RC-NO-OBJECTS-SELECTED value in the UTIL
parmlib member.

This keyword has the following format:

RC-NO-OBJS int

int
Specifies the return code.
Limits: 4 through 4095

If RC-NO-OBJS is not specified in SYSIN and RC-NO-OBJECTS-SELECTED is not set in PARMLIB, a value of 16 is
used.

Example: Return 4 when the Object Does Not Exist

In the following example, if the PQCDB.PQCTS tablespace does not exist, Quick Copy terminates with return code 4.

COPY TABLESPACE PQCDB.PQCTS

  RC-NO-OBJS 4

RECALL-FAILURE—Specify the Recall Failure Response
The RECALL-FAILURE keyword specifies the action to take when a migrated or archived object cannot be recalled.

You can skip the object and continue processing, or you can terminate the copy job.

This keyword has the following format:

RECALL-FAILURE {TERM|OBJECT}

TERM
Terminates the copy when a recall failure occurs. This value is the default.

OBJECT
Skips the migrated or archived object when a recall failure occurs. The objects that are recalled successfully are
copied.

Examples: RECALL-FAILURE Keyword

See the following examples for using RECALL-FAILURE:

• In this example, if a tablespace or indexspace cannot be recalled, it is not copied:
COPY TABLESPACE PDSTPLB1.STLTMPB4

           RECALL-FAILURE OBJECT

• In this example, if a tablespace or indexspace cannot be recalled, the copy job is terminated:
COPY TABLESPACE PDSTPLB1.STLTMPB4
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           RECALL-FAILURE TERM

• In this example, if a tablespace or indexspace cannot be recalled, it is skipped. The objects that are
recalled successfully are copied:
COPY PQCDB01.PQCTS*

COPIES COPY01(Y,SYSCP101,,LP)

RECALL-FAILURE OBJECT

RECOVERYDDN—Define DD Statements for Recovery Image Copies
The RECOVERYDDN keyword specifies the recovery ddnames.

The RECOVERYDDN keyword specifies the following items for image copies in the recovery subsystem:

• The names of the DD statements
• The device types for the primary and backup data sets

When you copy Db2 catalog or directory tables, you must use the COPYDDN and RECOVERYDDN keywords. Do not
use the COPIES keyword.

RECOVERYDDN has no default settings. Specify a recovery ddname through the RECOVERYDDN keyword or through
the COPIES keyword. For more information about RECOVERYDDN, see the IBM Db2 Commands and Utility Reference.

This keyword has the following format:

RECOVERYDDN ({ddname1[,ddname2,devt1,devt2]})

ddname1
Specifies the ddname for the primary copy data set. If you are using TEMPLATE control statements for dynamic
allocation, this parameter specifies a template name instead of a ddname.

ddname2
(Optional) Specifies the ddname for the backup copy data set. If you are using TEMPLATE control statements for
dynamic allocation, this parameter specifies a template name instead of a ddname.
To specify a device type for a single recovery image copy, include a comma for the omitted ddname2. See the
following example:
RECOVERYDDN (ddname1,,devt1)

devt1
Specifies the value to use for the primary recovery image copy in the DEVTYPE column of the SYSCOPY row.

devt2
(Optional) Specifies the value to use for the backup recovery image copy in the DEVTYPE column of the
SYSCOPY row.

When you are copying the Db2 catalog and directory with the DB2CATALOG keyword, the keyword has the following
format:

RECOVERYDDN ({rp_template[,rb_template]} | {,rb_template})

rp_template
Specifies the template name for the recovery site primary (RP) image copies.

rb_template
Specifies the template name for recovery site backup (RB) image copies.

REPORTONLY—Produce Messages Without Creating the Copy
The REPORTONLY keyword produces messages that indicate which CHANGELIMIT threshold has been reached.

Quick Copy does not create a copy when REPORTONLY is specified.
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This keyword has the following format:

REPORTONLY

RESET-STATUS—Reset the Object Status
The RESET-STATUS keyword specifies whether to reset all objects back to their initial status.

This keyword applies to SHRLEVEL REFERENCE copies. During a SHRLEVEL REFERENCE copy, the selected objects
are set to READ ONLY (RO). Quick Copy then checks to see whether any locks exist on the objects. If locks exist, the
utility retries the lock check a specified number of times, based on the value of STOP-LIMIT. If the retry limit is reached,
the job terminates. The objects are left in RO status, and the restart rows remain in the restart table.

If no locks exist, the utility executes the quiesce. If the quiesce fails, the objects remain in RO status and the restart rows
are left in the restart table.

However, if you set RESET-STATUS to YES, all objects are reset to their initial status (that is, their status before the copy
job started). Any restart rows that are related to the copy job are purged from the restart table.

This keyword has the following format:

RESET-STATUS {NO|YES}

NO
Leaves the objects in RO status. Any restart rows that were created remain in the restart table. The job can be
restarted. This value is the default.

YES
Resets the objects back to their initial status and deletes any restart rows that were created for the copy. The job
cannot be restarted.

S-IOP—Specify the I/O Processor
The S-IOP keyword specifies the I/O processor that is used by EXCP channel programs.

Use this parameter to help resolve write errors that are incurred by EXCP channel programs. These write errors are
indicated by error message PQC0159E and MVS message IOS000I.

This keyword has the following format:

S-IOP {NO|YES}

NO
Specifies that a J-Type processor or ESCON Director is in use. The EXCP channel programs write one cylinder at
a time. This value is the default.

YES
Specifies that an S-Type or earlier I/O processor is in use. The EXCP channel programs write three tracks at a
time, instead of one cylinder at a time.
If you notice degraded performance in EXCP channel programs, you might improve performance by specifying S-
IOP YES. Channel programs might be experiencing excessive retries that are affecting the performance.

Example: Write Three Tracks at a Time

In the following example, EXCP channel programs write three tracks at a time:

COPY TABLESPACE DSNDB04.NEWTS

S-IOP YES
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SCOPE—Copy Objects in COPY or ICOPY Status
The SCOPE keyword specifies whether to copy only those objects that are in copy pending (COPY) or information copy
pending (ICOPY) status.

This keyword is useful when you have suppressed logging for some tablespaces. When NOT LOGGED tablespaces
are updated after the last full copy was taken, they are placed in ICOPY status. You can specify SCOPE PENDING to
copy only those tablespaces that have been updated. SCOPE PENDING is supported for SNAPSHOTACCESS YES,
SNAPSHOTACCESS INSTANT, and CONCURRENT COPY.

SCOPE is also useful when you use wildcards to select objects. Only those objects that are in COPY or ICOPY status are
copied. If an object partition is -in COPY or ICOPY status, the entire object is copied.

Consider the following items when you use SCOPE PENDING:

• If you specify SCOPE PENDING with DSNUM PART, Quick Copy treats this specification as DSNUM ALL and it copies
all partitions. To copy only those partitions that are in COPY or ICOPY status, specify DSNUM int.

• If you specify SCOPE PENDING with DSNUM ALL, the entire tablespace or indexspace is copied when any of its
partitions are in COPY or ICOPY status.

• If you specify SCOPE PENDING with a full DSNUM range partition level copy (for example, DSNUM 1:100), Quick
Copy treats it as a partition-level copy.

• When Quick Copy copies a NOT LOGGED indexspace that is in ICOPY status, it also copies the underlying
tablespace.

• If no objects with a pending status are selected, Quick Copy sets the return code to the RC-NO-OBJECTS-SELECTED
value in the PQC UTIL parameter.

This keyword has the following format:

SCOPE (ALL|PENDING)

ALL
Copies all specified objects. This value is the default.

PENDING
Copies only those objects that are in copy pending (COPY) or information copy pending (ICOPY) status.

Example: Copy All Objects in COPY or ICOPY Status

In the following example, only those objects that are in COPY or ICOPY status are copied. If an object partition is in COPY
or ICOPY status, the entire tablespace or indexspace is copied.

COPY TABLESPACE NEWDB.*

   COPIES COPY01(Y,SYSCP101,,LP) 

   FULL YES 

   SHRLEVEL REFERENCE

   SCOPE PENDING

   DSNUM ALL

Example: Copy the Specified Tablespace Objects in COPY or ICOPY Status

In the following example, if the specified partitions (1, 4, 6, and 8) are in COPY or ICOPY status, they are copied:

COPY TABLESPACE NEWDB.NEWTS1

   COPIES COPY01(Y,SYSCP101,,LP) 

   FULL YES 

   SHRLEVEL REFERENCE

   SCOPE PENDING

   DSNUM 1,4,6,8
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Example: Copy the Specified Indexspace Objects in COPY or ICOPY Status

In the following example, if the specified partitions (1, 4, 6, and 8) are in COPY or ICOPY status, they are copied:

COPY INDEXSPACE NEWDB.NEWIX1

   COPIES COPY01(Y,SYSCP101,,LP) 

   FULL YES 

   SHRLEVEL REFERENCE

   SCOPE PENDING

   DSNUM 1,4,6,8

SHRLEVEL—Specify the Object Status During Copy
The SHRLEVEL keyword specifies what state an object is in during a copy.

After the copy completes, the object returns to its pre-copy status. If you specify a STARTUP-ACCESS value, the object
status returns to that value.

For most copies, this keyword has the following format:

SHRLEVEL {REFERENCE|CHANGE|NONE|ANY}

When you copy the Db2 catalog and directory with the DB2CATALOG keyword, this keyword has the following format:

SHRLEVEL {CHANGE|REFERENCE}

REFERENCE
Sets the object to read-only (RO) status and issues a quiesce. This value is the default for most copies.
If you specify MODIFYBITS YES, Quick Copy stops the object after the copy completes. The object then resets to
the STARTUP-ACCESS value.
SHRLEVEL REFERENCE is required when you copy NOT LOGGED tablespaces or the indexspaces for those
tablespaces.

CHANGE
Keeps the object in its original status. The object is available for read/write (RW) access. This value is the default
when you copy the Db2 catalog and directory with the DB2CATALOG keyword. Specify MODIFYBITS NO to use
this value.
For SHRLEVEL CHANGE, Db2 pages are not read from the buffers. Instead, a SYSCOPY START_RBA is
established. A recovery utility can use the RBA to identify differences between DASD before or during the copy.
This process lets the copy utility read object pages from DASD while those pages are being updated.
The Db2 log is used to obtain a SYSCOPY START_RBA. In a data sharing subsystem, the log from each member
in a group is read.
If any tablespaces or tablespace partitions are in copy pending status, the following actions occur:

1. If PQC-QUIESCE-FALLBACK (YES) is set in the UTIL parmlib, QUIESCE is invoked for the tablespace or
tablespace partitions. Otherwise, COPY fails.

2. The tablespace or tablespace partitions are copied.
3. The copy pending status is removed at the end of the copy.

The following syntax cannot be specified with SHRLEVEL CHANGE:

• MODIFYBITS YES
• AUDIT 1
• AUDIT 2

NONE
Sets the object status to STOP. Read or write access is not permitted. If the object cannot be stopped, the job
terminates.
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ANY
Processes the copy as a SHRLEVEL CHANGE. If you specify any of the following options, the copy converts to
SHRLEVEL REFERENCE so that processing can continue:

• MODIFYBITS YES
• AUDIT 1
• AUDIT 2

SHRLEVEL applies to all objects that are specified in the COPY statement. Therefore, the conversion from
SHRLEVEL CHANGE to SHRLEVEL REFERENCE applies to all objects that are being copied.

Example: Specify a SHRLEVEL REFERENCE Copy

The following example sets the tablespace to RO status and issues a quiesce to obtain an RBA:

COPY TABLESPACE DSNDB04.NEWTS

     MODIFYBITS NO 

     SHRLEVEL REFERENCE

SINGLE-ATTACH—Control the Multitasking Method
When you specify SINGLE-ATTACH NO, Quick Copy attaches and detaches the read and write tasks for each unit of work
individually.

When you specify SINGLE-ATTACH YES, Quick Copy attaches and detaches read and write tasks for multiple units of
work. The COPY-TASKS keyword controls the number of tasks that are included in a single attach. We recommend a
COPY-TASKS value of less than 10. Specifying SINGLE-ATTACH YES when you are copying many objects (for example,
when using wildcards) can reduce the CPU usage and elapsed time. However, the amount of improvement varies among
installations.

This keyword has the following format:

SINGLE-ATTACH {NO|YES}

NO
Attaches and detaches reader and writer tasks when each new unit of work is scheduled. This value is the default.

YES
Attaches the required number of reader and writer tasks, up to the number that is specified by the COPY-TASKS
keyword. When each reader task and its associated writer tasks complete their current unit of work, the tasks wait
for more work to be scheduled. When all units of work are completed, all read and write tasks are posted and
detached.

Example: SINGLE-ATTACH YES

In the following example, SINGLE-ATTACH YES is specified. When each unit of work is completed, its reader and writer
tasks wait until they are posted with more work or they are instructed to terminate.

COPY TABLESPACE NEWDB.*

     COPIES COPY01(Y,SYSCP101,,LP) 

     FULL YES 

     SHRLEVEL REFERENCE

     COPY-TASKS 8

     DSNUM PART                       

     PARTS-PER-COPY 1

     SINGLE-ATTACH YES

Example: SINGLE-ATTACH NO
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In the following example, SINGLE-ATTACH NO is specified. Quick Copy attaches and detaches the reader and writer
tasks for each unit of work when each new unit of work is scheduled.

COPY TABLESPACE NEWDB.*

     COPIES COPY01(Y,SYSCP101,,LP) 

     FULL YES 

     SHRLEVEL REFERENCE

     COPY-TASKS 8

     DSNUM PART                       

     PARTS-PER-COPY 1

     SINGLE-ATTACH NO

SKIP-INVALID—Skip Objects in Invalid Status
The SKIP-INVALID keyword specifies whether to ignore objects in an invalid status and continue processing.

Specifying SKIP-INVALID at the SYSIN level overrides the SKIP-INVALID value in the UTIL parmlib member.

This keyword has the following format:

SKIP-INVALID {NO|YES}

NO
Terminates processing when an object in an invalid status is found. This value is the default.

YES
Skips objects in an invalid status. Quick Copy checks all objects in a COPY statement for a valid status before
scheduling any copy tasks. If an object partition is in an invalid status, the utility skips that partition and it copies
the remaining partitions. If a nonpartitioned object is in an invalid status, the utility skips the object. In all cases,
message PQC0883W is issued.
Objects are also considered to be in an invalid status when another utility is using the object or any partition. That
is, if the object has a restart row in the restart table. In this case, the utility skips the entire object and generates
message PQC0884W.

Example: SKIP-INVALID Keyword

In this example, PQCDB5.PQCTS5 is a five-partition tablespace. Partition 3 has a restart row in the restart table:

COPY TABLESPACE PQCDB5.PQCTS5

     DSNUM ALL

     QUICKCOPY COPY01(Y,SYSCP101,,LP)

     SKIP-INVALID YES

For the previous example, the following message is issued:

PQC0453E RESTART TABLE ERROR: OBJECT PQCDB5.PQCTS5 IN USE BY

        UTILITY ID: USER01.PRTI6001           CHECKSUM: 00027621

Because partition 3 is in use, the object is skipped as specified in DSNUM ALL. The following message is issued:

PQC0884W OBJECT PQCDB5.PQCTS5 PART 0000 IGNORED DUE TO RESTART TABLE

         CONFLICT.

If you then code the following syntax, the entire object is still ignored:

COPY TABLESPACE PQCDB5.PQCTS5 

     DSNUM 1,3,5

However, the issued message identifies the partition that is in conflict. The message shows the object specification
containing partition 3 and distinguishing it from another object specification for the same object:
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PQC0884W OBJECT PQCDB5.PQCTS5 IGNORED DUE TO RESTART TABLE CONFLICT PART 0003

SKIP-RECALL—Skip Migrated or Archived Objects
The SKIP-RECALL keyword specifies whether to skip migrated or archived objects during a copy.

This keyword has the following format:

SKIP-RECALL {NO|YES}

NO
Does not skip migrated or archived objects. This value is the default.

YES
Skips objects that have been migrated or archived.
SKIP-RECALL YES does not apply to partitioned objects when DSNUM ALL is specified.

NOTE
Quick Copy has no control over which primary volumes are selected during the archival systems RECALL
phase, which contains the Db2 spaces.

Examples: SKIP-RECALL Keyword

The following example skips all objects that have been migrated or archived, except for objects with more than one
partition with DSNUM ALL specified:
COPY TABLESPACE PDSTPLB1.*

     SKIP-RECALL YES

The following example does not skip the migrated or archived objects:
COPY TABLESPACE PDSTPLB1.STLTMPB4

           SKIP-RECALL NO

SNAPSHOTACCESS—Take a Snapshot Point-in-Time Copy
The SNAPSHOTACCESS keyword specifies whether to take a snapshot point-in-time copy for the selected objects.

This keyword has the following format:

SNAPSHOTACCESS {NO|YES|INSTANT}

NO
Does not take snapshot point-in-time copies. This value is the default.

YES
Takes snapshot point-in-time copies and uses them to create object copies. A temporary flash copy exists only
until a standard copy is created and registered.
Specify the following parameters:

• FULL YES (default)
• MODIFYBITS NO
• If you specify SNAPSHOTACCESS YES and SNAPSHOTFALLBACK CONTINUE, only AUDIT 0 is supported.

The following keywords are not valid with SNAPSHOTACCESS YES:

• CHANGELIMIT
• REPORTONLY
• QUIESCE BEFORE
• SHRLEVEL NONE
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INSTANT
Takes instant snapshot point-in-time copies that Fast Recover can use for a recovery.
If you specify SNAPSHOTACCESS INSTANT, specify the following parameters:

• FULL YES (default)
• MODIFYBITS NO

The following keywords are not valid with SNAPSHOTACCESS INSTANT:

• CHANGELIMIT
• REPORTONLY
• QUIESCE BEFORE
• SHRLEVEL NONE
• SNAPSHOTFALLBACK

SNAPSHOTACCESS INSTANT copies can be registered in Broadcom SYSCOPY or in SYSIBM.SYSCOPY.
Copies that are registered in Broadcom SYSCOPY retain the COPY or ICOPY status on the object. Copies that
are registered in SYSIBM.SYSCOPY have the COPY and ICOPY status removed.

Example: Make Snapshot Point-in-Time Copies

This example takes a snapshot point-in-time copy followed by a standard copy that is registered in SYSIBM.SYSCOPY:

COPY TABLESPACE NEWDB.NEWTS

     COPIES COPY01(Y,SYSCP101,,LP)

     FULL YES

     SNAPSHOTACCESS YES

     STARTUP-ACCESS RESET

     MODIFYBITS NO

     SHRLEVEL REFERENCE

Example: Make a Snapshot Point-in-Time Copy and a Sequential Copy

SNAPSHOTACCESS INSTANT does not support sequential copies. If you specify SNAPSHOTACCESS INSTANT with
COPIES or QUICKCOPY to make a sequential copy and an instant snapshot point-in-time copy in one COPY job, the
sequential copy specification is ignored. Message PQC0821I is issued.

This example shows how to make a snapshot point-in-time copy and a sequential copy by specifying
SNAPSHOTACCESS YES. You can use the TEMPLATE statement to define the image copy data set or you can use the
definition from the PQC parmlib member:

TEMPLATE COPY101 DSN 'TEST01.&DB..&TS..A&PA(3:3)..P1&TIME.'

         UNIT TAPE   RETPD(10)  

TEMPLATE COPY102 DSN 'PQC.USER01.&DB..&TS..B&PA(3:3)..P2&TIME.' 

         UNIT SYSDA  RETPD(30) 

 COPY TABLESPACE dbname.tsname 

      COPIES COPY01(Y,COPY101,,LP)

      SNAPSHOTACCESS YES

Example: Minimum Syntax for an Instant Snapshot Point-in-Time Copy

This example shows the minimum syntax for making an instant snapshot point-in-time copy:

COPY TABLESPACE DBNAME.TSNAME

     SNAPSHOTACCESS INSTANT

This syntax is valid for either method of registering the image copy data sets (Broadcom SYSCOPY or
SYSIBM.SYSCOPY). Consider the following items:
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• When you specify SSCOPYOPT=NO in the UTIL parmlib member, the copy is registered in the Broadcom SYSCOPY
table. The image copy name is based on the name of the Db2 VSAM object, with the INODE value adjusted.

• When you specify SSCOPYOPT=YES, the copy is registered in the SYSIBM.SYSCOPY tablespace. The default
SSCOPYDDN in the UTIL parmlib member is used for the image copy name.

Example: Make Instant Snapshot Point-in-Time Copies that Fast Recover Can Recover

This example creates instant snapshot point-in-time copies that Fast Recover can recover:

COPY TABLESPACE NEWDB.NEWTS

     FULL YES

     SNAPSHOTACCESS INSTANT

    [SNAPSHOTHLQ TEST]

    [SHRLEVEL REFERENCE]

SNAPSHOTHLQ and SHRLEVEL are optional. If these keywords are not specified, the default values are used. If the
instant point-in-time copies are registered in Broadcom SYSCOPY, the Fast Recover job requires SNAPSHOTACCESS
INSTANT syntax.

SNAPSHOTFALLBACK—Specify the Error Response
The SNAPSHOTFALLBACK keyword specifies the action to take when an error occurs during a snapshot point-in-time
copy.

If an error occurs and the SNAPSHOTFALLBACK option cannot be honored, all objects reset to their status at the start of
the job.

This keyword is valid only with SNAPSHOTACCESS YES. This keyword is ignored for SNAPSHOTACCESS INSTANT.

This keyword has the following format:

SNAPSHOTFALLBACK {TERM|CONTINUE}

TERM
Stops processing when an error occurs during a point-in-time copy. This value is the default.

CONTINUE
Initiates a SHRLEVEL CHANGE COPY when an error occurs during a point-in-time copy. Quick Copy uses the
RBA from the quiesce to register the copy. After the objects are copied, the return code is set to 2.

Example: Initiate SHRLEVEL CHANGE COPY if an Error Occurs

In this example, if an error occurs during a snapshot point-in-time copy, Quick Copy takes a standard SHRLEVEL
CHANGE copy using the RBA from the quiesce:

COPY TABLESPACE NEWDB.NEWTS     

     COPIES COPY01(Y,SYSCP101,,LP)     

     FULL YES     

     SNAPSHOTACCESS YES     

     SNAPSHOTFALLBACK CONTINUE     

     STARTUP-ACCESS RESET     

     MODIFYBITS NO     

     SHRLEVEL REFERENCE 

SNAPSHOTHLQ—Specify a High-Level Qualifier for Snapshots
The SNAPSHOTHLQ keyword specifies the high-level qualifier to use for snapshot point-in-time copies.

This keyword sets the high-level qualifier for the VSAM snapshot objects in the following situations:
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• For SNAPSHOTACCESS YES.
• When registering SNAPSHOTACCESS INSTANT image copies into Broadcom SYSCOPY.
• When the following conditions are true:

• You are registering SNAPSHOTACCESS INSTANT image copies into SYSIBM.SYSCOPY.
• The default DSN template in the UTIL parmlib member (SSCOPYDDN) is used.
• The SSCOPYHLQ parameter in the UTIL parmlib member is set to YES.

If SSCOPYHLQ NO is specified in the UTIL parmlib member, or the TEMPLATE in the COPY job is used,
SNAPSHOTHLQ is ignored.

If you do not specify SNAPSHOTHLQ in your syntax, the source object VCAT is used as the high-level qualifier.

WARNING
Verify that required authorization is set for the high-level qualifier that you specify.

This keyword has the following format:

SNAPSHOTHLQ hlq 

hlq
Specifies the high-level qualifier to use for the snapshot point-in-time copies.

Example: Specify High-Level Qualifier for Snapshot Point-in-Time Copies

The following example uses SHRK01 as the high-level qualifier for the snapshot point-in-time copies:

COPY TABLESPACE NEWDB.NEWTS

     COPIES COPY01(Y,SYSCP101,,LP)

     FULL YES

     STARTUP-ACCESS RESET

     SNAPSHOTACCESS YES

     SNAPSHOTHLQ SHRK01

     SNAPSHOTFALLBACK CONTINUE

     MODIFYBITS NO

     SHRLEVEL REFERENCE

SNAPSHOTIWAIT—Specify Whether to Wait for Physical Copies
The SNAPSHOTIWAIT keyword specifies whether to wait for SNAPSHOTACCESS INSTANT copies to complete and be
registered before processing continues

Quick Copy waits for the instant copy to complete before it registers the copy in Broadcom SYSCOPY and starts
processing the next job step. This wait occurs because the copy cannot be used to perform a recovery until it is
completed.

If you do not intend to use the instant copy to recover an object, you can specify SNAPSHOTACCESS INSTANT. Then,
use the Merge/Modify MERGECOPY command with COPY-IMAGE-COPY and LAST-INSTANT to create image copies
from the instant copies and register them in SYSIBM.SYSCOPY (instead of Broadcom SYSCOPY). You do not need to
wait for the instant copies to complete and be registered, because you are not using them to restore the object. In this
case, you can specify SNAPSHOTIWAIT NO to suppress the wait and shorten your processing time.

This keyword has the following format:

SNAPSHOTIWAIT {YES|NO}

YES
Waits for the physical SNAPSHOTACCESS INSTANT copies to complete.
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NO
Does not wait for the physical SNAPSHOTACCESS INSTANT copies to complete.

Example: SNAPSHOTIWAIT NO

In the following example, Quick Copy does not wait for the physical copies to complete:

COPY TABLESPACE NEWDB.NEWTS

      SNAPSHOTACCESS INSTANT

      SNAPSHOTIWAIT NO

      SNAPSHOTHLQ TEST

      SHRLEVEL REFERENCE

SSCOPYDDN—Specify Snapshot Copy DSN Template
The SSCOPYDDN keyword specifies the template for data set names of SNAPSHOTACCESS INSTANT copies to be
registered in SYSIBM.SYSCOPY.

The template is used only for SNAPSHOTACCESS INSTANT copies when SSCOPYOPT YES is specified in the UTIL
parmlib member.

You can also use FCCOPYDDN in place of SSCOPYDDN.

When the SSCOPYDDN or FCCOPYDDN keyword is not specified, Quick Copy uses the default template (SSCOPYDDN)
in the UTIL parmlib member. If the default template is not defined in UTIL, Quick Copy completes with a return code of 8
and error message PQC0806E.

SSCOPYDDN is ignored when SNAPSHOTACCESS YES is specified.

This keyword has the following format:

TEMPLATE template-name   DSN name-expression 

SSCOPYDDN (template-name)

template-name
Specifies a name for the template.
Limits: Eight alphanumeric characters (must begin with an alphabetic character)

name-expression
Specifies the components and the syntax for the data set name as follows:
(hlq.&DB..&TS..N{&DSNUM.|&PART.|&PA.}.{&UNIQ.|&UQ.|&TIME.|&TI.|&HHMMSS.})

hlq
Specifies a high-level qualifier. SSCOPYDDN is an object-level keyword, and lets you assign different
values to the snapshot VSAM data set, appropriate to your environment.

WARNING
Verify that the required authorization is set for the high-level qualifier that you specify.

&DB..&TS..
Specifies the database and tablespace names.

&DSNUM.|&PART.|&PA.
Specifies the partition or piece number of the page set as follows:

• &PART. and &PA. are substituted with a five-character partition number.
• &DSNUM. is substituted with a three- or four-character partition number. If the partition number is less

than 1,000, &DSNUM reflects a three-digit partition number. Otherwise, &DSNUM reflects a four-digit
partition number.
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&UNIQ.|&UQ.|&TIME.|&TI.|&HHMMSS.
Specifies a unique generated value.

Example: Specify the Data Set Name Template for a SNAPSHOTACCESS INSTANT Copy of an IBM SHARK Object

This example specifies a data set name template for an instant snapshot point-in-time copy of an IBM SHARK object:

TEMPLATE SHARK

    DSN(SHK01.&DB..&SN..N&PA..&UQ.)

 

COPY TABLESPACE DBNAME.TSNAME

     SSCOPYDDN (SHARK)

     SNAPSHOTACCESS INSTANT

     MODIFYBITS NO

     SHRLEVEL REFERENCE

     FULL YES

When you specify SSCOPYOPT=NO in the UTIL parmlib member, Quick Copy registers this copy in the Broadcom
SYSCOPY table. The image copy name is based on the name of the Db2 VSAM object, with the INODE value adjusted.

When you specify SSCOPYOPT=YES in the UTIL parmlib member, Quick Copy registers this image copy in the
SYSIBM.SYSCOPY tablespace. The SHARK template is used to generate data set names for the image copy. The
high-level qualifier for the TEMPLATE DSN must be valid for the FlashCopy device that is used for the target data set.
Otherwise, the job fails. Data set names for the copy consists of the following elements:

• SHARK. (high-level qualifier)
• &DB.. (database name)
• &SN.. (tablespace name)
• N&PA.. (partition number)
• &UQ (unique generated value)

Example: Use the Default Data Set Name Template

This example creates a copy using the default data set name template from the UTIL parmlib member:

COPY TABLESPACE DBNAME.TSNAME

     SNAPSHOTACCESS INSTANT

     MODIFYBITS NO

     SHRLEVEL REFERENCE

     FULL YES

STARTUP-ACCESS—Specify the Tablespace Start Mode
The STARTUP-ACCESS keyword specifies the mode in which the tablespace starts after the copy completes.

STARTUP-ACCESS RW-FORCE executes regardless of the copy status. All other STARTUP-ACCESS options are set
only when the copy is successful. If you do not specify STARTUP-ACCESS, the object restarts in its original mode (state).

This keyword has the following format:

STARTUP-ACCESS {RESET|RW|RW-FORCE|RO|STOP|FORCE}

RESET
Resets the object to its original state. This value is the default.

RW
Sets the object status to read-write (RW). Programs can read from or can write to the object.
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RW-FORCE
Forces the object status to RW, regardless of the return code. Restart rows for this COPY statement are deleted
from the restart table. If the copy fails, the job cannot be restarted. Rerun the job from the beginning.

RO
Sets the object status to read-only (RO). Programs can read from, but not write to, the object.

STOP
Puts the object in STOP mode.

FORCE
Forces full access to the data by resetting any indications that an object is unavailable because of pending
deferred restarts, write error ranges, read-only accesses, or utility controls.

Example: Let Programs Read From or Write to the Databases

In the following example, programs can read from or can write to the named databases after the copy completes:

COPY TABLESPACE DSNDB04.NEWTS

STARTUP-ACCESS RW

STOP-LIMIT—Specify When to Terminate Processing
The STOP-LIMIT keyword specifies how many minutes to wait for the database object to be stopped before processing
terminates.

This keyword has the following format:

STOP-LIMIT int 

int
Specifies the number of minutes before processing terminates.
Default: 1
Limits: 1 - 9999

Example: Wait One Minute Before Issuing an Error

In the following example, the utility waits for one minute before issuing an error message stating that the object cannot be
stopped:

COPY TABLESPACE DSNDB04.NEWTS

STOP-LIMIT 0001

SYSTEMPAGES—Place System Pages at the Beginning
The SYSTEMPAGES keyword specifies whether to place system pages at the beginning of the image copy data set.

This keyword does not apply to indexes or LOB spaces.

This keyword has the following format:

SYSTEMPAGES [YES|NO]

YES
Places system pages at the beginning of the image copy data set. This value is the default. All system pages are
copied at the beginning of the image copy, even when it is an incremental copy and the pages have not been
updated since the last copy. This processing ensures that the UNLOAD utility has the correct information to
properly format and unload all data rows.
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NO
Copies system pages in their normal positions. This option does not ensure that system pages are copied at the
beginning of the image copy data set. For an incremental copy, if the system pages have not changed since the
last copy, they may be omitted entirely.

Example: Place All System Pages at the Beginning of the Data Set

The following example places all system pages at the beginning of the image copy data set:

COPY TABLESPACE TESTDB.TESTPQC

     COPIES (Y,SYSCP101,,LP)

     SYSTEMPAGES YES

TABLESPACE—Define the Tablespace to Copy
The TABLESPACE keyword specifies the tablespace to copy.

You cannot copy objects in database DSNDB07. Also, TABLESPACE is not valid with COPY LIST or COPY OBJ-LIST.

When Quick Copy copies the Db2 catalog or directory, it invokes the IBM Db2 COPY utility. Objects that are copied with
IBM Db2 COPY cannot be copied in a list with objects that are copied with Quick Copy.

This keyword has the following format:

COPY TABLESPACE [dbname.]tsname 

     [Object Options]

     [Statement Options]

     [Parmlib Override Options]

dbname
Specifies the database name. If you do not specify a database, the default is DSNDB04.

tsname
Specifies the tablespace name.

You can use wildcards in the database or tablespace name. If you use wildcards, the image copy data sets are allocated
dynamically.

Consider the following wildcard restrictions:

• Wildcards are not valid with databases DSNDB01 and DSNDB06.
• The following objects are excluded from a wildcard specification automatically:

• Objects with a creator of SYSIBM
• Objects in database DSNDB07
• Objects in restart tablespaces (PTDB.PTGxxxTn)
• PTDB.PTGxxxUH (history table)
• PTDB.ALOGFILE
• PTDB.ALOGRANG

All tablespaces beginning with PTG must be copied individually.

Examples: Wildcards

See the following examples of wildcard usage:

• The following example copies the PQCSAMP.NEWTS tablespace:
COPY TABLESPACE PQCSAMP.NEWTS

• The following example omits the database name. As a result, the utility copies the tablespace DSNDB04.NEWTS:
COPY TABLESPACE NEWTS
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• The following example substitutes an asterisk (*) for tsname. As a result, the utility copies all tablespaces in the
PQCSAMP database:
COPY TABLESPACE PQCSAMP.*

• The following example substitutes a percent sign (%) in the tsname. As a result, the utility copies all the tablespaces in
the PQCSAMP database that begin with "AB":
COPY TABLESPACE PQCSAMP.AB%

• The following example substitutes the percent sign (%) and underscore sign (_) in the dbname and tsname. As a
result, the utility copies all tablespaces that have an “X” in the seventh position and that reside in databases with an “I”
in the second position:
COPY TABLESPACE _I%.______X%

• The following example substitutes the percent sign (%) and underscore sign (_) in the dbname and tsname. As a
result, the utility copies all tablespaces beginning with “TI” and with “TS” in the sixth and seventh positions. The
tablespaces must also reside in databases beginning with “TI” and with “RDB” in the fifth, sixth, and seventh positions:
COPY TABLESPACE TI__RDB%.TI___TS%

• The following example substitutes the underscore sign (_) in the tsname. As a result, the utility copies all tablespaces
with a “P” in the first position and with “72” in the seventh and eighth positions from database PTDB:
COPY TABLESPACE PTDB.P_____72

• The following example substitutes the underscore sign (_) in the tsname. As a result, the utility copies all tablespaces
with a “P” in the first position from database PTDB:
COPY TABLESPACE PTDB.P_______

• The following example substitutes the underscore sign (_) in the tsname and the asterisk (*) for dbname. As a result,
the utility copies all tablespaces with an “F” in the first position and with “DB” in the third and fourth positions:
COPY TABLESPACE *.F_DB%

• The following example substitutes the percent sign (%) and asterisk sign (*) in the dbname and tsname. As a result,
the utility copies all tablespaces that contain “TS” and that reside in databases having "JCT” in the name:
COPY TABLESPACE %JCT%.*TS*

• The following example substitutes the percent sign (%) and asterisk sign (*) in the dbname and tsname. As a result,
the utility copies all tablespaces that begin with “JT” and that reside in databases with “JCT” in the name:
COPY TABLESPACE %JCT%.JT*

TEMPLATE—Define Dynamic Allocation for Image Copy Data Sets
You can specify an unlimited number of template statements. In contrast, PQCPARM is limited to one occurrence
per COPY statement, with one model per copy type (LP, LB, RP, RB, LP2, LB2, RP2, and RB2). Templates are useful
when you want to specify individual dynamic allocation parameters for each image copy data set.

Consider the following items when you use TEMPLATE:
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• You can use templates with COPY LIST, COPY OBJ-LIST, COPY TABLESPACE, COPY INDEX, and COPY
INDEXSPACE.

• You can use the SSCOPYDDN and FCCOPYDDN keywords to specify templates for SNAPSHOTACCESS
INSTANT copies.

• If you specify COPY LIST or COPY OBJ-LIST, specify templates for use with the image copy data sets.
• Do not specify PQCPARM when you intend to use templates for the model statements.
• Quick Copy supports TEMPLATE for all image copy types (standard, SNAPSHOTACCESS, and CONCURRENT

COPY).
• Template switching is supported.
• The Broadcom Db2 utilities adhere to the IBM Db2 syntax diagram rules regarding the use of parentheses. That is,

our utilities tolerate the use of parentheses only where documented in IBM syntax diagrams or as documented in this
documentation.

• The PREVIEW keyword in the OPTIONS control statement is not supported when templates are used. If this keyword
is specified, the template data set names are not expanded with symbolic substitutions.

• For more information about the TEMPLATE parameters, see the IBM Db2 Utility Guide and Reference.

This control statement has the following format:

TEMPLATE template-name 

      DSN name-expression 

      [common-options]

      [disk-options | tape-options]

template-name
Specifies a name for the template.
Limits: Eight alphanumeric characters (must begin with an alphabetic character)

DSN name-expression
Specifies a model for the data set name. The name expression can consist of symbolic variables, nonvariable
alphanumeric characters, national characters, or any combination of symbolics and characters. The resulting
name must be unique for each invocation of the utility. If special characters are used, enclose them in single
quotation marks.
In the following example, single quotes are required:
DSN 'PROD.&DB..&TS..P&PA.(+1)'

 

In the following example, each image copy has its own template model. You can specify more than one template
model. Each model can be used for any copy type:
TEMPLATE CTGLP001 DSN PROD.ACCTG.&DB..&TS..LP&DATE.

TEMPLATE CTGLB001 DSN 'PROD.ACCTG.&DB..&TS..LB&DATE.(+1)'

TEMPLATE INVLP001 DSN PROD.INVENT.&DB..&TS..LP&PA

TEMPLATE INVLB001 DSN 'PROD.INVENT.&DB..&TS..LB&DATE.(+1)'

  

COPY TABLESPACE ACTGDB10.QCTGTS10

     COPIES COPY01(Y,CTGLP001,,LP)

             COPY02(Y,CTGLB001,,LB)

  

     TABLESPACE INVTDB01.INVTTS01

     COPIES COPY01(Y,INVLP001,,LP)

            COPY02(Y,INVLB001,,LB)

common-options
Specifies the allocation parameters for the data set. These options apply to both disk data sets and tape data
sets.
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disk-options
Specifies the allocation of disk data sets. You cannot specify both disk options and tape options in the same
TEMPLATE statement.

tape-options
Specifies the allocation of tape data sets. You cannot specify both disk options and tape options in the same
TEMPLATE statement.

Example: Specify Multiple TEMPLATE Control Statements

In the following example, multiple TEMPLATE control statements are coded in the SYSIN using IBM COPYDDN syntax:

//SYSIN   DD *

     TEMPLATE CP01  DSN '&USERID..&DB..&TS..D&JDATE..T&TIME.'    

     TEMPLATE CP02  DSN '&PROD.&JOBNAME..&DB..&TS..D&JDATE.' 

     TEMPLATE CP03  DSN '&TEST..&USERID..&DB..&TS..T&TIME.'  

   COPY TABLESPACE PQCDB32.PQCTS32

         COPYDDN(CP01)   

         TABLESPACE PQCDBX.PQCTSX1   

         COPYDDN(CP02)   

         TABLESPACE PQCQAP.PQCTSP1   

         COPYDDN(CP03)

Example: Specify a Data Set and Member with Multiple TEMPLATE Definitions

In the following example, CP01, CP02, and CP03 are TEMPLATE control statements. These statements are specified in
member COPY01 in the TEST.COPY.TEMPLATE library. The OPTIONS control statement is not required to identify the
template data set because the default data set, SYSTEMPL, is used. Quick Copy COPIES syntax is used.

//SYSTEMPL  DD  DSN=TEST.COPY.TEMPLATE(COPY01),DISP=SHR

//SYSIN        DD   *       

    COPY TABLESPACE PQCDB32.PQCTS32 

         COPIES COPY01(Y,CP01,,LP)   

         TABLESPACE PQCDBX.PQCTSX1   

         COPIES COPY01(Y,CP02,,LB)   

         TABLESPACE PQCQAX.PQCTSQA1  

         COPIES COPY01(Y,CP03,,RP)

Example: Specify Templates for Multiple-Device Copies

This example specifies various data set name templates while taking SNAPSHOTACCESS INSTANT copies of Hitachi,
EMC, and SHARK objects:

TEMPLATE HDSA

   DSN 'HDSA.&DB..&SN..N&PA(1,5)..&UQ.'

TEMPLATE HDSB

   DSN 'HDSB.&DB..&SN..N&PART(1,5)..&UQ.'

 

TEMPLATE HDSC

   DSN(HDSC.&SN..N&DSNUM..&UQ.)

TEMPLATE HDSD

   DSN(HDSD.&DB..&SN..N&DSNUM..&UQ.)

TEMPLATE HDSE

   DSN 'HDSE.&DB..&SN..N&PART(1,4)..&UQ.'

  

TEMPLATE EMC1

   DSN(EMC1.&DB..&SN..N&PART..&UQ.)
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TEMPLATE EMC2

   DSN(EMC2.&DB..&SN..N&PA..&UQ.)

TEMPLATE EMC3

   DSN(EMC3.&DB..&SN..N&PART..&UQ.)

TEMPLATE EMC4

   DSN(EMC4.&DB..&SN..N&PART..&UQ.)

  

TEMPLATE SHARK

   DSN(SHARK.&DB..&SN..N&PA..&UQ.)

  

COPY INDEXSPACE PQCDB001.PQCIXA01

     FCCOPYDDN (HDSA)

     INDEXSPACE PQCDB001.PQCIXB01

     SSCOPYDDN (HDSB)

  

     TABLESPACE PQCDB002.PQCTSP*

     SSCOPYDDN (HDSC)

     TABLESPACE PQCDB003.PQCTSP*

     SSCOPYDDN (HDSD)

     TABLESPACE PQCDB004.PQCTSP*

     SSCOPYDDN (HDSE)

  

     TABLESPACE PQCDB005.PQCTSP*

     SSCOPYDDN (EMC1)

     TABLESPACE PQCDB006.PQCTSP*

     SSCOPYDDN (EMC2)

     TABLESPACE PQCDB007.PQCTSP*

     SSCOPYDDN (EMC3)

     TABLESPACE PQCDB008.PQCTSP*

     SSCOPYDDN (EMC4)

  

     TABLESPACE PQCDB714.PQCTS*

     FCCOPYDDN (SHARK)

  

     SNAPSHOTACCESS INSTANT

     SNAPSHOTFALLBACK TERM

     MODIFYBITS NO

     SHRLEVEL REFERENCE

     FULL YES

     EXCP NO

     ALLMSGS

Example: Specify TEMPLATE with LISTDEF

This example specifies a data set name template to use for a SNAPSHOTACCESS INSTANT copy of a SHARK object
using LISTDEF:

TEMPLATE SHARK

    DSN 'SHK7.&DB..&SN..N&PA(1,5)..&UQ.'

 

LISTDEF COPYLIST INCLUDE TABLESPACE PQCDB714.PQCTS*

 

COPY LIST COPYLIST

     COPIES  COPY01(Y,SYSCP101)
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     SNAPSHOTACCESS INSTANT

     SSCOPYDDN (SHARK)

     MODIFYBITS NO

     SHRLEVEL REFERENCE

     FULL YES

     EXCP NO

     ALLMSGS

TERMACCESS—Reset the Tablespace Status Upon Termination
The TERMACCESS keyword specifies whether to reset the tablespace status to the STARTUP-ACCESS value when the
utility is terminated.

The TERMACCESS keyword is used with RESTART(TERM).

NOTE
If a statement fails, RESTART(TERM) terminates that statement, then skips any remaining statements in that job
step.

When you restart a job, you typically should not modify the syntax. However, with TERMACCESS, Quick Copy starts
the objects based on the STARTUP-ACCESS value. If you do not specify STARTUP-ACCESS, the utility defaults to the
RESET value.

This keyword has the following format:

TERMACCESS {NO|YES}

NO
Does not reset the tablespace status. The restart rows for the tablespace are deleted from the restart table. This
value is the default.

YES
Resets the tablespace status to the STARTUP-ACCESS value and deletes the restart rows for the tablespace in
the restart table.

Example: Specify TERMACCESS YES

The following example starts the tablespace in RW status and deletes its restart rows when a copy job executes with the
RESTART(TERM) parameter.

COPY TABLESPACE PQCSAMP.NEWTS

TERMACCESS YES

STARTUP-ACCESS RW

Example: Specify TERMACCESS YES with Automatic Restart Processing

In this example, suppose that statement #002 fails. If a RESTART(TERM) job is executed to clean up the restart table, the
syntax should not be changed. However, if you specify TERMACCESS YES you can also specify a STARTUP-ACCESS
value that differs from the STARTUP-ACCESS value of the initial copy job.

If you implement AUTO-RESTART, the job restarts from the statement that failed and sets the objects in statement #002
to RW status:

COPY TABLESPACE PQCDB30.PQCTS30           stmt  #001

     DSNUM 1:10

     COPIES COPY01(Y,SYSAA101,,LP)

     STARTUP-ACCESS RW

 

COPY TABLESPACE PQCDB30.PQCTS30           stmt  #002
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     DSNUM 11:20

     COPIES COPY01(Y,SYSBB101,,LP)

     STARTUP-ACCESS RW

  

COPY TABLESPACE PQCDB30.PQCTS30           stmt  #003

     DSNUM 21:30

     COPIES COPY01(Y,SYSCC101,,LP)

     STARTUP-ACCESS RW

Example: Clean Up the Restart Table

In this example, suppose statement #002 fails and you want to clean up the restart table and reset the objects to their
initial status. Because the job fails in statement #002, the following events occur:

• Object partitions 1:10, from statement #001, complete the copy successfully and are set to their initial status.
• For partitions 11:20, the copy does not complete and the partitions stay in RO status because of a SHRLEVEL

REFERENCE COPY.
• Statement #003 does not start, so the status of partitions 21:30 does not change.

COPY TABLESPACE PQCDB30.PQCTS30           stmt  #001

     DSNUM 1:10

     COPIES COPY01(Y,SYSAA101,,LP)

     SHRLEVEL REFERENCE

     STARTUP-ACCESS RESET

 

COPY TABLESPACE PQCDB30.PQCTS30           stmt  #002

     DSNUM 11:20

     COPIES COPY01(Y,SYSBB101,,LP)

     SHRLEVEL REFERENCE

     STARTUP-ACCESS RESET

  

COPY TABLESPACE PQCDB30.PQCTS30           stmt  #003

     DSNUM 21:30

     COPIES COPY01(Y,SYSCC101,,LP)

     SHRLEVEL REFERENCE

     STARTUP-ACCESS RESET

To remove restart rows in the restart table and reset the objects to their original status, use the following syntax for a
RESTART(TERM) execution:

COPY TABLESPACE PQCDB30.PQCTS30           stmt  #001

     DSNUM 1:10

     COPIES COPY01(Y,SYSAA101,,LP)

     SHRLEVEL REFERENCE

     STARTUP-ACCESS RESET

     TERMACCESS YES

 

COPY TABLESPACE PQCDB30.PQCTS30           stmt  #002

     DSNUM 11:20

     COPIES COPY01(Y,SYSBB101,,LP)

     SHRLEVEL REFERENCE

     STARTUP-ACCESS RESET

     TERMACCESS YES

  

COPY TABLESPACE PQCDB30.PQCTS30           stmt  #003
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     DSNUM 21:30

     COPIES COPY01(Y,SYSCC101,,LP)

     SHRLEVEL REFERENCE

     STARTUP-ACCESS RESET

     TERMACCESS YES

If you specify AUTO-RESTART YES in the UTIL parmlib member, the job automatically restarts from the failed statement
(in this example, statement #002).

The example specifies TERMACCESS YES with STARTUP-ACCESS RESET. In this example, the objects for statement
#002 reset their status before the execution of the initial copy job.

If you specify AUTO-RESTART YES in the UTIL parmlib member, statement #001 is parsed only to get positioned to the
statement that failed (#002). Because this job is a RESTART(TERM), the job terminates after executing statement #002.
Statement #003 does not execute.

Sample Jobs
This section provides sample JCL to accomplish the following tasks:

• Create a full image copy

• Create an incremental image copy

• Create a merge copy

• Copy two tablespaces to the same tape drive

• Copy multiple tablespaces to the same tape using backward reference
• Copy all Db2 catalog and directory tablespaces

This section also provides sample output from various types of jobs.

Create a Full Image Copy Using Static Allocation
The following sample job creates a full image copy of a partitioned tablespace using static allocation.

//jobname  JOB  your job statement parameters,

//     CLASS=?,MSGCLASS=?,NOTIFY=userid

//*

//stepname EXEC PGM=PTLDRIVM,

//         PARM='EP=UTLGLCTL/ssid,RESTART(BYPASS)',

//*

//STEPLIB  DD DSN=hlq.CDBALOAD,DISP=SHR

//         DD DSN=DB2.RELxxx.SDSNEXIT,DISP=SHR

//         DD DSN=DB2.RELxxx.SDSNLOAD,DISP=SHR

//PTILIB   DD DSN=hlq.CDBALOAD,DISP=SHR

//         DD DSN=DB2.RELxxx.SDSNEXIT,DISP=SHR

//         DD DSN=DB2.RELxxx.SDSNLOAD,DISP=SHR

//*

//PTIPARM  DD DSN=hlq.CDBAPARM,DISP=SHR

//*

//PTIMSG   DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSOUT   DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=*

//*
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//SYSCP101 DD  DSN=PDTEB.TESTTS01.FULLCOPY( 1),DISP=(,CATLG),

//             UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(1,5),RLSE),         

//             VOL=SER=(UTL009)                           

//SYSIN    DD  *                                          

  COPY TABLESPACE TESTDB01.TESTTS01                       

       FULL YES                                           

       DSNUM ALL                                          

       COPIES COPY01(Y,SYSCP101)                          

  EXCP NO                                                 

  SHRLEVEL NONE                                           

  MODIFYBITS NO                                           

  ALLMSGS                                                 

//*

Create a Full Image Copy Using PQCPARM Dynamic Allocation
The following sample job creates a full image copy of a partitioned tablespace using the dynamic allocation parameters in
PQCPARM.

In the following example, the image copy DD statements have been removed. Quick Copy searches the JCL for the
first ddname in the COPIES keyword. If COPIES is not found, the utility implements dynamic allocation based on the
PQCPARM value in the PQC parmlib member.

//jobname  JOB  your job statement parameters,

//     CLASS=?,MSGCLASS=?,NOTIFY=userid

//*

 

//stepname EXEC PGM=PTLDRIVM,

//         PARM='EP=UTLGLCTL/ssid,RESTART(BYPASS)',

//         REGION=7M

//*

//STEPLIB  DD DSN=hlq.CDBALOAD,DISP=SHR

//         DD DSN=DB2.RELxxx.SDSNEXIT,DISP=SHR

//         DD DSN=DB2.RELxxx.SDSNLOAD,DISP=SHR

//PTILIB   DD DSN=hlq.CDBALOAD,DISP=SHR

//         DD DSN=DB2.RELxxx.SDSNEXIT,DISP=SHR

//         DD DSN=DB2.RELxxx.SDSNLOAD,DISP=SHR

//*

//PTIPARM  DD DSN=hlq.CDBAPARM,DISP=SHR                    

//PTIMSG   DD SYSOUT=*                                            

//SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=*                                            

//SYSOUT   DD SYSOUT=*                                            

//SYSIN    DD  *                                                  

  COPY TABLESPACE TESTDB01.TESTTS01       

       COPIES COPY01(Y,SYSCP101)                              

       FULL YES                                        

       DSNUM ALL                                        

  EXCP NO                                         

  SHRLEVEL NONE                                       

  MODIFYBITS NO                                            

  ALLMSGS                                                           

//*
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Create a Full Image Copy Using TEMPLATE Dynamic Allocation
The following sample job creates a full image copy of a partitioned tablespace using the dynamic allocation parameters in
a TEMPLATE control statement.

//jobname  JOB  your job statement parameters,

//     CLASS=?,MSGCLASS=?,NOTIFY=userid

//*

//stepname EXEC PGM=PTLDRIVM,

//         PARM='EP=UTLGLCTL/ssid,RESTART(BYPASS)',

//*

//STEPLIB  DD DSN=hlq.CDBALOAD,DISP=SHR

//         DD DSN=DB2.RELxxx.SDSNEXIT,DISP=SHR

//         DD DSN=DB2.RELxxx.SDSNLOAD,DISP=SHR

//PTILIB   DD DSN=hlq.CDBALOAD,DISP=SHR

//         DD DSN=DB2.RELxxx.SDSNEXIT,DISP=SHR

//         DD DSN=DB2.RELxxx.SDSNLOAD,DISP=SHR

//*

//PTIPARM  DD DSN=hlq.CDBAPARM,DISP=SHR

//*

//PTIMSG   DD SYSOUT=*                                            

//SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=*                                            

//SYSOUT   DD SYSOUT=*                                            

//SYSIN    DD  *                                                  

  TEMPLATE TMPLTEST

       DSN 'TEST.&DB..&TS..P&PA..T&TIME.'

       UNIT DISK RETPD 60

  COPY TABLESPACE TESTDB01.TESTTS01       

       COPIES COPY01(Y,TMPLTEST)                              

       FULL YES                                        

       DSNUM ALL                                        

  EXCP NO                                         

  SHRLEVEL NONE                                       

  MODIFYBITS NO                                            

  ALLMSGS                                                           

//*

Create a Full Image Copy Using SHRLEVEL ANY
The following sample job creates a full image copy with SHRLEVEL ANY.

Consider the following items when reviewing this job:

• The tablespace is not in copy pending status.
• Quick Copy creates two copy data sets because the job specifies COPY-TASKS 2 for a partitioned object.
• Two SYSCOPY DD statements are needed for static allocation (SYSCP101 and SYSCP102).
• Quick Copy processes SHRLEVEL ANY as SHRLEVEL CHANGE.

//jobname  JOB  your job statement parameters,

//     CLASS=?,MSGCLASS=?,NOTIFY=userid

//*
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//stepname EXEC PGM=PTLDRIVM,

//         PARM='EP=UTLGLCTL/ssid,RESTART(BYPASS)',

//*

//STEPLIB  DD DSN=hlq.CDBALOAD,DISP=SHR

//         DD DSN=DB2.RELxxx.SDSNEXIT,DISP=SHR

//         DD DSN=DB2.RELxxx.SDSNLOAD,DISP=SHR

//PTILIB   DD DSN=hlq.CDBALOAD,DISP=SHR

//         DD DSN=DB2.RELxxx.SDSNEXIT,DISP=SHR

//         DD DSN=DB2.RELxxx.SDSNLOAD,DISP=SHR

//*

//PTIPARM  DD DSN=hlq.CDBAPARM,DISP=SHR

//*

//PTIMSG   DD SYSOUT=*                                              

//SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=*                                              

//SYSOUT   DD SYSOUT=*                                              

//SYSCP101 DD  DSN=PDTEB.TESTTS01.PARTS12,

//             DISP=(,CATLG),UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(1,5),RLSE)                   

//SYSCP102 DD  DSN=PDTEB.TESTTS01.PARTS34,

//             DISP=(,CATLG),UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(1,5),RLSE)                   

//SYSIN    DD  *                                                     

  COPY TABLESPACE TESTDB01.TESTTS01          

       COPIES COPY01(Y,SYSCP101)                            

       FULL YES                                           

  ALLMSGS                                                           

  EXCP YES                                           

  AUDIT 0                                             

  COPY-TASKS 2                                            

  MODIFYBITS NO                                            

  SHRLEVEL ANY                                           

//*

Create a Full Image Copy Using SHRLEVEL CHANGE
The following sample job creates a full image copy with SHRLEVEL CHANGE. MODIFYBITS is set to NO because YES
cannot be used with SHRLEVEL CHANGE.

//jobname  JOB  your job statement parameters,

//     CLASS=?,MSGCLASS=?,NOTIFY=userid

//*

//stepname EXEC PGM=PTLDRIVM,

//         PARM='EP=UTLGLCTL/ssid,RESTART(BYPASS)',

//*

//STEPLIB  DD DSN=hlq.CDBALOAD,DISP=SHR

//         DD DSN=DB2.RELxxx.SDSNEXIT,DISP=SHR

//         DD DSN=DB2.RELxxx.SDSNLOAD,DISP=SHR

//PTILIB   DD DSN=hlq.CDBALOAD,DISP=SHR

//         DD DSN=DB2.RELxxx.SDSNEXIT,DISP=SHR

//         DD DSN=DB2.RELxxx.SDSNLOAD,DISP=SHR

//*

//PTIPARM  DD DSN=hlq.CDBAPARM,DISP=SHR
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//*

//PTIMSG   DD SYSOUT=*                                                  

//SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=*                                                  

//SYSOUT   DD SYSOUT=*                                                  

//SYSCP101 DD  DSN=PDTEB.TESTTS04.QCOPY01( 5),DISP=(,CATLG),            

//             UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(1,5),RLSE),                       

//             VOL=SER=(UTL009)                                         

//SYSIN    DD  *                                                        

  COPY TABLESPACE TESTDB01.TESTTS04             

       COPIES COPY01(Y,SYSCP101)                          

       FULL YES                                              

  ALLMSGS                                                              

  EXCP YES                                              

  AUDIT 0                                                

  MODIFYBITS NO                                          

  COPY-TASKS 1                                          

  SHRLEVEL CHANGE                                      

//*

Create a Consistent Image Copy
The following sample job creates a consistent image copy using the CONSISTENT keyword:

//PDTEBV4 JOB (10008),

//            'T03: CONSISTENT COPY',

//            class="A",

//            MSGCLASS=X,

//            MSGLEVEL=(1,1),

//            REGION=0M,

//            COND=(4,LT),

//            NOTIFY=&SYSUID

//*

//QC3TESTI EXEC PGM=PTLDRIVM,

//            PARM='EP=UTLGLCTL/ssid,RESTART(BYPASS)'

//STEPLIB  DD DSN=PTIPROD.RELxxx.CDBALOAD,DISP=SHR

//         DD DSN=DB2.RELxxx.SDSNEXIT,DISP=SHR

//         DD DSN=DB2.RELxxx.SDSNLOAD,DISP=SHR

//PTILIB   DD DSN=PTIPROD.RELxxx.CDBALOAD,DISP=SHR

//         DD DSN=DB2.RELxxx.SDSNEXIT,DISP=SHR

//         DD DSN=DB2.RELxxx.SDSNLOAD,DISP=SHR

//PTIPARM  DD DSN=PTIPROD.RELxxx.CDBAPARM,DISP=SHR

//PTIMSG   DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSOUT   DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN    DD *

  TEMPLATE tmp                                                 

     DSN(EMC7.&DB..&SN..D&DSNUM..P&PA..&UQ.)                   

                                                                

   COPY TABLESPACE tblspace.*                          

        SSCOPYDDN (tmp)                                        

        SHRLEVEL CHANGE                                        

        SNAPSHOTACCESS INSTANT                                 

        CONSISTENT
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//*

Create an Incremental Image Copy Sample
The following sample job creates an incremental image copy. SHRLEVEL NONE stops the tablespace before the copy
is created. Stopping the tablespace prevents other users from reading or writing to the tablespace while the job is
processing.

//jobname  JOB  your job statement parameters,

//     CLASS=?,MSGCLASS=?,NOTIFY=userid

//*

 

//stepname EXEC PGM=PTLDRIVM,                                     

//            PARM='EP=UTLGLCTL/ssid,RESTART(BYPASS)'            

//*                                                                 

//STEPLIB  DD  DSN=hlq.CDBALOAD,DISP=SHR                         

//         DD  DSN=Db2.loadlib,DISP=SHR                          

//*                                                                     

//PTILIB   DD  DSN=hlq.CDBALOAD,DISP=SHR                         

//         DD  DSN=Db2.loadlib,DISP=SHR                    

//*                                                                     

//PTIPARM  DD  DSN=hlq.CDBAPARM,DISP=SHR                     

//PTIMSG   DD SYSOUT=*                                            

//SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=*                                            

//SYSOUT   DD SYSOUT=*                                            

 

//SYSIN    DD  *                                                  

  COPY TABLESPACE dbname.tsname1

       COPIES COPY01(Y,SYSCOPY,,LP)                           

       FULL NO                                         

  COPY TABLESPACE dbname.tsname2

       COPIES COPY01(Y,SYSCOP2,,LP)                           

       FULL NO                                         

  SHRLEVEL REFERENCE                                       

  ALLMSGS                                                          

//*

Create a Merge Copy
The following sample job creates a merge copy.

The following settings are required:

• MODIFYBITS NO
• MERGE-COPY YES
• FULL NO
• DSNUM ALL

//jobname  JOB  your job statement parameters,
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//     CLASS=?,MSGCLASS=?,NOTIFY=userid

//*

//stepname EXEC PGM=PTLDRIVM,

//         PARM='EP=UTLGLCTL/ssid,RESTART(BYPASS)',

//*

//STEPLIB  DD DSN=hlq.CDBALOAD,DISP=SHR

//         DD DSN=DB2.RELxxx.SDSNEXIT,DISP=SHR

//         DD DSN=DB2.RELxxx.SDSNLOAD,DISP=SHR

//PTILIB   DD DSN=hlq.CDBALOAD,DISP=SHR

//         DD DSN=DB2.RELxxx.SDSNEXIT,DISP=SHR

//         DD DSN=DB2.RELxxx.SDSNLOAD,DISP=SHR

//*

//PTIPARM  DD DSN=hlq.CDBAPARM,DISP=SHR

//*

//PTIMSG   DD SYSOUT=*                                            

//SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=*                                            

//SYSOUT   DD SYSOUT=*                                            

//SYSCP101 DD  DSN=PDTEB.TESTTS01.INCRCOPY( 2),DISP=(,CATLG),     

//             UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(1,5),RLSE),                 

//             VOL=SER=(UTL009)                                   

//SYSIN    DD  *                                                        

  COPY TABLESPACE TESTDB01.TETS0P10             

       COPIES COPY01(Y,SYSCP101)                               

       FULL NO                                              

       DSNUM ALL                                              

  EXCP YES                                              

  SHRLEVEL REFERENCE                                        

  MODIFYBITS NO                                              

  MERGE-COPY YES                                              

  ALLMSGS                                              

//*

Copy Two Tablespaces to the Same Tape Drive
The following sample job copies two tablespaces to the same tape drive (single threading). The same step copies both
tablespaces. Neither copy is registered in SYSIBM.SYSCOPY.

The copy data sets are allocated statically:

• SYSCP101 is the copy data set for the first tablespace. The copy is sent to tape. The VOL portion of the statement
instructs the tape not to rewind and it indicates the serial number of the tape.

• SYSCP201 is the copy data set for the second tablespace. The VOL portion of the statement refers to the SYSCP101
DD statement. This syntax writes the copy of the second tablespace after the copy of the first tablespace on the same
tape.

//jobname  JOB  your job statement parameters,

//     CLASS=?,MSGCLASS=?,NOTIFY=userid

//*

//*  MODEL = MJPTIUT   DATE =        TIME = 153812

//*
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//stepname EXEC PGM=PTLDRIVM,

//         PARM='EP=UTLGLCTL/ssid,RESTART(BYPASS)',

//*

//STEPLIB  DD DSN=hlq.CDBALOAD,DISP=SHR

//         DD DSN=DB2.RELxxx.SDSNEXIT,DISP=SHR

//         DD DSN=DB2.RELxxx.SDSNLOAD,DISP=SHR

//PTILIB   DD DSN=hlq.CDBALOAD,DISP=SHR

//         DD DSN=DB2.RELxxx.SDSNEXIT,DISP=SHR

//         DD DSN=DB2.RELxxx.SDSNLOAD,DISP=SHR

//*

//PTIPARM  DD DSN=hlq.CDBAPARM,DISP=SHR

//*

//PTIMSG    DD   SYSOUT=*

//SYSOUT    DD   SYSOUT=*

//*

//SYSUDUMP  DD   SYSOUT=*

//ABNLIGNR  DD   DUMMY                 SUPPRESS ABENDAID DUMP   

//SYSCP101  DD   DSN=USERAB.DSNDB04.NEWTS.SYSCP101.COPY,       

//          DISP=(,KEEP),LABEL=(1,SL),UNIT=CART,                

//          VOL=(,RETAIN,,,SER=TEST99)                          

//SYSCP201  DD   DSN=USERAB.DSNDB04.TSTEMP.SYSCP201.COPY,      

//          DISP=(,KEEP),LABEL=(2,SL),VOL=REF=*.SYSCP101        

//SYSIN   DD  *

  COPY TABLESPACE DSNDB04.NEWTS                          

       COPIES COPY01(N,SYSCP101,,LP)                       

  COPY-TASKS 1

  COPY-BUFFERS 0030                                          

  STARTUP-ACCESS RW                                        

  MODIFYBITS NO     SHRLEVEL REFERENCE  

  EXCP NO                     

  FULL YES                                 

  *

  COPY TABLESPACE DSNDB04.TSTEMP                         

       COPIES COPY01(N,SYSCP201,,LP)                    

 COPY-TASKS 1                                        

 COPY-BUFFERS 0030                                          

 STARTUP-ACCESS RW                                             

 MODIFYBITS NO SHRLEVEL REFERENCE   

 EXCP NO                    

 FULL YES

//*

Copy Multiple Tablespaces to the Same Tape
The following sample job writes several tablespaces to the same tape using backward reference. A separate job step
copies each tablespace. The copy data sets are statically allocated.

Before the job was created, the SYSCOPYT DD statement of model member MJPTIUT was edited as follows. These edits
enable the online interface to generate a copy job that sends copies of multiple tablespaces to the same tape:

• The LABEL parameter was edited to use the %LBL symbolic variable.
• UNIT was changed to CART.
• VOL=(,RETAIN%REFER) was added to generate backward-reference JCL.
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//*  MODEL = %UTILMD   DATE = %DATE  TIME = %TIME

//*                                                                    

//stepname EXEC PGM=PTLDRIVM, 

//         PARM='EP=UTLGLCTL/ssid,RESTART(BYPASS)', 

//* 

//STEPLIB  DD DSN=hlq.CDBALOAD,DISP=SHR 

//         DD DSN=DB2.RELxxx.SDSNEXIT,DISP=SHR 

//         DD DSN=DB2.RELxxx.SDSNLOAD,DISP=SHR 

//PTILIB   DD DSN=hlq.CDBALOAD,DISP=SHR 

//         DD DSN=DB2.RELxxx.SDSNEXIT,DISP=SHR 

//         DD DSN=DB2.RELxxx.SDSNLOAD,DISP=SHR 

//* 

//PTIPARM  DD DSN=hlq.CDBAPARM,DISP=SHR 

//* 

//PTIMSG    DD   SYSOUT=*                                              

//SYSOUT    DD   SYSOUT=*                                              

//SORTWK01  DD   UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(%ROSORTWK,10))                 

//SORTWK02  DD   UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(%ROSORTWK,10))                 

//SORTWK03  DD   UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(%ROSORTWK,10))                 

//SORTMSG   DD   SYSOUT=*                                              

//SYSREC    DD   DSN=%USERID.%DBNAME.%TSNAME.I%INCR.SYSREC,            

//          DISP=(,CATLG),SPACE=(CYL,(%ROSYSREC,5)),UNIT=SYSDA         

//SYSUT1    DD   DSN=%USERID.%DBNAME.%TSNAME.I%INCR.SYSUT1,            

//          DISP=(,CATLG),SPACE=(CYL,(%ROSYSUT1,5)),UNIT=SYSDA         

//*                                                                 

//SYSCOPYD  DD   DSN=%USERID.%DBNAME.%TSNAME.%DDNAME.COPY,          

//          DISP=(,CATLG),SPACE=(4096,(%REORGP,5)),UNIT=SYSDA                

//SYSCOPYT  DD   DSN=%USERID.%DBNAME.%TSNAME.%DDNAME.COPY,          

//          DISP=(,CATLG),LABEL=(%LBL,SL),UNIT=CART 

//          VOL=(,RETAIN%REFER)                            

//SYSUDUMP  DD   SYSOUT=*                                           

//ABNLIGNR  DD   DUMMY                 SUPPRESS ABENDAID DUMPS     

After MJPTIUT is edited, the following job is generated, with backward-reference JCL:

//jobname  JOB  your job statement parameters, 

//     CLASS=?,MSGCLASS=?,NOTIFY=userid  

//*   

//*  MODEL = MJPTIUT   DATE = 970722  TIME = 164657 

//* 

//stepname EXEC PGM=PTLDRIVM, 

//         PARM='EP=UTLGLCTL/ssid,RESTART(BYPASS)', 

//* 

//STEPLIB  DD DSN=hlq.CDBALOAD,DISP=SHR 

//         DD DSN=DB2.RELxxx.SDSNEXIT,DISP=SHR 

//         DD DSN=DB2.RELxxx.SDSNLOAD,DISP=SHR 

//PTILIB   DD DSN=hlq.CDBALOAD,DISP=SHR 

//         DD DSN=DB2.RELxxx.SDSNEXIT,DISP=SHR 

//         DD DSN=DB2.RELxxx.SDSNLOAD,DISP=SHR 

//* 

//PTIPARM  DD DSN=hlq.CDBAPARM,DISP=SHR 

//* 

//PTIMSG    DD   SYSOUT=* 

//SYSOUT    DD   SYSOUT=* 
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//* 

//SYSUDUMP  DD   SYSOUT=* 

//ABNLIGNR  DD   DUMMY                 SUPPRESS ABENDAID DUMPS 

//SYSCP101  DD   DSN=USERAB.DSNDB04.NEWTS.SYSCP101.COPY1,      

//          DISP=(,CATLG),LABEL=(001,SL),UNIT=CART,           

//          VOL=(,RETAIN)                                      

//SYSIN   DD  *                                                     

              COPY TABLESPACE DSNDB04.NEWTS                                       

              COPIES COPY01(Y,SYSCP101,,LP)                                 

              STOP-LIMIT 0001                                                

              COPY-BUFFERS 0030                                                

              STARTUP-ACCESS RW                                                

              MODIFYBITS NO SHRLEVEL REFERENCE

              FULL YES                       

//*                                                                  

//*  MODEL = MJPTIUT   DATE = YYMMDD  TIME = HHMMSS                     

//*                                                                 

//stepname EXEC PGM=PTLDRIVM, 

//         PARM='EP=UTLGLCTL/ssid,RESTART(BYPASS)', 

//* 

//STEPLIB  DD DSN=hlq.CDBALOAD,DISP=SHR 

//         DD DSN=DB2.RELxxx.SDSNEXIT,DISP=SHR 

//         DD DSN=DB2.RELxxx.SDSNLOAD,DISP=SHR 

//PTILIB   DD DSN=hlq.CDBALOAD,DISP=SHR 

//         DD DSN=DB2.RELxxx.SDSNEXIT,DISP=SHR 

//         DD DSN=DB2.RELxxx.SDSNLOAD,DISP=SHR 

//* 

//PTIPARM  DD DSN=hlq.CDBAPARM,DISP=SHR 

//* 

//PTIMSG    DD   SYSOUT=*                                              

//SYSOUT    DD   SYSOUT=*                                              

//*                                                                       

//SYSUDUMP  DD   SYSOUT=*                                              

//ABNLIGNR  DD   DUMMY                 SUPPRESS ABENDAID DUMPS           

//SYSCP101  DD   DSN=USERAB.DSNDB04.TSTEMP.SYSCP101.COPY1,          

//          DISP=(,CATLG),LABEL=(002,SL),UNIT=CART,                

//          VOL=(,RETAIN,REF=*.UTIL0001.SYSCP101)                   

//SYSIN   DD  *                                                          

              COPY TABLESPACE DSNDB04.TSTEMP                                             

              COPIES COPY01(Y,SYSCP101,,LP)                                

              STOP-LIMIT 0001                                                       

              COPY-BUFFERS 0040                                                       

              STARTUP-ACCESS RW                                                

              MODIFYBITS YES    

              SHRLEVEL REFERENCE                            

              FULL YES 

//* 

Copy All Db2 Catalog and Directory Tablespaces
The following sample job copies all Db2 catalog and directory tablespaces and their associated indexes with the
DB2CATALOG keyword.
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//jobname  JOB  your job statement parameters,

//     CLASS=?,MSGCLASS=?,NOTIFY=userid

//*

 

//stepname EXEC PGM=PTLDRIVM,

//         PARM='EP=UTLGLCTL/ssid,RESTART(BYPASS)',

//*

//STEPLIB  DD DSN=hlq.CDBALOAD,DISP=SHR

//         DD DSN=DB2.RELxxx.SDSNEXIT,DISP=SHR

//         DD DSN=DB2.RELxxx.SDSNLOAD,DISP=SHR

//PTILIB   DD DSN=hlq.CDBALOAD,DISP=SHR

//         DD DSN=DB2.RELxxx.SDSNEXIT,DISP=SHR

//         DD DSN=DB2.RELxxx.SDSNLOAD,DISP=SHR

//*

//PTIPARM  DD DSN=hlq.CDBAPARM,DISP=SHR

//*

//PTIMSG   DD SYSOUT=*                                            

//SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=*                                            

//SYSOUT   DD SYSOUT=*                                            

//SYSIN    DD  *                                                        

  TEMPLATE TEMPLP11 

  DSN(DB2CB.&DB..&SN..L.D&JU..T&TI.) 

  DISP (NEW,CATLG,CATLG) STORCLAS SCCOPY VOLCNT 16

  COPY DB2CATALOG

       COPYDDN(TEMPLP11)

       INDEX-ALL

       SHRLEVEL CHANGE

//*

Output from a Nonwildcarding Job
The following sample output is the result of a non-wildcarding job that involves multitasking, multiple copies, and a
partitioned tablespace. Object PQCDB32.PQCTS32 consists of 32 partitions. COPY-TASKS 3 results in three output copy
data sets.

COPY TABLESPACE PQCDB32.PQCTS32

     QUICKCOPY COPY01(Y,SYSCP101,,LP)

     COPY-TASKS 3

     EXCP NO

     SHRLEVEL REFERENCE

     MODIFYBITS NO

     ALLMSGS

 

PQC0080I PQC UTILITY ID: USER01B.PQCD32             CHECKSUM: 00019219

PQC0533I PARSING FUNCTION COMPLETED SUCCESSFULLY

 

PQC0995I DDNAME SYSCP101 NOT FOUND

         PQC WILL USE DYNAMIC ALLOCATION FOR ALL SYSCOPY OUTPUT FILES
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PQC0245I PREPARING LIST OF OBJECTS FOR IMAGE COPY

 

PQC0246I Object=PQCDB32.PQCTS32    Creator USER01A

 

PQC0247I NUMBER OF OBJECTS SELECTED FOR IMAGE COPY:       1

 

 

DSNU000I    DSNUGUTC - OUTPUT START FOR UTILITY, UTILID = USER01B.PQCD32

DSNU1044I   DSNUGTIS - PROCESSING SYSIN AS EBCDIC

DSNU050I    DSNUGUTC -  QUIESCE TABLESPACE PQCDB32.PQCTS32

DSNU477I   ssid DSNUQUIA - QUIESCE SUCCESSFUL FOR TABLESPACE PQCDB32.PQCTS32

DSNU477I   ssid DSNUQUIA - QUIESCE SUCCESSFUL FOR INDEXSPACE PQCDB32.PQCTS32R

DSNU474I   ssid DSNUQUIA - QUIESCE AT RBA 0053D2E9E7BD AND AT LRSN 0053D2E9E7BD

DSNU475I    DSNUQUIB - QUIESCE UTILITY COMPLETE, ELAPSED TIME= 00:00:00

DSNU010I    DSNUGBAC - UTILITY EXECUTION COMPLETE, HIGHEST RETURN CODE=0

PUT0019I - Elapsed Time: 00:00:04

 

PQC0002I COPY DATA PROCESS STARTING

 

PQC0101I COPY001    - FULL IMAGECOPY

PQC0102I    DATASET: USER01B.PQCDB32.PQCTS32.LP#001.T9999999

PQC0103I    VOLUMES: SMS

PQC0119I NUMBER OF 4K BLOCKS WRITTEN PER COPY:   00000000960

PQC0010I SYSCOPY UPDATE: ICTYPE=F STYPE=  DSNUM=010 ICBACKUP=

 

PQC0101I COPY001    - FULL IMAGECOPY

PQC0102I    DATASET: USER01B.PQCDB32.PQCTS32.LP#011.T9999998

PQC0103I    VOLUMES: SMS

PQC0119I NUMBER OF 4K BLOCKS WRITTEN PER COPY:   00000000960

PQC0010I SYSCOPY UPDATE: ICTYPE=F STYPE=  DSNUM=020 ICBACKUP=

 

PQC0101I COPY001    - FULL IMAGECOPY

PQC0102I    DATASET: USER01B.PQCDB32.PQCTS32.LP#021.T9999997

PQC0103I    VOLUMES: SMS

PQC0119I NUMBER OF 4K BLOCKS WRITTEN PER COPY:   00000001152

PQC0010I SYSCOPY UPDATE: ICTYPE=F STYPE=  DSNUM=032 ICBACKUP=

 

PQC0100I COPY DATA PROCESS ENDING

PUT0019I - Elapsed Time: 00:00:09

The following code provides an example of the PTIIMSG output.

PUT0100I - Utilities V&ver PARMLIB Options in effect for QUICK COPY

PUT0100I - ABEND-TASK       NO       * SMS-DATACLASS    NO     *

PUT0100I - ALLMSGS          NO       * SMS-MGMTCLASS    NO     *

PUT0100I - ALLOW-255-ROWS   YES        SMS-STORCLASS    NO     *

PUT0100I - ALLOW-USER-PLAN  YES        SMS-VOLUMES      008    *

PUT0100I - BUFFERS-ABOVE    YES      * VSAM-PURGE       YES

PUT0100I - BYPASS-REMOVE    NO       *

PUT0100I - CHECKPEND-TS     YES        PFL_Parms:

PUT0100I - CHECKPEND-UPDCAT YES        DISCARD-ERROR    NONE   *

PUT0100I - COLCARD          INDEXED  * CENTURY20        CURRENT*

PUT0100I - COLLECT-PDASTATS NO       * NONUNIQUE-ENTRY  NO     *

PUT0100I - COPY-TASKS       001      * PREFORMAT        NO
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PUT0100I - CRITICAL-MSGDDN  NONE       PFL-REBUILD-INDE YES    *

PUT0100I - CRITICAL-MSGTSO  NONE       DISCARD-WARN     1000   *

PUT0100I - CRITICAL-MSGWTO  NONE       PFL-DISCARDS     0      *

PUT0100I - DDNAME$ORTPARM   $ORTPARM   STOP-ONERROR     0      *

PUT0100I - DMS/OS           NO         PQC_Parms:

PUT0100I - DYNALLOC$ORTPARM NO         CHECK-DUPLICATES NO     *

PUT0100I - HISTORY          NO         CHECK-EDT        NO

PUT0100I - INTERLEAVE       NO         COPY::EXCP       YES    *

PUT0100I - MAXTASKS         1        * FULL-AUTO        YES

PUT0100I - MODE             NS         MASTER-CATALOG   NO

PUT0100I - NONLEAF-PCTFREE  LEAF     * MODIFYBITS       YES    *

PUT0100I - RACF-AUTHID      NO         NEWPASS-VOLSER   YES

PUT0100I - RESTART-RETRY    03         PQC-VERSION

PUT0100I - SET-CHECKPENDING YES        RC-NO-OBJ-SELECT 0016

PUT0100I - SET-COPYPENDING  YES        S-IOP            NO     *

PUT0100I - SORT-APPLSIZE    420K       SKIP-INVALID     NO     *

PUT0100I - SORT-DSPMAX      NONE     * TERMACCESS       NO     *

PUT0100I - SORT-FILSZMAX    009        QUIESCE-BEFORE   NO     *

PUT0100I - SORT-FLAG        ALL      * DSNUM-ZERO       NO     *

PUT0100I - SORT-HIPERMAX    NONE     * QUIESCE-RETRY    01

PUT0100I - SORT-PROGRAM     CHECK      LRSNCOPY         NO     *

PUT0100I - SORT-SORTDEVT    SYSDA    * RESET-STATUS     NO     *

PUT0100I - SORT-SORTNUM     000      * OBJ-ORDER        SIZE   *

PUT0100I - SORT-SORTSIZE    4M       * PRR_Parms:

PUT0100I - SPACE-DEFN       YES      * EXTENDED-DSP     MAX    *

PUT0100I - STOP-LIMIT       00001    * EXTENDED-HIPER   MAX    *

PUT0100I - STOP-AT-COMMIT   NO         EXTENDED-IXREORG YES    *

PUT0100I - SYSCOPY          USER     * EXT-PAGE-FRAMES  070

PUT0100I - SYSCOPYAUTH      ON         EXTENDED-TSDSP   MAX    *

PUT0100I - UPDATE-CATSTATS  NO       * EXTENDED-TSHSP   MAX    *

PUT0100I - UPDIXQTY         NO         EXTENDED-TSREORG NO     *

PUT0100I - UPDTSQTY         NO         PRR-DATA-AVAIL   NORMAL *

PUT0100I - UPDTE-RTS-TABLES NO         PRR-DELETE-DS    YES    *

PUT0100I - AUTO-RESTART     YES        PRR-IFCOPYPEND   YES    *

PUT0100I -                             PRR-REN-MODEL1   B      *

PUT0100I - Buffer_Parms:               PRR-REN-MODEL2   C      *

PUT0100I - COPY-BUFFERS     030      * PRR-RESTART-ONER NO     *

PUT0100I - INPUT-BUFFERS    180      * REBUILD-INDEX    NO     *

PUT0100I - IO-BUFFERS       050      * REBUILD-TASKS    3      *

PUT0100I - IXBUFFER-SIZE    64K      * RECLUSTER        YES    *

PUT0100I - IXCHECK-SIZE     100000   * PRR-SORTDATA     YES    *

PUT0100I - OUTPUT-BUFFERS   50       * STRIP-TASKS      3      *

PUT0100I - UPDATE-BUFFERS   180      * UNLOAD-TASKS     03     *

PUT0100I - VSAM-BUFFERS     080      * UPDATE-TASKS     3      *

PUT0100I -                             COMPRESS-RATIO   90     *

PUT0100I - SMS/VSAM_Parms:             RETRY-LIMIT      5      *

PUT0100I - IDCAMS-CATALOG   YES      *

PUT0100I - SMS-GENERIC      NO       * UTILDS          PTIPROD.xxxxxx.COMMON.UTIL

PUT0100I - * = Parmlib Override Possible

 

-DIS DB(PQCDB32 ) SPACENAM(PQCTS32 ) LIMIT(05000)

DSNT360I   ssid ***********************************

DSNT361I   ssid *  DISPLAY DATABASE SUMMARY
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                *    GLOBAL

DSNT360I   ssid ***********************************

DSNT362I   ssid     DATABASE = PQCDB32  STATUS = RW

                   DBD LENGTH = 20180

DSNT397I   ssid

NAME     TYPE PART  STATUS            PHYERRLO PHYERRHI CATALOG  PIECE

-------- ---- ----- ----------------- -------- -------- -------- -----

PQCTS32  TS    0001 RW

    -THRU      0032

******* DISPLAY OF DATABASE PQCDB32  ENDED      **********************

DSN9022I   ssid DSNTDDIS 'DISPLAY DATABASE' NORMAL COMPLETION

-DIS DB(PQCDB32 ) SPACENAM(PQCTS32R) LIMIT(05000)

DSNT360I   ssid ***********************************

DSNT361I   ssid *  DISPLAY DATABASE SUMMARY

                *    GLOBAL

DSNT360I   ssid ***********************************

DSNT362I   ssid     DATABASE = PQCDB32  STATUS = RW

                   DBD LENGTH = 20180

DSNT397I   ssid

NAME     TYPE PART  STATUS            PHYERRLO PHYERRHI CATALOG  PIECE

-------- ---- ----- ----------------- -------- -------- -------- -----

PQCTS32R IX    0001 RW

    -THRU      0032

PQC0022I RESTART ROW CREATED FOR PQCDB32.PQCTS32

 

-STA DB(PQCDB32 ) SPACENAM(PQCTS32 ) PART(1:32) ACCESS(RO)

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

DSN9022I   ssid DSNTDDIS 'START DATABASE' NORMAL COMPLETION

 

-DIS DB(PQCDB32 ) SPACENAM(PQCTS32 ) PART(1:32) LOCKS          LIMIT(050

00)

DSNT360I   ssid ***********************************

DSNT361I   ssid *  DISPLAY DATABASE SUMMARY

                *    GLOBAL LOCKS

DSNT360I   ssid ***********************************

DSNT362I   ssid     DATABASE = PQCDB32  STATUS = RW

                   DBD LENGTH = 20180

DSNT397I   ssid

NAME     TYPE PART  STATUS            CONNID   CORRID       LOCKINFO

-------- ---- ----- ----------------- -------- ------------ ---------

PQCTS32  TS    0001 RO

    -THRU      0032

PQC0700I MODEL SOURCE:  PQC PARMLIB

 

PQC0701I MODEL USED FOR COPY TYPE LP

PQC0702I DSN=%USER..%DBNAME..%TSNAME..LP#%DSNUM..T%TIME

PQC0702I DISP=NEW

PQC0702I NDISP=CAT

PQC0702I CDISP=CAT

PQC0702I STORCLAS=TSO
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PQC0701I MODEL USED FOR COPY TYPE LB

PQC0702I DSN=%USER..%DBNAME..%TSNAME..LB#%DSNUM..T%TIME

PQC0702I DISP=NEW

PQC0702I NDISP=CAT

PQC0702I CDISP=CAT

PQC0702I FILESEQ=0

PQC0702I RETPD=30

PQC0702I UNIT=CART

 

PQC0701I MODEL USED FOR COPY TYPE RP

PQC0702I DSN=%USER..%DBNAME..%TSNAME..RP#%DSNUM..T%TIME

PQC0702I DISP=NEW

PQC0702I NDISP=CAT

PQC0702I CDISP=CAT

PQC0702I STORCLAS=TSO

 

PQC0701I MODEL USED FOR COPY TYPE RB

PQC0702I DSN=%USER..%DBNAME..%TSNAME..RB#%DSNUM..T%TIME

PQC0702I DISP=NEW

PQC0702I NDISP=CAT

PQC0702I CDISP=CAT

PQC0702I FILESEQ=0

PQC0702I RETPD=30

PQC0702I UNIT=CART

 

PQC0701I MODEL USED FOR COPY TYPE LP2

PQC0702I DSN=%USER..%DBNAME..%TSNAME..LP2#%DSNUM..T%TIME

PQC0702I DISP=NEW

PQC0702I NDISP=CAT

PQC0702I CDISP=CAT

PQC0702I STORCLAS=TSO

 

PQC0701I MODEL USED FOR COPY TYPE LB2

PQC0702I DSN=%USER..%DBNAME..%TSNAME..LB2#%DSNUM..T%TIME

PQC0702I DISP=NEW

PQC0702I NDISP=CAT

PQC0702I CDISP=CAT

PQC0702I FILESEQ=0

PQC0702I RETPD=30

PQC0702I UNIT=CART

 

PQC0701I MODEL USED FOR COPY TYPE RP2

PQC0702I DSN=%USER..%DBNAME..%TSNAME..RP2#%DSNUM..T%TIME

PQC0702I DISP=NEW

PQC0702I NDISP=CAT

PQC0702I CDISP=CAT

PQC0702I STORCLAS=TSO

 

PQC0701I MODEL USED FOR COPY TYPE RB2

PQC0702I DSN=%USER..%DBNAME..%TSNAME..RB2#%DSNUM..T%TIME

PQC0702I DISP=NEW

PQC0702I NDISP=CAT

PQC0702I CDISP=CAT
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PQC0702I FILESEQ=0

PQC0702I RETPD=30

PQC0702I UNIT=CART

 

PQC0115I QUICK COPY STATISTICS - PQCDB32  PQCTS32  001  010  :

PQC0116I NUMBER OF COPIES PRODUCED:              1

PQC0109I NUMBER OF COPY BUFFERS USED:            360

PQC0119I NUMBER OF 4K BLOCKS WRITTEN PER COPY:   00000000960

PQC0129I NUMBER OF 4K BLOCKS UPDATED IN TS:      00000000000

 

PQC0134I QUICK COPY DETAIL:

PQC0124I ACCESS METHOD USED BY READ ROUTINE:     MEDIA MGR

PQC0125I ACCESS METHOD USED BY WRITE ROUTINE:    BSAM

PQC0117I NUMBER OF READ TASKS INITIATED IS:      01

PQC0118I NUMBER OF WRITE TASKS INITIATED IS:     001

PQC0120I NUMBER OF READ WAITS:                   00000000001

PQC0121I NUMBER OF WRITE WAITS:                  00000000065

 

PQC0115I QUICK COPY STATISTICS - PQCDB32  PQCTS32  011  020  :

PQC0116I NUMBER OF COPIES PRODUCED:              1

PQC0109I NUMBER OF COPY BUFFERS USED:            360

PQC0119I NUMBER OF 4K BLOCKS WRITTEN PER COPY:   00000000960

PQC0129I NUMBER OF 4K BLOCKS UPDATED IN TS:      00000000000

 

PQC0134I QUICK COPY DETAIL:

PQC0124I ACCESS METHOD USED BY READ ROUTINE:     MEDIA MGR

PQC0125I ACCESS METHOD USED BY WRITE ROUTINE:    BSAM

PQC0117I NUMBER OF READ TASKS INITIATED IS:      01

PQC0118I NUMBER OF WRITE TASKS INITIATED IS:     001

PQC0120I NUMBER OF READ WAITS:                   00000000001

PQC0121I NUMBER OF WRITE WAITS:                  00000000084

 

PQC0115I QUICK COPY STATISTICS - PQCDB32  PQCTS32  021  032  :

PQC0116I NUMBER OF COPIES PRODUCED:              1

PQC0109I NUMBER OF COPY BUFFERS USED:            360

PQC0119I NUMBER OF 4K BLOCKS WRITTEN PER COPY:   00000001152

PQC0129I NUMBER OF 4K BLOCKS UPDATED IN TS:      00000000000

 

PQC0134I QUICK COPY DETAIL:

PQC0124I ACCESS METHOD USED BY READ ROUTINE:     MEDIA MGR

PQC0125I ACCESS METHOD USED BY WRITE ROUTINE:    BSAM

PQC0117I NUMBER OF READ TASKS INITIATED IS:      01

PQC0118I NUMBER OF WRITE TASKS INITIATED IS:     001

PQC0120I NUMBER OF READ WAITS:                   00000000001

PQC0121I NUMBER OF WRITE WAITS:                  00000000086

 

-STA DB(PQCDB32 ) SPACENAM(PQCTS32 )  ACCESS(RW)

DSN9022I   D81A DSNTDDIS 'START DATABASE' NORMAL COMPLETION

 

PQC0029I RESTART ROW DELETED FOR PQCDB32.PQCTS32
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Output from a SHRLEVEL CHANGE with Copy Pending Tablespaces
The following sample output comes from a SHRLEVEL CHANGE job with tablespaces in copy pending status.

The following job information also applies:

• Tablespace PQCDB120.PQCTS120 consists of 120 partitions.
• Partitions 24, 34, 44, 54, 64, 74, 84, 94, and 114 are in RW,COPY status.
• All other partitions are in read/write (RW) status.
• The job specified SHRLEVEL CHANGE and DSNUM ALL.

The following sample output shows the messages that are generated as a result of this process:

 COPY TABLESPACE PQCDB120.PQCTS120 DSNUM ALL

       QUICKCOPY COPY01(Y,SYSCA101,,LP)

       SHRLEVEL CHANGE

       MODIFYBITS NO   FULL YES

       EXCP YES

       ALLMSGS

  

 PQC0080I PQC UTILITY ID: PQCTEST.TEST1PQC           CHECKSUM: 00023055

 PQC0533I PARSING FUNCTION COMPLETED SUCCESSFULLY

  

 PQC0995I DDNAME SYSCA101 NOT FOUND

          PQC WILL USE DYNAMIC ALLOCATION FOR ALL SYSCOPY OUTPUT FILES

  

  

 PQC0245I PREPARING LIST OF OBJECTS FOR IMAGE COPY

  

 PQC0246I Object=PQCDB120.PQCTS120  Creator USER01A

 PQC0247I NUMBER OF OBJECTS SELECTED FOR IMAGE COPY:       1

  

  

 PQC0593I ONE OR MORE OBJECTS HAVE COPY PENDING STATUS

 PQC0882I RESETTING TO "REGISTER BY PART" FOR PQCDB120.PQCTS120

 PQC0886I OBJECTS IN COPY PENDING STATUS WILL BE QUIESCED TO OBTAIN AN RBA

 PUT0019I - Elapsed Time: 00:00:07

  

 PQC0002I COPY DATA PROCESS STARTING

  

 DSNU000I    DSNUGUTC - OUTPUT START FOR UTILITY, UTILID = PQCTEST.TEST1PQC

 DSNU1044I   DSNUGTIS - PROCESSING SYSIN AS EBCDIC

 DSNU050I    DSNUGUTC -  QUIESCE TABLESPACE PQCDB120.PQCTS120 PART 24 TABLESPACE

             PQCDB120.PQCTS120 PART 34

 TABLESPACE PQCDB120.PQCTS120 PART 44 TABLESPACE PQCDB120.PQCTS120 PART 54

             TABLESPACE PQCDB120.PQCTS120 PART 64

 TABLESPACE PQCDB120.PQCTS120 PART 74 TABLESPACE PQCDB120.PQCTS120 PART 84

             TABLESPACE PQCDB120.PQCTS120 PART 94

 TABLESPACE PQCDB120.PQCTS120 PART 114

 DSNU481I  !ssid DSNUQUIA - QUIESCE SUCCESSFUL FOR TABLESPACE PQCDB120.PQCTS120

             PARTITION 24

 DSNU481I  !ssid DSNUQUIA -    QUIESCE SUCCESSFUL FOR INDEXSPACE
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             PQCDB120.PQCT14RI PARTITION 24

 DSNU481I  !ssid DSNUQUIA - QUIESCE SUCCESSFUL FOR TABLESPACE PQCDB120.PQCTS120

             PARTITION 34

 DSNU481I  !ssid DSNUQUIA -    QUIESCE SUCCESSFUL FOR INDEXSPACE

             PQCDB120.PQCT14RI PARTITION 34

 DSNU481I  !ssid DSNUQUIA - QUIESCE SUCCESSFUL FOR TABLESPACE PQCDB120.PQCTS120

             PARTITION 44

 DSNU481I  !ssid DSNUQUIA -    QUIESCE SUCCESSFUL FOR INDEXSPACE

             PQCDB120.PQCT14RI PARTITION 44

 DSNU481I  !ssid DSNUQUIA - QUIESCE SUCCESSFUL FOR TABLESPACE PQCDB120.PQCTS120

             PARTITION 54

 DSNU481I  !ssid DSNUQUIA -    QUIESCE SUCCESSFUL FOR INDEXSPACE

             PQCDB120.PQCT14RI PARTITION 54

 DSNU481I  !ssid DSNUQUIA - QUIESCE SUCCESSFUL FOR TABLESPACE PQCDB120.PQCTS120

             PARTITION 64

 DSNU481I  !ssid DSNUQUIA -    QUIESCE SUCCESSFUL FOR INDEXSPACE

             PQCDB120.PQCT14RI PARTITION 64

 DSNU481I  !ssid DSNUQUIA - QUIESCE SUCCESSFUL FOR TABLESPACE PQCDB120.PQCTS120

             PARTITION 74

 DSNU481I  !ssid DSNUQUIA -    QUIESCE SUCCESSFUL FOR INDEXSPACE

             PQCDB120.PQCT14RI PARTITION 74

 DSNU481I  !ssid DSNUQUIA - QUIESCE SUCCESSFUL FOR TABLESPACE PQCDB120.PQCTS120

             PARTITION 84

 DSNU481I  !ssid DSNUQUIA -    QUIESCE SUCCESSFUL FOR INDEXSPACE

             PQCDB120.PQCT14RI PARTITION 84

 DSNU481I  !ssid DSNUQUIA - QUIESCE SUCCESSFUL FOR TABLESPACE PQCDB120.PQCTS120

             PARTITION 94

 DSNU481I  !ssid DSNUQUIA -    QUIESCE SUCCESSFUL FOR INDEXSPACE

             PQCDB120.PQCT14RI PARTITION 94

 DSNU481I  !ssid DSNUQUIA - QUIESCE SUCCESSFUL FOR TABLESPACE PQCDB120.PQCTS120

             PARTITION 114

 DSNU481I  !ssid DSNUQUIA -    QUIESCE SUCCESSFUL FOR INDEXSPACE

             PQCDB120.PQCT14RI PARTITION 114

 DSNU474I  !ssid DSNUQUIA - QUIESCE AT RBA 010EDED65EF4 AND AT LRSN 010EDED65EF4

 DSNU475I    DSNUQUIB - QUIESCE UTILITY COMPLETE, ELAPSED TIME= 00:00:00

 DSNU010I    DSNUGBAC - UTILITY EXECUTION COMPLETE, HIGHEST RETURN CODE=0

  

 PQC0101I COPY001    - FULL IMAGECOPY

 PQC0102I    DATASET: PQCTEST.PQCDB120.PQCTS120.LP#001.T1315194

 PQC0103I    VOLUMES: CATLOG

 PQC0119I NUMBER OF 4K BLOCKS WRITTEN PER COPY:   00000009936

 PQC0010I SYSCOPY UPDATE: ICTYPE=F STYPE=  DSNUM=120 ICBACKUP=

  

 PQC0100I COPY DATA PROCESS ENDING

 PUT0019I - Elapsed Time: 00:00:19

 PUT0050I - History LOG Record created - UTILITY ID: PQCTEST.TEST1PQC

 PUT0100I - Utilities V&ver PARMLIB Options in effect for QUICK COPY

 PUT0100I - ABEND-TASK       NO       * SMS-VOLUMES      008    *

 PUT0100I - ALLMSGS          NO       * VSAM-PURGE       YES

 PUT0100I - ALLOW-255-ROWS   YES

 PUT0100I - ALLOW-USER-PLAN  YES        PFL_Parms:

 PUT0100I - BUFFERS-ABOVE    YES      * DISCARD-ERROR    NONE   *

 PUT0100I - BYPASS-REMOVE    NO       * CENTURY20        CURRENT*
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 PUT0100I - CHECKPEND-TS     YES        NONUNIQUE-ENTRY  NO     *

 PUT0100I - CHECKPEND-UPDCAT YES        PREFORMAT        NO

 PUT0100I - COLCARD          INDEXED  * PFL-REBUILD-INDE YES    *

 PUT0100I - COLLECT-PDASTATS NO       * DISCARD-WARN     1000   *

 PUT0100I - COPY-TASKS       001      * PFL-DISCARDS     0      *

 PUT0100I - CRITICAL-MSGDDN  NONE       STOP-ONERROR            *

 PUT0100I - CRITICAL-MSGTSO  NONE

 PUT0100I - CRITICAL-MSGWTO  NONE       PQC_Parms:

 PUT0100I - DDNAME$ORTPARM   $ORTPARM   CHECK-DUPLICATES NO     *

 PUT0100I - CHECK-EDT        NO

 PUT0100I - DMS/OS           NO         COPY::EXCP       YES    *

 PUT0100I - DYNALLOC$ORTPARM NO         FULL-AUTO        YES    *

 PUT0100I - HISTORY          YES        MASTER-CATALOG   NO

 PUT0100I - INTERLEAVE       NO         MODIFYBITS       YES    *

 PUT0100I - MAXTASKS         1        * NEWPASS-VOLSER   YES

 PUT0100I - MODE             NS         PQC-VERSION

 PUT0100I - NONLEAF-PCTFREE  LEAF     * RC-NO-OBJ-SELECT 0024

 PUT0100I - RACF-AUTHID      NO         S-IOP            NO     *

 PUT0100I - RESTART-RETRY    03         SKIP-INVALID     YES    *

 PUT0100I - SET-CHECKPENDING YES        TERMACCESS       NO     *

 PUT0100I - SET-COPYPENDING  YES        QUIESCE-BEFORE   NO     *

 PUT0100I - SORT-APPLSIZE    420K       DSNUM-ZERO       NO     *

 PUT0100I - SORT-DSPMAX      NONE     * QUIESCE-RETRY    01

 PUT0100I - SORT-FILSZMAX    009        LRSNCOPY         NO     *

 PUT0100I - SORT-FLAG        ALL      * RESET-STATUS     NO     *

 PUT0100I - SORT-HIPERMAX    NONE     * OBJ-ORDER        SIZE   *

 PUT0100I - SORT-PROGRAM     CHECK      MERGE-COPY       YES    *

 PUT0100I - SORT-SORTDEVT    SYSDA    * RECALL-FAILURE   TERM   *

 PUT0100I - SORT-SORTNUM     000      * SKIP-RECALL      NO     *

 PUT0100I - SORT-SORTSIZE    4M       * MIGRAT-VOL              *

 PUT0100I - GDG-LIMIT        005

 PUT0100I - SPACE-DEFN       YES      *

 PUT0100I - STOP-LIMIT       00001    * PRR_Parms:

 PUT0100I - STOP-AT-COMMIT   NO         EXTENDED-DSP     MAX    *

 PUT0100I - SYSCOPY          USER     * EXTENDED-HIPER   MAX    *

 PUT0100I - SYSCOPYAUTH      ON         EXTENDED-IXREORG YES    *

 PUT0100I - UPDATE-CATSTATS  NO       * EXT-PAGE-FRAMES  070

 PUT0100I - UPDIXQTY         NO         EXTENDED-TSDSP   MAX    *

 PUT0100I - UPDTSQTY         NO         EXTENDED-TSHSP   MAX    *

 PUT0100I - UPDTE-RTS-TABLES YES        EXTENDED-TSREORG NO     *

 PUT0100I - AUTO-RESTART     YES        PRR-DATA-AVAIL   NORMAL *

 PUT0100I -                             PRR-DELETE-DS    YES    *

 PUT0100I - Buffer_Parms:               PRR-IFCOPYPEND   YES    *

 PUT0100I - COPY-BUFFERS     030      * PRR-REN-MODEL1   B      *

 PUT0100I - INPUT-BUFFERS    180      * PRR-REN-MODEL2   C      *

 PUT0100I - IO-BUFFERS       050      * PRR-RESTART-ONER NO     *

 PUT0100I - IXBUFFER-SIZE    64K      * REBUILD-INDEX    NO     *

 PUT0100I - IXCHECK-SIZE     100000   * REBUILD-TASKS    3      *

 PUT0100I - OUTPUT-BUFFERS   50       * RECLUSTER        YES    *

 PUT0100I - UPDATE-BUFFERS   180      * PRR-SORTDATA     YES    *

 PUT0100I - VSAM-BUFFERS     080      * STRIP-TASKS      3      *

 PUT0100I -                             UNLOAD-TASKS     03     *

 PUT0100I - SMS/VSAM_Parms:             UPDATE-TASKS     3      *
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 PUT0100I - IDCAMS-CATALOG   YES      * COMPRESS-RATIO   90     *

 PUT0100I - SMS-GENERIC      NO       * RETRY-LIMIT      1      *

 PUT0100I - SMS-DATACLASS    NO       *

 PUT0100I - SMS-MGMTCLASS    NO       * UTILDS           PTIPROD.RP512AA.UTILDS

 PUT0100I - SMS-STORCLASS    NO       *

 PUT0100I - * = Parmlib Override Possible

  

  

 +-DIS DB(PQCDB120) SPACENAM(PQCTS120) LIMIT(05000)

 +DSNT360I  !ssid ***********************************

 +DSNT361I  !ssid *  DISPLAY DATABASE SUMMARY

 +                *    GLOBAL

 +DSNT360I  !ssid ***********************************

 +DSNT362I  !ssid     DATABASE = PQCDB120  STATUS = RW

 +                   DBD LENGTH = 28256

 +DSNT397I  !ssid

 +NAME     TYPE PART  STATUS            PHYERRLO PHYERRHI CATALOG  PIECE

 +-------- ---- ----- ----------------- -------- -------- -------- -----

 +PQCTS120 TS    0001 RW

 +    -THRU      0023

 +PQCTS120 TS    0024 RW,COPY

 +PQCTS120 TS    0025 RW

 +    -THRU      0033

 +PQCTS120 TS    0034 RW,COPY

 +PQCTS120 TS    0035 RW

 +    -THRU      0043

 +PQCTS120 TS    0044 RW,COPY

 +PQCTS120 TS    0045 RW

 +    -THRU      0053

 +PQCTS120 TS    0054 RW,COPY

 +PQCTS120 TS    0055 RW

 +    -THRU      0063

 +PQCTS120 TS    0064 RW,COPY

 +PQCTS120 TS    0065 RW

 +    -THRU      0073

 +PQCTS120 TS    0074 RW,COPY

 +PQCTS120 TS    0075 RW

 +    -THRU      0083

 +PQCTS120 TS    0084 RW,COPY

 +PQCTS120 TS    0085 RW

 +    -THRU      0093

 +PQCTS120 TS    0094 RW,COPY

 +PQCTS120 TS    0095 RW

 +    -THRU      0113

 +PQCTS120 TS    0114 RW,COPY

 +PQCTS120 TS    0115 RW

 +    -THRU      0120

 +******* DISPLAY OF DATABASE PQCDB120 ENDED      **********************

 +DSN9022I  !ssid DSNTDDIS 'DISPLAY DATABASE' NORMAL COMPLETION

  

 +-DIS DB(PQCDB120) SPACENAM(PQCT14RI) LIMIT(05000)

 +DSNT360I  !ssid ***********************************

 +DSNT361I  !ssid *  DISPLAY DATABASE SUMMARY
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 +                *    GLOBAL

 +DSNT360I  !ssid ***********************************

 +DSNT362I  !ssid     DATABASE = PQCDB120  STATUS = RW

 +                   DBD LENGTH = 28256

 +DSNT397I  !ssid

 +NAME     TYPE PART  STATUS            PHYERRLO PHYERRHI CATALOG  PIECE

 +-------- ---- ----- ----------------- -------- -------- -------- -----

 +PQCT14RI IX    0001 RW

 +    -THRU      0120

 +******* DISPLAY OF DATABASE PQCDB120 ENDED      **********************

 +DSN9022I  !ssid DSNTDDIS 'DISPLAY DATABASE' NORMAL COMPLETION

  

 PQC0163I NO RESTART ROWS FOUND - RESETTING TO NON-RESTART MODE

  

 PQC0022I RESTART ROW CREATED FOR PQCDB120.PQCTS120

 PQC0356I CHANGE COPY RBA 010EDEC97DFC FOR PQCDB120 . PQCTS120 PART 0001

 PQC0356I CHANGE COPY RBA 010EDEC97DFC FOR PQCDB120 . PQCTS120 PART 0002

 PQC0356I CHANGE COPY RBA 010EDEC97DFC FOR PQCDB120 . PQCTS120 PART 0003

 PQC0356I CHANGE COPY RBA 010EDEC97DFC FOR PQCDB120 . PQCTS120 PART 0004

 PQC0356I CHANGE COPY RBA 010EDEC97DFC FOR PQCDB120 . PQCTS120 PART 0005

 PQC0356I CHANGE COPY RBA 010EDEC97DFC FOR PQCDB120 . PQCTS120 PART 0006

 PQC0356I CHANGE COPY RBA 010EDEC97DFC FOR PQCDB120 . PQCTS120 PART 0007

 PQC0356I CHANGE COPY RBA 010EDEC97DFC FOR PQCDB120 . PQCTS120 PART 0008

 PQC0356I CHANGE COPY RBA 010EDEC97DFC FOR PQCDB120 . PQCTS120 PART 0009

 PQC0356I CHANGE COPY RBA 010EDEC97DFC FOR PQCDB120 . PQCTS120 PART 0010

 PQC0356I CHANGE COPY RBA 010EDEC97DFC FOR PQCDB120 . PQCTS120 PART 0011

 PQC0356I CHANGE COPY RBA 010EDEC97DFC FOR PQCDB120 . PQCTS120 PART 0012

 PQC0356I CHANGE COPY RBA 010EDEC97DFC FOR PQCDB120 . PQCTS120 PART 0013

 PQC0356I CHANGE COPY RBA 010EDEC97DFC FOR PQCDB120 . PQCTS120 PART 0014

 PQC0356I CHANGE COPY RBA 010EDEC97DFC FOR PQCDB120 . PQCTS120 PART 0015

 PQC0356I CHANGE COPY RBA 010EDEC97DFC FOR PQCDB120 . PQCTS120 PART 0016

 PQC0356I CHANGE COPY RBA 010EDEC97DFC FOR PQCDB120 . PQCTS120 PART 0017

 PQC0356I CHANGE COPY RBA 010EDEC97DFC FOR PQCDB120 . PQCTS120 PART 0018

 PQC0356I CHANGE COPY RBA 010EDEC97DFC FOR PQCDB120 . PQCTS120 PART 0019

 PQC0356I CHANGE COPY RBA 010EDEC97DFC FOR PQCDB120 . PQCTS120 PART 0020

 PQC0356I CHANGE COPY RBA 010EDEC97DFC FOR PQCDB120 . PQCTS120 PART 0021

 PQC0356I CHANGE COPY RBA 010EDEC97DFC FOR PQCDB120 . PQCTS120 PART 0022

 PQC0356I CHANGE COPY RBA 010EDEC97DFC FOR PQCDB120 . PQCTS120 PART 0023

 PQC0356I CHANGE COPY RBA 010EDEC97DFC FOR PQCDB120 . PQCTS120 PART 0024

 PQC0356I CHANGE COPY RBA 010EDE91D8B5 FOR PQCDB120 . PQCTS120 PART 0025

 PQC0356I CHANGE COPY RBA 010EDE92195E FOR PQCDB120 . PQCTS120 PART 0026

 PQC0356I CHANGE COPY RBA 010EDE92252C FOR PQCDB120 . PQCTS120 PART 0027

 PQC0356I CHANGE COPY RBA 010EDE922BF2 FOR PQCDB120 . PQCTS120 PART 0028

 PQC0356I CHANGE COPY RBA 010EDE923714 FOR PQCDB120 . PQCTS120 PART 0029

 PQC0356I CHANGE COPY RBA 010EDE924484 FOR PQCDB120 . PQCTS120 PART 0030

 PQC0356I CHANGE COPY RBA 010EDE92BCB8 FOR PQCDB120 . PQCTS120 PART 0031

 PQC0356I CHANGE COPY RBA 010EDE92E068 FOR PQCDB120 . PQCTS120 PART 0032

 PQC0356I CHANGE COPY RBA 010EDE93099E FOR PQCDB120 . PQCTS120 PART 0033

 PQC0356I CHANGE COPY RBA 010EDEC97DFC FOR PQCDB120 . PQCTS120 PART 0034

 PQC0356I CHANGE COPY RBA 010EDEC97DFC FOR PQCDB120 . PQCTS120 PART 0035

 PQC0356I CHANGE COPY RBA 010EDEC97DFC FOR PQCDB120 . PQCTS120 PART 0036

 PQC0356I CHANGE COPY RBA 010EDEC97DFC FOR PQCDB120 . PQCTS120 PART 0037

 PQC0356I CHANGE COPY RBA 010EDEC97DFC FOR PQCDB120 . PQCTS120 PART 0038
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 PQC0356I CHANGE COPY RBA 010EDEC97DFC FOR PQCDB120 . PQCTS120 PART 0039

 PQC0356I CHANGE COPY RBA 010EDEC97DFC FOR PQCDB120 . PQCTS120 PART 0040

 PQC0356I CHANGE COPY RBA 010EDEC97DFC FOR PQCDB120 . PQCTS120 PART 0041

 PQC0356I CHANGE COPY RBA 010EDEC97DFC FOR PQCDB120 . PQCTS120 PART 0042

 PQC0356I CHANGE COPY RBA 010EDEC97DFC FOR PQCDB120 . PQCTS120 PART 0043

 PQC0356I CHANGE COPY RBA 010EDEC97DFC FOR PQCDB120 . PQCTS120 PART 0044

 PQC0356I CHANGE COPY RBA 010EDE91B34C FOR PQCDB120 . PQCTS120 PART 0045

 PQC0356I CHANGE COPY RBA 010EDE91DD7C FOR PQCDB120 . PQCTS120 PART 0046

 PQC0356I CHANGE COPY RBA 010EDE921222 FOR PQCDB120 . PQCTS120 PART 0047

 PQC0356I CHANGE COPY RBA 010EDE921DB4 FOR PQCDB120 . PQCTS120 PART 0048

 PQC0356I CHANGE COPY RBA 010EDE92335A FOR PQCDB120 . PQCTS120 PART 0049

 PQC0356I CHANGE COPY RBA 010EDE923F60 FOR PQCDB120 . PQCTS120 PART 0050

 PQC0356I CHANGE COPY RBA 010EDE925A49 FOR PQCDB120 . PQCTS120 PART 0051

 PQC0356I CHANGE COPY RBA 010EDE9297DA FOR PQCDB120 . PQCTS120 PART 0052

 PQC0356I CHANGE COPY RBA 010EDE92B73A FOR PQCDB120 . PQCTS120 PART 0053

 PQC0356I CHANGE COPY RBA 010EDEC97DFC FOR PQCDB120 . PQCTS120 PART 0054

 PQC0356I CHANGE COPY RBA 010EDEC97DFC FOR PQCDB120 . PQCTS120 PART 0055

 PQC0356I CHANGE COPY RBA 010EDEC97DFC FOR PQCDB120 . PQCTS120 PART 0056

 PQC0356I CHANGE COPY RBA 010EDEC97DFC FOR PQCDB120 . PQCTS120 PART 0057

 PQC0356I CHANGE COPY RBA 010EDEC97DFC FOR PQCDB120 . PQCTS120 PART 0058

 PQC0356I CHANGE COPY RBA 010EDEC97DFC FOR PQCDB120 . PQCTS120 PART 0059

 PQC0356I CHANGE COPY RBA 010EDEC97DFC FOR PQCDB120 . PQCTS120 PART 0060

 PQC0356I CHANGE COPY RBA 010EDEC97DFC FOR PQCDB120 . PQCTS120 PART 0061

 PQC0356I CHANGE COPY RBA 010EDEC97DFC FOR PQCDB120 . PQCTS120 PART 0062

 PQC0356I CHANGE COPY RBA 010EDEC97DFC FOR PQCDB120 . PQCTS120 PART 0063

 PQC0356I CHANGE COPY RBA 010EDEC97DFC FOR PQCDB120 . PQCTS120 PART 0064

 PQC0356I CHANGE COPY RBA 010EDE8FC28C FOR PQCDB120 . PQCTS120 PART 0065

 PQC0356I CHANGE COPY RBA 010EDE8FCE65 FOR PQCDB120 . PQCTS120 PART 0066

 PQC0356I CHANGE COPY RBA 010EDE900A80 FOR PQCDB120 . PQCTS120 PART 0067

 PQC0356I CHANGE COPY RBA 010EDE901C8D FOR PQCDB120 . PQCTS120 PART 0068

 PQC0356I CHANGE COPY RBA 010EDE9028E8 FOR PQCDB120 . PQCTS120 PART 0069

 PQC0356I CHANGE COPY RBA 010EDE903816 FOR PQCDB120 . PQCTS120 PART 0070

 PQC0356I CHANGE COPY RBA 010EDE904854 FOR PQCDB120 . PQCTS120 PART 0071

 PQC0356I CHANGE COPY RBA 010EDEC97DFC FOR PQCDB120 . PQCTS120 PART 0072

 PQC0356I CHANGE COPY RBA 010EDEC97DFC FOR PQCDB120 . PQCTS120 PART 0073

 PQC0356I CHANGE COPY RBA 010EDEC97DFC FOR PQCDB120 . PQCTS120 PART 0074

 PQC0356I CHANGE COPY RBA 010EDEC97DFC FOR PQCDB120 . PQCTS120 PART 0075

 PQC0356I CHANGE COPY RBA 010EDEC97DFC FOR PQCDB120 . PQCTS120 PART 0076

 PQC0356I CHANGE COPY RBA 010EDEC97DFC FOR PQCDB120 . PQCTS120 PART 0077

 PQC0356I CHANGE COPY RBA 010EDEC97DFC FOR PQCDB120 . PQCTS120 PART 0078

 PQC0356I CHANGE COPY RBA 010EDEC97DFC FOR PQCDB120 . PQCTS120 PART 0079

 PQC0356I CHANGE COPY RBA 010EDEC97DFC FOR PQCDB120 . PQCTS120 PART 0080

 PQC0356I CHANGE COPY RBA 010EDEC97DFC FOR PQCDB120 . PQCTS120 PART 0081

 PQC0356I CHANGE COPY RBA 010EDEC97DFC FOR PQCDB120 . PQCTS120 PART 0082

 PQC0356I CHANGE COPY RBA 010EDEC97DFC FOR PQCDB120 . PQCTS120 PART 0083

 PQC0356I CHANGE COPY RBA 010EDEC97DFC FOR PQCDB120 . PQCTS120 PART 0084

 PQC0356I CHANGE COPY RBA 010EDEC97DFC FOR PQCDB120 . PQCTS120 PART 0085

 PQC0356I CHANGE COPY RBA 010EDEC97DFC FOR PQCDB120 . PQCTS120 PART 0086

 PQC0356I CHANGE COPY RBA 010EDEC97DFC FOR PQCDB120 . PQCTS120 PART 0087

 PQC0356I CHANGE COPY RBA 010EDE92E411 FOR PQCDB120 . PQCTS120 PART 0088

 PQC0356I CHANGE COPY RBA 010EDE92EC6F FOR PQCDB120 . PQCTS120 PART 0089

 PQC0356I CHANGE COPY RBA 010EDE930DD0 FOR PQCDB120 . PQCTS120 PART 0090

 PQC0356I CHANGE COPY RBA 010EDEC97DFC FOR PQCDB120 . PQCTS120 PART 0091
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 PQC0356I CHANGE COPY RBA 010EDEC97DFC FOR PQCDB120 . PQCTS120 PART 0092

 PQC0356I CHANGE COPY RBA 010EDEC97DFC FOR PQCDB120 . PQCTS120 PART 0093

 PQC0356I CHANGE COPY RBA 010EDEC97DFC FOR PQCDB120 . PQCTS120 PART 0094

 PQC0356I CHANGE COPY RBA 010EDEC97DFC FOR PQCDB120 . PQCTS120 PART 0095

 PQC0356I CHANGE COPY RBA 010EDEC97DFC FOR PQCDB120 . PQCTS120 PART 0096

 PQC0356I CHANGE COPY RBA 010EDEC97DFC FOR PQCDB120 . PQCTS120 PART 0097

 PQC0356I CHANGE COPY RBA 010EDEC97DFC FOR PQCDB120 . PQCTS120 PART 0098

 PQC0356I CHANGE COPY RBA 010EDEC97DFC FOR PQCDB120 . PQCTS120 PART 0099

 PQC0356I CHANGE COPY RBA 010EDE91E1AE FOR PQCDB120 . PQCTS120 PART 0100

 PQC0356I CHANGE COPY RBA 010EDE91E73C FOR PQCDB120 . PQCTS120 PART 0101

 PQC0356I CHANGE COPY RBA 010EDEC97DFC FOR PQCDB120 . PQCTS120 PART 0102

 PQC0356I CHANGE COPY RBA 010EDEC97DFC FOR PQCDB120 . PQCTS120 PART 0103

 PQC0356I CHANGE COPY RBA 010EDEC97DFC FOR PQCDB120 . PQCTS120 PART 0104

 PQC0356I CHANGE COPY RBA 010EDEC97DFC FOR PQCDB120 . PQCTS120 PART 0105

 PQC0356I CHANGE COPY RBA 010EDE9247F0 FOR PQCDB120 . PQCTS120 PART 0106

 PQC0356I CHANGE COPY RBA 010EDE924D53 FOR PQCDB120 . PQCTS120 PART 0107

 PQC0356I CHANGE COPY RBA 010EDE925298 FOR PQCDB120 . PQCTS120 PART 0108

 PQC0356I CHANGE COPY RBA 010EDE925652 FOR PQCDB120 . PQCTS120 PART 0109

 PQC0356I CHANGE COPY RBA 010EDE925E51 FOR PQCDB120 . PQCTS120 PART 0110

 PQC0356I CHANGE COPY RBA 010EDE926296 FOR PQCDB120 . PQCTS120 PART 0111

 PQC0356I CHANGE COPY RBA 010EDE92820A FOR PQCDB120 . PQCTS120 PART 0112

 PQC0356I CHANGE COPY RBA 010EDE928D52 FOR PQCDB120 . PQCTS120 PART 0113

 PQC0356I CHANGE COPY RBA 010EDEC97DFC FOR PQCDB120 . PQCTS120 PART 0114

 PQC0356I CHANGE COPY RBA 010EDEC97DFC FOR PQCDB120 . PQCTS120 PART 0115

 PQC0356I CHANGE COPY RBA 010EDEC97DFC FOR PQCDB120 . PQCTS120 PART 0116

 PQC0356I CHANGE COPY RBA 010EDEC97DFC FOR PQCDB120 . PQCTS120 PART 0117

 PQC0356I CHANGE COPY RBA 010EDEC97DFC FOR PQCDB120 . PQCTS120 PART 0118

 PQC0356I CHANGE COPY RBA 010EDEC97DFC FOR PQCDB120 . PQCTS120 PART 0119

 PQC0356I CHANGE COPY RBA 010EDEC97DFC FOR PQCDB120 . PQCTS120 PART 0120

  

 +-STA DB(PQCDB120) SPACENAM(PQCTS120)  PART(24) ACCESS(RO)

 +DSN9022I  !ssid DSNTDDIS 'START DATABASE' NORMAL COMPLETION

  

 +-DIS DB(PQCDB120) SPACENAM(PQCTS120)  PART(24) LOCKS          LIMIT(0500

 +0)

 +DSNT360I  !ssid ***********************************

 +DSNT361I  !ssid *  DISPLAY DATABASE SUMMARY

 +                *    GLOBAL LOCKS

 +DSNT360I  !ssid ***********************************

 +DSNT362I  !ssid     DATABASE = PQCDB120  STATUS = RW

 +                   DBD LENGTH = 28256

 +DSNT397I  !ssid

 +NAME     TYPE PART  STATUS            CONNID   CORRID       LOCKINFO

 +-------- ---- ----- ----------------- -------- ------------ ---------

 +PQCTS120 TS    0024 RO,COPY

 +******* DISPLAY OF DATABASE PQCDB120 ENDED      **********************

 +DSN9022I  !ssid DSNTDDIS 'DISPLAY DATABASE' NORMAL COMPLETION

  

 +-STA DB(PQCDB120) SPACENAM(PQCTS120)  PART(34) ACCESS(RO)

 +DSN9022I  !ssid DSNTDDIS 'START DATABASE' NORMAL COMPLETION

  

 +-DIS DB(PQCDB120) SPACENAM(PQCTS120)  PART(34) LOCKS          LIMIT(0500

 +0)
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 +DSNT360I  !ssid ***********************************

 +DSNT361I  !ssid *  DISPLAY DATABASE SUMMARY

 +                *    GLOBAL LOCKS

 +DSNT360I  !ssid ***********************************

 +DSNT362I  !ssid     DATABASE = PQCDB120  STATUS = RW

 +                   DBD LENGTH = 28256

 +DSNT397I  !ssid

 +NAME     TYPE PART  STATUS            CONNID   CORRID       LOCKINFO

 +-------- ---- ----- ----------------- -------- ------------ ---------

 +PQCTS120 TS    0034 RO,COPY

 +******* DISPLAY OF DATABASE PQCDB120 ENDED      **********************

 +DSN9022I  !ssid DSNTDDIS 'DISPLAY DATABASE' NORMAL COMPLETION

  

 +-STA DB(PQCDB120) SPACENAM(PQCTS120)  PART(44) ACCESS(RO)

 +DSN9022I  !ssid DSNTDDIS 'START DATABASE' NORMAL COMPLETION

  

 +-DIS DB(PQCDB120) SPACENAM(PQCTS120)  PART(44) LOCKS          LIMIT(0500

 +0)

 +DSNT360I  !ssid ***********************************

 +DSNT361I  !ssid *  DISPLAY DATABASE SUMMARY

 +                *    GLOBAL LOCKS

 +DSNT360I  !ssid ***********************************

 +DSNT362I  !ssid     DATABASE = PQCDB120  STATUS = RW

 +                   DBD LENGTH = 28256

 +DSNT397I  !ssid

 +NAME     TYPE PART  STATUS            CONNID   CORRID       LOCKINFO

 +-------- ---- ----- ----------------- -------- ------------ ---------

 +PQCTS120 TS    0044 RO,COPY

 +******* DISPLAY OF DATABASE PQCDB120 ENDED      **********************

 +DSN9022I  !ssid DSNTDDIS 'DISPLAY DATABASE' NORMAL COMPLETION

  

 +-STA DB(PQCDB120) SPACENAM(PQCTS120)  PART(54) ACCESS(RO)

 +DSN9022I  !ssid DSNTDDIS 'START DATABASE' NORMAL COMPLETION

  

 +-DIS DB(PQCDB120) SPACENAM(PQCTS120)  PART(54) LOCKS          LIMIT(0500

 +0)

 +DSNT360I  !ssid ***********************************

 +DSNT361I  !ssid *  DISPLAY DATABASE SUMMARY

 +                *    GLOBAL LOCKS

 +DSNT360I  !ssid ***********************************

 +DSNT362I  !ssid     DATABASE = PQCDB120  STATUS = RW

 +                   DBD LENGTH = 28256

 +DSNT397I  !ssid

 +NAME     TYPE PART  STATUS            CONNID   CORRID       LOCKINFO

 +-------- ---- ----- ----------------- -------- ------------ ---------

 +PQCTS120 TS    0054 RO,COPY

 +******* DISPLAY OF DATABASE PQCDB120 ENDED      **********************

 +DSN9022I  !ssid DSNTDDIS 'DISPLAY DATABASE' NORMAL COMPLETION

  

 +-STA DB(PQCDB120) SPACENAM(PQCTS120)  PART(64) ACCESS(RO)

 +DSN9022I  !ssid DSNTDDIS 'START DATABASE' NORMAL COMPLETION

  

 +-DIS DB(PQCDB120) SPACENAM(PQCTS120)  PART(64) LOCKS          LIMIT(0500
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 +0)

 +DSNT360I  !ssid ***********************************

 +DSNT361I  !ssid *  DISPLAY DATABASE SUMMARY

 +                *    GLOBAL LOCKS

 +DSNT360I  !ssid ***********************************

 +DSNT362I  !ssid     DATABASE = PQCDB120  STATUS = RW

 +                   DBD LENGTH = 28256

 +DSNT397I  !ssid

 +NAME     TYPE PART  STATUS            CONNID   CORRID       LOCKINFO

 +-------- ---- ----- ----------------- -------- ------------ ---------

 +PQCTS120 TS    0064 RO,COPY

 +******* DISPLAY OF DATABASE PQCDB120 ENDED      **********************

 +DSN9022I  !ssid DSNTDDIS 'DISPLAY DATABASE' NORMAL COMPLETION

  

 +-STA DB(PQCDB120) SPACENAM(PQCTS120)  PART(74) ACCESS(RO)

 +DSN9022I  !ssid DSNTDDIS 'START DATABASE' NORMAL COMPLETION

  

 +-DIS DB(PQCDB120) SPACENAM(PQCTS120)  PART(74) LOCKS          LIMIT(0500

 +0)

 +DSNT360I  !ssid ***********************************

 +DSNT361I  !ssid *  DISPLAY DATABASE SUMMARY

 +                *    GLOBAL LOCKS

 +DSNT360I  !ssid ***********************************

 +DSNT362I  !ssid     DATABASE = PQCDB120  STATUS = RW

 +                   DBD LENGTH = 28256

 +DSNT397I  !ssid

 +NAME     TYPE PART  STATUS            CONNID   CORRID       LOCKINFO

 +-------- ---- ----- ----------------- -------- ------------ ---------

 +PQCTS120 TS    0074 RO,COPY

 +******* DISPLAY OF DATABASE PQCDB120 ENDED      **********************

 +DSN9022I  !ssid DSNTDDIS 'DISPLAY DATABASE' NORMAL COMPLETION

  

 +-STA DB(PQCDB120) SPACENAM(PQCTS120)  PART(84) ACCESS(RO)

 +DSN9022I  !ssid DSNTDDIS 'START DATABASE' NORMAL COMPLETION

  

 +-DIS DB(PQCDB120) SPACENAM(PQCTS120)  PART(84) LOCKS          LIMIT(0500

 +0)

 +DSNT360I  !ssid ***********************************

 +DSNT361I  !ssid *  DISPLAY DATABASE SUMMARY

 +                *    GLOBAL LOCKS

 +DSNT360I  !ssid ***********************************

 +DSNT362I  !ssid     DATABASE = PQCDB120  STATUS = RW

 +                   DBD LENGTH = 28256

 +DSNT397I  !ssid

 +NAME     TYPE PART  STATUS            CONNID   CORRID       LOCKINFO

 +-------- ---- ----- ----------------- -------- ------------ ---------

 +PQCTS120 TS    0084 RO,COPY

 +******* DISPLAY OF DATABASE PQCDB120 ENDED      **********************

 +DSN9022I  !ssid DSNTDDIS 'DISPLAY DATABASE' NORMAL COMPLETION

  

 +-STA DB(PQCDB120) SPACENAM(PQCTS120)  PART(94) ACCESS(RO)

 +DSN9022I  !ssid DSNTDDIS 'START DATABASE' NORMAL COMPLETION
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 +-DIS DB(PQCDB120) SPACENAM(PQCTS120)  PART(94) LOCKS          LIMIT(0500

 +0)

 +DSNT360I  !ssid ***********************************

 +DSNT361I  !ssid *  DISPLAY DATABASE SUMMARY

 +                *    GLOBAL LOCKS

 +DSNT360I  !ssid ***********************************

 +DSNT362I  !ssid     DATABASE = PQCDB120  STATUS = RW

 +                   DBD LENGTH = 28256

 +DSNT397I  !ssid

 +NAME     TYPE PART  STATUS            CONNID   CORRID       LOCKINFO

 +-------- ---- ----- ----------------- -------- ------------ ---------

 +PQCTS120 TS    0094 RO,COPY

 +******* DISPLAY OF DATABASE PQCDB120 ENDED      **********************

 +DSN9022I  !ssid DSNTDDIS 'DISPLAY DATABASE' NORMAL COMPLETION

  

 +-STA DB(PQCDB120) SPACENAM(PQCTS120)  PART(114) ACCESS(RO)

 +DSN9022I  !ssid DSNTDDIS 'START DATABASE' NORMAL COMPLETION

  

 +-DIS DB(PQCDB120) SPACENAM(PQCTS120)  PART(114) LOCKS          LIMIT(050

 +00)

 +DSNT360I  !ssid ***********************************

 +DSNT361I  !ssid *  DISPLAY DATABASE SUMMARY

 +                *    GLOBAL LOCKS

 +DSNT360I  !ssid ***********************************

 +DSNT362I  !ssid     DATABASE = PQCDB120  STATUS = RW

 +                   DBD LENGTH = 28256

 +DSNT397I  !ssid

 +NAME     TYPE PART  STATUS            CONNID   CORRID       LOCKINFO

 +-------- ---- ----- ----------------- -------- ------------ ---------

 +PQCTS120 TS    0114 RO,COPY

 +******* DISPLAY OF DATABASE PQCDB120 ENDED      **********************

 +DSN9022I  !ssid DSNTDDIS 'DISPLAY DATABASE' NORMAL COMPLETION

  

 PQC0700I MODEL SOURCE:  PQC PARMLIB

  

 PQC0701I MODEL USED FOR COPY TYPE LP

 PQC0702I DSN=%USER..%DBNAME..%TSNAME..LP#%DSNUM..T%TIME

 PQC0702I DISP=NEW

 PQC0702I NDISP=CAT

 PQC0702I CDISP=CAT

 PQC0702I FILESEQ=0

 PQC0702I UNIT=VTAPE

  

 PQC0701I MODEL USED FOR COPY TYPE LB

 PQC0702I DSN=%USER..%DBNAME..%TSNAME..LB#%DSNUM..T%TIME

 PQC0702I DISP=NEW

 PQC0702I NDISP=CAT

 PQC0702I CDISP=CAT

 PQC0702I FILESEQ=0

 PQC0702I RETPD=30

 PQC0702I UNIT=VTAPE

  

 PQC0701I MODEL USED FOR COPY TYPE RP
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 PQC0702I DSN=%USER..%DBNAME..%TSNAME..RP#%DSNUM..T%TIME

 PQC0702I DISP=NEW

 PQC0702I NDISP=CAT

 PQC0702I CDISP=CAT

 PQC0702I STORCLAS=TSO

  

 PQC0701I MODEL USED FOR COPY TYPE RB

 PQC0702I DSN=%USER..%DBNAME..%TSNAME..RB#%DSNUM..T%TIME

 PQC0702I DISP=NEW

 PQC0702I NDISP=CAT

 PQC0702I CDISP=CAT

 PQC0702I FILESEQ=0

 PQC0702I RETPD=30

 PQC0702I UNIT=CART

  

 PQC0701I MODEL USED FOR COPY TYPE LP2

 PQC0702I DSN=%USER..%DBNAME..%TSNAME..LP2#%DSNUM..T%TIME

 PQC0702I DISP=NEW

 PQC0702I NDISP=CAT

 PQC0702I CDISP=CAT

 PQC0702I STORCLAS=TSO

  

 PQC0701I MODEL USED FOR COPY TYPE LB2

 PQC0702I DSN=%USER..%DBNAME..%TSNAME..LB2#%DSNUM..T%TIME

 PQC0702I DISP=NEW

 PQC0702I NDISP=CAT

 PQC0702I CDISP=CAT

 PQC0702I FILESEQ=0

 PQC0702I RETPD=30

 PQC0702I UNIT=CART

  

 PQC0701I MODEL USED FOR COPY TYPE RP2

 PQC0702I DSN=%USER..%DBNAME..%TSNAME..RP2#%DSNUM..T%TIME

 PQC0702I DISP=NEW

 PQC0702I NDISP=CAT

 PQC0702I CDISP=CAT

 PQC0702I STORCLAS=TSO

  

 PQC0701I MODEL USED FOR COPY TYPE RB2

 PQC0702I DSN=%USER..%DBNAME..%TSNAME..RB2#%DSNUM..T%TIME

 PQC0702I DISP=NEW

 PQC0702I NDISP=CAT

 PQC0702I CDISP=CAT

 PQC0702I FILESEQ=0

 PQC0702I RETPD=30

 PQC0702I UNIT=CART

  

 +-STA DB(PQCDB120) SPACENAM(PQCTS120)  ACCESS(RW)

 +DSNT309I  !ssid DSNTDCST   PARTITION PQCDB120.PQCTS120.0001 IS

 +CURRENTLY START RW.

 +DSNT309I  !ssid DSNTDCST   PARTITION PQCDB120.PQCTS120.0002 IS

 +CURRENTLY START RW.

 +DSNT309I  !ssid DSNTDCST   PARTITION PQCDB120.PQCTS120.0003 IS
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 +CURRENTLY START RW.

 +DSNT309I  !ssid DSNTDCST   PARTITION PQCDB120.PQCTS120.0004 IS

 +CURRENTLY START RW.

 +DSNT309I  !ssid DSNTDCST   PARTITION PQCDB120.PQCTS120.0005 IS

 +CURRENTLY START RW.

 +DSNT309I  !ssid DSNTDCST   PARTITION PQCDB120.PQCTS120.0006 IS

 +CURRENTLY START RW.

 +DSNT309I  !ssid DSNTDCST   PARTITION PQCDB120.PQCTS120.0007 IS

 +CURRENTLY START RW.

 +DSNT309I  !ssid DSNTDCST   PARTITION PQCDB120.PQCTS120.0008 IS

 +CURRENTLY START RW.

 +DSNT309I  !ssid DSNTDCST   PARTITION PQCDB120.PQCTS120.0009 IS

 +CURRENTLY START RW.

 +DSNT309I  !ssid DSNTDCST   PARTITION PQCDB120.PQCTS120.0010 IS

 +CURRENTLY START RW.

 +DSNT309I  !ssid DSNTDCST   PARTITION PQCDB120.PQCTS120.0011 IS

 +CURRENTLY START RW.

 +DSNT309I  !ssid DSNTDCST   PARTITION PQCDB120.PQCTS120.0012 IS

 +CURRENTLY START RW.

 +DSNT309I  !ssid DSNTDCST   PARTITION PQCDB120.PQCTS120.0013 IS

 +CURRENTLY START RW.

 +DSNT309I  !ssid DSNTDCST   PARTITION PQCDB120.PQCTS120.0014 IS

 +CURRENTLY START RW.

 +DSNT309I  !ssid DSNTDCST   PARTITION PQCDB120.PQCTS120.0015 IS

 +CURRENTLY START RW.

 +DSNT309I  !ssid DSNTDCST   PARTITION PQCDB120.PQCTS120.0016 IS

 +CURRENTLY START RW.

 +DSNT309I  !ssid DSNTDCST   PARTITION PQCDB120.PQCTS120.0017 IS

 +CURRENTLY START RW.

 +DSNT309I  !ssid DSNTDCST   PARTITION PQCDB120.PQCTS120.0018 IS

 +CURRENTLY START RW.

 +DSNT309I  !ssid DSNTDCST   PARTITION PQCDB120.PQCTS120.0019 IS

 +CURRENTLY START RW.

 +DSNT309I  !ssid DSNTDCST   PARTITION PQCDB120.PQCTS120.0020 IS

 +CURRENTLY START RW.

 +DSNT309I  !ssid DSNTDCST   PARTITION PQCDB120.PQCTS120.0021 IS

 +CURRENTLY START RW.

 +DSNT309I  !ssid DSNTDCST   PARTITION PQCDB120.PQCTS120.0022 IS

 +CURRENTLY START RW.

 +DSNT309I  !ssid DSNTDCST   PARTITION PQCDB120.PQCTS120.0023 IS

 +CURRENTLY START RW.

 +DSNT309I  !ssid DSNTDCST   PARTITION PQCDB120.PQCTS120.0025 IS

 +CURRENTLY START RW.

 +DSNT309I  !ssid DSNTDCST   PARTITION PQCDB120.PQCTS120.0026 IS

 +CURRENTLY START RW.

 +DSNT309I  !ssid DSNTDCST   PARTITION PQCDB120.PQCTS120.0027 IS

 +CURRENTLY START RW.

 +DSNT309I  !ssid DSNTDCST   PARTITION PQCDB120.PQCTS120.0028 IS

 +CURRENTLY START RW.

 +DSNT309I  !ssid DSNTDCST   PARTITION PQCDB120.PQCTS120.0029 IS

 +CURRENTLY START RW.

 +DSNT309I  !ssid DSNTDCST   PARTITION PQCDB120.PQCTS120.0030 IS

 +CURRENTLY START RW.
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 +DSNT309I  !ssid DSNTDCST   PARTITION PQCDB120.PQCTS120.0031 IS

 +CURRENTLY START RW.

 +DSNT309I  !ssid DSNTDCST   PARTITION PQCDB120.PQCTS120.0032 IS

 +CURRENTLY START RW.

 +DSNT309I  !ssid DSNTDCST   PARTITION PQCDB120.PQCTS120.0033 IS

 +CURRENTLY START RW.

 +DSNT309I  !ssid DSNTDCST   PARTITION PQCDB120.PQCTS120.0035 IS

 +CURRENTLY START RW.

 +DSNT309I  !ssid DSNTDCST   PARTITION PQCDB120.PQCTS120.0036 IS

 +CURRENTLY START RW.

 +DSNT309I  !ssid DSNTDCST   PARTITION PQCDB120.PQCTS120.0037 IS

 +CURRENTLY START RW.

 +DSNT309I  !ssid DSNTDCST   PARTITION PQCDB120.PQCTS120.0038 IS

 +CURRENTLY START RW.

 +DSNT309I  !ssid DSNTDCST   PARTITION PQCDB120.PQCTS120.0039 IS

 +CURRENTLY START RW.

 +DSNT309I  !ssid DSNTDCST   PARTITION PQCDB120.PQCTS120.0040 IS

 +CURRENTLY START RW.

 +DSNT309I  !ssid DSNTDCST   PARTITION PQCDB120.PQCTS120.0041 IS

 +CURRENTLY START RW.

 +DSNT309I  !ssid DSNTDCST   PARTITION PQCDB120.PQCTS120.0042 IS

 +CURRENTLY START RW.

 +DSNT309I  !ssid DSNTDCST   PARTITION PQCDB120.PQCTS120.0043 IS

 +CURRENTLY START RW.

 +DSNT309I  !ssid DSNTDCST   PARTITION PQCDB120.PQCTS120.0045 IS

 +CURRENTLY START RW.

 +DSNT309I  !ssid DSNTDCST   PARTITION PQCDB120.PQCTS120.0046 IS

 +CURRENTLY START RW.

 +DSNT309I  !ssid DSNTDCST   PARTITION PQCDB120.PQCTS120.0047 IS

 +CURRENTLY START RW.

 +DSNT309I  !ssid DSNTDCST   PARTITION PQCDB120.PQCTS120.0048 IS

 +CURRENTLY START RW.

 +DSNT309I  !ssid DSNTDCST   PARTITION PQCDB120.PQCTS120.0049 IS

 +CURRENTLY START RW.

 +DSNT309I  !ssid DSNTDCST   PARTITION PQCDB120.PQCTS120.0050 IS

 +CURRENTLY START RW.

 +DSNT309I  !ssid DSNTDCST   PARTITION PQCDB120.PQCTS120.0051 IS

 +CURRENTLY START RW.

 +DSNT309I  !ssid DSNTDCST   PARTITION PQCDB120.PQCTS120.0052 IS

 +CURRENTLY START RW.

 +DSNT309I  !ssid DSNTDCST   PARTITION PQCDB120.PQCTS120.0053 IS

 +CURRENTLY START RW.

 +DSNT309I  !ssid DSNTDCST   PARTITION PQCDB120.PQCTS120.0055 IS

 +CURRENTLY START RW.

 +DSNT309I  !ssid DSNTDCST   PARTITION PQCDB120.PQCTS120.0056 IS

 +CURRENTLY START RW.

 +DSNT309I  !ssid DSNTDCST   PARTITION PQCDB120.PQCTS120.0057 IS

 +CURRENTLY START RW.

 +DSNT309I  !ssid DSNTDCST   PARTITION PQCDB120.PQCTS120.0058 IS

 +CURRENTLY START RW.

 +DSNT309I  !ssid DSNTDCST   PARTITION PQCDB120.PQCTS120.0059 IS

 +CURRENTLY START RW.

 +DSNT309I  !ssid DSNTDCST   PARTITION PQCDB120.PQCTS120.0060 IS
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 +CURRENTLY START RW.

 +DSNT309I  !ssid DSNTDCST   PARTITION PQCDB120.PQCTS120.0061 IS

 +CURRENTLY START RW.

 +DSNT309I  !ssid DSNTDCST   PARTITION PQCDB120.PQCTS120.0062 IS

 +CURRENTLY START RW.

 +DSNT309I  !ssid DSNTDCST   PARTITION PQCDB120.PQCTS120.0063 IS

 +CURRENTLY START RW.

 +DSNT309I  !ssid DSNTDCST   PARTITION PQCDB120.PQCTS120.0065 IS

 +CURRENTLY START RW.

 +DSNT309I  !ssid DSNTDCST   PARTITION PQCDB120.PQCTS120.0066 IS

 +CURRENTLY START RW.

 +DSNT309I  !ssid DSNTDCST   PARTITION PQCDB120.PQCTS120.0067 IS

 +CURRENTLY START RW.

 +DSNT309I  !ssid DSNTDCST   PARTITION PQCDB120.PQCTS120.0068 IS

 +CURRENTLY START RW.

 +DSNT309I  !ssid DSNTDCST   PARTITION PQCDB120.PQCTS120.0069 IS

 +CURRENTLY START RW.

 +DSNT309I  !ssid DSNTDCST   PARTITION PQCDB120.PQCTS120.0070 IS

 +CURRENTLY START RW.

 +DSNT309I  !ssid DSNTDCST   PARTITION PQCDB120.PQCTS120.0071 IS

 +CURRENTLY START RW.

 +DSNT309I  !ssid DSNTDCST   PARTITION PQCDB120.PQCTS120.0072 IS

 +CURRENTLY START RW.

 +DSNT309I  !ssid DSNTDCST   PARTITION PQCDB120.PQCTS120.0073 IS

 +CURRENTLY START RW.

 +DSNT309I  !ssid DSNTDCST   PARTITION PQCDB120.PQCTS120.0075 IS

 +CURRENTLY START RW.

 +DSNT309I  !ssid DSNTDCST   PARTITION PQCDB120.PQCTS120.0076 IS

 +CURRENTLY START RW.

 +DSNT309I  !ssid DSNTDCST   PARTITION PQCDB120.PQCTS120.0077 IS

 +CURRENTLY START RW.

 +DSNT309I  !ssid DSNTDCST   PARTITION PQCDB120.PQCTS120.0078 IS

 +CURRENTLY START RW.

 +DSNT309I  !ssid DSNTDCST   PARTITION PQCDB120.PQCTS120.0079 IS

 +CURRENTLY START RW.

 +DSNT309I  !ssid DSNTDCST   PARTITION PQCDB120.PQCTS120.0080 IS

 +CURRENTLY START RW.

 +DSNT309I  !ssid DSNTDCST   PARTITION PQCDB120.PQCTS120.0081 IS

 +CURRENTLY START RW.

 +DSNT309I  !ssid DSNTDCST   PARTITION PQCDB120.PQCTS120.0082 IS

 +CURRENTLY START RW.

 +DSNT309I  !ssid DSNTDCST   PARTITION PQCDB120.PQCTS120.0083 IS

 +CURRENTLY START RW.

 +DSNT309I  !ssid DSNTDCST   PARTITION PQCDB120.PQCTS120.0085 IS

 +CURRENTLY START RW.

 +DSNT309I  !ssid DSNTDCST   PARTITION PQCDB120.PQCTS120.0086 IS

 +CURRENTLY START RW.

 +DSNT309I  !ssid DSNTDCST   PARTITION PQCDB120.PQCTS120.0087 IS

 +CURRENTLY START RW.

 +DSNT309I  !ssid DSNTDCST   PARTITION PQCDB120.PQCTS120.0088 IS

 +CURRENTLY START RW.

 +DSNT309I  !ssid DSNTDCST   PARTITION PQCDB120.PQCTS120.0089 IS

 +CURRENTLY START RW.
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 +DSNT309I  !ssid DSNTDCST   PARTITION PQCDB120.PQCTS120.0090 IS

 +CURRENTLY START RW.

 +DSNT309I  !ssid DSNTDCST   PARTITION PQCDB120.PQCTS120.0091 IS

 +CURRENTLY START RW.

 +DSNT309I  !ssid DSNTDCST   PARTITION PQCDB120.PQCTS120.0092 IS

 +CURRENTLY START RW.

 +DSNT309I  !ssid DSNTDCST   PARTITION PQCDB120.PQCTS120.0093 IS

 +CURRENTLY START RW.

 +DSNT309I  !ssid DSNTDCST   PARTITION PQCDB120.PQCTS120.0095 IS

 +CURRENTLY START RW.

 +DSNT309I  !ssid DSNTDCST   PARTITION PQCDB120.PQCTS120.0096 IS

 +CURRENTLY START RW.

 +DSNT309I  !ssid DSNTDCST   PARTITION PQCDB120.PQCTS120.0097 IS

 +CURRENTLY START RW.

 +DSNT309I  !ssid DSNTDCST   PARTITION PQCDB120.PQCTS120.0098 IS

 +CURRENTLY START RW.

 +DSNT309I  !ssid DSNTDCST   PARTITION PQCDB120.PQCTS120.0099 IS

 +CURRENTLY START RW.

 +DSNT309I  !ssid DSNTDCST   PARTITION PQCDB120.PQCTS120.0100 IS

 +CURRENTLY START RW.

 +DSNT309I  !ssid DSNTDCST   PARTITION PQCDB120.PQCTS120.0101 IS

 +CURRENTLY START RW.

 +DSNT309I  !ssid DSNTDCST   PARTITION PQCDB120.PQCTS120.0102 IS

 +CURRENTLY START RW.

 +DSNT309I  !ssid DSNTDCST   PARTITION PQCDB120.PQCTS120.0103 IS

 +CURRENTLY START RW.

 +DSNT309I  !ssid DSNTDCST   PARTITION PQCDB120.PQCTS120.0104 IS

 +CURRENTLY START RW.

 +DSNT309I  !ssid DSNTDCST   PARTITION PQCDB120.PQCTS120.0105 IS

 +CURRENTLY START RW.

 +DSNT309I  !ssid DSNTDCST   PARTITION PQCDB120.PQCTS120.0106 IS

 +CURRENTLY START RW.

 +DSNT309I  !ssid DSNTDCST   PARTITION PQCDB120.PQCTS120.0107 IS

 +CURRENTLY START RW.

 +DSNT309I  !ssid DSNTDCST   PARTITION PQCDB120.PQCTS120.0108 IS

 +CURRENTLY START RW.

 +DSNT309I  !ssid DSNTDCST   PARTITION PQCDB120.PQCTS120.0109 IS

 +CURRENTLY START RW.

 +DSNT309I  !ssid DSNTDCST   PARTITION PQCDB120.PQCTS120.0110 IS

 +CURRENTLY START RW.

 +DSNT309I  !ssid DSNTDCST   PARTITION PQCDB120.PQCTS120.0111 IS

 +CURRENTLY START RW.

 +DSNT309I  !ssid DSNTDCST   PARTITION PQCDB120.PQCTS120.0112 IS

 +CURRENTLY START RW.

 +DSNT309I  !ssid DSNTDCST   PARTITION PQCDB120.PQCTS120.0113 IS

 +CURRENTLY START RW.

 +DSNT309I  !ssid DSNTDCST   PARTITION PQCDB120.PQCTS120.0115 IS

 +CURRENTLY START RW.

 +DSNT309I  !ssid DSNTDCST   PARTITION PQCDB120.PQCTS120.0116 IS

 +CURRENTLY START RW.

 +DSNT309I  !ssid DSNTDCST   PARTITION PQCDB120.PQCTS120.0117 IS

 +CURRENTLY START RW.

 +DSNT309I  !ssid DSNTDCST   PARTITION PQCDB120.PQCTS120.0118 IS
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 +CURRENTLY START RW.

 +DSNT309I  !ssid DSNTDCST   PARTITION PQCDB120.PQCTS120.0119 IS

 +CURRENTLY START RW.

 +DSNT309I  !ssid DSNTDCST   PARTITION PQCDB120.PQCTS120.0120 IS

 +CURRENTLY START RW.

 +DSN9022I  !ssid DSNTDDIS 'START DATABASE' NORMAL COMPLETION

  

 PQC0115I QUICK COPY STATISTICS - PQCDB120 PQCTS120 001  120  :

 PQC0116I NUMBER OF COPIES PRODUCED:              1

 PQC0119I NUMBER OF 4K BLOCKS WRITTEN PER COPY:   00000009936

 PQC0129I NUMBER OF 4K BLOCKS UPDATED IN TS:      00000000000

  

 PQC0134I QUICK COPY DETAIL:

 PQC0126I ACCESS METHOD USED FOR ALL I/O:         EXCP

 PQC0117I NUMBER OF READ TASKS INITIATED IS:      01

 PQC0118I NUMBER OF WRITE TASKS INITIATED IS:     001

 PQC0120I NUMBER OF READ WAITS:                   00000000000

 PQC0121I NUMBER OF WRITE WAITS:                  00000001438

  

 PQC0029I RESTART ROW DELETED FOR PQCDB120.PQCTS120

Output Generated for a Concurrent Copy
Quick Copy generates the following output from a concurrent copy session.

The following sample output comes from a concurrent copy session. The output is generated in the PTIMSG and
PTIIMSG data sets and the DSSPRINT data set. Quick Copy dynamically allocates the DSSPRINT data set that contains
the output from the DFSMSdss DUMP command.

In the following example, tablespace PQCCCDB.PQCCCTS2 consists of three partitions.

Quick Copy creates the following DFSMSdss DUMP syntax:

PARALLEL

DUM OPT(3) DATAS(FILT(DSSFILTD)) -

CAN CONC SHA TOL(ENQF) WAIT(0,0) -

OUTDD(SYSCOPY)

Quick Copy creates the following information in the FILTERDDN data set:

INCL(  -

   R71A.DSNDBC.PQCCCDB.PQCCCTS2.I0001.A001,    -

   R71A.DSNDBC.PQCCCDB.PQCCCTS2.I0001.A002,    -

   R71A.DSNDBC.PQCCCDB.PQCCCTS2.I0001.A003     -

)

The following sample output shows the messages that are written to the PTIMSG data set:

PUT0000I - Database Management Solutions for Db2 vv.rr.mm - Started

PUT0006I - Initialization Complete

PUT0018I - Invoking Utility COPY - Statement Number:      001

 

PQC0300I - QUICK COPY VERSION: version EXECUTING ON DB2 

        SUBSYSTEM: ssid RELEASE: release FL: function_level CL: code_level
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PQC0003I PQC VERSION vv.rr.mm

 

PQC0299I  Region Size Requested         .......7,168K

          Region Below Available        .......7,168K

          Region Below Upper Limit      .......7,232K

          Region Below High Value       .......7,168K

          Region Below SMF Limit Value  .......7,232K

          Region Above Available        ...1,526,148K

          Region Above Upper Limit      .....131,072K

          Region Above High Value       .....131,072K

          Region Above SMF Limit Value  .....131,072K

  COPY TABLESPACE PQCCCDB.PQCCCTS2

    CONCURRENT

 

PQC0619I - MODIFYBITS DEFAULTING TO NO

 

PQC0080I PQC UTILITY ID: MACFR01.MACKL01C           CHECKSUM: 00016361

PQC0533I PARSING FUNCTION COMPLETED SUCCESSFULLY

 

PQC0995I DDNAME SYSCOPY  NOT FOUND

         PQC WILL USE DYNAMIC ALLOCATION FOR ALL SYSCOPY OUTPUT FILES

 

 

PQC0245I PREPARING LIST OF OBJECTS FOR IMAGE COPY

 

PQC0246I Object=PQCCCDB.PQCCCTS2   Creator MACFR01

 

PQC0247I NUMBER OF OBJECTS SELECTED FOR IMAGE COPY:       1

 

 

DSNU000I   DSNUGUTC - OUTPUT START FOR UTILITY, UTILID = MACFR01.MACKL01C

DSNU050I   DSNUGUTC -  QUIESCE TABLESPACE PQCCCDB.PQCCCTS2

DSNU477I   R71A DSNUQUIA - QUIESCE SUCCESSFUL FOR TABLESPACE PQCCCDB.PQCCCTS2

DSNU477I   R71A DSNUQUIA -    QUIESCE SUCCESSFUL FOR INDEXSPACE

            PQCCCDB.PQCCCIX2

DSNU474I   R71A DSNUQUIA - QUIESCE AT RBA 02B930936721 AND AT LRSN 02B930936721

DSNU475I   DSNUQUIB - QUIESCE UTILITY COMPLETE, ELAPSED TIME= 00:00:00

DSNU010I   DSNUGBAC - UTILITY EXECUTION COMPLETE, HIGHEST RETURN CODE=0

 

PQC0616I CONCURRENT COPY INITIALIZATION START: timestamp

 

PQC0618I CONCURRENT COPY INITIALIZATION END:   timestamp

 

PQC0639I DFSMSdss IS STARTING THE PHYSICAL COPIES:   timestamp

 

PQC0640I DFSMSdss HAS COMPLETED THE PHYSICAL COPIES: timestamp

 

PQC0617I CONCURRENT COPY SUCCESSFUL FOR TABLESPACE PQCCCDB.PQCCCTS2

 

PQC0101I COPY001    - FULL CONCURRENT COPY

PQC0102I    DATASET: MACFR01.PQCCCDB.PQCCCTS2.LP#001.T1005488

PQC0103I    VOLUMES: SMS

PQC0010I SYSCOPY UPDATE: ICTYPE=F STYPE=C DSNUM=    ICBACKUP=LP
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PQC0632I SYSCOPY UPDATE PHASE COMPLETED FOR CONCURRENT COPY

PUT0019I - Elapsed Time: 00:00:06

The following sample output shows the messages that DFSMSdss writes to the DSSPRINT data set:

PAGE 0001     5695-DF175  DFSMSDSS V1R06.0 DATA SET SERVICES   date_and_time

ADR041I (SCH)-PRIME(01), I/O BUFFER ABOVE 16MB VIRTUAL REQUESTED

  PARALLEL

ADR101I (R/I)-RI01 (01), TASKID 001 HAS BEEN ASSIGNED TO COMMAND 'PARALLEL'

  DUM OPT(3) DATAS(FILT(DSSFILTD)) -

  CAN CONC SHA TOL(ENQF) WAIT(0,0) -

  OUTDD(SYSCOPY)

ADR101I (R/I)-RI01 (01), TASKID 002 HAS BEEN ASSIGNED TO COMMAND 'DUM '

ADR109I (R/I)-RI01 (01), date_and_time INITIAL SCAN OF USER CONTROL

                         STATEMENTS COMPLETED.

ADR014I (SCH)-DSSU (02), date_and_time ALL PREVIOUSLY SCHEDULED TASKS

                         COMPLETED. PARALLEL MODE NOW IN EFFECT

ADR050I (002)-PRIME(01), DFSMSDSS INVOKED VIA APPLICATION INTERFACE

ADR016I (002)-PRIME(01), RACF LOGGING OPTION IN EFFECT FOR THIS TASK

ADR006I (002)-STEND(01), date_and_time EXECUTION BEGINS

ADR801I (002)-DTDSC(01), DATA SET FILTERING IS COMPLETE. 3 OF 3 DATA SETS WERE

                         SELECTED:

                         0 FAILED SERIALIZATIONAND 0 FAILED FOR OTHER REASONS.

 

ADR734I (002)-DTDSC(01), date_and_time CONCURRENT COPY INITIALIZATION

                         SUCCESSFUL FOR 3 OF 3 SELECTED DATA SETS.

                         SERIALIZATION FOR THIS DATA IS RELEASED IF DFSMSDSS

                         HELD IT. THE INTERMEDIATE RETURN CODE IS 0000.

ADR454I (002)-DTDSC(01), THE FOLLOWING DATA SETS WERE SUCCESSFULLY PROCESSED.

                         CLUSTER NAME   R71A.DSNDBC.PQCCCDB.PQCCCTS2.I0001.A001

                         CATALOG NAME   ICF.DBA.CAT2

                         COMPONENT NAME R71A.DSNDBD.PQCCCDB.PQCCCTS2.I0001.A001

                         CLUSTER NAME   R71A.DSNDBC.PQCCCDB.PQCCCTS2.I0001.A002

                         CATALOG NAME   ICF.DBA.CAT2

                         COMPONENT NAME R71A.DSNDBD.PQCCCDB.PQCCCTS2.I0001.A002

                         CLUSTER NAME   R71A.DSNDBC.PQCCCDB.PQCCCTS2.I0001.A003

                         CATALOG NAME   ICF.DBA.CAT2

                         COMPONENT NAME R71A.DSNDBD.PQCCCDB.PQCCCTS2.I0001.A003

ADR006I (002)-STEND(02), date_and_time EXECUTION ENDS

ADR013I (002)-CLTSK(01), date_and_time TASK COMPLETED WITH RETURN CODE 0000

ADR012I (SCH)-DSSU (01), date_and_time DFSMSDSS PROCESSING COMPLETE.

                         HIGHEST RETURN CODE IS 0000

Parmlib Options
Use the UTIL parmlib member in hlq.CDBAPARM to set global execution default values for Quick Copy.

WARNING
Some of the UTIL parameters apply to all utilities.
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Access the UTIL Parmlib

You can edit the UTIL parmlib from the following locations:

Setup
The option on the Post-Install Tailoring panel

EP
The (Edit Parmlib Members) option under General Facilities on the Main Menu for Database Management
Solutions for Db2
To validate the parameter values after you edit them, use the Post-Install Tailoring panel or the
Edit Parmlib Members UTIL panel. If the UTIL member is missing from hlq.CDBAPARM, these panels display
default values for all parameters. A new member is generated after all options are submitted.

UTIL
The member in hlq.CDBAPARM

WARNING

We do not recommend editing the member directly in hlq.CDBAPARM. Parameters that are
changed manually through the member are not validated. The member also may not contain new
options and changes that have been made. Using invalid parameters results in product failures.

Quick Copy Parameters

The following parameters in the UTIL parmlib member apply only to Quick Copy:

CHECK-DUPLICATES (YES|NO)
Name in Panel: Check for dups in SYSCOPY
Specifies whether to check for duplicate data set names in SYSCOPY before registering a copy:
YES

Checks for duplicates. If a duplicate is found, a warning is issued and the utility terminates.
NO

Does not check for duplicates. Specifying NO does not affect your ability to use the copy for recovery
because the duplicate copies have different RBAs.

CHECK-EDT (YES|NO)
Name in Panel: Check EDT for DEVTYPE column
This parameter is deprecated.

EXCP (YES|NO)
Name in Panel: Use EXCP Processing
Specifies whether to use the EXCP YES or EXCP NO access method in Quick Copy jobs. For more information
about selecting an access method, see Copy Engines.

COPY-BUFFERS (nnn)
Name in Panel: Default num of copy buffers
Specifies how many 4-KB copy buffers to allocate to the access method for reading and writing.
Default: 030
For more information, see COPY-BUFFERS.

COPY-TASKS (nnn)
Name in Panel: Default num of copy tasks
Specifies the number of concurrent copy READ tasks.
Default: 001
For more information, see COPY-TASKS.

FULL-AUTO (YES|NO)
Name in Panel: Full Auto
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Specifies whether to convert an incremental image copy to a full image copy automatically when the activity
against the tablespace warrants the conversion:
YES

Converts the incremental image copy to a full image copy. This option requires the following keywords:

• SHRLEVEL REFERENCE or SHRLEVEL NONE
• MODIFYBITS YES
• COPYnn(Y,...)

NO
Does not convert the incremental image copy to a full image copy. Processing stops and messages are
printed to explain the situation. This value is the default.

For more information about converting image copies, see FULL-AUTO.
MASTER-CATALOG (YES|NO)

Name in Panel: Allow Master Catalog updates
Specifies whether image copy data sets with an undefined alias can be cataloged in the master catalog. If you
specify YES, proper authorization is required for updates to the master catalog.

MODIFYBITS (YES|NO)
Name in Panel: Mod bits updated during copy
Specifies whether to reset the modification bits in the space map page for tablespaces. If NO is specified, writes
cannot be issued against the tablespace. Only reads can be issued.
For more information, see MODIFYBITS.

NEWPASS-VOLSER (YES|NO)
Name in Panel: Newpass Volser
Specifies whether to place the VOLSER of a tape that is defined as DISP(NEW,PASS) in SYSCOPY.

RC-NO-OBJECTS-SELECTED (nnnn|0016)
Name in Panel: PQC - RC When No Objects Selected
Specifies the termination return code to use when no objects are selected for processing or when none of the
selected objects are found in the Db2 catalog.
Limits: 0004-4095
Default: 0016

S-IOP (YES|NO)
Name in Panel: S-Type IOP or earlier
Specifies whether an S-Type or earlier I/O processor is in use:
YES

Specifies that an S-type or earlier I/O processor is in use. The EXCP channel programs write three tracks
at a time.

NO
Specifies that a J-Type processor or ESCON Director is in use. The EXCP channel programs write 15
tracks (one cylinder) at a time.

For more information, see S-IOP.
SKIP-INVALID (YES|NO)

Name in Panel: PQC - Skip Invalid Objects
Specifies whether to skip objects with an invalid status and continue processing valid objects. If you specify NO,
Quick Copy terminates when an object with an invalid status is found (for example, RECP, RBDP, or CHKP). No
objects are copied.

QUIESCE-BEFORE (YES|NO)
Name in Panel: PQC - Quiesce Before Copy
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Specifies whether to quiesce objects before starting a SHRLEVEL CHANGE copy. The RBA from the quiesce is
registered to SYSCOPY.

DSNUM-ZERO (YES|NO)
Name in Panel: PQC - Set %DSNUM to 000
Specifies whether to set the dynamic allocation %DSNUM value to 000 when a DSNUM ALL copy creates a
single image copy data set for a partitioned object. If you specify NO, the %DSNUM value is set to 001.

QUIESCE-RETRY (nn)
Name in Panel: PQC - Quiesce Retry Limit
Specifies the number of times to attempt a QUIESCE after an initial failure.
Limits: 00-31

LRSNCOPY (YES|NO)
Name in Panel: PQC - LRSN Copy
Specifies whether to perform incremental copies sequentially using an RBA/LRSN value from the START_RBA
column in SYSCOPY. This parameter determines which pages are copied.
YES

Determines the results according to the MODIFYBITS specification. If you specify LRSNCOPY YES,
also specify FULL NO. If you specify FULL YES, the LRSNCOPY keyword is ignored and a full copy is
performed.

NO
Determines the results according to the TRACKMOD specification. This value is the default.

For more information, see LRSNCOPY.
RESET-STATUS (YES|NO)

Name in Panel: PQC - Reset Status
Specifies whether to reset all objects to their initial status when a QUIESCE failure occurs for a SHRLEVEL
REFERENCE copy:
YES

Resets all objects to their initial status and deletes any restart rows that were created for the copy from
the restart table. The object cannot be restarted.

NO
Leaves objects in RO status. Any restart rows that were created remain in the restart table. The job can
be restarted. This value is the default.

OBJ-ORDER (SIZE|NONE)
Name in Panel: PQC - Object Order
Specifies the processing order for the selected objects:
SIZE

Processes the objects in descending size order. This value is the default.
NONE

Processes the objects without a defined order.
MERGE-COPY (YES|NO)

Name in Panel: PQC - Merge-Copy
Specifies whether to merge consecutive incremental image copies that were taken with MODIFYBITS NO:
YES

Merges consecutive incremental image copies. The SYSIBM.SYSCOPY record for the last incremental
image copy of the object or object partition is removed. The merged incremental copy is registered to
SYSIBM.SYSCOPY.
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NO
Does not merge consecutive incremental image copies. SYSIBM.SYSCOPY retains records for each
incremental image copy. This value is the default.

For more information, see MERGE-COPY.
RECALL-FAILURE (TERM|OBJECT)

Name in Panel: PQC - Recall Failure
Specifies the action to take when the recall of a migrated (archived) object fails:
TERM

Terminates the copy. This value is the default.
OBJECT

Skips the object and continues processing.
SKIP-RECALL (YES|NO)

Name in Panel: PQC - Skip Recall
Specifies whether to skip objects that are migrated (archived), or recall them to perform the copy:
YES

Skips migrated objects. Only those objects that are not migrated are copied.
NO

Recalls migrated objects and includes them in the copy. This value is the default.
For more information, see SKIP-RECALL.

MIGRAT-VOL (volume-id)
Name in Panel: PQC - Migrat-Vol
(Optional) Specifies the volume ID that your system uses for migrated objects. MIGRAT, ARCIVE, and ARCHIV
are recognized as volume IDs automatically. If your system does not use one of these volume IDs, specify the one
that is used. By default, this field is blank.
Limits: 0-6 alphanumeric characters

GDG-LIMIT (nnn|005)
Name in Panel: PQC - GDG Limit
Specifies the GDG BASE LIMIT value for the dynamic allocation of generation data group (GDG) data sets that
are used for image copies, as defined in the PQCPARM models.
Default: 005
Limits: 1-255

RC-OBJS-AUTO-EXCLUDED (nnnn|0000)
Name in Panel: PQC - RC When Objs AutoExcluded
Specifies the return code to use when objects are excluded from a COPY job automatically. The following objects
are excluded automatically from a wildcard specification:

• Objects with a creator of SYSIBM
• Objects with a database name of DSNDB07
• Broadcom objects in database PTDB

When a value is specified and an object is excluded, informational messages identify the object and the copy
continues. Otherwise, if no errors are encountered, the copy completes with a return code of 0.
Default: 0000
Limits: 0000-0004

SINGLE-ATTACH (YES|NO)
Name in Panel: PQC - Single Attach
Specifies whether to multitask the read and write tasks for multiple units of work:
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YES
Multitasks the read and write tasks. The required number of tasks is attached, up to the number that is
specified by the COPY-TASKS keyword.

NO
Does not multitask the read and write tasks. The tasks for each unit of work are attached and detached
individually. This value is the default.

For more information, see SINGLE-ATTACH.
LARGE-TAPE-BLOCK (AUTO|YES|NO)

Name in Panel: PQC - Large Tape Block
Specifies whether to use large block sizes when writing image copy data sets to tape devices that support the
large block interface (LBI). Large block sizes are supported only with EXCP NO processing.
AUTO

Detects and uses the maximum block size for the device. For example, 3490 devices support a maximum
block size of 60 KB. Therefore, image copy data sets are written to those devices with a block size of 60
KB. This value is the default.

YES
Detects and uses the maximum block size for the device. This option is the same as AUTO.

NO
Uses the default tape block size (28 KB).

For more information, see LARGE-TAPE-BLOCK.
CATALOG-METHOD (SVC|CSI)

Name in Panel: PQC - Catalog Method
Specifies which method of catalog processing to use when retrieving information about Db2 data sets:
SVC

Uses SVC 26 (an internal function) to access the z/OS catalog. This value is the default.
CSI

Uses the z/OS Catalog Search Interface, IGGCSI00, to access the z/OS catalog.
For more information, see CATALOG-METHOD.

PQC-QUIESCE-FALLBACK (YES|NO)
Name in Panel: PQC - Allow fallback to QUIESCE
Specifies whether to obtain a START_RBA for SHRLEVEL CHANGE copies by performing a quiesce when the
START_RBA for the copy cannot be found in the BSDS or Db2 log. For example, a START_RBA may not be
available after a LOAD LOG NO is performed.
YES

Invokes QUIESCE to obtain the START_RBA of the SHRLEVEL change image copy. This value is the
default.

NO
Terminates the copy and issues an error when the START_RBA is undetermined. This option can
maximize the performance and can reduce the downtime of high-demand objects.

PQC-CHKP-RETENTION-TIME (nnn|0)
Name in Panel: PQC - Checkpoint retention time
Specifies how many minutes of information about Db2 checkpoints to retain for SHRLEVEL CHANGE copies.
Default: 0
Limits: 0 through 240

PQC-SHRLEVEL-CHANGE-POLICY (NORMAL|STRICT)
Name in Panel: PQC - SHRLEVEL change policy
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Specifies whether to continue processing SHRLEVEL CHANGE incremental image copies or terminate with RC=8
when the following conditions occur:

• The START_RBA of the image copy is unknown.
• The START_RBA of the image copy matches a previously created image copy and cannot be registered to

SYSIBM.SYSCOPY.

The following values are valid:
NORMAL

Continues processing. This option can create empty image copies or copies that are not registered to
SYSIBM.SYSCOPY and are therefore unusable for recoveries. This value is the default.

STRICT
Terminates processing with RC=8.

Options for SNAPSHOTACCESS INSTANT Copies

The following parameters affect Quick Copy and other utilities that invoke Quick Copy.

SYSCOPYAUTH (ON|OFF)
Name in Panel: Syscopy authorization
Specifies whether to let Fast Check, Fast Load, Fast Recover, Quick Copy, and Rapid Reorg users update the
SYSCOPY and SYSTABLE tables when they do not have UPDATE authority
ON

Lets unauthorized users update the SYSCOPY and SYSTABLE tables. The user ID is replaced
temporarily with the SYSADM ID of the Db2 address space. After the table is updated, the utility reverts to
the user ID.

OFF
Does not let unauthorized users update the SYSCOPY and SYSTABLE tables. Only users who already
have UPDATE authority can update SYSCOPY and SYSTABLES.

SSCOPYOPT (YES|NO)
Name in Panel: Snapshot Copy Option
Specifies where to register SNAPSHOTACCESS INSTANT copies:
YES

Registers the copies in SYSIBM.SYSCOPY. A default DSN template (SSCOPYDDN) is required.
NO

Registers the copies in the Broadcom SYSCOPY table. This value is the default.
SSCOPYHLQ (YES|NO)

Name in Panel: Snapshot Copy HLQ
Specifies whether to use the high-level qualifier (HLQ) of the source object as the high-level qualifier for the
snapshot data set name.
YES

Uses the HLQ of the source object. If this option is selected, specify SSCOPYHLQ as the HLQ of the
default template DSN (SSCOPYDDN).

NO
Uses the HLQ that you specify for the HLQ of the SSCOPYDDN. This value is the default.

SSCOPYDDN (template)
Name in Panel: Snapshot Copy Template
Specifies the default template for SNAPSHOTACCESS INSTANT image copy data set names in the following
format:
(hlq.&DB..&TS..N{&DSNUM.|&PART.|&PA.}.{&UNIQ.|&UQ.|&TIME.|&TI.|&HHMMSS.})
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Because SNAPSHOTACCESS INSTANT copies are created at the data set or partition level, the DSN template
must include a variable that identifies the partition number (&DSNUM., &PART., or &PA). The template must
also include a variable that generates unique data set names for all objects (&UNIQ., &UQ., &TIME., &TI., or
&HHMMSS.).
Limits: Alphanumeric or national characters (A to Z, 0 through 9, @ $ # &) or period (.). The first character cannot
be numeric. Parentheses cannot be used.
Example: SHK01.&DB..&TS..N&DSNUM..&UNIQ.

Shared Parameters

The following parameters within the UTIL parmlib member apply to Quick Copy and other utilities.

WARNING
Changing these parameters can affect multiple utilities.

ABEND-TASK (YES|NO)
Name in Panel: Abend if return code is > 4
Specifies whether to force a user abend and produce a dump when a return code that is greater than 4 is
returned.

ALLMSGS (YES|NO)
Name in Panel: Allmsgs
Specifies whether to write all IFI and VSAM system messages to the execution log:
YES

Writes all system messages to the log. If the PTIIMSG data set is defined in the job, the messages
are written there. Otherwise, the messages are written to the PTIMSG data set. You cannot overwrite
ALLMSGS (YES) in the UTIL parmlib by specifying ALLMSGS (NO) in the SYSIN because the SYSIN
keyword does not accept parameters.

NO
Does not write all system messages to the log. This value is the default.

AUDIT-LEVEL (0|1|2)
Name in Panel: Audit Level
Specifies the level of auditing to perform when making an image copy. Appropriate messages alert you to any
discrepancies.
0

Performs level 0 verification. This value is the default.
1

Performs level 0 and level 1 verification.
2

Performs levels 0, 1, and 2 verification.
For more information, see AUDIT.

AUTO-RESTART (YES|NO)
Name in Panel: Automatic Restart
Specifies whether to restart automatically from the utility statement that failed.
YES

Restarts the step from the failing statement. AUTO-RESTART YES maintains a restart statement record
in the restart table and enforces unique utility IDs within the restart table.

NO
Does not restart from the failing statement. You must provide the statement number in the JCL restart
parameter, along with the restart option. Example: RESTART(2,BYPASS)

For more information, see RESTART Parameters.
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MAXTASKS (nnnn)
Name in Panel: Default num. conc. sort tasks
Specifies the maximum number of concurrent sort tasks.
The COPY-TASKS parmlib option determines the MAXTASKS value for Quick Copy. For more information, see
COPY-TASKS.

MODE (NS|SWAP)
Name in Panel: Utility mode
Specifies whether to run in swappable or nonswappable mode:
NS

Runs in nonswappable mode. This value is the default.
SWAP

Runs in swappable mode.
RACF-AUTHID (userid|NO)

Name in Panel: RACF authorized ID
Specifies the user ID for the AXSB user to use in Db2 catalog extraction. This parameter is provided for
downward compatibility. If RACF processing should be bypassed, we recommend that you specify NO. You can
also specify TRUST, which means that the user has RACF security but wants to be considered a trusted user and
not a privileged user.

UPDTE-RTS-TABLES (YES|NO)
Name in Panel: Update RTS Tables
Specifies whether to update the real-time statistics (RTS) tables (SYSIBM.TABLESPACESTATS and
SYSIBM.INDEXSPACESTATS).

MSG-DUMP (message-id)
Name in Panel: Create dump for these messages
Specifies one or more message IDs that create an SVC dump when they are encountered during processing. You
can enter as many message IDs as you want. However, the list on this panel is truncated on the last full message
ID that does not exceed 44 characters. Message values are internal to the products. Broadcom Support must be
contacted to obtain the proper values.

STOP-LIMIT (nnnnn|00005)
Name in Panel: Stop Limit
Specifies how many minutes to wait for CLAIMs or LOCKs to be released, or to try to start or stop a tablespace,
before issuing an error message.
Default: 00005
Limits: 00001-99999

HISTORY (YES|NO)
Name in Panel: Create History Table Rows
Specifies whether to create history table rows containing utility history information.

RETRY-LIMIT (nnnn|0001)
Name in Panel: Retry Limit
Specifies the number of times to retry Db2 catalog access when a contention problem is encountered. Quick Copy
attempts to retry SQLCODES -911 and -913.
Default: 0001
Limits: 0000-9999

RESTART-RETRY (nn|01)
Name in Panel: RESTART table retry count
Specifies the number of times to retry processing when a delete or insert fails against the restart table.
Default: 01
Limits: 01-99
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History Table
The history table (PTI.PTGL500_HISTORY in PTDB.PTG500UH) stores utility statistics. These statistics include how long
it took to copy an object, job details, and object details.

When you specify HISTORY=YES in the UTIL parmlib member, Quick Copy creates one row in the history table for each
object specification in a COPY statement. That is, each use of TABLESPACE, INDEX, or INDEXSPACE. A single row is
created in the history table for a successful copy, regardless of a COPY-TASK value or the use of PARTS-PER-COPY.
Quick Copy does not create rows in the history table for copies that are created on behalf of another utility, such as an
inline copy created from the RECOVER utility. You can query the history table to obtain specific information by executing
your own SQL statements or by using the Db2 Command Processor.

Quick Copy updates the following columns in the history table:

PUT_JOBNAME
Identifies the job name.

PUT_JOBID
Identifies the job ID number.

PUT_USER
Identifies the user ID of the job submitter.

PUT_STEPNAME
Identifies the step that executed the COPY.

PUT_SYSID
Identifies the Db2 subsystem.

PUT_UTIL
Identifies the utility. COPY is displayed for Quick Copy.

PUT_CREATOR
Identifies the creator of the object that is being copied.

PUT_DBNAME
Identifies the database.

PUT_TSNAME
Identifies the page set name.

PUT_IXNAME
Identifies the index name. This value is updated only when an index is copied.

PUT_PARTNUM
Identifies the first partition number that was specified in the COPY statement for the object specification. For a
DSNUM ALL copy, this value is zeros.

PUT_Db2_LVL
Identifies the Db2 version as follows:

• 810—Db2 8.1
• 910—Db2 9.1
• 1010—Db2 10.1

PUT_SMFID
Identifies the SMF subsystem ID.

PUT_START_DATETIME
Identifies the starting date and time for the object copy.
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PUT_END_DATETIME
Identifies the ending date and time for the object copy.

PUT_ELAPSED_TIME
Identifies the elapsed time for the object copy.

PUT_UTIL_ID
Identifies the utility ID for the job step. Generally, the value is the userid.jobname.

PUT_UTIL_SOURCE
Identifies the utility that created the row.

PUT_UTIL_VERSION
Identifies the release level of the utility.

PUT_HASH
Contains 4,096 bits that identify the partitions that were copied. For a DSNUM ALL copy, all hash bits are zero.

PUT_CMD_TEXT
Contains the syntax that was input to the Quick Copy utility.
When multiple objects are copied, the PUT_CMT_TEXT value is identical for each row that is created for the
objects. Multiple objects can be specified individually, through a wildcard specification, or through the LIST or
OBJ-LIST keywords.

PUT_RC
Identifies the return code from the copy:
0

Indicates that processing completed successfully.
4

Indicates that the copy completed with warnings. Usually this return code is associated with an empty
image copy. In this case, no image copy data set is registered in SYSIBM.SYSCOPY.

The value for all other columns in the history table is zeros or spaces.
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Messages
Quick Copy generates messages that describe normal processing, warning situations, and error conditions that can occur.

Typically, ISPF messages are documented within the product interface. For more information about these messages,
press the Help key (F1) while viewing the message.

To browse all Database Management Solutions for Db2 messages, go to Database Management Solutions for Db2
Messages.

Quick Copy Return Codes

The following return codes and their descriptions apply to the Quick Copy API:

0
Indicates that processing completed successfully.

2
Indicates that the copy completed with PREVIEW OPTION or a catalog error (Not Cataloged 2).

4
Indicates that the copy completed with warnings. Warning level messages are generated.

8
Indicates that the copy encountered errors. The copy job terminated before completion. Error messages that
identify the problem are generated.

16
Indicates that the copy encountered severe errors. The copy job terminated before completion. Error messages
that identify the problem are generated.

20
Indicates an invalid API Control block (#COPY) address.

21
Indicates an invalid API function identifier (#COFUNC).

22
Indicates that a getmain error was detected in API module UTLQC#1.

23
Indicates a parser (UTLQCPSE) ATTACH error.

24
Indicates a UTLQC#2 LOAD error.

25
Indicates that the API INLINE ATTACH Termination ECB has been posted early. This error code could indicate
that a syntax error was detected in the PQC parser (UTAQCPSE). This code can also indicate that an error
occurred in the first stage of Quick Copy driver processing. Other errors that could occur are a system abend or a
user abend.

26
Indicates a Quick Copy parser or driver error.

27
Indicates that the Quick Copy API initialization (#COPY INIT) was not invoked or that an error occurred during the
API initialization.
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28
Indicates an invalid page size for INLINE processing.

29
Indicates an invalid API internal (#COPYI) control block address.

30
Indicates an invalid QCPX (#CO@QCP) control block address.

31
Indicates that a write error was detected by a Quick Copy writer task during API INLINE processing.

32
Indicates that invalid ECB contents were encountered when trying to compare and swap the PQC INLINE Reader
ECB (#CI@RECB).

33
Indicates that an INLINE writer task abend occurred.

34
Indicates that the STIMERM function cannot be performed.

35
Indicates that a Quick Copy error has occurred (PQC ECB posted).

36
Indicates that a zero RAMTS address (#CORAMT@) was passed.

37
Indicates that a zero RAMIX address (#CORAMI@) was passed.

38
Indicates an invalid RAMTS (TS_ID) header ID.

39
Indicates an invalid RAMIX (IX_ID) header ID.

40
Indicates that a zero GLEB address (#COGLB@) was passed.

41
Indicates an invalid GLEB identifier (GLEB_ID).

42
Indicates that the Quick Copy API does not support the copy of IBM databases.

43
Indicates that the BLOCK@ parameter was specified during a #COPY INIT call, but a previous #COPY PREINIT
call had not been issued.

44
Indicates that an error was detected during #COPY PREINIT processing.

45
Indicates that the ATTACH termination ECB for PQC PREINIT processing was posted early. An error may have
been encountered in the PQC parser.

46
Indicates an invalid VCAT.

47
Indicates an invalid INSTANCE NODE.
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48
Indicates an invalid PARTITION NODE.

49
Indicates that the Quick Copy API does not support more than one object in a list.

50
Indicates an invalid SYNTAX option.

51
Indicates an invalid RESTART option.

52
Indicates an invalid Db2AUTH option.

53
Indicates an invalid ENQ option.

54
Indicates an invalid MSG option.

55
Indicates an invalid ETM option.

56
Indicates an invalid TERMTYP option.

57
Indicates an invalid COPYBUF option.

58
Indicates an invalid IDCMENQ option.

59
Indicates an invalid ALTSPCE option.

60
Indicates an invalid API control block (#COPY) address.

61
Indicates a UTLQC#1 LOAD error.

62
Indicates that the UTLQC#2 address (#CO@MOD2) equals zero.

63
Indicates an invalid environment (standard call) for #COPY CALL (INLINE).

64
Indicates an invalid environment for #COPY SRPOST. The required environment must be standard copy
ATTACH.

65
Indicates that the SYSCOPY registration ECB was already posted.

67
Indicates an invalid environment for #COPY SRILINE.

68
Indicates an invalid SRIREG option.

69
Indicates an invalid SRITYPE option.
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70
Indicates an invalid SHRLVL option.

71
Indicates an invalid SUPACSS option.

72
Indicates an invalid CPYFLGS option.

80
Warns that #COPY INIT was bypassed (in PREINIT mode).

100
Indicates that the Quick Copy API does not support SNAPSHOTACCESS YES.

103
Indicates that the Quick Copy API does not support concurrent copies.
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Additional Resources
This article provides resources to assist you in maximizing your product experience, including information about
education, webcasts, product support resources, and product maintenance.

Product Support

The following resources are available from Broadcom Support:

• Database Management Solutions for Db2 overview (includes links to solution brief and other technical documents)
• Broadcom Support Online (product information, communities, download management, case management)
• Support and Services (getting started, services, and support)
• Broadcom Mainframe Product Lifecycle Page
• Mainframe Compatibilities (CICS TS, Db2, IBM z13, IBM zEnterprise, IMS, IPv6, Pervasive Encryption Compatibility,

PCI DSS Compliance matrix, z/OS, z/VM, and z/VSE)

Maintenance

Use the following resources to obtain information about maintaining the Database Management Solutions for Db2:

• Mainframe Installation and Maintenance Tools
• Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures
• Broadcom Mainframe Product Maintenance Solutions List
• Mainframe Software Security Advisories
• Recommended Service for z/OS (CARS)
• Broadcom Support Network Details

Db2 Reference Tools

The following Db2 for z/OS reference tools are provided as a PDF download:

• Performance Handbook for Db2 for z/OS
• Backup and Recovery Handbook for Db2 for z/OS
• Reference Guide for Db2 12 for z/OS
• Catalog Poster for Db2 12 for z/OS

Education and Training

Use the following links to learn more about the Database Management Solutions for Db2:

• Integrate Mainframe Db2 into your DevOps Journey
• Mainframe Training
• Mainframe eLearning Library
• Broadcom Digital Badges (showcase your skills and competencies)

– Detector digital badge
– Log Analyzer digital badge
– RC/Query digital badge
– SYSVIEW for Db2 digital badge

• Mainframe Learning Paths:
– Database Administration Suite for Db2

Includes core functions training for RC/Migrator and RC/Compare, and the following RC/Query courses:
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https://www.credly.com/organizations/broadcom/collections
https://www.credly.com/org/broadcom/badge/detector-for-db2-for-z-os-fundamentals
https://www.credly.com/org/broadcom/badge/log-analyzer-for-db2-for-z-os
https://www.credly.com/org/broadcom/badge/rc-query-for-db2-for-z-os-fundamentals
https://www.credly.com/org/broadcom/badge/ca-sysview-for-db2
https://community.broadcom.com/education/viewdocument/ca-database-administration-for-db2?CommunityKey=bd92ecf3-d291-44ae-87ef-f17f7697397e&tab=librarydocuments
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• Overview
• Report customization, package, list, and table list commands
• Advanced commands

– Database Performance Suite for Db2
Includes foundations for Mainframe Team Center - Database Management for Db2 and core foundations for Plan
Analyzer.
This learning path also includes the following Detector and Subsystem Analyzer courses:

• Getting started
• Standard collection
• Exception and error collection
• Batch reporting

This learning path also includes the following SYSVIEW for Db2 courses:

• Overview
• Set up your user profile
• Monitor pool metrics at the SSID level
• Monitor application and thread performance
• Monitor current and historical SQL activity
• Work with probe and trace requests
• Use the exception monitor

– Database Recovery Suite for Db2
Includes core functions training for Fast Recover, Log Analyzer, Merge/Modify, Quick Copy, and Recovery
Analyzer.

– Database Utility Suite for Db2
Includes core functions training for Database Analyzer, Fast Load, Fast Recover, Fast Unload, Log Analyzer, Quick
Copy, and Recovery Analyzer.

• Mainframe Product Roadmap Webcasts
• Educate YouTube Channel (requires a Google account)

Videos

Many product videos are available on YouTube by searching using the product or component name. You can access
these videos directly from the Database Management Solutions for Db2 playlist on YouTube or from the product-specific
documentation.

User Communities

Consult your peers, reach out to subject matter experts, and read the latest technical insights and information in our global
communities:

• Broadcom Mainframe Software Division (MSD) Microsite
• Mainframe Blog
• Mainframe Product Communities
• Db2 Tools Community
• Mainframe Education Community

Social Media

Through the following Broadcom Mainframe Software channels, we share information that provides value to our
mainframe community, including events, blog posts, eBooks, analyst reports, and more:
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https://community.broadcom.com/education/viewdocument/ca-database-performance-management?CommunityKey=bd92ecf3-d291-44ae-87ef-f17f7697397e&tab=librarydocuments
https://community.broadcom.com/education/viewdocument/ca-database-backup-and-recovery-for?CommunityKey=bd92ecf3-d291-44ae-87ef-f17f7697397e&tab=librarydocuments
https://community.broadcom.com/education/viewdocument/ca-database-tuning-optimization-an?CommunityKey=bd92ecf3-d291-44ae-87ef-f17f7697397e&tab=librarydocuments
https://mainframe.broadcom.com/broadcom-mainframe-product-roadmap-series
https://www.youtube.com/user/Educate
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLynEdQRJawmyddLDCpW07rWC21nDcSTex
https://mainframe.broadcom.com/
https://mainframe.broadcom.com/blog
https://community.broadcom.com/mainframesoftware/home
https://community.broadcom.com/mainframesoftware/communities/communityhomeblogs?CommunityKey=45ba021d-aa18-4825-ace0-21b4c0d451ee
https://community.broadcom.com/education/communities/communityhomeblogs?CommunityKey=bd92ecf3-d291-44ae-87ef-f17f7697397e
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• LinkedIn
• Twitter
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Documentation Legal Notice
This Documentation, which includes embedded help systems and electronically distributed materials, (hereinafter referred
to as the “Documentation”) is for your informational purposes only and is subject to change or withdrawal by Broadcom
at any time. This Documentation is proprietary information of Broadcom and may not be copied, transferred, reproduced,
disclosed, modified or duplicated, in whole or in part, without the prior written consent of Broadcom.

If you are a licensed user of the software product(s) addressed in the Documentation, you may print or otherwise make
available a reasonable number of copies of the Documentation for internal use by you and your employees in connection
with that software, provided that all Broadcom copyright notices and legends are affixed to each reproduced copy.

The right to print or otherwise make available copies of the Documentation is limited to the period during which the
applicable license for such software remains in full force and effect. Should the license terminate for any reason, it is your
responsibility to certify in writing to Broadcom that all copies and partial copies of the Documentation have been returned
to Broadcom or destroyed.

TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, BROADCOM PROVIDES THIS DOCUMENTATION “AS
IS” WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT WILL
BROADCOM BE LIABLE TO YOU OR ANY THIRD PARTY FOR ANY LOSS OR DAMAGE, DIRECT OR INDIRECT,
FROM THE USE OF THIS DOCUMENTATION, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, LOST PROFITS, LOST
INVESTMENT, BUSINESS INTERRUPTION, GOODWILL, OR LOST DATA, EVEN IF BROADCOM IS EXPRESSLY
ADVISED IN ADVANCE OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH LOSS OR DAMAGE.

The use of any software product referenced in the Documentation is governed by the applicable license agreement and
such license agreement is not modified in any way by the terms of this notice.

The manufacturer of this Documentation is Broadcom Inc.

Provided with “Restricted Rights.” Use, duplication or disclosure by the United States Government is subject to the
restrictions set forth in FAR Sections 12.212, 52.227-14, and 52.227-19(c)(1) - (2) and DFARS Section 252.227-7014(b)
(3), as applicable, or their successors.

Copyright © 2005-2022 Broadcom. All Rights Reserved. The term “Broadcom” refers to Broadcom Inc. and/or its
subsidiaries. All trademarks, trade names, service marks, and logos referenced herein belong to their respective
companies.
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